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The Complete Upgrade Solution

8Mb Memory
- Uses only eight RAM devices

- Suitable for A440, A400/1 & R140
- Fuiiy RISC OS compatible

- Four layer printed circuit boards
- Courier collection & fitting included

8 Mb upgrade - £499

410/1 Memory
- 400 series RAM upgrade kits

- Supplied witti full fitting Instructions

-410/1 to 420/1 requires 1Mb
-420/1 to 440/1 requires 2Mb
-410/1 to 440/1 requires 3Mb

1 Mb - £35 2Mb - £64 3Mb - £98

Qualified

Dealer

A3 10 Memory
- Includes free MEMCla upgrade
- Four layer printed circuit boards

- Courier collection & fitting included
- Free MEMCla wtille stocks lost

2nd Mb - £99 4th Mb - £199
2nd to 4th Mb upgrade - £1 15

A3000 Memory
- Uses only eight RAM devices

- User upgradeable from 1 to 4 Mb
- Four layer printed circuit boord

- Low power consumption
- Available without RAM devices

Bare card - £35
2nd Mb Card - £56 4th Mb Card - £159

A540 Memory cards
- Uses only eight RAM devices

- Four layer printed circuit board
- Three cords may be fitted giving

a total of 1 6Mb of memory
A540 4Mb upgrade - £275
Two memory cards - £520
Three memory cards - £749

ARM3 Upgrades
- 3 to 4 times performance Increase

- Surface mount technology
- Four layer printed circuit board

Suitable for all ARM2 based machines

25MHz ARM 3 upgrade - £199
Collection delivery and Installation on

all machines - £35

A5000 Memory & Drives
- increases A5000 memory to 4Mb

- Ugradeobie from 4 Mb to 8Mb
- 4Mb to 8Mb price Includes installation

- High quality Four layer circuit board
- No special tools required

A5000 4Mb RAM - £110 4Mb to 8Mb RAM - £399
A5000 2nd 105Mb IDE drive - £299

VIDC Enhar^cers
- Increases resolution with all Muitlscon monitors

- Doubles desktop work area
- Custom modes for Taxon and EIzo monitors

- Includes Mode designer software
- Free with any multlscan monitor from Atomwide

VIDC Enhancer - £25 A540 mode software £5

Syquest removable disk systems
- including One cartridge, drive unit and all cables

- 42Mb removable cartridges
- High-flow fan fitted for improved cooling

Atomwide Syquest drive unit - £425
Drive unit with Oak SCSI card - £599

Spare 42Mb disks - £55

Quantum SCSi iHard disc's
- including drive, metalwork and all cables

- Fast 1 6ms access 64K cache
- slim line disc two drives may be fitted in one frame

- Available as Internal or externol units

52Mb internal - £ 1 99 105Mb internal - £299
210Mb internal £599 425Mb internal - £949
Oak 1 6bit card - £1 75 External unit add - £75

DTP & Monitors
- impression II DTP package £130

- Impression junior DTP package £70
- LBP4 printer including sheet feeder £1045

- EIzo 9060 £399 - EIzo 9070 £599 - EIzo T56Gi £1025
- Taxan 795 £490 - Toxan 875 £775

All monitors come with a Free VIDC enhancer
Carriage on oil monitors is £7

Acorn Machines

A5000 & A5000LC - Free 4Mb upgrade
A540 - Free 4Mb ram card giving 8Mb
A3000 & A3000LC - Free 2nd Mb RAM
A5000 - £ 1 499 A5000LC - £ 1 53

1

With Eizo 9060 monitor ASOOO - £1699 A5000LC £1731
A3000 - £599 A3000LC - £642 A540 - £2495

- Ail products are cross-compatible
- Combinotion deals available on all products
- Dealer enquires welcome
- Phone for full detdils on all products

All prices exclude VAT at 17.5% but include delivery with the exception of monitors

ATOMWIDE
23 The Greenway Orpirigton Kent BR5 2AY Tel 0689 838852 Fax 0689 896088



Task list

RuicKey

Fontasy

Placard

Special

Go to DTP TaskList

Fontasy

Text "Sinply fontastic!"

Font Trinity, Bold

Size
I

HERE RT LAST!

Load Fonts

Load Printer Driver

Start Inpression

Open Letters Directory

JIHSHart quotes

Original *

SmpHj fmsi!m§(mr^

fl neu version of the

Task and Nindou Organiser

(TWO for short),

Uersion 1,83 has Multiple

task lists, which can be

locked against unwanted

changes (e,g, by pupils)

Go back to nain TaskList

§ t> e 9 I a I » -i^ y234 j
*

"Exceptionally good sofi

ware, Already I can't

understand how I Managed

without TWO!"

§ A

Main Hpariina
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DocuMen
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iHpression
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F4

Find and Rep

48^

Rnld

F5

New Style

58^^

left Align

F6

Edit Style

68^

F7

Neu Chapter

m
iiCFS

ifl HardDisc4 IDE 4 SCSI 4 Printer iK

Dicti

.. Xentrp I Riaht fllian iFiil hj iil

Special
The simple answer when you need those funny

characters. Also useful for viewing new fonts.

• Only £10 (Site Licence £30)

Fontasy
"Brilliant" - Micro User

"Very impressed with the ease of use and the

control available." - Archimedes World

"Good value for money" - BBC Acorn User

Placard
The intelligent way to print draw files across

several sheets of paper.

DrawBender
The genuinely flexible draw file moulder.

• Buy Fontasy, DrawBender and
Placard for only £45
(Combined Site Licence £80)

QaicKey
'Just what you've always wanted ... so simple

... an essential utility." - Micro User

TWO
"Worth the asl<ing price for the window tidying

options alone. Something to offer everyone."

- Archimedes World

"Really neat. Fontasy, QuicKey and TWO are

so useful you wonder how you ever managed
without them." - Micro User

Existing users please send disc and 12 first

class stamps for update plus new manual.

• Buy QuicKey + TWO for only £30
(Combined Site Licence £80)

Please turn to our

double-page price

list for more infor-

mation and ordering

details. Or call our

telephone number
for friendly advice.

UK customers please add VAT to prices shown



PIPEDREAMS
Imagine a flexible word processor in

which you can use fonts and pictures to

sive stimning presentation U) your

letters and reports. And a 93, ()()() word

spelling checker and user dictionaries

for letter-perfect writing.

Imagine the most powerful spread-

sheet package on the Archimedes.

Backgrovmd recalculation so you carr\"

on working while it computes. 160

built-in functions, plus a programmiii.g

language for \oiu- own custom fiuic-

tions. Arrays within slots for eas\'

manipulation of structured data.

Imagine dynamic charts straight from

your data. .Multiple scales to compare

trends. Personalised Penguin Cjraphics

with bars filled by your own draw files to

dazzle your friends and colleagues,

COLTON software-^

Coltonsoft Limited

Tel: 10223) 311881

Fax: (0223) 312010

Imagine a fast and compact database

package with full sorting, searching and

selection criteria. With links straight to

the word processor for prinring mail-

shots and labels.

Imagine user-friendly features such as

configurable menus, template files to

start new docimients from, and auto-

matic fitting of column widths to the

data,

PipeDream 4

the works

Free your imaginadon.

RRP S196+\'.Vr. Call for education prices

and .sice licences. Pipel^ream 4 is ideal for any

.-\rchimedes, ,^,5000 or .\.S()()0 with 2MH
R.\.\I or more.

fur a free 21 brochure, complcce and

return this eotipon.
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3d Conslruclion Kit Domark £42

'\3000 Technical Reference Manual Acom VO £30

Oak

Alpine

Storm
Minerva

Acorn

Acorn Vi

Fourth Dim
Clares

Fourth Dim
Longman
Dabs
Dabs

CIS
Visionscan £295

A5000 Technical Manual

A540 Technical Guide

ABC Basic Compiler
- ABX Ulils

Adventure Playground, age 5+
Air Supremacy
Alerion

Alien invasion

All-in Boxing

Alpha-Base
ALPS Adventure Language

Programming System
•Amazing Ollie, age 4+
Ancestry

ANSI C Release 3
- extra manual

Apocalypse

Arcade 3 Compilation

Arcade Soccer

ArcComm 2

ArcDFS
Arcendium
Archimedes Assembly Language

- with disc

Archimedes Rrst Steps

Arrtiway 2

ArcLight

ArcMonitor

Arcounts Manager
ARC-PCB

- Professional

- Schematics

Arete nil 7

AReticulate

ARaisl
ArcTrivia

Armadeus
Artisan II

Artworks

Atelier

Autosketch CAD

Dallarena
Bambuz le

BASIC V Guide
BBC Basic Guide
Blaston

Blitz

BlowPipe
•Boogie Buggy (not for A5000)
Bookstore, age 7-16

Break 147 & Superpooi

Broadcast Loader
Bubble Fair

Bug Hunter/ MoonDash
Bug Hunter in Space
Business Accounts

•WableNews
Cambridge Pascal

Cartoon Collection

Cartoon Line

Castle of Dreams
Cataclysm

Caverns
C: A Dabhand Guide

- with disc

C Development System
Chameleon
Charts & Graphs
Chequered Flag CIS £17

- Extra Circuits CIS £16

Chess 3D Micro Power £14

Children's Graphira Micro Studio £16

Chocks Away Fourth Dim £17
- Compendium Fourth Dim £27
- Extra fvlissions Fourth Dim £14

Chopper Force Fourth Dim £POA
Chuci< Rock Krisalis £19

Clip Art Graphics Factory

- Vol 1 (General), sprites E19
- Vol 2 (General) / Vol 3 (Animals) /

Vol 4 (Sport) / Vol 5 (Characters) each £25

Silicon

Silicon

Silicon

Serial Pan
Fourth Dim
Fourth Dim
Moray

Claras

CC 1

Topologika

Minerva

Autodesk
Topolagika

Acorn \

Arxe
Eclipse

Fourth Dim
ESM
Fourth Dim

Minerva

Minerva

Minerva

Lingenuity

Oak

£296

£165
£60

Micro Studio £16
Etema £17
Storm £17

Fourth Dim £17
Arcana

Dabs VOEU
E22

Clip Art Set 1, drawfites

Clip Art Set 2, drawfiles

•Coffee, age 9+
Colour Screen"Mac

- Arc^Mac Cable
Compression
Concept Designer

Conqueror
Control Logo
Control Panel

Converta-Key

Con-uplion

Craltshop 1

Craltshop 2
Creator

Cross-32 l^flela-Assembler
- manual tor evaluation

DataVision
DataVtford

Decorated Alphabet, sprites

Designer V,3

Designer Intro

£26
£29

Midnight

Midnight

Storm tiiB

Human £90
Human £24
CC £39
Longman £22
Superior £17
Longman £22
Lingenuity £14
Triple R £14
Alpine £15
Magnetic £21

4mation £27
4mation £27
Alpine £31

CIS £12
Baildon £175
Baitdon V0£15

Silicon £110
Triple R £14
Micro Studio £17
TechSoft El 93

TechSoft £75

RISC

ESM
Minerva

DeskEdit

Desktop Assembler Release 2

Desktop C Release 4
Desktop Folio, new 1992 edition

Desktop Office

Desktop Publisher

-extra manual Acorn votiu
Detect-a-Pet, age 5-11 ESM £49

DFS Reader Beebug E9

Disc Tree Mitre £37

DrawBender ICS £15
- site licence £50

Dread Dragon Droom Resource £21

Dreamwave EMR £34

Drop Ship Fourth Dim £14

DTP Graphics 1 fvlono. sprites Micro Studio £1

5

DTP Graphics 2 Colour Micro Studio £1

7

DTP Graphics combined Micro Studio £25

DTP Seeds 4mation VO E8

DTP Theme Packs, age 5-16 ESM
- Christmas £35
- Editor's £29
- Maths £29

Casiword Minerva £16

EasiWrtter Icon £120
- Dictionaries: Danish / French / German / Italian /

Norwegian /Spanish /Swedish /Welsh each £30

J.

Image Outilnar

= y--^ Imagine

^ ei-:^'-<L ^ Impression 2,15 or latest

^ g ^^^^~~~\ /~^ ~ network version* "^ —=sS:^ Y _ g^jg licence

- extra hardware key tor sties only

- extra manual tor sites only

Impression Borders CC
Impression Business Supplement CC
Impression Junior CC

- site licence

- extra manual tor sites only

Inertia

Insight

Instigator

Interdictor 2
Investigator 2
IronLord

ISO Pascal Release 2

MARCH r

Topolagika £33
CC £125

£650
£545

Fourth Dim
Longman
Dabs

Prehistoric Animals, sprites Micro Studio £16
Premier ' Circle £71

- DataBase Circle £25
- WordProc Circle £25

Presentation System Silicon £61

Presenter GTi Lingenuity £62
PrimeArt Minerva £69
Printer Driver, RISC OS
• -CA (Canon PJ1080A) Ace £15
• - CC (ColourCel) Ace £15
• - DJ (Deskjet 500C) Ace £15
• -DeskietSOOC Beebug £15

-Epson, Star colour Beebug £15
• - JX (Epson, Star and Citizen colour) Ace

-PJ (HP PaintJet Colour)

Serfs/ Port

UBISoft

Fourth Dim £17

Fourth Dim £17

Einstein

Elite

EluciData (OCR)
- iJought with Iriam Scanner

Enter the Realm
Equasor
E-Type Compendium
Euclid Ace
Eureka Longman £

Exotic Adventures of Sylvia Lain Fourth Dim

race Oft Ice Hockey Krisalis

Family Favourites Minerva

Farmer Giles Computer Tutorial

Fanner Giles II Computer Tutorial

Film-Maker Silicon

Financial Accountant Silicon

Finding the Way, age -5 Rainbow
Fine Racer Etema
Fireball II Xlra

First Impression

Rrst Words and Pictures

Flexifile

Flight Path, agB9-t-

Flight Sim Toolkit

Flying Start II

Fontasy luti

Fontasy / DrawBender / Placard site llcenc

FontFX Data S

- site licence

Font Pack - Newhail, Starter, Symbol
- each pack Acorn

Font Pack 1 - Paladin, Swiss B,

Symbol B, Vogue Beebu
Font Pack - Avant Garde, Bookman

Pembroke - each pack CC
Fortran 77 Release 2

Fourier Analysis

Freddy's Folly

Freddy Teddy
- Balloons / The Zoo
- The Playground
- The Puddle / The Wardrobe

Freddy Teddy's Adventure

Fun School 2
- age -6, age 6-8, age 8+

Fun School 3
- age -5, age 5-7, age 8+

•Fun School 4
- age -5, age 5-7, age 8+

£106
£33

Word Processing VO £28
Chalksoft £19
iW/nerva £84
Stomi £28
Simis £36
Mitre £86

Armadillo

Minerva

Topologika

Topolagika

Topologika

Topologika

Topologika £13

each £15
Database

each £18

Database
each £21

Uammaplot
Gate Array Design / Teaching

Genesis 1

Genesis 11

Genesis Plus

Genesis Script Language
GsrberPlot

Giant Killer, age 10+

Giant Killer Support Dl

Good Impression

GraphBox
GraphBox Professional

Graphic Writer

Greetings Graphics, draw/sprites

GridlT

Grievous Bodily 'ARM
Gumshoes

Oak
Oak

£99
£69

V0E16Oak
Silicon

Topologika £16
Topologika £14

Word Processing VO £27
Minerva £55
Minerva El 05
Clares £24
Micro Studio £16
mdgit £30
FoudhDim £17
Fourth Dim £18

s Graphics, draw/sprites Micro Studio £16

Hard Disc Companion release 2 Beebug £44
Hearsay 11 Beebug £70

History Costume, sprites Micro Studio £16

Holed Out Foudh Dim £1

2

-Compendium FoudhDim £17

Home Accounts Minerva £34

Hostages Supenor £14

•HolLink Presenter Lingenuity £29

House of Numbers Chalksoft £20
Hoverbod Minerva £13

Hyperbook Electronic Library (including Reader)
Longman £109

Hyperbook Reader Longman £47

Iblx the Viking Minerva £14

FCSWI Baitdon £15
- bought with Oddule £5

illusionist Clares £76

Illustrators' Graphics, draw/sprites Micro Studio £16

Image Animator lota £68

Image OCR lota £POA

Chalksoft

Acorn

Acom
Selective

Longman
Longman

Minerva

Longman £45
£19
£15

Minerva £27
FoudhDim £14
Knsalis £19
Knsalis £19
Chalksoft £19
Chalksoft £19
Chalksoft £67
Superior £14
Beebug £19
Micro Studio £16

£12
£15

Jahangir Khan World Championship Squash
Krisalis £16

James Pond Krisalis £20
Jet Fighter Minerva £10
JIglet 4mation £25
Jigsaw 4mation £27
Junior Database lota £51

Junior Pinpoint Longman E24

K^eibang Etema £12
Keyboard Player Chalksoft £17
Knowledge Organiser Clares £42

Landmarks - Egypt / Rain Forest / Second
World War / Victorians - each Longman £22

Last Days ol Doom Topologika £1

6

Lemmings Krisalis £19

Letters and Pictures

Level 4 Filesen/er

LISP
Little Red Riding Hood, age 5-3

Logistix

Logo
Logo Plotter

Maddlngly Hall

Mad Professor Mariarii

Magpie
Mah-Jong European - The Game CIS
Mah-Jong Patience

Mailshot

Man at Arms
Manchester United Europe
Manchester United Football Club

Maps and Landscapes 1

Maps and Landscapes 2
Mark Master

Master Break
Masterflle 11

Mazes, drawflles

Memory Magic
Mental Maths
MicroDrive Golf

- Extra Courses
- World Edition

Micro Trader Accounts

•MlG-29 Fulcrum

MiG-29 Superfulcrum

Military History, sprites

Minotaur

Missile Control

•Mogul

Money Matters

Movaword
MrDoo
MultiFS

Muitistore version II

Nature Graphics, draw/sprites

Nevryon

Newton
No Excuses
Nominal Ledger
Notate

Note Invaders

Numbers and Pictures

Numerator
Numerator Chaos

Oak PCB
Oak Recorder

Office Tools

•Ollie Octopus' Sketchpad
Olympics
Order Processing'lnvoicing

Orion

Orrery

Ovation

Overload

Hacmania
Padlock

-site licence

Pandora's Box
Parametric Design Tool

PC Access

Pro Artisan

Prophet

Pretext

Provocator

Puncman 1 and 2

Puncman 3 and 4
Puncman 5 to 7
Purchase Ledger
Pysanki

Quazer
QuicKey

- site licence

Heallime Solids Modeller

Real McCoy
Real McCoy 2
Redshift

Render Bender I

Render Bender II

Reporter

Repton 3

Revelation 1

Revelation 2
- CD Rom

PRES £199
Domadi £26
Domadi £30
Micro Studio £16
Minerva £13
Minerva £13
Ace £22
Triple R £15
Chalksoft £17

CIS £16
An<e £27
Minerva El 55

Micro Studio £16
Foudh Dim El 4
Longman £19
Arcana £17
Miners £78
Longman £54
Chalksoft El 7

Chalksoft £17

Longman £63
Longman £19

Oak
Oak
Silicon

Fourth Dim
Minerva

Minerva

Spacetech

Beebug
Clares

Fourth Dim £17

Minerva

Longman
Longman £\

Longman
Longman
Apncote

Nodhwest SEMERC
Triple R
Longman
Colton i

Collon i

ICS
Empire

PC Emulator 1.7

Pendown
- Etoile

- Outline Fonts
-Plus

Personal Accounts

PhasesS2
Picture Book
Pinpoint

PipeDream 3
PipeDream 4
PipeDriver Dot 1

Pipe Mania
P1PP1 Primary Integrated Project Planner

CIS
PIPP2 Professional Integrated Project Planner

- 5-14 Programme CIS
- Middle CIS
- Primary CIS
- Primary; Homes CIS
~ Resource Centre CIS
- Secondary CIS

•Pirate, age 8-14 Chalksoft

Placard ICS
- site licence

Plague Planet

Poizone

Poster

Powerband

£15
£15
£70

Apncote

Amor El 14

Computer Tutorial E15
Chalksoft £16
Chalksoft £16
Chalksoft £17
Minerva £78
Fourth Dim £14

Foudh Dim

Silicon

Foudh Dim
Foudh Dim
Minerva

Minerva

Superior

Longman
Longman
Longman
Chalksoft

Clares

Silicon

Silicon

Oak

Silicon

Etema
Arcana

£9

£112
£110

V0£49

£19

£78Minerva

FoudhDim £17
Clares £89
Minerva £65
Micro Studio £25
Clares £50
EMR

£127
£147
£422

WIdgit £35
Topologika £36
Stonn £28
Micro Studio £16
Electric Crayon

Selective

Minerva

Longman
Amation

£115
E115
£269

4mation

Foudh Dim

Rhapsody 2

RiscBASIC
HiscForth Compiler
Rise OS Companion Vol 1

•Rise OS Extras 1992
Rise OS Programmer's

Reference Manual
Rise OS Style Guide
RoboLogo
Rockfall

Rotor

Oales Ledger

Saloon Cars
Schema
School Administrator

Science, drawliles

Score Draw
Scorewriter

- PMS Dot matrix, Version 1

- PMS Dot matrix. Version 2
- PMS PostScript

Screen PIay
Screen Turtle

Search and Rescue, age 9+
Seashore Guide, drawfiles

Sesame Street

- Letters tor You
- Numbers Count

SFXM
Shape FX
ShareHolder
ShowPage
Shylock Gnomes, age 10-15

Sigma Sheet
SkyHunter

smAtt
smArl Dinosaurs / Faces / Fashion /

Heraldry / Homes / Leisure / Trees

and Gardens - each 4n

smArtFiier

Snippet

SolIdCAD
SolidsRender
SolidTooIs

Spark

Sparkle

Special

- site licence

Speech I

Spelling week-by-week
Spitfire Fury

Splice Ace £31

Sporting Triangles CDS £20
Square Route Computer Eyes £16
Step by Step Guides (videos): Pedigree

1 Up S Flunning, 2 Text Processing,

3 Data Handling, 4 Art & Graphics each £12
wa E78
? £139

StudIo24Plus Version 3, age 12+ EMR £210
Super-Dump Silicon £20
Superior Golf Superior £14
Super-Plot Silicon £28
Supersounds CIS £15
Supersounds 2 CIS £12
System Delta Plus II Minerva £50

- Reference Gukte Minerva VO £25

I actlc

Talisman

Target Maths
TechWriler
Telling the Time, age 3-1

2

Thundemionk
Timstabler
TimeWatch
Tiny Logo + Tiny Draw
Toolkit Plus

Tools Graphics, drawfiles

•Top Banana
Touch Type
Tower of Babel

Tracer

Tracker

Transport, drawfiles

Trivial Pursuit

Turt)o Type
•Tween Ace £29
Twin Acom 92A
Twin World UBISoft £14
TWO (Task and Window Organiser) ICS £19

- site licence £60

4mation

4mation
Silicon

Silicon

Silicon

David Pillii

Mortey

Superior £14
Chalksoft £19
FoudhDim £POA

£245

£549

Etema
Minerva

Triple R

Rainbow
Minerva

Minerva

Mitre £24
Topologika £27
Clares E35
Micro Studio £23
Hex £22
lota £40
Cygnus £17
Midnight £46
Serial Pod £37
Micro Studio £25
Domark £22
CIS £20



Ulilily Disc 1

Utility Disc 2
Utility Disc 3

Utility Colleclion

View-Mac 3
- Arc/Mac Cable

Vox Sox

Fourth Dim
Data Stem
Data Stars

Data Store

Data Store

Human
Human
Clares E47

Fan filters {pack ol 10) ICS £4
FaxPack CC E289
Monitor Stand (or A3000 ICS £1

8

•TouchWindow Lindis £234
Whisper Fan Quietener ICS £15

HIGH DENSITY SVa " FLOPPY DISCS

Packet 10 £io

•Wa,Waterloo
White Magic
White Magic 2 + Designer

Wimp Game
Wonderland
Words and Pictures

World Championship Boxing Manager
Krisalis £20

World Geography Maps, drawfiles Micro Studio £23

Fourth Dim £14
Fourth Dim £14
Fourth Dim £12
Virgin £24
ChalksofI £17

World Map Study, a

WorldScape
World Wildlite, sprites

Worra Battle

WorraCAD
Worra Plot

A-Fire

ZsS; A Dabhand Guide
Z88 PIpeDream Guide
Zarch

Zelanlles

EMR
Eclipse £1

5

M(cro Studio £1

6

Oafc £13
Oak £75
Oak £24

Fourth Dim £17

Dabs VO £15
Dabs VO £15
Superior £1

4

Micro Power £14

ArcLaser Cailigraph £895
ArcServer Cailigraph £985
Bubble Jet BJ-lOe Canon £205
Bubljie Jet BJ-300 Canon £360
Bubble Jet BJ-330 Canon £405
Laser Direct HiRes4 with 50-sheet Iray CC £695

- 250-sheet Paper Cassette £99
Laser Direct HiResS CC £1280
Laser Direct LBP-4 Card CC £319
Laser Direct Qume CC £749
LBP-4 Canon
Refill toner cartridge for Canon EPS £50
New toner cartridge for Canon LBP-4 £59

SCANNERS, DIGITISERS

ArcScanner including Epson GT-4000

HARDWARE
A5000 COMPUTERS

2Mb Hard Disc Colour System Acom £1499
- as above + Learning Curve £1530

(Fir]ance & special purchase schemes available)

MEMORY
Fitting extra unless otherwise staled

f Filling easy f Fitting needs expertise

A3000 2 Mb Non-upgradable f IFEL £55
A3000 2 Mb Upgradable t IFEL £63
A3000 4Mbt Alomwide/IFEL £149
A310 2 Mb Upgradable soldered t IFEL

-as above + MEMCla
- as above + MEMC1 a + fitting

A3104Mbsoldered+MEMC1a t IFEL
- as above + fitting

- as above + fitting + OS3 carriers

A5000 2 - 4 Mb Upgradable t
A5000 2 - 8 Mb including titling

A5000 4 - 8 Mb including titling

A540 4Mb t

£149

£200
£225
£277

Atamwide £109
Atomwide £500
Atomwide £391

Atomwide £268

FaxScan
FX9600AT + Maintenance

Hawk V9
- A3000 version

Image (colour)

Image Scanner
- Colour upgrade

l-Scan 200
i-Scan 400
Pineapple Colour Video [

- A3000 boxed
Scan-Light A4

- with Sheet Feeder
Scan-Light Junior

- A3000 internal

Scan-Light Junior 256
- A3000 infernal

Scan-Light Protessfonal

- as atxjve -t- SCSI interface

•Snapshot Colour Video Digillser

- A3000 version

Spectra
- A3000 Internal

- A3000 External

•Video Digit iser

Spacelech
Amslrad
Wild Vision

Wild Vision

iota

iota

Iriam

Pineapple

Pineapple

CC
CC
Lingenully

Lingenuily

RISC
RISC
RISC
HCCS

£376
£199
£278
£589
£389
£98

£539
£589
£195
£230
£277
£370
£128
£128
£199
£199
£825
£910
£195
£275
£545
£545
£565

MtSCELLANEOUS

•386C PC Expansion Card Aieph One
4-slot 4-layer Backplane IFEL

9060S Monitor Eizo

9070S Monitor E/zo

A300/400 Fan kit ICS
A310 RISC OS Cam'er Board J IFEL

•A5000 Fitting Kit for second hard disc ICff

ARMS i
Clares Micro Mouse Clares

Dongle Dangle wilh screw fittings ICS

12C PRODUCTS

AnDi Oddule Baiidon

I^C Adaptor (needed unless you
already have an l=C socket) Baiidon

TO SWI (enhanced llG_Control) Baiidon
- bought wilh Oddule

KEYBOARD COVERS
Seal 'n Type (spill-proof)

- Archimedes / A5000 Kador £14
-A3000 Kador £14

FUNCTION KEY STRIP ORGANISER
Arckey ICS VO £3

-pack of 4 VOE10

HOW TO ORDER
VAT: UK customers please add 17.5% to the total price, except for the

zero-rated items marked VO. Our VAT number is 595 7258 84.

CARRIAGE IS FREE WITHIN MAINLAND UK IF YOU PAY
ON ORDERING. Remember this when you compare prices!

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit card we will add airmail and
insurance at cost. Othenwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least £12
(elsewhere) for each software item and send a pounds sterling bank draft

payable in England, or Eurocheques for not more than £100 each.

Credit cards are welcome. We do not charge your account until your order

has been fulfilled. The name and address for delivery of goods should be as
known to the credit card company. If you are leaving an order on our

answering machine please include your telephone number, the expiry date

of your card, and your calculation of the total payment due.

Official orders are welcome. Payment is due in 14 days. Invoices are

subject to carriage and late payment charges.

Site licences: please enquire if no price is shown.

All products, prices and specifications are offered in good faith and are

subject to change without notice. Your order will receive our attention

immediately, but suppliers sometimes keep us waiting. Goods are

guaranteed but we do not supply them on approval.

Thinking IDE?

We've got a brand new

After VA years' experience in selling IDE products

for Acorn computers (more than twice that of any

rival), we are pleased to announce a new release

of the IDE Filing System by ICS. Completely

rewritten in the UK, the new ICS IDEFS offers

improved speed and added features such as

password protection.

Existing ideA users can upgrade forjust £15 +

VAT, returning the old eprom afterwards. Please

specify your interface type.

New customers should telephone ICS or contact

their local dealer for information on our complete

range of IDE hard disc upgrades.

WORTH £57 !FREE ml\
when you buy direct or from participating dealers.

You may well find cheaper suppliers (and less

advanced products). But our advice is

Don't take risks -

Asl< for ICS

It's where the ideA came from!

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER ICS (Ian Copestake Software)

Dept B29, 1 Kington road, West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 SET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007
E&OE S039 9aFE24 LICENSED CREDIT BROKER



Sherston I Software presents a unique collection of clip art

Split
for the

Archimedes,

A5000 & A3000

an
image

Now YOU can put words into the

mouths of the rich & famous!

About 1 00 superb draw files of the best

known people from politics, royalty

sport, pop music, TV &
film! The mix

and match

bodies and

locations

included add

to the fun and

flexibility.

You've sesn tham oil bsFor

s

i\Q^^ liktt this!!

I^M Only £1 9.95 + £3.49 VAT from Sherston Software Ltd, Swan Barton,

^3 Sherston, Malmesbury, Wiltshire. SN16 OLH Tel: 0666 840433

What our readers say . pisc

atuiatf^niio'^^'

^ssm^'-Sr
^s>»;^^^i^t;^-- yailf"'r,sure

.gSfSS"-'
Kings

'

texce
lien'

1 nn'

nUfl

lUSt

icat

mse vmi*
the most popular subscription

magazine tievoteU to the Anchimeites,

A3000 ami A5000 computers

BlSO^-Joeare-'
roV'^t^ass^P^'"

freq^^'
fitly

,an<^^'" Tl!

od^^m

atuia'
tions

..CO«>cO

xtoni

for'

I ^'fnce a'^'^ and s!r";;ese
star'

e^'^fmaga^'ro^nainta" S.J'

For yot/r subscribtion
(£19.90 a year for UK)
phone 0727 40303

or write to:

RISC Developments, 117 Hatfield

Road, St. Albans Herts AL1 4JS

Quote reference M2 and save £1 off your
subscription (subscribe for only £18.90)
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BIGGER VENUE FOR 1992

BBC ACORN USER SHOW
WEMBLEY H.\hibiii()n Cenire

will iinco again be the venue

for Iho liliC Acorn User Show
this Auiumn.

Following the success of last

year's event at the Wembley
Conference Centre, which

attracted over 10.000 people.

this year's show will be held in

the larger hall three of the

Wembley complex. This will

enable visitors to be admitted

more easily and help a\oid the

queueing problems which

resulted from Wembley safety

regulations last year.

The show dates are Friday

Octt)ber 16 to Simday October

18 1992, although the organ-

isers, Safesell Exhibitions, arc

also keeping options open on

an extra day (possibly Thurs-

day October LS) for a special

educational pi'eview.

Discussions are taking place

with Acorn Computers conc-

erning the company's involve-

ment with the show. With

A bigger venue will cater for crowds expected at this year's show

Autumn being a key time for

new products, it is likely that

the company will once again

use the show as a launchpad.

Meanwhile, a large number
of exhibitors from the Acorn

niaiketplace have already

booked space and early indi-

cations are that the show will

be bigger and better than ever.

Watch BAU for more details

in the near future - meanwhile,

make a note in youi" diai'y foi-

October 16 to 18.

Initial enquiries concerning

stand space should be directed

to Safesell Exhibitions. Tel:

{0737)814084.

DIRECT COLOUR FOR THE ARC
AFTER the success of the

Archimedes-dedicated Laser-

Direct printer range. Computer
Concepts has turned its atten-

tion to the colour printing

market. The result is

ColourDirect. a 24-bit colour

printing package based around

Canons brand-new B.ICK()()

colour ink- jet printer. The

BJCSOO is a 36()dpi (dots per

inch) printer and. unlike some
of the cheaper alternatives, the

Canon is said to print true

blacks resulting in superior

contrast. ColourDirect print-

outs seen by BAU were cer-

tainly impressive. Another

advantage of the BJCKOO is

that it can print up to A3.

Rise OS only handles eight-

bit colour palettes at present.

which limits printed results to

256 colours, even though the

Archimedes has a selection of

4096 colours. However. Com-
puter Concepts" printer dri\er

The BJCSOO used in the ColourDirect package from Computer Concepts

is 24-bil colour capable, to

match the ability of the printer.

This provision also anticipates

future Archimedes video chip

developments. CC also claims

its printer driver code, which

addresses the parallel port

directly, is extremely fast and

can work in the background.

Compute!' Concepts sees

ColourDirect as a perfect

match for the new AnWorks
package, as well as for existing

Impression users. Colour-

Direct is due shortly and has a

recommended price of £1995

plus VAT. At a later date, com-

puter Concepts plans to sell

the printer driver separately.

Tel: (0442)63933.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• THREE Acorn A5000 compu-

ters are at the heart of a new in-

store broadcasting system being

used by Asda supermarkets. The

superstore chain has set up its

own AsdaFM radio station which

broadcasts to its 150 outlets via

the Astra TV satellite. The three

ASOOOs control scheduling opera-

tions, CD jukeboxes and an ISDN

(Integrated Services Digital Net-

work) telephone line, which

distributes signals to the satellite

uploader. The system is provided

by Norsat International sub-

sidiary, In-Store Media. Norsat's

European director, Tom Wood-

ford, explained that ASOOOs were

chosen because of their network-

ing and multitasking abilities

-

which means any one machine

could take over the functions of

another, guaranteeing reliability.

Archimedes are now controlling

operations at four other indepen-

dent local radio stations - two in

the UK and two in Malaysia.

• AROUND 100 works of art

created by sixth form students

from the London Borough of

Enfield are being displayed on an

Archimedes computer, which has

been loaned by Acorn to the

Design Council in London. The

computerised art exhibition is

the culmination of a project run

by the Borough of Enfield to pro-

vide students with some experi-

ence in computer graphics. Initial

designs were drawn on paper or

photographed and then trans-

ferred to computer by using

Minerva Software's Atelier paint

program on the Archimedes. The

selection of resulting pictures

was then installed on an Archi-

medes running an Acorn sprite

slide show utility called Picture.

The exhibition will be at the

Design Council until the summer.

• IN THE March issue we stated

that the price of the Aleph One

PC card with 1Mb RAM was £595

plus VAT. It has since been

reduced to £495 plus VAT.

• ACE COMPUTING'S Euclid

package was used to create and

animate a ham sandwich for Cen-

tral TV's series People Who
Count. It will appear on April 1.

Contact Ace Computing on (0223)

322559.
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The flight sim toolkit contains 5 Rise OS tools

which letyou create yourown flight simulator!

'.\i -""'^i

)m^m
! Shape -Design aircraft, building, runways,

roads and rivers.

! Model -Aerodynamic a/c mod

^
ilB^'^.

iCockplt-DesigninsfrunJen,t panel and displays.

I World - Create your virtual world, set up enemy

airfields, defences and supply lines.,,,,,,*

Available from: Simis Limited, 26 ChittyWmj^Keens Parl<, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3HW
Telepfione:4J483) 233048



IDEAS FROM ANOTHER WORLD NEWS IN BRIEF

KEEP an eye on the IBM PC-

ctjmpiitible market and. when

a good idea comes along,

make it work on the Archi-

medes. Thai is ihe strategy

adopted by DT Software,

which this month launches

several new products.

First is a Floptical 21Mb
floppy disc drive. This is a

conventional looking 3.5in

drive which has ultra-ihin

magnetic data tracks enabling

a much greater recording den-

sity, instead of the normal 135

tracks per inch (tpi) density.

Floptical packs have o\'ei"

lOOOtpi. A tiny LED optical

sensor is used to guide the

heads along laser etched

grooves. It remains compatible

with all existing 3.5in flopp}

di.sc media.

The Floptical drive is a

SCSI device and DTS provides

the necessary software for

operation in the Archimedes

environment, The drive is pi'i-

ced at £399.95 plus vat and

blank 21Mb discs will cost

around £15 each.

Another new peripheral

from DTS is Logitech's Foto-

man camera. This is a black

and white solid state camei'a

which stores up to 32 pictures

digitally in on-board Ram. Pic-

tures are then downloaded to

your machine via the serial

port. DTS already .sells an

Archimedes camei'a system

based around the Canon Ion

^^^^1 PIBI
i* H 1^^C^^^P^^
^^1 ^ J^^-M

i
^L^^t^^^^^^^^^^^^.^

The Logitech Fotoman -diq tal image ca ture on the Archimedes

still-video camera. This system

is colour whereas Fotoman is

strictly monochrome, but the

theory goes that Fotoman

images will be considerably

shai'per. and of higher resolu-

tion because the image data is

first-generation.

By comparison, analogue

still-video images must first be

digitised, a process which

inli'oduces a certain amount of

distortion, and the luxury of

colour must be paid for in

lower resolution. The Fotoman

camera can also lake standard

video camcorder lens attach-

ments. An Arc Fotoman

system is £553.15 plus vat.

Finally. DTS has a new
range of badged multiscan

monitoi's sourced from Japan.

The range is made up of 14.

15. 17 and 2Iin displays. DTS
points out that its monitors

operate a scanning range of

15-38KHZ. ideal for Archi-

medes screen modes, including

modes !2 and 15. Other multi-

scan monitors often scan

between 30-65KH/. which is

not suitable foi" lower resolu-

tion screen modes.

The 15in and larger models

also sport a four-setting video

pre-set to minimise the need to

constantly I'e-adjusi the screen

position when changing

between certain screen modes.

Prices are: 14in. £297.82:

15in, £485: !7ln, £680.80; and

2Iin. £1046.76 (plus VAT).

Contact DT Software on

(0223)841099.

WORDS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

RISC DEVELOPMENTS has

announced Desktop Thc.s-

aunis. Over 1 LOOO key words

arc !inke(.l to a dictionary of

about 90,000 synonyms. All

the user has to do is type a

woi'd into a window and sug-

gested synonyms ai'e listed in

grammatical groups. Rise

Developments says Desktop

Tliesiitinis will work with

most applications which

in\(ilve text editing, including

Impression and Ovalioiu even

though there is no standardised

'hot-linking* in Rise OS.

The dictionary can also be

modified by the user. To save

memory, data is accessed from

disc where it is stored in

compi'cssed form. By the time

this issue of BAU is out. Desk-

lop Thesaiints should be on

sale, at the very reasonable

price of £19 plus \ at.

Computer Concepts is

expected to release its

thesaurus at a later d.ate. Word
4 Word will be based on the

Collins Gems Thesaurus. CC
hope to make Word 4 Word
woi"k in the background, and

with later versions of Impres-

sion, double clicking on a

word will start the search

through the thesaurus. The

synonyms are then shown a

window, and clicking on one

will replace the selected word.

Contact Rise Developments

on (0727) 40303 and Compu-
ter Concepts on (0442) 63933.

Korn Software Road-

show is to roll once more in May,

with five venues between May
11 and 15, starting off in Aber-

deen in Scotland and ending in

London. The schedule is as

follows;

May 11, Northern College, Aber-

deen; May 12, Mid/South Scot-

land, (venue to be announced);

May 13, Cleveland ECC, Morton

College, Middlesborough; May '^

14, Education Development Cen^

tre, Sandwell;May 15, ILEC

Centre, London.

Another roadshow week is

planned for November 23 to 27.

For further information contact

Acorn Computers on (0223)

245200.

• Dublin-based EMCEE Distribu-

tion Ltd has been appointed by

Acorn as its sole distributor in

the Republic of Ireland. EMCEE's

task will be to build on Acorn's

strength in Irish primary schools

and increase the company's pre-

sence in secondary schools,

where the main competition

comes from Apple Macintosh

computers.

Marketing director Mike

O'Riordan said that he hoped

Acorn Learning Curve packs

would increase the number of

Archimedes used by families at

home, complementing those

already used at schools. EMCEE

will be flying the Acorn flag at

Computex, Ireland's biggest com-

puter exhibition, at the end of

March. The Irish President, Mary

Robinson, recently opened a new

20-Archimedes computer room at

the Good Shepherd Primary

School in Churchtown, Co Dublin.

• Sherston Software has just

released Split an Image, a range

of cartoon clip art in Draw file

format featuring the likes of

John Major and Frank Bruno. The

cartoons were drawn by artist

Paul Hutchinson and transferred

to Draw format by Sherston who

have ensured that the caricatures

remain easy to edit in Draw. Also

induded are a range of bodies to

attach the heads to, and a book

on how to use Draw to make the

most of them. The pack contains

around 100 cartoons and costs

£19.95 plus VAT. Contact Sherston

Software on (0666) 840433.
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FASTER NETWORKING ON THE ARC
ETHERNET looks set to become
a faster solution to networking

{)n the Archimedes and BBC
A30()(). It can work up to 20-

times taster than Econet and is

I'apidly becoming an industry

standard for IBM PCs. Apple

Macs and Unix machines.

Acorn first provided an

Ethernet intei't'ace card for the

Archimedes when the Unix-

based Ri40 derivative was

launched three years ago. Now
Atomwide Ltd has joined in by

releasing a paii" of Ethernet

cards: one is !6-bil version for

the Archimedes' standard

podule expansion bus. and the

other a compact (eight-bit)

version for the A3000's intei"-

nal slot.

Ethernet on the Ai'chimedes

can be used as a faster allerna-

tivc to the traditional but

The A3000 version of Atomwides' Ethernet card

ageing Econet system. Alter-

natively, it can be employed as

a way of attaching Arcs to

existing Ethernet networks.

Acorn already provides TCP/
IP connectivity protocols for

the latter, and the forthcoming

Acorn Uni\ersal Network

system will provide Ethernet

networks with an extended

Econel-slyle environment,

compatible with level four file

servers. Both versions of the

new card cost £229 plus vat.

Contact Atomwide on (0689)

838852.

SOFTWARE WATFORD TO LAUNCH
SHOW A NEW PC PODULE
WHETHER you are are a first-

time buyer or an expert, choos-

ing software for business and

home use can be a challenge.

Which is why you should tune

in to The Software Show, a 90-

minute programme covering

all you need to know about

choosing and using software

for profit. Aimed at both busi-

ness and home users, there will

be plenty of advice on choos-

ing softwai'e for a \aricty of

platforms. including the

Archimedes.

Helpful case studies featur-

ing companies and individuals

making software choices will

be included. The programme

will also cover training, .data

protection, viruses and piracy.

The programme will feature

an Archimedes in the studio.

which will be running popular

software, such as Pipedream

and Impression. There will

also be a special competition

to win the software featured.

The pi'ogram me will be

shown on BBC 1 at 10.30am

on Sunday March 29. British

Summertime falls on this day.

so be sure to set your clocks

back by one hour!

FOLLOWING hot on the heels

of the first Archimedes PC
podule from Aleph One, Wat-

ford Electronics has revealed

details of a rival PC podule

designed by prolific ex-Com-

puter Concepts hardware

expert, Chris Honey.

Apart from sharing the goal

of providing a full-speed

hardware-based PC environ-

ment on the Arc. it is interest-

ing to note (hat (he two

competing designs diiTer in

more than just minor details.

The Watford card will feature

a 25MHz AMD 386SX PC
chip, claimed to be 25 percent

faster than the 20MHz Intel

386SX processor used by

Aleph One. While Aleph One
decided to interface its card

with Acorn's new PC Einiila-

lor. Watfoi'd Electronics has

eho.sen to design what is effec-

tively a stand-alone PC which

can live inside the Archi-

medes. In other words. Wat-

ford's card could have an

optional keyboard and monitor

attached to it and two people

could u.se a single machine at

the same time - one using Rise

OS and the other Dos.

However, the cai'd is designed

to work with Rise OS. com-

plete with a multitasking PC
window and access to existing

Rise OS hard disc partitions.

Chris Honey says his design

route avoids the display limita-

tions of the PC Emulator.

which can only partially emu-

late a full VGA screen. The

Watford card will have 256K
of video memory foi' a sep-

arate VGA monitor, which

will also be able display the

Ri.sc OS desktop. 2Mb of

system memory will be pro-

vided as standard and there is a

socket for an optional maths

co-processor. Other options

include high density (HD)

1.44Mb floppy drives, which

are now standard on the new

A5000. and an expander to

accommodate up to two half-

size PC bus expansion cards.

Availability of the Watford

card has yet to be confinned,

but managing director Naziv

Jessa hinted that pricing would

be very competitive with

Aleph One's PC cards, which

are already on sale. Contact

Watford Electronics on (0923)

37774.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• THERE have been some
changes in Acorn's marketing

personnel line up. Most notable

is the arrival of new education

marketing manager, Peter Talbot,

from Commodore (see education

column page 13), Simon Wood-

ward takes on some of departing

Warwick Hirst's former respon-

sibilities for valued added

solutions, within a new profes-

sional solutions operation,

covering initiatives such the Pro-

fessional DTP package,

Consumer division manager

Bob Coates takes on wider

responsibilities as general mana-

ger of consumer and interna-

tional markets. Corporate affairs

manager, Brian Salter, also gets

more responsibilities and is now

head of publications and events

organisation.

The reshuffle took place after

the Computer Shopper Show last

December, which was not

regarded as a success for Acorn.

Although It had a presence at the

show. Acorn's stand space was

booked late and there was no

time to capitalise on its presence.

• CRADDOCK Computer

Systems (CCS) has revealed that

it is designing a modular memory

upgrade system which will

enable A5000 users to plug in a

total of 15Mb of Ram. The

upgrade features a motherboard

which brings total memory up to

8Mb. This involves de-soldering

the A5000's surface-mount

Memcia controller chip, which is

why CCS carries out this part of

the fitting. Extra 4Mb upgrades,

giving a potential maximum of

16Mb, are provided in the form

of small 'daughter cards' which

plug into the motherboard. Con-

tact CCS on (0504) 760991

.

• HEWLETT-PACKARD has

introduced a double capacity ink-

jet cartridge for its Deskjet range

of printers. The old version used

a sponge to attract the ink to the

business end of the cartridge. Ink

reservoir space has been saved

by eliminating the sponge and

the cartridge case is now trans-

parent so you can see clearly

when the ink is getting low. The

new cartridge has a typical life of

about 1,000 A4 sheets. The cartri-

dge is priced at £21 plus VAT.
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Last week, Miss Brown was in a tangle. Her music class wasn't prepared

in time. One group wanted to play the drums, but tiie music budget barely

stretches to a tambourine. Another wanted to write its own music, but it

all got rather messy. In the end, she got them all to sing a round song.

This week, Miss Brown is using Notate. Now composing music is easy

— notes, rests etc. can be placed directly on the screen. Then the music

can be played back immediately, and changes made to rhythm, tempo or

pitch. When it's done, they're going to print out their piece -— a nice neat

copy for every musician in the class.

Next week Miss Brown is going to introduce 'Music of the World'.

African rhythms, marches, rap, pentatonic scales — Nolate can do the

lot. It's even simple to move individual parts between tunes— ever

heard the National anthem with a reggae percussion section?

Notate uses the standard Archimedes 'voices'. The computer can sound

like anything from a cow bell to a trombone, from a melodic tom-tom to

a hand clap. And up to eight of these "instruments' can be played at once.

Miss Brown has a sound sampler attached to her Archimedes too, so she

can record more of her own instruments. Including the human voice. So

now three students are singing a barber shop quartet— the computer is

humming the fourth part.

Whether you want to play percussion with seven year olds or think theory

with seventeen year olds.

compose yourself— <'
^

/"^^S
v/ith Notate.

'

j
f ^ f 1

DESIGNED IN THE CLASSROOM
FOR MUSICAL EDUCATION

Notate offers the following features:

Comprehensive support materials

in the manual and on disk

Up to eight individual staves

A wide range of synthesised and

sampled sounds

Ability to use accidentals and

repeats

Full range of time and key

signatures with control over tempo

and volume

Automatic checking of note length

relative to the bar space remaining

Easy-to-use tape recorder style

control panel

Chord facility

Mixer controls to adjust stereo

balance and volume of all tracks

Configurable for different levels of

musical skill

Editing facilities which, like word

processing, include cut, copy,

move and delete within bars,

staves or between compositions

Up to four compositions editable

simultaneously

Ability to transpose single parts or

whole compositions

Export and import of MIDI format

1 files

Ability to play via MIDI where a

suitable interface is fitted.

Notate IS available now.
pnced al £59.

A site hcence tor Notate

costs £190 foi a piimaiy

school and £330 for a

secondary school

LongmaN
logotron

124 Cambudge Science

Paik

Milion Road

Cambndge CB4 4ZS

Tel (0223)425558

Fa\ (0223^425349



SQUIRREL
THE REVOLUTIONARYNEW
DATABASE FOR ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS

7) r¥t

Squirrel is the easiest to use
database yet, allowing simple
point and click database creation

and queries.

NETWORK COMPATIBLE

Client /server design ensures that

squirrel runs just as well on
networks as standalone.

Modern indexing techniques
mean superfast searches every
time.

INTELLIGENT

Squirrel understands days of the

week, months of the year and
recognises files from other

popular packages.

Images, text and sound may be
stored in the same database

Queries may be made onto other
popular computers such as an IBM
or Macintosh, even remotely over
telephone lines.

REPORTING

Fully relational reporting with an
entirely new graphic approach to

data selection.

PROFESSIONAL

Quite simply, the most professional

database for Archimedes users.

Single User Version

£129.00 + VAT

Econet/Site Licence

£516.00 + VAT

Suitable for Acom A3000, A310 and

A400 Series.

\
<«.
V^ DIGITAL SERVICES LIMITED
V^ 9 WAYTE STREET, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS P06 3BS

TEL (0705) 210600



BULLETINS ON ECONET ROLLING IT

BULLETIN is a new snrtware

package from the Scotlish-

based company XOB. thai

will allow users to run a bul-

letin board on Econet-Iinked

A3000/Archimedes machines.

One of the benetus of a

computer network is the ability

to send electronic messages.

But while electronic mail is

useful, it does not have the

advantages of a bulletin boaixl.

With Bulletin, individual users

may examine messages left by

others and reply to them, or

initiate discussion on various

topics. These can range from

examination answers to plans

for a .school trip.

Messages left on Buila in

can be replied to at any time

and topics may be open to all

users, or restricted to closed

user groups.

Bulletin will operate on any

Rise OS (A30flO. Archimedes.

A5000) computer connected to

an Econet network. Clicking

on the Bulletin icon hai" will

BIBLICAL
EXPERIENCE
YOUNGSTERS can actually

time-travel through biblical

events, thanks to a new BBC
A3(}()() audio-visual system.

Biblewoiid is a 2()-minute

journey put together by the

National Bible Society of

Scotland in Edinburgh.

It uses six A3000 compu-

ters, and has both sound and

visual effects. Inti'cpid yoimg

'time-travellers" can recon-

struct a digitised picture from

a 'visit' to Israel, lest what

they have learned from Bible

characters, and set out on an

adventure in Jerusalem at the

time of Christ's birth.

The A3000 is also used by

the society in the administra-

tion of Bibleworld, which

includes keeping track of visi-

tors, as well as developing new

programs and ideas. Used in

the system is HCCS\ Hard

Card. Ovation and Impression

DTP software, plus special

fonts and graphics.

Contact David Cochrane on

031-337 9701.

open a window on the first

board of messages. The user

may then .scroll the text up and

down and read any messages.

each of which has a date

stamp, the name of the sender

and the intended recipient.

Using standard desktop techni-

ques, the user may simply

view the topics or contribute

their own messages.

Bulletin supports up to 20

simultaneous 'boards* or

topics, although it is possible

to extend this number if

required. All files are

encrypted and may only be

read by Bulletin and a special

utility provided for the system

manager - this allows closed

user groups to be established

on less .sophisticated file-

servers. Tho.se using the SJ

Research MDFS have extra

levels of security available.

Bulletin costs £67 and is

available from XOB. Bal-

keerie, Angus. DD8 ISR. tel:

(0307)84364.

MINERVA Software's Fri^

meArt package can now run

rolling displays from pictures

produced using the package.

The PrimeArt Display Kit

utility allows pictures created

using the primary art package

to be displayed in .sequence,

making it ideal for classroom

demonstrations.

The rolling displays are pro-

duced by dropping saved

pictures on to the screens

directory and clicking on the

icon. It costs £ 1 2 plus vat.

Also, a new version of Pri-

meArt has a option for use in

high-resolution mode 21.

Other new features include

support for a Concept Key-

board, options for sticky

menus and brush matching.

The new version of Pri-

meArt costs £79.95 plus VAT.

including site licence. Existing

u.sers can upgrade for £10 plus

VAT by returning their original

discs. Contact Minerva on

(0392)437756.

PARTNERSHIP FUNDING
TIGHT budgets are not unusual

in schools, but at least one

school in the Wakefield area

has been able to buy a BBC
A3000 computer and software,

thanks to a partnership

between education and local

business. Knottingley C of E
primary school recently bene-

fitted from a cash injection

from Wakefield's Education

Business Partnership to buy

the equipment. The money
was made available to schools

and colleges in the Wakefield

area in the form of matched

funding. Money donated by

local industry was matched

pound-for-pound by the part-

nership to enable the school to

purchase the equipment.

Karen Rangeley. the part-

nership manager, and local

haulage contractor Eddie Sto-

bart are pictured below with

the Knottingley headteacher

Janet Taylor and some of her

enthusiastic pupils

NEWS IN BRIEF

• ACCORDING to a recent edi-

tion of Private Eye, junior

education minister Tim Eggar

caused some embarrassed gig-

gles when he opened the BETT

Show recently. During his tour he

was introduced to Acorn's

managing director Sam Wau-

chope and, considerably

impressed by the power of the

Acorn machines, suggested that

it might be a good idea if they

were, er, used in our schools.

After a short silence, Eggar's

guide informed him of Acorn's

contribution to educational hard-

ware (found in 85 percent of

schools) before moving the min-

ister on.

• MEANWHILE, as revealed in

our news pages this month,

Acorn has finally appointed ex-

Commodore man, Peter Talbot,

as the new manager of its edu-

cation division. Talbot, 38, was

national sales manager respon-

sible for government and

education business at Com-

modore Business Machines. A

former teacher, he also spent a

couple of years running Granada

Business Centres in London.

Acorn's sales and marketing

director, Mike O'Riordan, said:

'With Peter's combination of

experience of the education mar-

ket, and of sales and marketing, I

am sure he will bring to Acorn a

wealth of benefits that will help

us to continue our leading role

within the education sector.'

• A MAJOR step forward in

examination administration by

schools has been developed

using the Archimedes. Over 450

schools will be involved in the

project for the submission of

exam entries, managed by the

University of Cambridge Local

Examination Syndicate and

Campus 2000, supplier of elec-

tronic information services to

education. Most of the 'spade

work' for the project was carried

out on the Archimedes. The soft-

ware was then ported over to

PCs, on which the system will

run, although there is the pos-

sibility of linking into the UCLES

project with an Archimedes

machine. Campus 2000 is jointly

operated by BT and Times Net-

work Systems, tel: 071-782 7143.

The new computer funded by a school-business partnership
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FaxPack is a fax expansion board for the Archimedes
range of computers allowing your computer to take on

the job of a conventional fax machine but with the

benefits of being fully integrated into the Archimedes.

FaxPack offers full background send and receive

capability. You can send a fax simply by selecting the

PRINT option from any RISC OS application, with

control returned in just a few seconds. FaxPack then

proceeds to dial and send the fax while you carry on

using the computer.

Receiving faxes is also completely automatic. FaxPack

will answerthe phone and store the fax away on your

disc while you continue to use the computer. Once
received the fax can be viewed on screen (using a

special anti-aliased dJsplayto improve on-screen

readability) and printed. Any portion of the fax image

can be saved as a conventional sprite. Alternatively

FaxPack can be made to automatically print on receipt

of a fax, which with a LaserDirect printer, is completely

automatic and in the background.

There are numerous advantages of a computer based

fax system over a conventional machine:

3 Very high quality, pixel perfect faxes - try sending a

fax of 8pt text from a conventional fax machine!

Since there is no need to print, then re-scan a

document, FaxPack saves time, paper and money when
sending faxes.

Q Rather than junk fax mail wasting your costly fax

paper, you can decide to delete unwanted fax files

before printing.

By receiving and sending from the computer

FaxPack offers a higher level of security than most

conventional fax machines.

J FaxPack allows electronic archiving of fax

messages and is one step towards the truly paperless

office.

Zl FaxPack uses your standard Archimedes printer

and so can print on plain paper ratherthan thermal

paper.

In addition FaxPack can be used as a data modem, to

send and receive any Archimedes file or directory of

files to other machines fitted with FaxPack. Because of

the 9600 baud rate of fax systems and the use of data

compression FaxPack is faster than practically all

conventional data modems and permits background

data transfer.

FaxPack £299 + VAT (£351.32)

—THE FAX EXPANSION BOARD FOR THE ARCHIMEDES



WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
HOW many I'eaders skip over

llu' comms column, thinking

that it's too complex for them.

Maybe they have watched the

fihn Wai\iiaines and imagine a

v^/hole sub-culture of bolTins.

hacking their way into hidden

computer networks.

Well, nowadays it's not

quite like that, Comms come
into many aspects of life, from

the cashpoint machine to ord-

ering in a high street book-

store. At the home computer

level, playing online games is

a favourite comms pastime.

So. if you are a computer

novice, how do you get

.started? Well all you need is a

modem, a computer and some
suitable comms software. A
modem is simply the box

which plugs into your phone

line and your coinputer. It

converts your data into strange

noises, sends them down the

phone line into a modem at the

other end. which then converts

the strange noi.ses back into

computer data.

The comms software is sim-

ply a package that lets you

choose the data to convert into

strange noises, and send them

whi/./.ing down the phone line.

You can pick up a modem for

as little as £50 nowadays and

the comms software will cost

about the same. To get started,

you don't need to worry about

speed and all that stuff - most

systems that you dial up will

adjust their speed to suit your

modem. The only thing to

remember is that the faster

your modem, the cheaper your

phone bill will be.

Comms software can often

be bought at the same time as

your modem but be warned -

there are alot to choose from.

We will be looking at some
over the coming month.s. to

make your choice simpler.

ARCADE IN ACTION
FOR a newcomer, one of the

best bulletin boards around has

got to be Arcade. Based in

Croydon. Arcade is probably

the 'definitive' bulletin board

for [he Archimedes, and con-

tains many celebrity names in

the user log. including support

from Acorn themselves via a

comprehensive Acorn Support

area and by a number of Acorn

staff who log on regularly. If

there is any new PD software

or updates to existing soft-

ware, you can generally be

sure that it will go up on

Arcade first.

The latest area on Arcade is

Virus watch. This is a special

area containing all the latest

virus killers together with a

run down of which viruses

each will kill and any relevant

infoi'mation to help keep your

discs virus free.

If you're not on Acorn's

mailing list. Arcade can also

provide any new Acorn press

releases, often before the

magazines pick them up. A
special download .section con-

tains text-only files of news

stories updated the day they

arc released.

Arcade is run on a very

friendly, club-like ba.sis and

users are always ready to help

out newcomers, or anyone

having problems with their

system. In fact, every so often

a number of users meet up for

a diink. usually around the

London area. Arcade are

found on 081-654 2212 or

OS I -6,55 4412. Set your soft-

ware to 8N1. ANSI.
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Arcade; one of the friendliest bulletin boards around

OUT AND
ABOUT
ONE bulletin board that has

come to our attention has some
rather unusual concei'ns.

Wordsmith BB is designed to

appeal to any scribes and other

creative folk out there. It

seems to be the UK home of

writers and photographers and

offers many bulletins and

forums for budding writers to

share ideas and comments.

The sysop is Marcus Harri-

son, and to contact Words-

miths. set your software to

8NI and call 071-603 3302

A completely new BB to try

is available on {0795)471515.

Called Pettetts Paradise, it is

based in Sittingbourne and run

by Graham Pettett. According

to Graham, there's lots of mes-

sages, lots of games, lots of

files and lots of fun! It also

supports Fidonet and World-

net, running at all speeds from

300 baud right up to 14.4k

baud. However, this BB is cur-

rently only available from

1 0.00pm to 7.30pm.

The Blackcat BBs. based in

Penarth. South Wales is

another new BBS to come to

our attention. Running at all

speeds from V2I up to V42bis

and boasting 300Mbytes of

online storage it caters for

most machine types. If you

know of any bulletin boards

that you feel deserve our atten-

tion, please drop us a line!

Paul Vigay

NEWS IN BRIEF

9 If you want a huge selection

of PD and Shareware software,

with over 2500 programs avail-

able, you should try The Share-

ware BBS on (0424) 830654: {8N1,

ANSI, 300/1200/2400/9600 HST).

Although it is currently biased

towards PC users, Acorn support

may increase if lots of users log

on. Echomail conferences also

support woHdwide Netmail and

on-line games such as Tradewars.

• Whoops! We would like to

correct two errors that crept into

our February column. The correct

number for Silicon Village should

be 081-759 6996. Also the price

of the Computer Concepts Fax

Pack is £299, not £200 as stated.

Apologies to all concerned!

# Have you ever wished you

could send Janet mail, via a bul-

letin board system? Well now
you can. Sysop Edward Hobson

of The Powerhouse BBS has just

set up Janet E-Mail facilities on

his board so that you can send

messages to friends in universi-

ties around the country. The

Powerhouse is on (0829) 782676.

9 British Telecom has just

extended its Telecom Gold

system to link into the interna-

tional Tymnet network. Use of

the system will start at the

beginning of March and allow

access to over 20 countries,

including the USA, Japan and

most of Europe. For more infor-

mation, call freephone customer

helpline on (0800) 282444.

# Some A5000 users may be

experiencing problems when

using older style modems. This is

because the serial port on the

A5000 cannot support split baud

rates such as 1200/75. If you

want to log on to bulletin boards

at this speed, you will need to

upgrade to one that will buffer

the computer speed for you,

• Ever wanted to run a bulletin

board on your Arc but couldn't

afford the cost of the software?

Carl Declerck has developed the

first public domain host system

for Arc users. More details in a

future column but meanwhile

keep an eye out for IRiscBBS on

bulletin boards or in PD libraries.
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ARCOL
DESKTOP
EXPLAN'S Arcol graphics

package has rt;cciilly under-

gone a number of" changes.

The most inipoitanl one is the

ability to work in any 256

colour mode supported by the

Archimedes. Up until now. ii

only worked in Mode 13 and il

was restricted by the rather

chunky 320x256 graphics.

The new A n -ol DeskiDp

insUills itself on the menu bar

1 i ke othei" Rise OS appli -

cations, but switches to rull

screen when run. A number ol'

new tools have been added and

existing ones upgraded and

refined. The price is £50 for

the single user \ersion and

t250 foi" a site license.

Upgrading from the old ver-

sion o\' Avcol to Arcol Desktop

will cost £6.50. (All prices

exclude vat.)

For moi'e details, conlael

Eixplan UK, St Catherines

House, 20 Plymouth Road.

Tavistock, Devon. PL19. lei:

(0822)613868.

READER PIC OF THE MONTH
THIS month's special mention

should go to S Goreham who
at the grand young age of 75

has recently turned his hand to

computer graphics. The sliip

abo\c is one that was pi'o-

duced using a friend's home-

grown art package on an

A3000 computer. Certainly an

inspiring example!

FREEBIE RAY TRACERS MIDNIGHT
RAY TRACING is beeommg
increasingly popular among
Archimedes users, and many
programs are being eonvei'ted

to the 32-bit format. iVlosi of

the best ray ti'acers are in fact

in the public domain, a .source

of quality programs which is

often overlooked by the avei"-

age computer ownei".

QRT {Quick Ray Tracer}

has been around foi' some time

now and has been responsible

for many of the demos circu-

lating on bulletin boards and

PD libraries. It is fully Rise

OS compatible and runs on the

desktop alongside other appli-

cations. Pictures arc created by

describing scenes in special

script files, in a similar way to

the original Render Bender

progriun by Clai-es.

Output can be in any mode,

as a sprite, or as a straight-for-

ward 24-bit clear file which

can be displayed to full effect

with the PCATS Graphics

Enhancer from Serial Port.

MTV, on the other hand, is

also a populai' j^ublic domain

ray tracer and has similar fea-

tures to QRT.

A new addition to the MTV
pack is PVray which supports

a nmnber of advanced features

such as texture mapping (tak-

ing a scanned image of wood,

for example, and using the

textLU'e of the wood to provide

the surface of an object.)

Both of these programs can

be obtained from many public

domain libi"ai'ies (see our pub-

lic domain feature on page 109

for some general information.)

You may also be able to obtain

the progiams from bulletin

boards such as Arcade featured

in this month's comms page.

If you know of any other ray

tracing programs, or even if

have written yoiu" own ray tra-

cer foi- the Arc. don't forget to

let us know. Next month, this

column will take a quick look

at some of (he painting pack-

ages that are available in the

public domain.

Rob Miller

EXPRESS
DABHAND computing is to

release Midnight Express at

the end of March 92,

This is a presentation pack-

age of the same ilk as Type-

Studio reviewed last month.

Midniglu Express will allow

text to be placed in envelopes

or around curves, but remain

editable. Arm code has been

used throughout, and the pack-

age is said to be virtually

instantaneous in operation.

Predefined palettes are used

for colour adjustment, remov-

ing the need to fiddle around

with colour sliders, as in

Draw. Preset envelopes are

also defined and they can be

placed on the page for editing.

A potentially impressive

feature is the ability to tile or

scale any sprite within an

object, allowing complex

backgrounds to be built up

very quickly.

For more details, contact

Dabhand on 061-766 8423.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• The recent BETT show at the

Barbican saw the launch of a

new A4, 300 dpi colour scanner.

The price is remarkably cheap

when compared to the competi-

tion, at £799. The German

company responsible for the

launch, called Cebas can be con-

tacted at Cebas, Landstrasse 21,

W-6945 Hirschberg-Grosssachsen,

Germany, Tel: 010 49 6201 58130

• Readers of The Guardian's

Computer section might have

noticed Jack Schofield warming

to an Acorn product!

To quote Mr Schofield, 'Acorn

Replay was the highlight of last

week's BETT exhibition at the

Barbican, London.' He goes on to

say that "If anything. Replay

looks better than QuickTime on

the (Apple) Macintosh.'

Mr Schofield, we couldn't

agree with you more! For those

who didn't make it to the BETT

show, both Replay and Quick-

Time are software packages that

enable moving video to be

shown on the desktop, without

the need for any additional hard-

ware. Possible uses for such a

system include training via multi-

media technology using hard-

ware such as compact discs.

To find out more, turn to our

review of the Acorn Replay

system on page 103.
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\OTE49
Time to invest in a Black And White Digitiser. ^^ft »^._

Available from HCCS at only £49 + VAT. It collects any video signal from a video

recorder, CamCorder, LaserDisc Player or Canon Ion etc. and turns it into a standard

sprite

J

ifJ^

ill
window. The high quality visuals enhance

l9'/,'/'''''

any document; It has Contrast and Brightness controls which can be adjusted before or

after the video frame has been captured. The Vision image

size is 640 pixels by 256 lines with 128 effective grey scales using ETT (Error Transfer

Technique) m A manual on disc, software and a lead are included in this

package. There is a Vision Digitiser to suit any Archimedes. The Vision Black and

White Digitiser is in stock now and a colour upgrade will be

-H '•^^ '^ June, with a discount to existing users. Thisavailable in

document was produced using a BBC A3000 and a Vision Digitiser:

A3000 Internal Vision

A3000 External Vision

Archimedes Vision (A300,A400,A500,A5000)

£49.00

£62.00

£49.00
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. E&OE.

^ HCCS ASSOCIATES LTD. 575583 DURHAM ROAD.
GATESHEAD. NE9 5JJ. TEL. (091 ) 4870760 FAX. (091 ) 491 04.1

1

^



NEXT

MONTH
iCORNUSER

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT: \SM

10 YEARS OF THE
BBC MICRO

It's 10 years since the BBC micro first appeared on

our TV screens. Our special supplement looks at the

first decade of home computing and goes behind the

scenes of a BBC TV programme marking the event

MAKE AN IMPRESSION
The BBC A3()0() and Archimedes have emerged as

useful desktop publishing platforms, thanks to DTP
packages like Computer Concepts" Impression. We
give you some tips on how to make the most of it

TALiaNG TO PCs
The new PC Card from Aleph One will allow your

Archimedes to tap into the world of PC software.

We check it out

EXTRA MEMORY FOR YOUR A5000
Several companies have produced additional Ram
upgrades for the latest Archimedes A5000. We look

at what is on offer

PRO SCANNING
We test the latest professional black and white

.scanner from Computer Concepts - the Scanlight

256

REGULARS
• All the latest news and views

from the world of Acorn

# *INFO - helpful advice and

ideas covering the BBC A3000,

Archimedes. A5000, BBC B and Master

# Your letters and problems

• Programs galore on the yellow pages

and much more

To be sure of

your copy,

please fill in

the coupon
below and
hand it to your
newsagent. Or

why not take

out a subscrip-

tion, which
includes a free

monthly disc?

See page 29 for

details
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If it's got to work...
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...it's got to be one of ours

Each hard disc comes complete with the following FREE software:

Euclid, Disc Tree, RISC OS Companion, Remote Logon, Worra Battle

Oak Solutions Suite 25 Robin Enterprise Centre Leeds Road

Idle West Riding of Yorkshire BD10 9TE

Tel: 0274 620423 Fax: 0274 620419

QUALITY RELIABILITY



NEW LOW
SCSI PRICES

16-bit SCSI Interfaces

«0(X) S8,00

A300/40O/50O/50OO 08,00

Worra Winnie internal iHard Discs

A300/400/500/5000
50 Mil i.299.00

100 Mil i449,00

2(X) Mil r35-0O

Worra Winnie External Hard
Discs

A3000/A300/400/500/5000
«Mb a45.(X)

100 Mi) .«95.00

im Mil .rso.oo

Higti Speed internal Hard Discs

A300/400/500/5000
iO Mil £339.00

100 Mb .um.m

200 Mb
.

i77i.«)

HIgti Speed External Hard Discs

A3000/300/400/500/5000
SO Mil

100 Mb

20(1 Mb

i389.00

£53900

£825,00

Elite External Hard Discs

A3000/300/400/500/5000
50 Mb £189.00

100 Mb £<)J9.00

200 .Mb £925.00

3ai .Mb £1345.00

680 Mb £1795.00

Worra Tape Streamer
60 Mb £595.00

150 .Mil .1795.00

High Speed Tape Streamer
60 .Mb £765.00

150 .Mb £895.00

Elite Tape Streamer (DAT)
1 r,li £1-50.00

Magneto Optical R/W Drive

560 .Mb £3650.00

Pria'.s .shown inclLide SCSI inrerfaa'.

Alway.s slalL' compiitLT t\'pe wticn orcicring

Prices exclude £10.00 p&p

^ and VAT bbh

Oak Solutions SCSI

First for Quality

First for Performance

and now
First for Price too!

When we launched the Oak 16 Bit SCSI card and a range of hard disc drives in 1989, they quickly became

the market leader. .A.s with all our producls. they were manufactured under a 'Zero Defect' quality control

regime and enjoyed an en\'ial5le reputation for both quality and reliability.

Now we have aimed our attention to the COST of our products so that they continue to be the best all

round value for money. Our new pricing .stmcttire has been made possible by our bulk buying power and

our lecenl mme to mticli larger premises to keep pace with the demand for all our SCSI products.

Not only have we addressed the questkin of price but we have taken steps to enhance our reputation for

quality' arid reliability by introducing tlie Quanttim hard disc mechanism and the low noise Papst fan into

our low cost Won-a Winnie Range of hard disc drives.

With ,se\'e]"al newcomers to the liard disc maiketplace, the is.sue of perfomiance has become a little clouded

of late, so to set tilings straight, we offer the assurance that size for size, you cannot buy a faster hard disc

drive system from any other manufacairer.

Oak SCSI .softwaie is Acorn compatible, and alkms hard discs to be partitioned into .several logical

partitions, which m;iy be write protected if required. This feattrr'e can prove invaluable in the cla.ssroom

situation where applications can lie stored on a write protected partition - safe from accidental or malicious

tinkering - whilst .still allowing a read write panitkin for data and .scrap files.

Every Oak Solutions hard disc conies complete with over £250 worth of FREE .soltware: the original Genesis

hypennedia soft^vare. Disc Tree hard disc management .software which allows ea,sy backup of your drive to

floppy disc, Eudid, the de facto standard for Archimedes 3D .software, RISC OS Companion, Remote Logon,

and the addictive Womi Battle tank game.

For profe,s.sional ,securit\' of data under RISC OS, our tape systems provide an unrivalled .solution to your

backup problems for any t\'pe of hard disc or network file ,scn'er.

All our tape backup .systems include lOakTape, a comprehensive and widely acclaimed RISC OS backup

software pi'ograni. Backups are done on a file by file ba,sis witli versatile control over backup criteria.

Automatic backups may lie triggered at pre-detemiined times, and printouts of tape contents can be

automatically generated. Restoring from tape is simple and inmitive. Files and directories can simply be

dragged from a tree viewer or directory viewers, either to disc, network or even directly into an application!

Tliis advertisement could not hope to mention in detail all the SCSI products we manutacttire, so for fi.irtlier

details plea,se write or telephone.

Telephone for

Education Prices

(and we'll knocic olT the cost of your call!)

f

COM RATI Bl LITY PERFORMANCE



STARLEHERflS

I woLiid like to make a sugges-

tion U) all hardware and

soft w Lire publishers. I have

used a \ariety ol' Aconi coni-

pulcrs. IVom the Electron,

through the Model B and Mas-

ter to^he BBC A3{)()0. Overall

! have found thai Acorn has

been pretty good in its docu-

mentation, as have most third

parties. My suggestion is not

about the actual text, but the

way it is presented.

It seems that there is no

standard style in which infor-

mation is published. Also

some software is published in

cardboard 'books' which fall

apart easily, and in thin card-

board boxes which have no

strength at all. leading to a

messy shelf.

It appears that a lot v\'

Acorn-related merchandise is

purchased though mail order,

so eye-catching packaging is

not really necessary. Why not

adopt the simple idea that

many computer companies

have of using a U)ose-leaf

binder? Computer Concepts

DTP package. Impression.

uses one. Any upgrades to

software would only need a

few pages, or a file Ibr print-

ing, rather than a new book, or

some hastily printed sheets.

Since most DTP software

supports \arious page sizes

and formats, it is quite feasible

that Public Domain and less

expensive software instruc-

tions can be provided as text

files, which could be printed

out if desired. Already a lot of

PD software is only docu-

mented on disc.

While such a system may

not be immediately imple-

mented. I hope publishers

think about what (hey are

pi'oducing.

Kicliard Broakes

Dunvanl

Swansea

The patkagins supplied with

Impression is perhaps the

best example ()l"an updalahle

manual, although CC does

not keep this standard

throughout their range. The
ideal situation would be for

all software to he supplied in

a standard box - The Fourth

Dimension uses a multi-pur-

pose hox for all of its jjames.

The Train Game - a classic Beeb program which we transferred to the Arc

The problem with having the

entire tutorial on the disc is

that unfamiliar users may
not know where to start.

Many prefer to read the

instructions first.

MODULE MADNESS

As suggested in the aiiicie

HarcrN'f-dsy {HAU March

^)2]. a quick way lo update the

modules in liie System direc-

tory in the absence of Sys-

mei'ge is to select Full Info

iVoni tlie directory viewer and

look at the date stamps of each

module. But this method can

be hit-and-miss if someone has

re-stamped the file with a dif-

ferent date to that of the

version date of the module, as

1 have found out the hard way.

1 believe Sysmerge also looks

at the dale stamps - if this is

so. then surciv it must be used

with caution'.'

The only way to ensure you

ha\e the latest modules is to

load each one and type -Help

MolIliL-^ from the command
line, and then have a look at

the version number and date. I

keep a text file called Versions

in my System directory and

e\ery time 1 get a new module

I load it and compare it with

my \ersion file.

David Madge
London

VIEW TO A KILL

I use View cjuile a lot and I

find your Printer Driver Gen-

erator extremely useful for my
BBC Model B and printer. To
increase presentation even fur-

ther, are there any extensions

that can be made ti) the pro-

gram so that it c;ni suppoi't

micro spacing'.' 1 would greatly

appreciate it if you you tell me
if this is possible.

Also, what has happened to

your series on classic Beeb

pj-ograms. Pieces of Eiiihf.

That was one of the main rea-

sons 1 purchased the inagazine.

and 1 was surprised when the

FebiLiary and March editions

did not include it. When is it

coming back?

R Keeble

Epsom
Sui'rey

We felt that Pieces of Eight

had served its purpose of re-

visiting the best eight-bit

programs published in the

BAV. But if anybody has a

special request for a specific

program, then let us know.

But we would also be inter-

ested to hear if there are any

programs that you would

like to see updated or trans-

ferred to the Archimedes.

Meanwhile, look out for a

Pieces of Eight special on

View printer drivers.

SECONDHAND HAPPY
I have a BBC A3(H)() with

monitor and 2Mb of memory
which I bought along with a

monitor stand for £4(){).

AlthoLigh it was secondhand,

it hasn't given me any prob-

lems so far.

On the other hand my friend

bought an Amiga 500 base

unit with a bit of bundled soft-

ware and 5 1 2K of memory for

the same price. He then spent

another £250 on a monitor and

another £65 on a second drive

- most o\' his games were

unplayable without one. He

would buy a printer, but is

seared that it would be incom-

patible with his software.

So. the Amiga is great for

games, but most of them come
on two 01- moi'e discs, take a

long time to load and hog the

whole machine. Archimedes

games are usually fast load-

ing, are desktop friendly in the

main (sometimes even multi-

tasking) and disc swaps can be

kept to a mininuim.

Looking at the graphics side

<.^'( the Amiga, you do have a

lot of colours, but these are

only used in ray tracing. Inci-

dentally, has anyone ever

heard of outline fonts, or an

easy-access version oi Basic

for the Amiga'.'

The arguments for the Arc

are luimerous, I would urge

anybody thinking of buying a

brand new Amiga to check out

the secondhand Arc market

before they part with their val-

uable cash.

A Ashby
Smithilfs

Bolton

Take a look at our free ads

on p85 for secondhand

equipment this month.

PRESSING ERROR
I would like to raise a point

regarding the review o^ ArcFS

and Spark {BA U February).

This review gives the impres-

sion that Spark and ArcFS are

public domain programs, or

perhaps Shareware. They are

not and 1 would not wish

anybody to gain the idea that

they are.

At the end of the review,

while the correct information

is given about Compression.

for ArcFS it is simply staled

that 'ArcFS... is available from

most public domain libraries".

As for Spark, there is just the

statement: 'Anyone who uses

bulletin boards or obtains soft-

ware from PD libraries is

probably familiar with an

application called Spark'.

Spark and ArcFS are not

Shareware. They are available

from the address below, priced

£5.99 each, including postage

packaging and vat.

David Pilling

PO Box 22

Thornton Cleveleys

Blackpool

FY5 ILR
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Hard Disc Drives
Where else can you buy a superb SCSI hard

disc and an Oak 1 6 bit controller for these

prices? Drives are supplied fully tested and
ready to use with a 12 month warranty PLUS
our money back guarantee if you are not fully

satisfied.

Internal Drives

300/400/500/5000

20Mb
45Mb
80Mb
100Mb
200Mb

£199.00

£245.00

£345.00

£439.00

£729.00

External Drives

300/400/500/3000/5000

20Mb £279.00

45Mb £325.00

80Mb £425.00

100Mb £519.00

200Mb £809.00

Bits and Bobs
We have managed to procure a selection of useful bits and bobs which would come in useful

for people wanting to assemble their own equipment. All equipment is new unless otherwise

stated, and cases are typically 'end of line' stock from large manufacturers.

Metal Cases Suitable for:

31/2" Hard Disc/Fan/PSU £22.50

5V4" Hard Disc/Fan/PSU £28.75
372" Floppy Disc Drive £1 2.00
31/2" Dual Floppy Drive £1 6.00

574" Floppy Disc Drive £1 7.50

574" Dual Floppy Drive £21 .00

3Vz" Floppy Drive/PSU £22.50
31/2" Dual Floppy/PSU £26.50
51/4" Floppy Drive/PSU £25.00
574" Dual Floppy/PSU £29.00

Floppy Discs

372" Unbranded 1 off £3.50,

25 off £7.83 1 00 off £25.00

A3000 Monitor Stand £1 2.00

BBC B Plastic Case £1 5.00

BBC Master Plastic Case £25.00

Master Power Supply £42.00

Master Keyboard £45.00
372" Citizen Floppy (A3ooo/a4oo) £45.00
574" Switchable Floppy £55.00

40Mb IDE Hard Disc Drive £1 25.00

60Mb IDE Hard Disc Drive £1 75.00

1 00Mb IDE Hard Disc Drive £1 99.00

42Mb Syquest Removable £1 99.00

Refurbished Viglen Hard Disc for

BBC/Master (3 Month Warranty)

20Mb £175.00
40Mb ' £195.00

Prices exclude carriage

(£10) and VAT (17.5%)

Access and Visa

welcome.

68 Green Street

Great Gonerby

Grantham

Lincolnshire

NG31 8LE
Tel/Fax 0476 5931 1

Where else )



B Paul Sandford of Shef-

I field wants to extend his

knowledge of assembly langu-

age programming on his BBC
B computer.

Having read Joe Telford's

BBC Micro Advanced Pro-

graiiiinini>. which covers many
programming techniques not

explained in the user guide, he

would now like a more

advanced book that covers

topics such as interrupt han-

dling and writing faster games

in machine code.

There are a number of

good books available for

the BBC computer, although

you could find that many
dealers don't hold much
stock now, so you may have

to hunt around. One to keep

a look out for is Cracking the

Code by Benni Notarianni. It

is published by Pan (ISBN

0-330-28666-8) and explains

many programming prob-

lems such as animated

graphics, interrupts, writing

maths routines in machine

code and how to start writ-

ing games. It is aimed at the

slightly more competent

programmer, although does

provide an easy to under-

stand introduction to assem-

bly code programming.

EA common problem,

aired by R Kendall of

London is that of saving

machine code programs so that

they reload and execute at a

specific memory location. He
asks if there is a way of saving

a portion of memory so that it

loads at &900 automatically

when you reload it.

The answer to this

question depends upon
the syntax of the keyword
-SAVE when you originally

save the object code. Firstly,

ensure that you compile

your code to assemble at the

address you want it to reload

it. For example, to get your

code to load at &900, set P%
to &900 as you compile it

and then use the command
SAVK prog 900 A()« 9I»A which

will save the portion of

memory between 900 and

AOO, setting the execution

address to &90A. When you

load and run the program by
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Rhapsody can be used to print out musical scores

typing RUN pruy, it will auto-

matically load at &900 and
then jump to &90A and

start executing the code.

Teacher, Susan Chapman
from the Netherlands is

trying to computerise her

school library records using an

Archimedes computer. She

wonders if there is any suit-

able database software that

will allow her to keep book

titles, authors, classification

numbers and topics, and to

update them as required.

Another primary consideration

is easy use by young children.

There are a growing

number of databases

available for the Archimedes

range of computers, ranging

from traditional style data-

bases which consist of many
'record card' type entries to

the more recent 'multi-

media' style of database

where the entry data can be

of a variety of formats

including pictures and data

from other applications. For

your type of use I would

recommend Flexifile by

Minerva Software, (0392)

437756, which is reasonably

easy to set up for the data

you require. Once set up,

young children and old can

interrogate the data by using

simple icons for forward,

backwards and search com-

mands, .similar to those on a

video recorder.

For more advanced use it

will also allow you to create

reports and search for

entries when you do not

know the exact spelling.

Problems arc

encountered using the

outline font system on the

Archimedes. David Cooper of

Glasgow asks if there is any

way to load text into Draw
with the aim of printing it out

using a printer driver.

He repeatedly gets two error

messages - either. 'Text area

must end with a newline

character' or. "Warning: text

area font Trinity, Medium
could not be loaded".

The first error is rea-

sonably easy to rectify

and is nsualh caused by

using Edit to compose the

original text. When >ou fin-

ish typing your text in,

remember to press RK'll RN

at the end of the document,

thus leaving a blank line at

the bottom. When you sub.se-

quently load your saved text

hack into Draw, it will then

know where the bottom of

the text is.

The second error is caused

by Draw not being aiile to

find your fonts directory.

Draw looks for Trin-

ity.Medium by default so you

should double click on Fonts

before you load Draw.

0A c|uick question next

from Freddy Hutton of

Oxon. He is currently using

Maestro in order to compose
music on his Archimedes

A410/I but wants to produce

a hard copy of his composition

on a printer. He asks if there

is an application to enable him

to do this.

Your best option here is

to upgrade to Rhapsody

by Clares Micro Supplies,

(0606) 48511, which is basi-

cally an enhanced \ersion of

Maestro. As such it will load

your existing Maestro tunes

and convert them to the new

Rhapsody format. It not onh
contains support for Rise

OS printer dri\ers, enabling

you to print out your fin-

ished tune, but also has a

host of additional features

not supported by Maestro.

For a professional output

you can get an additional

package called Scoredraw

\\hich will produce printed

results just like genuine

manuscript sheet music.

HMr Baker of the West

Midlands has Just pur-

ch;ised an ATPL sideways

Rom/Ram expansion board for

his BBC B computei" but

unfortunately he didn't get

any fitting instructions and is

now at sonieliiing o\' a loss,

To fit the board, you

will first need to remove

the cover of your BBC and

unplug the keyboard. Next
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remove the OS Rom (JC51)

and the A/D Converter

(IC73, if fitted) and plug

them both into the corre-

sponding sockets on the

ATPL board. Carefully

remove the power connectors

adjacent to IC32, bend them
at 90 degrees and replace

them. Next, remove the

shorting link from the lower

half of S21 and connect the

two Hying leads from the

ATPL board to the vacant

pins, ensurhig that the wire

marked El is to the right.

Position the ATPL bctard

pins directly over the empty
sockets of IC51 and IC73
and carefully insert the

hoard into the vacated

sockets. The machine can

now be re-assembled.

If you want to plug Ram
chips into socket 15, you can
connect a small switch

between the contacts of S6.

in order to give you a write

protect facility.

HOne often voiced ques-

tion concerns recovery of

deleted files on Rise OS discs.

Mr G Siiei-idan of Bedford-

shire echos many peoples"

thoughts when he admits to

accidentally deleting some
files from his discs. He wants

to know if there is any way of

retrieving the lost data.

Restoring deleted data

can he an arduous task,

even for the most experi-

enced of users, so I would
recommend a program to

automate the task. Look-

Systems (0603) 764114 have

produced Just such a utility,

which will repair broken
directories, restore disc

errors and retrieve deleted

files. It works on both hard
and floppy discs and sup-

ports any filing system.

E David Hartburn of Tyne

& Wear has a problem

with his Archimedes internal

clock. He finds that it often

forgets the time, despite

resetting the machine and

using A/c/r;;/ to set the clock.

This sounds like a

symptom of a flat bat-

tery inside the computer.

Have you noticed any of the

computers' other settings

becoming corrupted or

changed? It is a good policy

to replace the Cmos Ram
battery every year, as a

weak battery can quite often

give confusing or unpredict-

able results during use of

your computer. If replacing

the battery does not cure the

fault, it is possible that you
have a faulty clock chip

inside the machine, which
will need checking by an offi-

cial dealer.

Another Archimedes disc

error is often encountered

by M. Dunkin of Lineohi. He
reports getting a 'Filecore in

Use' error from lime to time

when using a lot of discs such

as DTP, Font and work discs.

He asks If there is a simple

solution to avoid this.

Every time you click on

a new disc, its name is

added to a list of disc names
currently held inside the

computer. This is kept until

you either turn off the

machine or dismount the

disc. Unfortunately, Rise OS
has a limit, beyond which the

'Filecore in Use' error is gen-

erated. The easiest \\ay to

avoid this is to dismount
discs as you flnish using

them. Just click the middle

mouse button on the disc

icon and select the

'dismount' option. It is good
practice to remember this

and also ensures that you
don't have too many filer

windows open on the screen.

BMrs Coop of Stroud is

the pi-oud new owner of

a seci)nd hand Acorn Electron,

and would like to buy .some

educational software for her

seven year old daughter.

However. Mrs Coop only has a

cassette recorder and wonders

if there is any software avail-

able on tape.

You can quite often find

cassette-based software

at bargain computer shows,

such as the All Formats
Computer Fair that is held

every few months at Lon-
don's Horticultural Halls.

However, MicroPower in

Leeds still stock quite a few

Whoever heard of Amiga emulation on the Archimedes?

of their educational titles on

tape format. You can phone
then on (0532) 621111 for a

catalogue.

0A commonly asked ques-

tion was that posed by D
Green of Sunderland. Being a

beginner, he asks how to save

Basic programsV having Just

typed them in from listings

such as the yellow pages.

First, ensure that there

is a tape or disc inserted

and then, from the Basic

prompt type sa\k piof. and
press RETURN. You can sub-

stitute your own program
name for the word 'prog',

but ensure that it is no lon-

ger than seven characters on
the BBC or ten characters

when using ADFS on the

Archimedes.

When using discs, you can
find out what is already on a

disc by typing vxv from the

Basic prompt. For Archi-

medes owners this has the

same effect as clicking on the

disc icon from the desktop.

0W Calderbank from Bol-

ton has an Archimedes

computer armed with a few

games but wonders if there is

such a thing as an Amiga emu-
lator in order to extend the

range o'i games a\'ailable.

The Amiga has a very

elaborate operating

system which would be dif-

ficult to emulate with any
amount of speed. However,

,
this being the April issue, I

was tempted to 'play along'

with this one. but the last

laugh ma\ be on me, as I

have heard that a couple of

people are in fact working

j

on one. Arxe systems. 081-

I

534 1198. are acfively work-

ing on Spectrum and Atari

emulators but admit that an

Amiga one may be a little bit

trickv. Still, vou never know!

HELP us TO HELPYOU
The Questions and Answers page is your chance to have your problems

solved, it can be on any topic - you name it and we'll try to solve it.

Please send your questions, whether technical or otherwise, to:

Questions and Answers

BBC Acorn User

20-26 Brunswick Place

London, N1 6DJ.

We are happy to answer your queries on these pages, but regret that we
are unable to send personal replies to questions sent in. If you send a

disc, please put your name and address on the disc itself. It is also useful

if you could include full details of your machine. Please enclose an SAE

where necessary and mark on your envelope whether you use a BBC

eight-bit micro or 32-bit Acorn A3000/A5000/Archimedes/A5000.
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' SPECIAL OFFER
IBM PS/ 1286

30Mb, Mono Monitor

M/S Works & Mouse
£499

SPECIAL OFFER
OKI LASER 400 £485

4PPM LASER PRINTER
1 YEAR ON-SITE
MAINTENANCE

COMPUTERS
FREE 1 YEAR ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

TANDON- OLIVETTI

AM8TRAD PCW 92 56 Dot Matrix Printer £288
PCW 951 2 + and Daisywheei Printer £372
PCW 951 2 + and Canon BJ 1 0e Printer £452
10"

Mono
5086 SD 3.5" £2A2
5086 DD 3.5" £267
5086 HD40Mb 3.5" £323

14"

Mono
£242
£267
£323

All 5086's Include Microsoft Works V2

5286 SD 3.5" £366 £366
5286 HD40Mb 3.5" £444 £444
All 5236's Include Lotus 123 V2.2

PC4586sxHD80Mb
+ Windows 3 £817 £817

PC3286HD40Mb3.5"
PC3286HD40Mb3-5" + 5.25" Drives

All 3286i Include Lotus I23V2.2

PC3386sxHD40Mb3.5"
PC3386sxHD80Mb3.5-

14" 10"Hi-Res 14"Hi-Res
Colour
£323
£347
£404

£444
£526

Mono
£444
£484

£606
£808

Colour
£404
£428
£484

£526
£607

Colour
£404
£428
£484

£526
£607

Colour
£526
£566

£686
£889

£980
14"Hi-Res
Col VGA

£606
£646

£768
£970

All 35865x's Include Microsoft Windows 3 & Mouse

Low cost on-site maintenance on Amstrad Computers-Call for Details.

TANDON SUPER
VGA MONO VGA COL. VGA COL.

N/Range
286 286 40Mb £772 £900 £930
386 386SX 40Mb £817 £948 £968
386 386SX 110Mb £850 £970 £990
N/Workstatlon Range
286 286 £699 £849 —
386 3865X £749 £890 —
N/Workstatlon computers complete with an Ethernet network card
MCS Range

286
385SX
386SX
486SX
486

286/16
386SX/20
386,'20C
486/20
486/33
MCS pro Range
386/33C 3Bb
486/33 486
Hard Disks for MCS Range:-

Extra Floppy Disks:-

MCS computers complete w
Pacll Range
386/20C 386SX
486/20 4865x20
486/33 486 33
DataPacll for Pacll Range:-

£770
£900
£990
£1085
£1435

£1348
£1700

40Mb £131
200Mb £435

3.5" £66
ith Windows 5, Mouse & DOS

£900
£1021
£1120
£1217
£1568

£1480
£1830

110Mb
400Mb
5.25"

£900
£1021
£1120
£1217
£1568

£1480
£1830
£261
£869
£69

£1080 £1210 £1210
£1200 £1337 £1337
£1560 £1694 £1594

40Mb £220 100Mb £329
200Mb £527 400Mb £879

Floppy Disk:- 3.5" £75
Pad! computers complete with Windows 3, Mouse & DOS

Hard
Disk Floppy RAM

386/33 Range
386/33 110Mb 5.25" 1Mb
386/33 200Mb 5.25" 1Mb
386/53 300Mb 5.25" 1Mb
386/33 Tower Range
386/33T 100Mb Dual 4Mb
386/35T 200Mb Dual 4Mb
386/331 300Mb Dual 4Mb
386/55T 600Mb Dual 4Mb
486/33 Range
486/33 100Mb 3.5" 4Mb
486/33 200Mb 3.5" 4Mb
486/33 500Mb 5.5" 4Mb
486/33 Tower Range
486/33T 100Mb
486/33T
486/331
486/33T
486/331

200Mb
300Mb.
GOOMb
1000Mb

Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb

VGA
Mono

£1699
£2020
£2299

£2000
£2226
£2621
£3100

£3070
£3425
£3650

£3323
£3499
£3937
£4376
£4815

VGA
Colour

£1799
£2160
£2500

£2138
£2314
£2753
£3191

£3210
£3559
£3830

£3455
£3630
£3963
£4508
£4947

Super
VGA

Colour

£1859
£2210
£2520

£2200
£2360
£2896
£3235

£3270
£3619
£3850

£3499
£3674
£4112
£2850
£4990

386/33 & 486/33 computers complete with Windows 3, Mouse and DOS

OLIVETTI
PCS 286
PCS 286
PCS 286
PCS 385sx
PCS 38GSX
PCS 386SX
Special offen-

286 40Mb
286 80Mb
286 120Mb
386 40Mb
386 80Mb
386 100Mb

VGA
Mono
£598
£754
£910
£720
£877
£1033

Microsoft Works V2 foronly £45 with any Olivetti

VGA
Col.

£676
£832
£989
£799
£955
£1110

It V/Kl/\DLrfE-<d 'models include O.S.M.

AMSTRAD NB/386SX-60 £1430 T2000sxe-50 £1750
ALT 286-40 £800 T2200SX-60 £2270
ALT386sx-80 2Mb £1050 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS T3300SI-80 £2590
ANB386SX-20 £896 TM2000-20 £696 T4400SX-80 £2776
ANB 586SX-40 £1130 TM3000SX-20 £1199 T3200SXC-120 £3996
ACL 386SX Colour £1966 TM3000SX-40 £1275 T6400SX-120 £2696

TM3000SX-60 £1529 T6400SXC-1 20 Colour £4290

^;^'?^?i/X^°™"-'^--- TM3000sx-aO £1749 T6400DX-200 £3320
T6400DXC-200 Colour £4840 1

NB18386SX-20 £1290
NB18386SX-60
NB18 386SX-80 l\ll° TOSHIBA

^'^^° TlOOOIe-20
ZENITH

£746 MasterPORT 286-30 £1090
TANDON 12000-20 £950 MasterPORT 5865X-60 £1390
NB/J86SX-40 £1310 T2000SX-40 £1340 MasterPORT 386SI-60 • £1700

MONITORS
JVC
301 4 LR 14" VGA £285
4214LR 14"Multi5can £372
6116 LR 16"Quadscan £785
6120LR20"Quadscan £1109
MICROVITEC
2038 20' Auto-Scan £990
NEC
3FC 1

5" Multisync £368
4FC 1

5" Multisync £465
5FC 17" Multisync £890
5D 20" Multisync £1220
6FC 21 "Multisync £1590
PANASONIC with 2 yr. OSM
CI 381 14"Multiscan £219
TX1703 17"Multiscan £789
TX2013 20"Multiscan £1156
TX2103 21"Multiscan £1426
PHILIPS
BM7749 14" VGA White £79
BM7490 14"VCALRWH £115
CM8833/II 14"CGA £167
CM9809 14"VGA £229
3CM3209 14-VCA/SVCA £265
3CM3279 1

4" VGA/SVGA LR £305
SONY

NEW MODELS CALL

TAXAN
KX245 12" VGA White £89
KX445 14"VGAFSTWH £110
KX445LR 14" VGA FST White £150
VIKING ll/PC + Card £1176
VIKING II/PS2 + Card £1176
785 14" VGA £250
780 14" VGA £311
780LR 14" VGA £328
790 14" VGA £326
770 + LR 14" Multisync £365
775 14" Multisync £365
795 14" Multisync £405
87 5 17" Multisync £689
970 20" Multisync £1186
Ultravision 1000S20" £1200
Ultravision 115021" £1350
Uitravision 1095 20" £1590
LR ^ Low Radiation
• = 1 Year On-site Maintenance

PLOTTERS
HEWLETT PACKARD ROLAND
7440AU A4 £5«4 Sketchmate A4 £320
7ii75AU A3 £726 DXYllOO A') £494
7550BPIUS •A3 €2174 DXV1200 A.3 £625
7570AU Al £2000 DXY1300 A5 £829
7575AUDXL Al £2560 DPX2500 • A^ E2348
7575AUEXL A0E556O DPX5500 Al E2960
7595CSXPIUS AOE4790 GRX300AC Al E2550
7596CRXPIUS AG £5799 CRX400AC AO E3425
7599BMXPIUS AOE6500 WE WILL MATCH ANY 1

DesignJet AOE7500 ADVERTISED ROLAND PRICE.
1

]nc Ides 1 Year on-site maintenance
1

MODEMS
INTERNAL
AHKTER
DM2400 V22BISMNP5

AMSTRAD
MC2400 + Soft

DATAPLEX
Stradcom + Soft

Biscom + Soft

Quadcom + Soft

Comfax + Soft

PC Professional + Soft

Rapier

DOWn^Y
Ouattro Plus Card

MIRACOM
WS4000-4-Soft
Courier 2400e Quad + So

PACE
Linnet Plus + Soft

Linnet 1200 + Soft

Linnet 2400 -I- Soft

Linnet Quad + Soft

UltralinkQuad + Soft

Linnet 32 + Soft

EXTERNAL

AMSTRAD
SM2400 + Soft

DATAPLEX
Pocket Stradcom
Pocket Biscom
Pocket Quadcom
Pocket Comfax
Rapier
Rapier Enhanced

£108
£142
£199
£215
£310
£380

£98
£248

£97
£150
£188
£224
£248
£364

£126
£177
£259
£273
£445
PO.A.

DOWTY
Quattro2422D £399
Trailblazer £640
Trailb!a2erV32 £980

MIRACOM
WS4000 £98
WS3000V22BIS £230
Courier 2400e Quad £258
Courier HST 14.4 £390
Courier HST 14.4 plus £586
Courier HST Dual Stnd £586

PACE
Linnet Plus £97
Linnet 1200 £149
Linnet 2400 £188
Linnet Quad £226
UltralinkQuad £248
Linnet 32 £364
Ultralink32Plus £558

WORLD PORT FAX/MODEM
2423V22BIS £216
2400 MNP £294
2496 £356
9600 V32 £576



SPECIAL OFFER
Commodore Amiga

A500P Cartoon Classics

inc. 4 Software Pacl<ages

£359.95 inc. VAT

E^Uiffuffl

eummm^
SPECIALISTS In the

, supply of COMPUTERS
to PRIMARY,

SECONDARY and '

TERTIARY EDUCATION .

LASER PRINTERS
All Printers Marked Hitfi ai ' include I VearOr-Site

Pages Per Minute
Brother HL-4
Brother HL-W
Brother HL-4 PS Postscript

Brother HL-8V
Brother HL-8D Dual Bin Duplex
Brother HL-8PS Postscript

Canon LBP'4 Plus

Canon LBP-III Plus

Canon LBP-IIIT Dual Bin

Canon LBP-IIIR Dual Bin Duplex
EpsonEPL-4100
Epson EPL-7500 Postscript

Epson EPL-81 00
HP Laserjet HIP

HP Laserjet ill

HP Laserjet HID Dual Bin Duplex
HP Laserjet IlISi

IBM40I9EXL
IBM 40] 9 XL
IBM 4029-020
IBM 4029-030
IBM 4029-040 DUAL BIN

Kyocera FBOOT
Kyocera F820T DUAL BIN
Mannesman Tally MT904
NEC Silentwriter2 562P P;Script

NEC Silentwriter2 290 P/Script

OKI Laser 400 0,5Mb
OKI LaserBOO 0.5Mb
OKI LaseraOO Dual Bin 0.5Mb
OKI Laser 830 Postscript 2Mb
OKI Laser 840 Postscript 2Mb
Panasonic KXP4430 Ne
Panasonic KXP4420
Panasonic KXP4450I Dual Bin

Panasonic KXP4455 Postscript

QMS PS4I0 Postscript

QMS PS81 5 Postscript

Sharp JX9500H
StarLP-4
Star LP4PS Starscript Postscript

StarLP8-lll

Star LP8-III Starscript Postscript

Star LP8-IIT Dual Bin

£598
£699
£1083
£1048
£1480
£1386
£584
£973
£1345
£1444
£564
£1160
£1096
£699
£1025
£1580
£2526
£726
£948
£886
£1070
£1226
£920
£1330
£540
£1369
£1393
£485
£866
£1046
£926
£1140

II for Details

£625
£930
£1455
£1330
£2200
£639
£573
£786
£915
£1149
£1189

LASER PERIPHERALS
BROTHER HL8e
Jetware IMbSEarter

Jetware I Mb Expansion

CANON
LBP-4 1Mb Memory :

LBP-4 LowerCassr'Tray

EPSON
EPL/GQ Fonts from

CQ5000 513K Modules
EPL512K Memory
EPL 3Mb Memory !

HPLASERJETIl/HD
1 Mb Memory
HCF-1000
1000 sheet input tray for Can
series Canon LBP8 II. HP ll.'lll.

8lO;810Turbo.

2Mb Memory
' Jetpage Postscript

HPLASERJETIIP/IIIP/III/IJID

Mb Memory
2Mb Memory
4Mb Memory
Jetpage Postscript

HP Adobe Postscript

Jetfont Superset

Jeifont425in 1

Appletall< Interface

Lower Cassette Tray

£56
£88
£146
£328
£339
£129
£218
£136
£96

Dn SX Engine Machines. Brother HL8
Star LP8/LP8II series. QMS PS
£99

PR!NTF7OO FREE IBM Parallel Cable ALLPHI\TERSMARKEDWITHAN

KI\1 1 1 1 E^t\0 With al printers iKCLUDE YEAR ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

BROTHER LQ-100 £164 IBM Series 1 2380 £266 JP350 £295
Ml 309 • £147 LQ-450 £168 IBM Series

1 2581 £554 PANASONIC
Ml 334 £195 LQ-570 £209 IBM Series

1 2390 £507 KXP 1 1 70 £105
M1818 • £250 LQ-87 £566 IBM Series II 2391 £365 KXP 1125 £153
M1918 £557 LO-860 Colour £448 IBM Quickwriter 5204 £490 KXP 1124i £177
M1824 £280 LO- 1 1 £275 IBMEj<ec]ei:4072 £440 KXP 1695 £277
M1924 £440 LQ-1070 £518 fMANNESr>^AN TALLY KXP 1624 £277
HJlOO £190 LO-1170 £440 MT8] £91 KXP 2624 £290
HJ770 • £454 LO- 1060 Colour £599 NEC KXP 1654 • £540
CANON LO-2550 Colour £679 P20 £184 SEIKOSHA
BJ 10EX Portable £186 SQ-850 £456 P30 £247 LT-20 Portable £249
BJ300 • £540 SQ-2550 £630 P60 £355 SP-1900 + £90
BJ330 £385 HEWLETT PACKARD P70 £405 STAR
PJ I080A Colour £432 THINKJET £270 P90 £650 STARJET SJ48 £178
BJC800 £1230 QUIETJET £305 OKI LC20 £103
DICONIX QUIETJET^ £589 ML 182 Elite 9 pin £177 LC200 Colour £147
150 Parallel £215 DESKJET 500 £274 ML 520 9 pin £296 LCI 5 £178
EPSON DESKJET 500C £476 ML321 Spin £557 LC24-10 £137
LX-400 £104 DESKWRITER(MAC| £317 ML 580 24 pin £170 LC24-200 £168
LX-850-f £144 DE5KWRITERC(MAC) £490 ML 390 24 pin £555 LC24-200 Colour £207
LX-1050 £210 PAINTJET £435 fv1L.?91 24 pin £452 LC24-15 £247
FX-850 £268 PAINTJET XL £1049 ML 395 Colo ur 24 pin £689 ZA200 Colour £259
FX-1050 £340 RUGGED WRITER £929 OLIVETTI ZA250 Colour £302
DFX-5000 £1087 IBM DM 124C Colour £408 XB24-200 Colour £299
DFX-8000 £1946 IBM Proprinter24P £209 JP150 £218 XB24-250 Colour £359

SOFTWARE ALL SOFTWARE UK SOURCED
Please specify 3.5" or 5.25" versions when ordering

ACCOUNTS/SAGE STERLING
4 IN I BUSINESS PACK
ACCOUNTANT
ACCOUNTANT PLUS
BOOKKEEPER
CASHTRADER
FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
JOBCOSTINC
PAYROLL II

STERLING FOR WINDOWS
COMMUNICATIONS
CHIT-CHAT
CROSSTALK MKIV
CROSSTALK FOR WINDOWS
DATATALK VA
MIRROR 3

PC ANYWHERE IV

SMARTERM 530 ^.W £

DATABASES
AGENDA V3
CARDBOXPLUSVt.l
CLIPPER VS.OI

DATAEASEV-.a
DATAPERFECT
DBASE IVVM - APPLAUSEii
DBASEIVDEVELOPERSVl.i
F0XBASEPLUSV3.1
FOXBASE DEVELOPERS V2.1

FOXPRO V

J

PARADOXV!.S
RETRIEVE III

DTP
DE5KPRESS
PAGEMAKER h
TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER V3
TVPOCRAPHICA PRIME
IVPOGRAPHICA STANDARD
VENTURA COLD (CEMI
VENTURA GOLD (Windows 3)

GRAPHICS/CAD
ANIMATOR t-CLIPART

APPLAUSE II VI.

5

£104
£167
E3i.9

£55
£58

£332
£111

£111

£199

£284
£380
£209
£383
£575
£172
£352
£332
£279

£167
£373
£85
£36
£59

EA03
£403

AUTOSKETCHV5
C0RELDRAWV2
DPAINT II ENHANCED
DRAWPERFECT
FREELANCE GRAPHICS Vi
CRAPHWRITERII
HARVARDGRAPHICSV3
PC PAINTBRUSH IVPLUS
POWERPOINT lor Windows
TURBOCADiD 1.8

INTEGRATED
FRAMEWORK XE
FRAMEWORK IV

LOTUS WORKS
MICROSOFT WORKS V2
MICROSOFT WORKS ForWmdQM
SMARTWAREVl 5
SVMPHONyV2.2
LANGUAGES
BORLAND
TUR80C+ - 2nd Edition

BORLAND C i i

TURBO PASCAL V5
TURBO PASCAL PROF V6
TURBO PASCAL for Windows
TURBO DEBUGGER & TOOLS
M;CTO50f7
QUICKBASIC
QUICKC
QUICKC -f ASSEMBLER
QUICK PASCAL
BASIC
C COMPILER
COBOL PDSV4
FORTRAN
MACROASSEMBLER
PASCAL
LEISURE
i.TP

AUTOROUTEexpCBor
AUTOROUTEPLUSV4
FLIGHT SIMULATOR IV

PGA TOUR GOLF

Franc

£63 TEST DRIVE III

£222 WING COMMANDER 2

£54 WONDERLAND
£210 MICE
£245 LOGITECH PILOT 5ERIAL
£256 LOGITECH MOUSEMAN BUS
£248 LOGITECH MOUSEMAN SER.

£83 LOGITECH MOUSEMAN PS 2

£338 LOGITECH MOUSEMAN cles

£83 LOGITECH TRACKMAN
M.SOFT8USQR SERIAL

£59 M. SOFT BUS WINDOWS 5

£325 M;SOFTSERIALWindows3
£85 SERIAL MOUSE J- Windows 3

£83 NETWORKING
£86 SAGE MAlNLANGTi DOS

£375 MAlNLANGTi EXTRA USER
£368 NOVELL N/Ware 2,2 5 User

NOVELLN/WareJ.n 20 User

NEIOOO 8-Bit

£43 NE3000 15-BiI

£169 NE2 16-BiIMCA
£57 NE2 32-BitMCA
£116 ACCOUNTANT PLUS
£88 FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
£75 DATAEASEV4.2 3USER---

DBASEIVV1.1 5USER---
£45 LOTUS 1 23 V2. 2 SERVER
£45 LOTUS 1 23 V2. 2 NODE
£80 LOTUS i23V3,1 SERVER
£45 LOTUS i25V3.l NODE
£194 WORDSTAR PRQV6 SERVER
£194 WORDSTAR PRQV6 NODE
£335 ---RequiresStandAlaiieCopv
£185 OPERATING SYSTEM
£70 DRDOSV5
£124 MS DOSS UPGRADE

SPREADSHEETS
£28 EXCELforWINDOWSVJ
£40 LOTUS 123 V2.

3

£195 LOTUS I23V3.1 +

£36 LOTUS I 33 FOR WINDOWS
£18 MULTtPLANV4.2

£398
£122
£560
£1336

PC PLANNER III

PLANPERFECT
0UATTR0PR0V3
SUPERCALCB.l
UTILITIES
BATTERY WATCH PRO
CENTRAL POINT ANTI-VIRUS
CENTRAL POINT BACK-UP V7
CHECK-IT V5
DESOVIEWV2.4.586V2.4 E
U^PUNKPR0V4
MAGELLAN V2
MENUCEN
NORTON ANTI-VIRUSVl S

NORTON BACKUP
NORTON COMMANDER 3

NORTON UTILITIES V6
PCT00LSV7.I
aEMM386V6
SIDEKICK V2
SIDEWAVSV3
WINDOWS 5

WINDOWS 5 DEV KIT

XTREEC0LDV2.B
WORD PROCESSORS
LETTERPERFECT
LOCOSCRIPTPCVLS
MANUSCRIPTV2.I
M ULTIMATE 4

PC WRITE III

SPRINT
TOPCOPY 4 V2 1991
TOPCOPy PROFESSIONAL
WORD 5 5

WORD FOR WINDOWS V J

WORDPERFECT OFFICE PC
WORDPERFECTV5.1
WORDPERFECT FOR
WINDOWS

WORDSTAR 2000- REL3
WORDSTAR PRO V6
WORDSTAR LEGACY
WORDSTAR ror Window'.

£!09
€338
£245

£198
£232
£199
£130
£304

ALL PRICES
EXCLUDE VAT

DELIVERY Hardware: £7.50 +VArperbox
Software: £7 4- VAT per box
Extra £2 + VAT per additional box

Lasers: £15 + VAT per printer

Next Working Day Service - call for

details. UK Offshore - call for details

CREDIT CARD MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

@ 081-680 5686
Ho:

FAX:
081-680 9412

iSSSL

Prices are subject to

change without
notice. Please check
suitability with the
manufacturers before
ordering. Goods are
not offered on a trial

basis. Orders are

accepted subject to

our standard
conditions of sale -

available on request
E&OE,

Subject to
availability despatch
is normally effected

wtthin 2 days from
receipt of cleared
payment Please

allow 7 working days
for cheque
clearance. All orders
will be fulfilled

within 28 days
unless otherwise
notified.

Send orders only to:

College Computers, 14 Emmabrook Court, Sea Road,
Rustlngton, LIttlehampton, Sussex BN16 2NG

College Computers, 14 Emmabfook Court, Sea Road,

RuslJnjton, Littlehampton, Sussex BN16 2NG. I wish to order

ouAhfnry DESCRIPTION PRICE

Please state disk s

enclose cheque/

7P Delivery

POforf
F»p rlafo

inc VAI Total

VAT

1111 Total £

New/Old Custorrer [please delete) Account No: (if known) -

Address



TELETTEXT ADAPTOR
Computer controlled tuning

' Download and save pages

Unique composite video & audio output

High performance T.V. front end

Fully mains powered unit in metal case

Upgrades available for existing users

RISC-OS version multitasks

User programmable via SWIs & OS calls

The ARC/3000 version contains many powerful

features making it very easy to use, i.e. point

and elicit at page numbers. SAE for details FURTHER DETAILS ON REQUEST

ADD TELETEXT TO
YOUR COMPUTER

A3000/ARC. PRICE INCLUDES:
Podule socket lead User notes

TTXV2. 13 Software

3^%y^t»\J\J Inc. P&P

BBC B & MASTER. PRICE INCLUDES:
User port lead SATS Software

User notes

3i^*y^:»\J\J Inc.P&P

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TELEPHONE 0635 524008 OR 0622 747416
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.CO AlVl - 5.30 PIVl C24 HOUR ORDERING FACiUITY)

Prices exclude VAT, but include carriage charges (UK mainland), packaging and insurance

DEALER

ENQUIRIES

WELCOME

QUANTITY

DISCOUNT

AVAILABLE

GROUND CONTROL
ELECTRONICS LIMITED

UNIT 7, KINGFISHER COURT, HAMBRIDGE ROAD, NEWBURY, BERKSHIRE RG14 5SJ. TEL: 0635 524008 or 0622 747416 FAX; 0635 528115



SUBSCRIPTIONS

FREE MONTHLY DISCS
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO BBC ACORN USER

SUBSCRIBE

NOWAND
SAVE

POUNDS!!
Every month, BBC Acorn User is packed full of useful features and programs for all the Acorn
machines. That's why BAU is renowned as the leading magazine for Acorn computer users.

Now, as an additional service to new subscribers we are offering FREE monthly discs with every 12

month subscription to the magazine.

THE MONTHLY DISC
Each monthly disc conlains all of the programs listed on

the yellow pages in each issue, so you can save yourself

the time, frustration and effort of typing them in by
subscribing today.

If you purchased each monthly disc separately, it would
cost you up to £5.95 per disc. So, with a 12 month sub-

scription to BAU. you could receive discs worth over £70
absolutely FREE!

COMPATIBILITY
The 3.Sin disc is compatible

with the A3000/Archimedes.

BBC model B, BBC Master

and Master Compact with

3.5in drive and ADFS.
The 5.25in disc is 40/80-

tracl< DFS and is suitable for

u.se with BBC B/B-f and

Master computers with a

5.25in. 40 or 80-lrack drive.

So. no matter which Acorn

machine you have, you can

take advantage of this fabu-

lous offer now^

WHAT DO I DO?
Simply fill in the coupon below and send it lo:

BAU Subscriptions, PO Box 66, Wetherby LS23 7HL.
Oi- ring the credit card hotUne number (0937) 842489

NB: offer applies to UK suhsciiptions only, for dchiils of
overseas subscriptions see orderform on pa^e 89

@ !

m
I wordd like to subscribe to BBC Aconi User for 12 months at the cost of £22.95 and receive
my FREE monthly discs. (Discs are only sent from the beginning of a subscription period).

NAME SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

Disc si/e retinired (please tick) - J 3.5in

J S.25in

Renewal

New Subsciption

J I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Redwood Publishing Lid.

J I wish to pay by Access/Vi.sa

Card Number Expiry Date .

BBC ACORN USER APRIL 1992 29



ESSENTIAL
READING
MATERIAL .

FOR THE ft^Om
ACORN
ARCHIMEDES

An invaluable guidp to the free softv;are on

yout Archimedes ina ho io gpt the best

desktop publishing results tor very little cost.

Introductory book for the Arc, covering the

basic operations and use of lEdit. IDraw. etc.

Useful summary of OS information with

detailed examples [C21.95) with disc

Hyperdriver

Tfie ultimate printer driver ROM,

with over 80 commands, a built-in

NLQ character set, WYSIWIG

previewing, access from View,

Wordwise, Interword or BASIC.

100 page manual. For

B/B+/E/M/C, Price £29.95 ROM,

E24.95 disc for SRAM,

Minidriver

As HyperD river but for Mini Office

II, includes Viewdata terminal.

£24,95 ROM. SRAM version

£19.95,

MosPlus
Utility ROM for Master 1 28s only

fixing EDIT and CLOSE#0 bugs,

ADFS format, verify and backup in

ROM, backup/compacting in

SRAM, alarm clock and

configurable startup facility and

much more. Price £12,95 ROM.

£7.95 SRAM,

Sidewriter

Pop-up notepad for SRAM users

(any SRAM machine), works with

any software. Price £7,95.

Assembler Bundle

Two Bruce Smith books on 6502

assembler with discs and Master

Series update booklet. For

B/B+/E/M/C/ RRP over £30, yours

for £4.95!

Fingerprint

SRAM or main memory 6502

machine code

monitor/disassembler/memory

editor. For B/B+/E/M/C/ Price

£9.95.

Conversion Kit

Ready-made 6502 assembler

routines, for learning or

development. Price £7.95

View Dabhand Guide

Bruce Smith's comprehensive

guide to View wordprocessor,

"For those who want a complete

thorough and readable guide to

View, then Bruce Smith is your

man' (Beebug), £12.95 or £17.95

with disc.

Master Operating System

David Atherton's definitive

reference work including the

famous differences between all

eight-bit models' section used by

countless programmers to ensure

compatibility across the full eight-

bit range. £12,95 or £17,95 with

disc.

Mini Office II Guide

Detailed tutorial by Bruce Smith

and Robin Burton for the

BBC/Master versions of the

software. Price £9.95 or £14,95

with disc.

THE PREMIER ACORN BOOK PUBLISHER

061-773 8632Olfices: 23 Wawick Si, Prestwich, Manchester

PJ125 7Hrj. Tel: 061-773 3632 Fan. 061-773

8290 Propfielor: DaviO Alherlori. All prices

include VAT (0% on books), and UK poslage.

Access/Visa accepted. Foreign add £2.50

sjriace, E12air.

The only liitorial and reference on ARM
asserrbler on tlie market, with many RISC OS

examples, (£21.95 with disc.)

Mastering Interpreters and

Compilers

Fascinating Bruce Smith title on

creating high level languages,

£14.95 with free disc.

Master 512 User Guide

Full instruction for using the 51

2

and DOS Plus, with tips on

software compatibility. £9.95 or

£14,95 with disc.

Master 512 Technical Guide

The companion guide with full

512 programming information

and hardware expansion projects.

Price £14.95 or £19.95 with disc.

Master 512 Shareware Collections

Two collections of PC shareware,

all tried and tested on the 512,

Includes WP's, spreadsheets,

databases, games etc. Five full

800k discs in each. Each

collection normally £29,95,

special offer £25 for both.

^J;triil[.lldilJrfdilnWJ:l:M

Instigator

utility system providing disc

sector editor, memory editor,

disassembler, command line

archiving, and much more. Price

£49,95

Arc PC Emulator Shareware

Similar to Master 512 Shareware

but for the Arc PC Emulator, Two

collections of five discs each,

formal Price £34.95. Mow on

special offer, both collections for

£25,

ARCDFS
Very popular program to provide

full DFS facilities on desktop or

!65Host/!65Tube. Price £29,95

MJ;ltl!IHIdilirfJ;T3ilimEM

Basic V Guide

BASIC V guide covering

differences between earlier BBC

BASICS and the superior version

for the Archimedes. £9,95

C: A Dabhand Guide

Massive 512-page complete guide

to C programming. No previous

experience required. Arc & BBC

sections £14.95 or £21.95 with

disc.

Z88: A Dabtiand Guide

Introduction to the Z88, by the

designers of the machines own

software, £14.95

Z88 Pipedream Guide

John Allen's detailed work on all

aspects of Z88 PipeDream. Good

explanations of printing. Price

£14.95

Psion LZOPL Guide

Ian Sinclair's guide to OPL

programming on the LZ series of

Organiser machines. £12.95

To Dabs Press,

FREEPOST (MR8400)

Prestwich, Manchester M25 6LZ

(Phone 061 -773 8632)

Please send me; ^____

_Cheque/POenclosed,

AccessA'isa No.

.

Name

\^^^me^j4-^0H

Aliped - wing looted like a bat is the spell mat I as b-er pu on yon

hy the evil step-mother ot your lair princess Natasha'.

Smootti mulIi-aifBCtional scrolling castle, stunning use of stereo

sound, tiigti quality graphics. fJeeds 1 MB. RISC OS compatible.

Tbe date is 2143 A.D . Ibe universe has started to contraci, causing the m

inner galaxies' fine balance to be jpset. Tbeir only chance is you m your

humble rescue ship,

Mulli level game with high quality graphics. Needs 1 MB. fllSC OS compatible.

'Harri' and Dave manage the laundry lirm. but things tiave been

going wrong. They work all night but will they put tbings rigbt?"

Multi level game, high quality graphics, simple key conirols for

easy movement of ctiaraclers. Meeds 1MB. RISC OS compatible

^SE^X^^SSS^^QSI^^^I
ALERIOM

Clsssrc Shoot- srii-up scrollst Muili-lsvel. RISC OS compatpBle Nol proteclBd EI4.95

ARCENDIUM
DiauBhls, BackaamuiDn. Reversi and Ouadlinc, nnw SCOScoinpaM(C1J.95

ALIEN INVASION

Classic Swca Inuators wUh otiilable invMers wa^eselc £U9B

ALL-IN BOXING
Realistrc boiino jamE wilh dlBiiisefl sound elc lorSplaye. EiaSS



COLOURJEI2000
COLOUR INK JET PRINTER

Compatible with >
IBMpc
Archimedes
Nimbus
BBC Micro''

NEW
UP TO 200 CHAR/SEC
Emulates Colourjet 132

100% compatible with HP PAINTJET
and Windows 3

Prints overhead transparencies

Printed on
.

tntegrex Co\out)et 2000 Pnnter.

To^WRAlAff

LO\N COST

a2^ ^^ oc^oo p""^®'

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

INTEGREX LTD., CHURCH GRESLEY, SWADLINCOTE
DERBYS DE11 9PT
Tel (0283) 551551
Fax (0283) 550325
TIX341727INTEGX



AT THE FOREFRONT
OF A3000 UPGRADES

Monitor Stand £24.95

Probably the best monitor stand available for the A3000 and the sturdy

basis of your modular system.

System Housing £69.50

When you are ready to expand the A3000 this system housing is

placed over the monitor stand, allowing two floppy drives and hard

drives to be added with ease.

Expansion Card Case £14.95

If you're adding an expansion card (or podule) to yotir A3000

then you will need this case to connect and protect it.

Podule Expansion System £54.90

Allows two podules to be added to your A3000, and be

working alongside each other simultaneously.

Disc Buffer £49.95

The definitive expansion for people that wish to

add extra floppy drives. Support for 40 and 80 tracks

Will also allow you to add SCSI. We are

continuously working on other options.

65Host 1770 DFS and DFS Filer £19.95

A Rom upgrade for the Disc Buffer that provides a

DFS drive icon on the icon bar and 1770 DFS in 65Host, the BBC Emulator.

Various disc options 3K" & 5'A" floppy drives, 20 & 40 MB hard drives and 40, 60, lOOMB ... SCSI drives. Do not be baffled

by products with 'go faster stripes' ... call us for some honest advice.

•r, *^s sraCQ PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT A3K4
DOUBLE PODULE EXPANSION

Now you can add a second standard eurocard podule to your A3000. Fully integrated with tiie^

PRES expansion system - no soldering required, no timing problems, no large box bolted^
^

around your computer, simply 'plug in and expand'... (requires A3K3 expansion card,

case). Remember A3K6 also allows for an extra internal card; giving a total of ... 4

expansion cards in your A3000

HOW TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF A3000 EXPANSION CARDS
1

.

FIT A3K5 - THE 10 ADAPTOR. This is a plug in board to provide the necessary lines for podule nos. 2 & 3.

it is a custom made connector that does not rely on test clips and even has an LED to test for the correct

fitting.

2. Now you can fit a second expansion card (standard size) in A3K4 -the double podule expansion for our

standard podule case A3K3.

3. Or you could decide to add an extra internal card onto our disc buffer (A3K6) such as a SCSI interface card.

4. Or you could decide to fit both and have FOUR cards on your A3000! ... 2 internal cards plus 2 standard

external cards.



OTHER QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM PRES
'Micro-Trader' BUSINESS SYSTEM'

'Micro-Trader' consists of a powerful range of computer programs to meet the many needs of tlie small to medium sized business.

'Micro-Trader' provides professional integrated accounts that have been designed by a businessman to meet the needs of the businessman.

'Micro-Trader' has been specially developed for multi-tasking operation under RISC-OS on the A3000, A5000 and Archimedes computers.

'MICRO-TRADER' FEATURES

* Integrated SALES, PURCHASE and NOMINAL LEDGERS
* The system can be extended as the needs of the business grow
* Quick entry of information and easy error correction

* Fully Integrated System avoids repetitive entries

* Prints INVOICE, CREDIT NOTE, STATEMENT, REMITTANCE ADVICE
* Prints PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT and BALANCE SHEET
* User defined layouts of all printed documents
* All reports can be sent to the screen, disc or printer

* Automatic entry date - comprehensive Batch Number system

* Unique 'CASHUP' facility for Retail businesses

* Full \'AT facilities and printout of VAT Return

* Double F'ntry accounts with Audit Trail and Trial Balance

* Integrated STOCK CONTROL program records stock holdings & values

•*r M.\1LING prints labels and letters

The 'Micro-Trader' Business SN'siem is ^'a^^ to use and offo's a complete powerful and flexible business system for only £79.95 +

VAT for each program modulo Please call tor more mformation - demo disc availabl"

SPACE KIT allows A400 users to add a second hard disc drive

internally. Occupies the two left podule positions, supplied with all

necessary cables & instructions £32.95 + vat

Complete upgrades with 40mb hard drive available. Call for details

WE ARE A SPECIALIST ACORN SUPPLIER FROM COMPU lEKS TO MONITORS, PRINTERS TO HA I

DRIVES, GAMES TO BUSINESS SOFTWARE - IF YOU REQUIRE ANYTHING FOR YOUR ACORN
MACHINE WHETHER IT BE A BBC OR ELFCTROM MASTFT i i HIMEDES CALL P.R.E.S.

YOU CAN ORDER FROM PRES WITH COMPLETE
CONFIDENCE- WEARE A REPUTABLE COMPANY WITH

THOUSANDS OF SA TISFIED CUSTOMERS - PRICES

INCLUDE UK DELIVERY & NORMALL Y PA YMENTS ARE
ONL Y COMPLETED ON DELIVERY

A3000 WITH AN EXTRA 1MB RAM
LEARNING CURVE OR ENTRY LEVEL

FROM ONLY £599 + VAT

INCLUDING THE PRES MONITOR STAND

COMPLETE SYSTEMS AND
PACKAGE PRICES AVAILABLE.

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

THENEWA5000
THE COMPUTER THAT SOLD OUT OI

THE FIRST DAY OF ITS LAUNCH
ORDER YOUR A5000 NOW

SUPPLIES HAVE BEEN VERY LIMITED
BUT WE WILL DO OUR BEST FOR AN

EARLY DELIVERY.

CALL FOR ADVICE ON AVAILABILITY.

PRES Ltd, Box 319, Lightwater, Surrey, GU18 5PW
Tel. 0276 72046 • Fax 0276 51427

H
VAS4

^^^B

I

EDUCATION ORDERS AND
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WE ARE AN

Acorn

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
(SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)

APPROVED DEALER AND SERVICE CENTRE, OFFERING A FRIENDLY SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES.



XA/atford Electronics

The sign of

Quality

(A member of the Jessa group of Companies - Established 1972)

Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England

Tel: Watford (0923) 237774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: (0923) 233642

Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park.

All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

Acorn^
The choice

of Experience

irchimedes micro
System Basic

A410/1 £899

A540/1 £2495

A3000 £599

A3000I-/C £642

A5000 £999

A5000H/D

A5000L/C

Mono Colour Multiscan

£965 £1059 £1224

£2555 £2655 £2815

£665 £759 £924

£708 £802 £967

£1065 £1159 £1324

£1499
- £1531

Unbeatable Sale Offers

on Archimedes Micro

When you purchase an Archimedes Micro from

Watford, lool< what you get FREE with it

Micro Free Offer

A410/1 ARM 3 Turbo Card upgrade fitted

A540/1 Muitiscan monitor with VIDC enhancer

and LC20 Printer

A3000 2Mb RAM; Monitor plinth and Acorn's

A3000 Shoulder Bag (carrying case)

Plus of course our no quibble 12 months FREE
On-Site Maintenance on all Archimedes Micros.

Archi Accessories
• 3.5" BOOK 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310) £118
• 5.25" BOOK external Floppy Drive £85
• I/O Podule (Analogue/User/1 MHz bus) £79
• I/O Podule (Analogue/User) £49
• MEMO 1 A Upgrade £42
• MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £27
• MIDI Expansion Card £65
• Sound Sampler Mono (Armadillo) £129
• Sound Sampler Stereo /Midi (Armadillo) £186
• Chromalock Podule (Wild Vision) £275
• Econet Network Board E42
• Archimedes IEEE Interface Adaptor £269
• Dual RS232 Podule £195
• 1 6 bit parallel I/O Card £1 95
• Archi replacement mouse - New design £32
• PC Emulator v1 .7 £85
• Software Developers Toolbox £149
• Floating Point Unit £455
• SCSI Adaptor Expansion Card £156
• Keyboard Extension Lead £6
• 2 Podule Backplane £25
• 4 Podule Backplane £38
• Fan for above backplanes £8
• Rise Os Extras Software Disc £5
• Ethernet Card £220
• SCSI Card 8 bit £129
• A5000 - 2 to 4Mb RAM Upgrade £122

A3000 Accessories
• 3.5" External DrivG£95 • Monitor Stand E15
• Technical Manual E39 • Serial Upgrade £17
• A3000 Dust Cover £5
• A3000 plus Monitor Dust Cover E9
• A3000 User Port/Midi Upgrade Card £44
• A3000 User/Analogue/IIC I/O Card £42
• A3000 External Poduie Case £13

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383

Staff Vacancy
Watford Electronics are inviting Hardware and
Software engineers to apply for positions in their

new R&D team. Hardware engineers must be

familiar with the Archimedes architecture and
abie to follow a project from conception to

production. Software engineers should be
proficient in ARM assembler or Acorn C, and able

to write RISC OS applications and module code-

Applicants should be well motivated and show
experience in relevant areas. Qualifications are

not as essential as your ability to produce
innovative solutions to challenging problems. As
a new member of the team you will be in a unique

position to develop your career in a rewarding

environment.

In the first instance forward your CV to Shiraz

Jessa or Chris Honey

Archimedes A3000
DeskTop Publishing
(DTP) Sale Offer

A3000 BBC Archimedes Micro viith 3.5"

Floppy Disc Drive and a mouse,

upgraded to 2Mb RAM, COLOUR
Monitor + Lead, 20Mb fast IDE Hard

Disc Drive, 'Compression' Utility to

increase ttie Hard Drive capacity to

Typically 40Mb, Ttie tiighly acclaimed

Computer Concept's Impression Junior

DTP software package.

RRP:£1299

Sale Offer Price: £849
Above Package plus Acorn's

Learning Curve £892

Special Education discounts

available on above package, micros,

RAM upgrades, ARM 3 Turbo Card,

etc. Please write in or telephone:

(0923) 237774/250335

Archimedes RAM Upgrade
All our memory upgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required. Fitting Instructions supplied.

• R302-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £39
• R303-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade

(expandable to 4MB) £65
• R304-A3000 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £139

• R311-A305-to1MB RAMUpgrade £30
• R31 2-A305/31 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £1 49

• R314-A305/310 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £265
• R412-A41 0/1 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £30
• R413-A420/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £60
• R414-A41 0/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £90

• R810-A41 0/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £599

• R820-A420/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £569

• B840-A440/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £499

• R814-R140- to 8MB RAM Upgrade £499

• A5000 - to 2MB additional RAM Upgrade £123

0% Finance & Special

Teachers/Academics' prices

Now available on A3000L/C

and A5000 UC Micro Systems

Convert your Archi 410 to a 420 or 440

with) Watford's unique Upgrade Kits

UP10 - to 2MB RAM + 20MB Hard Disc £159
UP1 5 - to 2MB RAM + 40MB Hard Disc £245
UP20 - to 4MB RAM + 20MB Hard Disc £225
UP30 - to 4MB RAM + 40MB Hard Disc £309
UP40 - to 4MB RAM + 53MB Hard Disc £429

Graphics, Art, Design & Games
GRAPHICS

ARCtist

ARCticuiate

Atelier

Artisan II

Artisan Gallery

Autosketch II

Craflshop 1 & 2

Euclid 2

Graph Box

Graphbox Professional

HotLink Presenter

Kermit

Mogul

Poster

Pro Artisan

Prime Art

Render Bender 2

Snippet

Tween

£19

£19

£65

£45

£16

E65

£28

£50

£59

£107

£40

£46

£17

£79

E70

£69

£95

£21

£21

GAMES
Air Supremacy £14

Apocalypse £14

Arcade Soccer £14

Avante Garde Fonts £23

Boogie Buggy

Break 147

Bug Hunter

Caverns

Chess 3D
Chocks Away 2

Chocks Away Extra

Conqueror

Cops

Corruption

Crisis

Elite

Enter the Realms

Enthar Seven

E-Type

E-Type Designer

Family Favourites

Fireball 2

Pysanki

Quazer

Real McCoy
Real McCoy 2

Redshift

Return to Doom
Revelation

Repton 3

Rotor

Saloon Cars

Splice

Sporting Triangles

Star Trader

Superior GoH
Super Pool

Swin

Talisman

The Pawn
Thundermonk

Timewatch

Trivial Pursuit

Twin World

U.I.M.

White Magic

White Magic 2

Wimp Game
Worldscape

XFire

Holed Out Designer £13

Holed Out Golf

Hostages

Ibix the Viking

Inter Dlctor 2

Iron Lord

Jiglet

Jigsaw

Lemmings
Masterbreak

Magpie

Man at Arms

MahJong Patience

Manchester United

Europe

Nevryon

Olympics

Pandoras Box

Pipe Mania

Pirate

Power Band

Puncman 1 S 2

Puncman 3 & 4

£13

£14

£13

£26

£15

£25

£27

£20

£16

£39

£14

£15

£19

£14

£14

£18

£17

£16

£14

£16

£16

£14

£10

£22

£23

£14

£16

£54

£14

£19

£18

£25

£24

£14

£14

£19

£22

£12

£19

£11

£24

£22

£15

£23

£15

£15

£13

£16

£18

MIsceltaneous

Ancestry

Arccomm 2

Arcterm 7

Armadeus Sound

BBC DFS Reader

Blowpipe

Broadcaster Loader £65

Compression (CC) £38

Equasor

FlexiFile

Genesis Plus

Genesis 2

Hearsay Comms
Pack

Investigator 2

JX Archi Colour Printer

Driver for Citizen &

Star Printers

Notate

Numerator

Pin Point

Presenter 2

Presenter Story

QEEM 386

Rainforest

Revelation 2

Rhapsody in Blue 2

Show Page

Speech!

The Victorian

Time Tabler

Toolkit (Clares)

Touchtype

Tracer

Tracker

Vox Box

WorldScape

£59

£38

£64

£60

£6

£17

£38

£97

£68

£99

£50

£22

£15

£52

£66

£65

£29

£145

£59

£17

£95

£45

£127

£15

£17

£549

£35

£40

£46

£39

£47

£17



Archimedes Hard Disc

Watford's ST506 Hard disc drives tor A31 & A41
series fit internaily into the space provided.

P.S. A310 upgrades require a bacl<plane and a fan.

• 3HDP - Hard Disc Poduie only £1 35
• 3HD20 - 20Meg H' Disc + Poduie for 31 £235
• 3HD40 - 40Meg H' Disc + Poduie for 310 £345
• 3HD50 - 53luleg H' Disc + Poduie for 310 £474
• 4HD20 - aoivleg Hard Disc for 41 £1 29
• 4HD40 - 40Meg Hard Disc for 41 £215
• 4HD50 - 53lvleg Hard Disc for 41 £335
• A3000 20Meg Hard Disc + Poduie £299
• A3000 40IVIeg Hard Disc + Poduie £429

For Archimedes IDE Hard Disc turn to page 14

Desk Top Publisher
Acorn's Archi DTP Package £108

Equasor £39

Impression 2 DTP Pack £126

Impression Junior £69

Impression Business Supplement £39

Expression-PS £19

Tempest DTP Package £90

Archi Wordprocessors
Pendown Archi E48 1st Word Plus- 2 £63
Pendown Outline Archie Spell Master£25
Fonts £18 PD Spellchecker £40

Wordwise + Disc £24 Graphic Writer £19
Image Writer £25 EasiWord £18
Intenword Disc £24

Databases
AlphaBase £36 Magpie £40
Knowledge Organiser£42 Multistore v2.01 £176

Spreadsheets
Intersheet Disc £24 Schema
Viewsheet £45

Business Graphics
GammaPlot £39 Sigmaplot

Interchart Disc £17

Integrated Pacl<ages

• Logistix £79 • Pipedream 4 £149

' Desktop Office - Database, Graphs &
Charts, Wordprocessor Spreadsheet,

Communications
' Desktop Folio - Wordprocessor, Desktop

& Interactive Publishing. Ideal for school

environment.

A3000 I/O Card
(User, Analogue & 110)

This NEW versatile I/O Card from Watford, fits inside

the A3000 and inciudes an Analog lo Digital Converler,
a User Port, and an InterIC (IIC) connector.

The card allows many of the peripherals developed for

the BBC to be used with the Archimedes A3000, The
ADC and User Port have the same pin out and
connectors as the BBC computers.

Extensive RISC OS software is supplied to provide BBC
OSBYTE calls for support of the ADC and User Ports,

including the BASIC keyword ADVAL. The software
provides extended RISC OS support for separate
interrupts from both the ADC and User Ports, permitting

easy interrupt driven operation.

The card is provided with ail the software in ROM and is

automatically loaded when the machine is turned on.

Peripherals connected to the ports can obtain up to

500mA of power at +5V. A fuse is fitted to the card to

protect the A3000 from damage arising from accidental
short circuit of the power output.

The card is provided with an extensive manual
explaining installation, ail software commands,
connector pin outs, hardware addresses and example
programs.

Features
• An 8 bit User Port with a standard 20 way IDC

connector, compatible with the User Port on the BBC
computers and the Archimedes I/O Poduie.

• A 10 bit Analog lo Digital Converter with a standard
15 way D type connector, compatible with the ADC
on the BBC range of computers and the Archimedes
I/O poduie.

• An InterIC (IIC) Port with a 5 pin DIN socket to

connect the A3000 to external IIC devices.

£42

Archi Mouse Port Splitter

Our handy little splitter unit eliminates the risk of

damaging your micro due to constant plugging and
unplugging of the mouse by allowing you to

connect both, a joystick and a mouse
simultaneously to your Archimedes, £15

Silicon Vision

Gerber Piot £95 Soiids Render £120
SoiidCAD £120 Soiid Tools £279
Super Plot £28 Data Vision £110

Super Dump £22 Stiare Hoider £135
Arc PCB Professionai £275
Realtime Solids Modeller

Archimedes to BBC Serial Linl< tJ\k 2

Using this simple data link, it is possible to solve all

your BBC to Archimedes data transfer problems.

The kit is supplied with a disk, and the necessary

cable to connect the two computers.
New RISC OS Version Only £1

5

Arcliimedes Externai Disc

Drive interface

With this Interface it is possible to connect almost

any 5.25"/3.5" disc drive with its own power supply

to the Archimedes. Upto 4 disc drives can be

connected. Fully Buffered Board. NO SOLDERING
is involved. Supplied complete with necessary lead.

• A300/A3000 £21 • A400 £25

More Archimedes Products

See Pages 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 14

LANGUAGES (Archimedes)

ISO-PASCAL; FORTRAN 77 £77 each
Assembler; LISP; Prolog X £149 each
ANSI C Rel. 3 £125 BASIC Compiler £77
Cambridge Pascal £60 Logotron Logo £45
Macro Assembler £40 Rise Basic £120
RoboLogo £69 Rise FORTH £110

256 Grey-Scale
Scanner

Watford proudly introduces its new innovative

256 grey-level hand scanner for the

Archimedes range of micros. It offers up to

400 dpi scanning resolution, complete with

software.

256 Grey-Scale Scanner is ideal for

incorporating pre-drawn logos, artwork,

photographs and sketches into desktop

publishing documents and other graphics

programs. Designed by our own R&D team,

it offers the best overall scanning solution for

Archimedes micro. Just compare the

competition on our price and these

outstanding features:

• Full 105mm 400dpi scanning operation in

just 3mS per line! (Twice as fast as most

scanners.)

• Selectable 256/16/4 grey levels

• Full scan preview, scale to fit windows
• Complete set of image enhancement tools

• Single width poduie

• True brightness and contrast control

• Fast RISC OS printing

• Five-function edge detection software,

Laplace convolution matrix image
enhancement, image smoothing, etc.

Special Launch Price

£185

ULTIMUM - Archimedes A3000
Poduie Racking System

THE ONLY LOGICAL WAY TO
EXPAND YOUR A3000 COMPUTER

Price: £149

Minerva's Archimedes Software

£27
£27
£65

EasyWord £18 Mailshot'

Home Accounts £35 Reporter*

Time Tabfer £549 School Admin'

System Delta £59

System Delta Program Reference Manual £29
* Requires System Delta to operate

Stand alone Business Accounts Packages
Sales; Purchase; Order Processing and Invoicing;

Nominal; Stock management

E79 per module

or Complete Business Package £325

ARM 3 Turbo Card

Simpiy Tlie Best

Here it is at last - the all new Mark 2 version

of Watford's highly acclaimed ARM 3

processor board for the Archimedes and now
also the A3000 series computers. Using the

latest surface mount technology on a high

quality four layer circuit board we have

reduced the overall size to a mere 53mm x

45mm, and the cost to only £199. Mk II

upgrade will increase the speed of your micro

by a factor of 3 to 6.

Any competent A300 or A400/1 series micro

owner can fit the upgrade himself, as we
provide full fitting instructions and a special

ARM chip extraction tool. However for A3000
micros and those not wishing to perform the

upgrade themselves, we will collect, upgrade

and return your micro by courier service, at an

additional cost of £18.

(A300 and old A440 series owners please note
- you w/ill need to upgrade to MEMCIAfor
ARMS to work.)

RRP £249

Offer Price £185
Acorn have satisfactorily evaluated Watford's

ARM 3 upgrade and the A3000 upgrades are

fitted by Acorn approved surface mount
technology centre, therefore its fitment will not

invalidate Acorn's warranty on the micro.
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BBC MASTER

MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's

View, VIewslieet, ADFS, BASIC Editor

& TERMINAL plus FREE OFFER
(see below) £399

FREE OFFER

A 5.25" Double Sided, 40/80 track

switchable 400K Disc Drive

complete with cables and a Utilities

disc incl. 2 games, plus

Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE MASTER
packages on Disc consisting

of: Database. Spreadsheet, Beebplot

graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,

Final Accounts, Mailist, Easyledger,

Invoice & Statements, Stock Control.

FREE with every BBC Master purchased
from us during March

Add-ons & Accessories

Econet Module for the Master

Twin ROM Cartridge for Master

Quad ROM Cartridge for Master

Master Reference Manual I

Master Reference Manual il

Master Advance Ref Manual

64K Upgrade Kit for B+

Acorn 1772 DFS Kit complete

ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC B

ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available

ARIES' IEEE Interface for BBC B & Master £238

Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99

Ecolink £270

Z88 Portable Micro

£45

£9

£14

(No VAT) £14

(No VAT) £14

(No VAT) £17

£32

£49

£42

£179

FREE
With every Z88 purchased from us, we are

giving away absolutely FREE, a Z88 to BBC
Interface Link, 4 rechargeable batteries and

a compact Mains Battery Charger worth £38.

Z88 ACCESSORIES
• 32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack £16
• 1 28K RAM Pack or 1 28K EPROM Pack £32
• 512K RAM Pack £86
• Z8B Eprom Eraser Unit £38
• Z88 Spelimaster for Pipedream £40

• Z88 Carrying Case £8

• Z88 Computing Book E9.95

• AA Nicad Rechargeable Battery £1.50

• Battery Charger Compact & Fast E6

• Z88 Serial Printer Cable EB

• Z88 Parallel Printer Cable £18
• Z88to Archi Link El 5

• Z88 to BBC Link £8 • Z BASE £56
• Z88 to PC Link II £27 "ZTAPE E42

• Z88 to Macintosh E32 #7 TERM £42

• Z88 Mains Adaptor £9 • Z88 Modem £114

Now supplied with NEW RISC OS Version

Software

Watfords' Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most

sophisticated digitiser ever designed for a micro. It

provides a fast and flexible means of capturing

images from a video camera or recorder for display

and manipulation on the Archimedes range of

Micros. Off-air televison signals may also be

digitised via a video recorder or TV tuner. Please

write for further details.

Price £139
A Set of Colour Filters for colour image grabbing

using a video camera £1

6

Archi Graphic Tablet

The Archi Graphic Tablet offers performance and

accuracy comparable to other tablets priced at well

over £400, and has the useful addition of a liftable

cover, which can hold tracing material or menu
templates securely. The package is supplied

complete with sophisticated Archi software. (Now,

fully LinCAD compatible. Recommended by Linear

Graphic for use in Education).

(FREE this month, PC Mouse Drivers

& Art package)

Special Price £175
(Price includes Tablet, Leads, Software & Puck)

Stylus Optional Extra El 5

Archi Graphic Tablet Junior. Working

area 9" x 6". Price includes Stylus £110

Disc Plonker
Rack

When using ones micro,

there is a tendency to have
more than one Disc on the

desk. This exposes them to

the hazards of tinoerDrints.

scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk. Why not protect your valuable data

from all these hazards with the help of our

extremely handy and low cost DISC PLONKER
RACK. Holds up to eight 5,25" discs.

Protection at Only: E2

Acorn & Watford DFSs
• Watford sophisticated DFS ROM £1 6.00

• Watford DFS Kit complete £69.00

• We will exchange your existing ROM for

Watford's ultimate DFS ROM at only El 2.00

• DFS Manual (comprehensive) £6.95

• Acorn DNFS ROM £17.00

• Acorn ADFS ROM only £25.00

• Acorn 1772 DFS ROM Kit £49.00

(The single Density DFS system is now old

technology. Like Acorn, Watford too have decided

to replace it with the their more up-to-date 1 770

DDES interface. We have informed most of the

software houses of this decision in order that they

can ensure compatibility with our highly

sophisticated and fully Acorn compatible DDES).

Watford's Wlkll 1772

Single/Double Density DFS

Many of our customers have wanted to use our

superior DDES and Acorn ADFS together. Now our

Mk II DDES Board with its 1770 Disc Controller,

has been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS
as well. It also has all the commands of the Acorn's

1770 DFS, plus the added features.

Added features include:

• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our

DDES board.

• Tube host Code ~ No longer any need to have

the DNFS in your machine to use Co-

Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.

• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with

40/80 track switches (even works with protected

disks).

• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation -

ensuring compatibility with almost all software.

• New low profile - small footprint board.

• Fits with all third party ROM boards.

• Option to double the speed of file handling

operations - BPUT and BGET.
• Operates in both single and double density

modes,
• OSGBPB has been receded, increasing still

further the speed of file handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of

providing either the full 80% storage increase or of

allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows

both of these!

If you already have a DDES (any manufacturer),

and wish to upgrade to our Mkll version, then

simply return your existing ROM and DDES board

and we will supply the new DDES for only £39.00.

• SPECIAL PRICE E44.00

• DDES Manual (No VAT) £6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our

sophisticated DDES for only £30.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDES is a hardware and

sofware upgrade, it is not possible for existing

Watford DDES users to simply exchange the ROM
for the new version.

3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty

from Watford Electonics your 3M Appointed

Distributor

• 10x 5.25" S/S D/D 40T (744) £5

• lOx 5.25" D/S D/D 40T (745) £5

• lOx 5.25" S/S D/D 80 Track (746) £7

• 10x 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Track (747) £7

• 10x 5.25" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density for IBM
XT and AT £9

• 10 X 3.5" S/S D/D 40/80 Track £7

• lOx 3.5" D/S D/D 40/80 Track £7

• 10x 3.5" Double Sided High Density £13

Top Quality 3.5" &
5.25" Diskettes

To complement our range of Quality Discs and Disc

Drives. WE are now supplying SPECIAL OFFER
packs of 10 Lifetime guaranteed discs. Eacti disc

tias a reinforced hub ring. Supplied complete witti

selfstick labels and a Plastic Library Disc Box.

9 10xM3 3.5" D/S DID 80 Track £7

» 10xM9 3.5" D/S High Density £12

• ro X M4 5.25" S/S D/D 40 Tracli £5

» 10xMS 5.25" D/S D/D 40 Traclt £5

» 10 X M7 5.25" D/S D/D SO Track £7

• 10xM8 S.25" D/S H/D Hi-Density £9

• M2 3" Double Sided £2.50 each

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383



Quality Disc Drives from
Watford

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will

operate in both Single and Double Density modes.

All 5.25" Disc Drives are 40/80 track switchable.

For ease of use, the switches are front mounted.

Various UK "manufacturers" of disc drives for the

BBC Micro (more accurately, "packagers" label

other manufacturers drives with their own name).

We buy the high quality NEC and Mitsubishi drives

in large quantities directly from the manufacturers,

package them and sell them at "dealer" prices

direct to the public.

If you look around the popular BBC Micro press,

you will find that the prices we quote for the top

quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually

without exception, the best around. These prices,

coupled with the backup of one of the country's

largest distributors of BBC peripherals provides a

superb deal.

Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully

expanded BBC system for long periods of time with

little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of

"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply

Unit) would be quite adequate (extensive tests

within our workshops have confirmed this). All

drives are supplied complete vv/f/? a SPECIAL
UTILITIES Disc, Cables and Plugs. The Drives

with power supply have a mains moulded plug for

safety purposes. Ideal for Schools & Colleges.

When using a BBC Micro, most people find

themselves short of desk space. The Watford's

BBC Micro plinths form an ideal way of recovering

some of this precious space. Your BBC Disc Drive

and Monitor can all occupy the same vertical

footpnnt and still be comfortably situated. With the

Watford Double Plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted
vertically at one side, leaving a very valuable area

directly in front of you for such useful items as
spare discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc.

Follow the trend with a Watford plinth. (Turn to the

6th page of our advert for the Plinths).

P.S. All our 5.25" Disc Drives with PSU are

compatible with the Compact Micro. All you require

is our special Compact Disc Drive cables designed

by us.

"Test Bureau Approved for Use in

Education"

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

Type

• CLS400S:

• CLD800S:

Description

Disc Drive without PSU
Single, 40/80 track 400K
Double sided Drive £70

Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £138

Disc Drive with PSU
• CS400S: Single, 40/80 track, 400K

Double sided Drive £80
• CD800S: Twin, 40/80 track, 800K

Double sided Drives £153

Special Cable to connect both 3.5" and 5.25"

Disc Drives simultaneously to the BBC
Compact £13

3.5" DISC DRIVE

These top quality 3.5" Double sided, 80 track, are at-

tractively finished in BBC beige. They are supplied

complete with all cables and a Utilities Disc.

Type

• CLS35:

• CLD400S:

Description

Disc Drive without PSU
Single Disc Drive, 400K

Twin Disc Drives, 800K

Disc Drive with PSU
• CS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K
• CD35; Twin Disc Drives, 800K

(P.S. CS35 is supplied in a twin case with a

blanking piate to enable easy expansion to a

drive at a later stage)

Disc Drive Sharer

E62

£109

E83

£126

(Ideal for educational establishments)
A low cost alternative to the Econet

system.Watford's Intelligent Disc Drive Sharer

allows you to connect 3 BBC r^icros (model B, B+
and fvlaster series) to a single or double disc drive.

Running under any DPS or DDPS, this intelligent

unit will automatically queue the computers. Each

computer has a status light dedicated to it. If it is

green you will get immediate access to the disk, and

red means that you are next in line. The unit plugs

directly into the disc drive socket on each computer

and is powered by the mains. (N.B. Not for use with

ADPS.)

Price includes 3 Cables £55

Disc Drives in Monitor Stand

•CDPM BOOS " Twin 5.25", BOOK Double

sided 40-80 track switchable disc dhves mounted
in an attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the

BBC B & Master 128K micros. Supplied complete

with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc.

The mains switch with neon On/Off tight indicator,

and the two 40/80 track switches are mounted on

the front pane! for ease of use.

£165
• DP35 800 - Same as above except, one disc

drive is a 5.25" and the other is 3.5".

£154

Plastic

Library Cases

DLC1 -- Holds 5 X 3.5" Discs.

DLC2- Holds 10x3.5" Discs.

DLC3 - Holds 5 X 5.25" Discs.

DLC4 - Holds 10 X 5.25" Discs.

El .50

E1.90

E1.60

E2.00

Floppy Head Cleaner Kit

The heads in floppy dhves are precision made and
very sensitive to dirt. The use of Cleaner Kit is a

sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It

is recommended to clean the drive head once a

week, it is very simple to use. Available in 3.5" &
5.25", please specify.

Price E4

Antistatic Lockable Disc
Storage Units

»J.

Gives double protection - Strong plastic case that

affords real protection to your discs.

Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst in

storage. The smoked top locks down.

Dividers and adhesive title strips are supplied for

efficient filing of discs.

• M35 - holds up to 50 5.25" discs £4.95

• M85 - holds up to 95 5.25" discs £6.95

• M25* - holds up to 25 3-5" discs £4.95

• M50 - holds 50 3.5" discs £6.50

• Ml 00 - holds 1 00 3.5" discs E6.99

• M10 -holdsSof No. 10DataCartridgesE15
* Not lockable

Dust Covers (For our Disc Drives)

Single CLS (without PSU)
Single CS (witti PSU)
Twin CLD (without PSU)
Twin CD (with PSU)

E3.20

E3.25

£3.85

E3.90

Disc Albums
Attractively finished leather-look Vinyl. PVC Vinyl

DW1 - Holds 6 X 3.5" Discs E2.50

DW2 - Holds 6 X 5.25" Discs £3.00

DW3 - Holds 20 X 5.25" Discs £3.50

DW4 - Holds 40 X 3.5" Discs or

5.25" Discs £4.50

Special Bulk Offer

on Discs

(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable

Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

ra
BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100

S/S O/S 0/S
Type 40T 40T 801

• Without Sleeves 5.25" £30 £35 £40

• With Sleeves 5.25" £33 £38 £43

•3.5"D/SD/D £27 for 50 £49 for 100

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383
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Microvitec Monitors

• 1431 - Standard Resolution Monitor E169
• 1451 - Medium Resolution Monitor £209

• Cub3000 Medium Res for A3000 El 89

• 1441 - High Resolution Monitor £359
• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen E239

Now 3 years Parts & Labour warranty on all

Microvitec Monitors

^ centre

^^ in off!(

Multiscan Colour
£1525
£362

£362
£402
£685

• VIDC Enhancer Board £25
(We will supply the Watford's superior Multiscan

VIDC Enhancer for Archimedes micro at only £10,

if purchased with any Eizo or Taxan monitor.)

(P.S. Taxan 795 monitor is supplied with

a FREE VIDC enhancer board)

• Eizo 9060S £389 • NEC6FG
• Eizo 9070S £579 • Taxan 770LR
• NEC3FG £370 • Taxan 775
• NEC4FG £465 • Taxan 795
• NEC5FG £850 • Taxan 875

Aries AlpliaScan IMonitor

Pound for Pound, the AlphaScan VGA
Multiscan monitor provides the maximum
performance and greatest flexibility of any

1 4" colour monitor for the Archimedes micro.

Its multiscan circuitry provides automatic

adjustment for frequencies between 30 and
60KHz horizontal, and 50 and 90Hz vertical.

Its 0.28mm dot pitch high resolution tube

provides super sharp text graphics, while a

high speed (70/72Hz) refresh rate provides a

flicker-free display easing the eye strain, The
Multivideo VIDC Adaptor supplied (free) with

the monitor allows high resolution operation

in all screen modes. _
£325

Philips Monitors

• BM7502 12" Hi-res Green Monitor

• CM8S33 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor

• Dust Cover for Philips Monitors

£67
£167

£6

STAR BUY
• PHILIPS 14" Medium Res, dark glass,

attractively finished Colour Monitor. A push-

button switcti toggles between Hi-Res

monochrome green text mode and full colour

display. (Please state the type of Connecting

Lead you require).

ONLYEI66

Soare Monitor Leads
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips

Skart Monitor Lead
RGB lead for TAXAN Monitors

Archimedes Colour Monitor Lead

£3
£5
£3

£7.50

Anti Glare VDU Screen
These extremely effective, easy to install, 12" & 14"

VDU screens eliminate harmful glare, improves
contrast on colour monitors. Increases productivity

n offices. A must for wordprocessor users.

£12

innTa-jiiiiiitraFTnit'iCTTiriM

This attractively finished, etched screen medium res

monitor is supplied complete with built-in speaker,

volume control and video output. All controls are

located on the front panel for ease of use. Ideal for

BBC, BBC Master, Archimedes and Amiga.

A bargain at £159

Watford VIDC Enhancer

This unique VIDC add-on board for the Archimedes,
caters for all types of Multiscan and VGA monitor

and mode requirements. There are 2 versions to suit

all requirements. The multimode software supplied,

provides all the new modes for the selected monitor

type, including the now standard Computer
Concepts modes. With VGA monitor, you are no
longer restricted to a few modes. A V^IMP
application supplied on disc, allows new modes to

be designed and existing modes to be modified for

particular monitors.

Super VGA VIDC Card: This provides support for

both VGA and Multisync monitors. A unique

electronic design allows the horizontal and vertical

sync to be buffered and have the polarity changed
under software control _

£45
MultiVideo VIDC Card: As above but for MultiScan

monitors only.

£25

Panasonic Printers

• KX-P1123
• KX-P1124i
• KX-P1170
• KX-P1624

£129 •KX-P1654
£173 •KX-P1695
£100 •KX-P2624
£272 • KX-P21 80

•£335

£272
•E295

£POA
* Price includes 12 months On-site warranty

Cut Sheet Feeders
P36 - 1 1 24/241 £79 P37 - 1 1 23/70/80 £69

P38- P1624/95; P2624

Buffers

P12 4K Buffer Board for KX-P1081
P14 32K Buffer P1 123/24/70/80

P1540/92/95; P1 624/54/95

Serial Interfaces

P19 for P1123/24/24i/70/80/1824/54/95/2624 £49

£129

£55

£15

Citizen Printers

• 120DPIUS £100 •Swift 9

• 124D £145 • Swift 24e#
• 224 £185 • Swift 24X
• PN-48 £209 • PN48 Ribbon

• FREE Colour Option with Swift 24E

£129
£249
£299

£4

• Swift 9 Colour Option £19
• Swift 24 Colour Option £29
» Swift 24 Ribbons Black £4 Colour £13
• Citizen/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver £1

5

Integrex Colour Jet

• Colour Jet 132 Printer

• Paper Roll

• BBC Screen Dump Software

• Colour Cartridge

• Black Cartridge

• 100 A4 OHP transparencies

• 8K Serial Interface Optional

• Colour Jet 2000

£449
£6.50

£10
£21

£12.40

£55
£123
EPOA

alar Krimers
• LC15 £173 • SJ48 Inkjet £174
• LC20 £100 • XB24-200 Colour £295
• LC24-10 £133 • XB24-250 Colour £355
• LC24-15 £240 • XB24 Colour kit £29
• LC24-200 £164 • ZA2C0 Colour £234
• LC24-200 Colour£203 • ZA25C £297
• LC200 Colour £143
• Star/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver

star Accessories
Cut Sheet Feeder

LC10/200/24-10 £65 LC15/LC24-15 £125
XB24-10 £80 XB24-15 £139

Serial Interfaces
8K Ser LC-200; LC24-200; FR10; FR15;

XB24-10;XB24-15 £52

Paper Roll Holders
LC-200; LC24-20C; LC24-200 colour £29

Buffers
32K Ram Card for LC/XB24-10; 15; LC200 £55

Ribbons
LC10;LC10-II;LC15 Black£4; Colour£6
LC-200; LC24-200 Black £5; Colour £12
XB24-10; XB24-15 Black £5; Colour £12

Laser Printers

All Laser Printers include 12 months
On-site maintenance

4ppm
8ppm
8ppm
8ppm
6ppm
6ppm

8ppm
8ppm
4ppm
16ppm
Sppm*
llppm*

• Canon LBP-4+
• Canon LBP-8 111

• Canon LBP-8 IIIR

• Canon LBP-8 HIT

• Epson EPL4100
• Epson EPL7500
• Epson EPL8100
• HP Laserjet llP-i-

• HP Laserjet III

• HP Laserjet MID

• HP Laserjet IIIP

• HP Laserjet lllsl

• Panasonic KX-P4420
• Panasonic KX-P4450i'

• Panasonic KX-4455 Postscript 11 ppm'
• Panasonic KX-P4430 Satin Print*

• StarLP-8 1112 8ppm
• Star LP-3 111 8ppm
• Star LP-8 Star(post)scrlpt 8ppm
• Star LP-4 4ppm
• Star LP-4PS Postscript 4ppm

" Now with 2 years On-site warranty

Laser Toners
Canon2, 3&4 £46 KX-P4420/50 £19

Epson GQ £13 Laserjet HP IIP & IIIP £42

EPL4100 £59 Laserjet ll/D, lll/D £48

EPL7100 £82 Qume Crystal (3) £58
Star LP-8 £56

Laser RAM Upgrades

£575

£970

£1440
£1340
£620

£1159

£965
£625

£1015
£1499
£695

£2525
£620
£925

£1450
£999
£1249
£910
£1140
£565
£779

• IIP&III 1MB
> IIP & 111 2MB
• II&IID1MB
• II&IID2MB
• II&IID4MB
• Canon LBP4 1M £105
• Canon LBP8 2M £125

£51

£88
£64

£99

£146

>EPL7100 256K £39
• GQ5000 51 2K £42
• KX4420/50 1 M £75
• KX4420/50 2M £115

• KX4420/50 4M £195
• StarLP8 11« £139
• Star LP8 2M £275

Laser Drum & Developer
• Epson Drum GQ5000 £93 EPL7100 £129
• Panasonic 4420 Drum £60 Developer £59
• Panasonic 4450 Drum £93 Developer £80
• Qume Drum £76 Developer £56

Jetpage Postscript Cartridge
• HP IIP/Ill £225 IID&IIID £227

Various Add-Ons
• Laserjet Appletalk Interface £135

• HP Adobe Postscript £399

• Pacific Page Postscript £259

• HP Premier Font Collection £28

• Laserjet various Font cartridges from £45



Hewlett-Packard Printers
• # DeskJet 500 £285 •PaintJet XL £1045

• Desk Jet 500 Col. £475 • Quiet Jet Pius £384

• Paint Jet Coiour £430 •HPTtiinkJet £265

• Now 3 years extended Parts & Labour warranty

• DeskJet 500 Cart. Black £15; Colour £27

• PaintJet Cartridges Black £19; Colour £25

• Desk Jet 500 256K RAPifl cartridge £99

• HP Epson FX Emulation Cartridge for Desk Jet £59

• Desk Jet tjnlimited (Book No VAT) £19.75

Canon Bubblejet Printers

Printer CSF
BJ10EX £183 E43

BJ300 £289 £88

BJ330 £380 £110

BJC800C £1549
• Spare Battery pack for BJ10E

D'ble

Bin

£65
£79

Ink

Cart

£16
£12

£12

NEC Pinwriter Printers

• P20 £180 •P70 £419
• P30 £240 •P90 £635
• P60 £330
• P60/70 Colour Option Kit £59
• Ribbons Black for P20/30 £6 for P60/70/90 £7
• Ribbons for P60/70/90 Black £9 Colour £13.50

Cut Sheet Feeders

P20 £59; P30 £85; P60 £89; P70/90 £80

Epson Printers

DFX5C00
DFX8000
FX850
FX1050
LQ100
LQ200
LQ450
LQ570
LQ860 Colour

LQ870

£1079
£1979
£264
£336
£159
£162

£165
£205
£444
£368

LQ1 060 Colour

LQ1070
LQ1 1 70
LQ2550+
LX400
LX850+
LX1050
SQ850
SQ2550

Cut Sheet Feeders for

LX400/800/850/LQ400/500/550

EX800/FX800/850/LQ800/850

FX/LQ1 000/1 050/SQ850

LQ 2550 £390 SQ2550

£595
£315
£437
£675
£101
£140-

£206

£432
£625

£69

£130

£159

£390

Tractor Feed tor

LQ800 £44; LQ850/FX850 £69; LQ1 050/

FX1050 £85; LQ2500 £90; LQ2550 £90.

Accessories

• EX800/1 000 Colour Option £45

• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £14

• LQ2500 Colour Option £65

• Multifont Card for LQ550/850/1 050 £95

Epson Printer Interfaces

Ail these interfaces fit inside the printer

RS232 £28 RS232 + 2K Buffer £52

Printer Leads
BBC Centronics 4' long £5
BBC Centronics 6' extra long £7
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £7
Nimbus Centronics Lead £6
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 6' £4
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 5 metres £10
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 10 metres £15

Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 4' £7
Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 6' £9

MSX Centronics Parallel Lead 4' £12

RS232 Leads (Various) P.O.A.

IBM Keyboard extension lead coiled £5

Conceot Keyboards
standard A3 Keyboard with BBC Software £138
Standard A4 Keyboard with BBC Software £109

Archi A3 Keyboard £139
Arohi A4 Keyboard £110

Plotters

• HP7440AU

• DXY1100
• DXY1300
• DXY3500

£525 • HP7475AU
Roland Plotters

£490 •DXY1200
£825 • DXY2500

£2955 • Sketchmate
• Roland plotter Pens, Fibre tip

£715

£620
£2345
£310
£7.50

Listing Paper (Perforated)

• 1 ,000 Sheets 9.5" x 1
1
" Fanfold Paper £7

• 2,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" Fanfold Paper £11

• 1 ,000 Sheets 9.5" x 1
1
" NCR 2 Part Fanfold £21

• 1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9

• 2,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £16

• 1 ,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £11

• 2,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £21

• Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is f^licro perforated leaving a
smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips are
detached).

Carriage 1 K Sheets £2.50, 2K Sheets £3.00

Printer Labels

(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1 ,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £6.00

1 ,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

1 ,000 90 X 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50

1 ,000 102 X 36mm (Twin Row) E6.75

Laser Printer Labels on A4 Sheets

£13.50

£13.25

£13.00

3750 70 X 29mm (3 Rows)
3000 70 X 37mm (3 Rows)
2625 70 X 42mm (3 Rows)

Printer Ribbons &
Various Dust Covers

Type
BBC IVIicro

BBC Master

Arctiimedes Micro pair

Citizen 120D
DMP2000
DMP4000
EX8a0/1000
RX/FX80/85/800/MX80

FX/MX/RX1 00/1 000

Kaga/Taxan KP810/815
LQ400/500/550/800/850

LQ1050/LQ2500
LX80/86/800/850

LX400
M1009/GLP
NEC P2200
Panasonic KX1 080/81

Panasonic KX-P1124

StarLC24-10

Olivetti lnl< Jet

Cartridges (set of 4)

£2.75

£2.75

E3.75

£3.50

£2.95

£3.95

£3.25

£3.25

£4.00

£2.75

£3.50

£2.95

£4.50

£3.25

£7.00

£2.95

£6

Dust Covers

£3.50

£4.00

£9.00

£4.50

£4.75

£4.85

£5.00

£5.00

£6.00

£4.50

£5.00

£3.76

£5.00

£4.75

£5.00

£6.00

Original Panasonic Ribbons

Guaranteed to last 3 million characters

P110 for KX-P1081, 1592 & 1595 £6

P115 forKX-P1180 £7 P145 for KX-P1124 £7
P140 forKX-P1540 £8 P155for KX-P1624 £8

Colour Ribbons for KX-P1 081 , 1 592 & 1 595
Brown, Blue or Red E9 eacti

Professional Printer Stand

The professional
printer stand takes
hardly more space
than your printer. Due
to the positioning of

the paper feed and
re-fold compartments

one above the
other, the desk space
required for your
printer functions is

effectively halved. Its ergonomic design ensures
smooth paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £24 (cam £3)

132 Column version £29(carr. £4)

Universal

Printer Sharers/Changer

Connect up to 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 printers to

1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer switch

boxes.

Standard Low Cost Type

Connects
• 2to1
• 3 to 1

• 4 to 1

Connects
• 2to1
• 3to1
• 5to1

Serial

£10
£13
£16

Professional Type

Serial

£17
£22
£34

Cables extra at £6 each

Parallel

£11

£14
£17

Parallel

£18
£25
£38

2 Way Compact Printer Switch

A handy 2 way printer switch can be attached to

the micro or monitor for ease of use.

• Centronics £18; •Serial £17
(Cables extra at £6 each)

Auto Printer Sharer Switch

Connects
2to1
4to1
8to1

Serial

£40
£62

Parallel

£45

£49
£89

256k IVIuIti Spooler

These Auto Parallel Printer Sharers have built-in

256K of Printer Buffers. They can be used as Auto

Sharers, Printer Buffers or both.

' 2 In/2 out

I 8 In/1 out

£135

£199

4 In/2 out £169

Compact Converter Units

Serial to Parallel £36 Parallel to Serial £37

Laser Direct

• Laser Direct Qume 6ppm complete £749

• Special High Res Card 600 DPI for Canon

LPB 4 & LPB 8 Laser Printers £315

• LPB 4 Printer plus High Res Card £875

• LPB 8111 Printer plus High Res Card £1275

Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with

our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer stand.

80 Column version

136 Column version

£16(carrE3) ^
£20 (carr £4) k ^



)UEST
\ MOUSE^^

• Quest Mouse III & Quest Paint £59

• Quest Mouse 111, Quest Paint, AMX
Stop Press & Pagefont £89

• Quest Mouse III only £30

• Quest Paint Software only £34

• Quest Font Disc (22 Text Fonts) £15

• Quest Mouse Mat (Red or Blue or

Green please specify) £3

• Quest Colour Dump Disc - This new
software allows you to print direct from

Quest Paint to your Integrex Colour

Printer £18

(P.S. Quest Paint is not compatible

with BBC Compact)

Quest Paint is the winner of the BBC Acorn User
1990 Award for the Best Art/Graphics software

Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft

GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for the BBC range.

Quest Paint is able to take advantage of almost

any additions to your machine, such as Shadow or

Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes this principal even

further, by utilising the othenwise normally

incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding

pictures in them.

ConQuest ROM Package £30
(Price includes software in ROM and a
comprehensive Manual).

(Not Compatible with BBC Compact)

ARCHI Mk M MOUSE
An extremely reliable replacement mouse
for Archimedes Micro £32

Quest - Tracer ba

An attractively finished, extremely reliable, mouse
replacement, input device. Requires very little desk

space. Connects directly to your BBC B, BBC
Master or Archimedes Micro.

QT-1 BBC/Master Version £25

QT-20 Archimedes Version £26

RB2 Marconi
TRACKER BALL

RB2 (AMX/Quest compatible)

RB2 including Quest Paint

RB2-A for Archimedes

£36
£69
£37

THE NEW Mk III

AMX MOUSE

• AMX Mouse plus Super Art £54
(Please specify for BBC, Master or Compact)

• AMX MOUSE ONLY
• AMX SUPERART Package

• AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop

publishing software. Works with

Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse

• PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for

use with AMX Pagemaker

•AMX DESIGN (ROM)

• AMX XAM Educational

• AMX EXTRA EXTRA
• AMX MAX A genn of desktop (ROM)

• MOUSE MAT

£29

£29

£25

£13

£34

£15

£16

£20

£3

WE Mouse House

Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse House. This

handy little gadget solves the problem of where to

store your mouse when it is having a rest. Made of

sturdy plastic, the WE Mouse House attaches to

the side of your computer, monitor, disc drive or

desk.

It protects it from damage when not In use, yet

within easy reach when you need it again. At £4 it

does not cost a rodent's ransom.

Price £3

Mouse Cleaning Kit

To obtain trouble free operation and prolong

the life of your mouse, it requires regular

cleaning. Our deluxe mouse cleaning kit is

ideal for the purpose £3

Our Mark II Light Pen is the very latest in light pen

technology It is totally insensitive to local lighting

conditions and works with many different monitors.

The pen only responds to the High Frequency light

produced by your monitor/TV. An LED indicates

when valid video data is being produced. A
conveniently located switch is also fitted. {Price

includes FREE software Disc and Operating

Manual)

Only £19

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

"Test Bureau Approved for

Use in Education"

Using any source of composite video (colour or

monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video

Digitiser, you can convert an image from your

camera into a graphics screen on the BBC Micro.

This uses the fuli graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may be
a camera, video recorder or television, and Is

connected via the video output socket. The
software supplied includes a sophisticated, fast

screen dump routine.

Images produced can be compressed, stored to

disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,

directly used to generate graphiics, analysed for

scientific and educational use or converted to other

formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a picture

from a remote camera using a modem. The output

from the digitiser exactly matches the graphics

capability in each mode, with up to 8 levels of grey

in mode 2. The unit connects into the User Port

and automatically scans a complete picture in 1 .6

seconds.

£99
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software
in ROM & a Comprehensive Manual)

Beeb Hand Scanner
Hand-held Scanner
for the BBC Micro

Watford Electronics are pleased to announce the
launch of the first hand held scanner for the BBC
Micro. HandScan is a compact unit which will allow

photographs, diagrams, or any other documents to

be digitised quickly and easily, to then be used in a
desk top publishing package, art program, or even
in your own Basic programs! These useful devices
have been available for faster and more expensive
micros for some time, but only now is Watford
Electronics able to offer the BBC Micro computer.

The HandScan plugs directiy Into the 1MHz bus on
the BBC while a comprehensive set of utilities

provided by the sophisticated ROM firmware. The
scanner has a resolution of either 100 DPI or 200
DPI when accuracy is essential. Pictures as wide
as 4" may be scanned in mode and various types
of dithering may be selected to simulate the grey
levels of a scanned picture.

All necessary software has been included in the
firmware to allow the scanner to read images
directly into our Wapping Editor with little more than
the click of the mouse. The digitised picture may
then be incorporated into your magazine,
newsletter, report or any other document.

Beeb HandScan & Firmware £115



Winner of the BBC Acorn User 1990
Award for the Best DTP/Word Processor

The Wapping Editor
The Wapping Editor from Watford Electronics

represents a breal<tlirough in Desktop Publishing

for the Beeb. The package includes a 64K ROM
containing ALL the software needed to get into

print fast; a very sophisticated graphics module,
professional quality typesetting software, a word
processor, a comprehensive font editor for

designing your own typefaces, and a variety of

printer dumps. This mouse-driven system is

designed for the BBC B, the B+ and Master

computers and will take full advantage of any
Sideways and Shadow RAM that may be fitted. It

wiii run under DPS, ADPS and Network filing

systems and requires as a minimum just a single

40 track drive.

Included with the system is a utility disc containing

several high quality fonts, various utilities and a
ROM image of a Support ROM. A comprehensive
100 page manual completes the package. The
Support ROM contains routines to allow an area to

be rotated to any angle or distorted to any four-

sided shape. Also included are facilities to draw
ellipses at any angle and sectors, segments and
arcs (in Master or BBC B with Acorn GXR).
Another of the features of the Support ROM is a
Turbo DPS' which gives DPS access times

comparable with those of ADPS.

Page Layout Section
The Wapping Editor may be used to create pages
of any size from an A6 to a full A3 page. If none of

the eight default page types suit your purpose, the

stand-alone page creation program may be used to

create pages to your own requirements. By using

proportionally spaced fonts and genuine
microspacing it is possible to print over 150
characters across an A4 page, A unique feature of

the Wapping Editor is the 'A5 x 2' page size

allowing two A5 pages to be printed side by side

onto a single A4 sheet.

The graphics module incorporates the facilities like:

pencil, brush, airbrush, polygon, circle, eclipse, fill,

cut & paste, etc.

Text may be typeset, either justified or unjustified,

in any font anywhere on the page. Simply select

which font and text document you wish to use, and
pull out a rectangle on the page where you want
the text to be - it's as simple as that! Multiple

columns may be printed just as easily and a special

'expand' feature may be used to expand the

microspacing so that the document exactly fits the

space defined.

Word-Processor
The integral word processor is the ideal tool for

producing your text documents, although text can
of course be read in from any of the other popular

word processors such as View, Wordwise etc.

The Font Editor
The font editor module will allow you to design your
own typefaces or to modify the ones provided on
the utility disc. This sophisticated editor has
numerous functions designed to take the tedium
and frustration out of producing good looking, well

balanced fonts. Each character may be individully

proportionally spaced and characters of any size

up to 1 6 X 1 6 pixels may be defined.

Pictures may also be 'grabbed' from a video

source by using the Watford BEEB Video Digitiser.

Wapping Editor Software Pack £59
Wapping Editor plus Mouse £79

(Wapping Editor only works with Master Compact if

a Mertec Expansion box is fitted)

Wapping Art Disc

Over 250K of clip art to cut and paste into your
Wapping Editor pages. Pictures include maps,
transport, people, media, sport, games etc.

Two 'ratio' screens for use with hi-res and rotated

A5 pages to ensure images are not distorted when
printed out.

Music writing symbols in the form of pattern and
brush for quick production of manuscripts are
included together with staves.

There are two prepared hi-res pages iayed out for

printing labels, both single and double width.

Ready made label designs are included but these
can be easily replaced with your own designs.

A Mode screen dump routine is also included. To
pack such a large amount of data onto the discs

the screens have been compressed and routines to

compress and expand Mode screens are

included on both discs. Using the packing routine

you can archive large numbers of screens onto a
single disc.

£15

Wapping Font Disc 1

Sixteen additional fonts, including smaller version

of Oberon and Daisy and two new sizes of the

standard font for the Wapping editor.

Also included are three Mode screens containing

giant 'headline' fonts to cut and paste to create
extra smooth headlines.

Supplied complete with instructions.
£12

Wapping Font Disc 2
This new addition to our Wapping range of DTP
software provides you with additional 23 fonts for

the Wapping Editor DTP pack. (80 track discs

only). £^3

Archi A4 Scanner

This most advanced Archi A4 image scanner is

supplied complete with ROM based poduie
software. Features provided include facilities for

zooming in on an image and inverting the image in

X and Y directions, saving and printing of the sprite

created. Interactive heip is supplied using the

IHELP application on the Acorn applications discs.

The 216mm scanning width can cope with both

desktop scanning of single sheets, photographs,

diagrams, etc., with its fast ten page automatic

document feeder, but it can also detach from the

feeder to become a convenient hand-held full page
scanner for larger documents or pictures.

Scanned image control can be freely adjustedjn
increments of 10 dots per inch from 100 up to 40&
dpi resolution with 64 levels of grey scaling. A built

in shading controller and manual brightness control

achieve optimum image clarity.

Unlike some scanners, which use a red light

source, the Watford scanner uses a yellow/green

source which vastly improves the light/dark

contrast, thus eliminating the effect where any red-

based colours are faded down to white and so do
not show up in the scanned image.

All these features and facilities combine to make
the Archi Page Scanner the fast and convenient

way in which to add that extra impact, interest and
clarity to documents, reports, instruction sheets,

manuals, news letters, etc., from your Archimedes
DTP package.

New Low Prices:

Archi A4 Scanner £269
Sheet Peeder for above £75
Scanner + Sheet Feeder £359

Computer Concept Scanhght
• Scan-Light A4
• Scan-Light A4 + Sheet Feeder
• Scan-Light Junior mono
• Scan-Light Junior 256

£275

£368
£130

£197

Archi Mk II

Hand Scanner

Watford Electronics is now able to offer a complete

hand held scanning package, possibly the most

essential addition to any desk top publishing

system, for only £149. The package includes the

most comprehensive utility software available for

the Archimedes, a high quality hand held scanner,

and all necessary documentation to get you going

straight away,

SCANNER
The scanner is capable of scanning up to an

amazing 400 dots per inch (DPI)! The scanning

area is 4" wide, and the height is only limited by the

maximum amount of memory available. The dot

resolution may be switched to 100, 200, 300 or the

maximum 400 dpi. One of four operating modes
may be selected offering either pure monochrome
scanning, or one of three grey level modes. The
grey level modes use different size dither patterns

to represent up to 16 shades of grey. There is also

a dial to allow the "brightness" to be adjusted over

a wide range, in order to optimise the quality for

any specific image. The scanner interface is a

standard, single width, expansion card (poduie)

which plugs into the Archimedes' backplane. The
socket on the rear panel connects the scanner by

1 .8 metres of cable,

SCANNER SOFTWARE
Pull use is made of the windowing and the multi-

tasking facilities of RiscOS. The software is sup-

plied in a 64Kbyte ROM located on the interface

board. The scanner appears as a small icon on the

desktop icon bar, and the software is retrieved from

the ROM simply by clicking on that icon. As you

scan a page, the image appears in the scanning

window on the screen, scrolling up in real time. The
other facilities included in the software are.

Cropping and scaling to any size including stretch-

ing and squashing in X and Y direction separately.

Colour tinting.

X and Y flip.

Edge detection which turns solid objects into

outlines.

Selective directional copying which allows features

(i,e. lines or text) to be made thicker or thinner.

Scanned images may be saved as sprite files or

transferred directly into other RiscOS applications

(DTP, Draw, Paint) simply by dragging the sprite file

into the application's window. Sphtes may also be
generated using anti-aliasing. This greatly

improves picture quality and is particularly effective

when scanning material with a range of grey tones,

such as photographs. Images can be printed on

any printer that is supported by a RiscOS printer

driver, with optional settings for portrait or

landscape modes, image scale and positioning.

Images are printed using the full resolution of the

printer and are not limited to the screen resolution.

On-screen help is provided via the RiscOS
interactive help facility. Calls are also provided in

the ROM for users wishing to write their own
software, incorporating the use of the scanner.

AHS-4 Archi 300/400 Version

AHS-3 Archi A3000 Version

£119

£129



c^ ideways ROM
ZIF Socket System

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into

the ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING required.

The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) eliminates the

possibility of damage to your ROM pins when
inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestricted

access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly

terminated to ensure correct operation of suitable

ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a

purpose designed see-through storage container

with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to 12

ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and static

damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of

running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling or

pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for professionals

and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B and B+ compatible.

ONLY £18

BBC B Low Profile

Cartridge System
Compiete System consists of: Low profile ROIvl

Cartridge, Socket tiousing, Cable assembly, 5

labels and a library storage rack for the BBC B.

• Complete System

• Spare Cartridges

• Spare Rack

£11

£2.75

£1.65

ROM Cartridges for thie

BBC Master
Will also accept the new larger Piggy Back
ROMs like: Interword, Interbase, Quest,

Conquest, etc

Twin £8; Quad £13

User Port Splitter Unit

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port, This extremely

useful little device allows two units to be connected
to the User Port simultaneously, and select
between them simply by toggling a switch. This
device is particularly useful for those people using

Quest Mouse and the Watford Video Digitiser or

any similar combination

Excellent Value at £22

K Shadow RAM/Printer
Buffer Card Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Simply plug the ribbon cable plug into the 6502
socket and gain a massive 32K of extra RAM.

• While word processing, you don't wait for a slow

printer, type in text while printing and save on
expensive printer buffers.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type in

letters in 80 columns and have up to 28K bytes free

- 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24k of text in

memory. This product is recommended as an ideal

complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20k of the expansion

RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all the

standard BBC RAM free for programs. Benefit from

MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28k of program space.

• Use the full 32k or the bottom 12K of the

expansion RAM as a printer Buffer. (P.S. Only 12K
printer buffer can be used with Wordwise & WW+,
due to the way they are written).

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on again.

Only £54
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

Commander
Joystick

Watford Electronics' new Commander Joystick for

the BBC 8 and Master 128K has a unique dual

mode of operation giving selective free floating or

self centring fully variable control in both X and Y
axis directions. Commander is particularly good for

flight simulation and drawing programs.

Features:

• Direct connection to BBC Analogue input port -

no interface needed.

• Fully compatible with all BBC Joystick controlled

games programmes.
• Switchable springs allow selection of floating or

centring operation.

• Trim adjusters for both X and Y axes for fine

centre adjustment.

• Convenient stick mounted fire button with

additional base buttons.

Price: £15

ARIES
CORNER

B-32 Shadow RAM Card
Like the BBC B+, the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the

B+, the B32 has simple software commands which
allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as 16k of

shadow RAM and 16k of sideways RAM, or all 32k
as sideways RAM.

With the 832, the programmer gets up to 28k of

RAM available for Basic, Logo, Cobal, Forth, Lisp

and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications, the

scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of data

storage using the Acorn approved -kFX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the

copyright holder's permission) stored on disc. The
B32's sideways RAM can also be used to extend

any operating system buffer (such as the printer

buffer) or to load tape programs into a disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor

socket on you BBC micro - no flying leads to

connect and no soldering. Provision of the onboard
ROM socket means that the Aries-B32 control

ROM does not use up one of your existing ROM
sockets.
• Recommended by Computer Concepts for use
with their Inter series of ROMs.

Price: £59

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

The B-12 provides a total of twelve sideways ROM
sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully

accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In

addition, there are two sockets for sideways RAM,
giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static RAM
chips.

If you do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptor

module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nominal
cost

Price: Aries B-12 £36
Aries B-12C £5

Aries B-488
IEEE-488 Interface Unit

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the

BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the

'GP!B or 'HP IB') is the standard method of

interconnecting programmable laboratory
instruments and control equipment. Using the

B488, up to 15 devices may be connected in a
single high-speed data network.

£238

Voltmace Joysticks
Delta 3B Single Joystick

Delta 38 Twin Joysticks

Delta 3C Joystick for Compact
Delta 148 Single Joystick

Delta 148/1 Adaptor (vtodule

Transfer Software Disc-Tape

Delta-Cat A mouse eliminator Joystick

for the Arciiimedes

Delta Base B

£10
£15
£10
£11

£12
£7

Analogue aircraft style yoke Joystick

to run in ttie analogue port of the

BBC 8 & (blaster 128 £25



ROM/RAM Card

Watford Electronics announced the first ever

commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the

Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 9 years

ago. Following the success of this board, we have

designed what probably represents the ultimate in

expansion boards, Watford's ROM/RAM card.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board,

• NO User Port corruption (avoids problems with

the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers, etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.

• Compatible with BBC micros {not BBC+ or

Master).

• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.

• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic),

• Option for 16k of battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).

• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES

crashes during ROM development).

• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).

• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• FREE utilities disc packed with software.

• Compatible with our DDES board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.

• Large printer buffer.

• UNIQUE fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).

• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up to

the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any paged

RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as a disc

drive, with all the normal Watford DFS features

(including OSWORD &7F for ROMSPELL, etc.) to

provide an environment that looks like a disc but

loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the

ROM-RAM Board,

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all

ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits

(with full instructions) are available for all of the

options, for later.

PRICES:
• ROM/RAM card w/ith 32k DRAM £45
• ROM/RAM card with 64k DRAM £59
• ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k
DRAM £99

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
• 1 6k plug-tn Static RAM kit E8
• 16k DRAM for Upgrade £13
• Battery backup E3
• Read and Write protect switches £2 each

Complete ROM-RAM card with all options

fitted £109

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383

TSoToeriess sideways
Socl<et Board

The key features of this no fuss, easy to install card

are:

• Increases your BBC Micro's ROM capacity from 4

to 16.

• No soldering required.

• Very low power consumption.

• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.

• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.

• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.

• Battery backup option for RAM chips.

• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £35

Battery Backup fitted £39

Battery Backup only £3

16K Sideways RAM £8

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless ROM
Board. Includes the options to load and save

ROM Images and the facility to use Sideways

RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

BBC Educational Software
' Maths with a Story 1 (Disc). 4 primary level

maths programs £20.00

Maths with a Story 2 (Disc). 4 further

maths programs. £20.00

' Picture Craft (Disc) 6-14 age group. Pack

consists of ftexibte geometrical design &

colouring programs. £17.00

ECOLOGY O-Level program. £20.00

POLYMERS O-Level program. £20.00

' Classification & Periodic Table O-Level. The

suite is supplied with its own database of

chemical elements which can be classified

according to your own rule, £20.00

ADVANCED TELETEXT SYSTEM £8.65

PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE £20.00

' Computers at Work - Primary £1 7.35

' Electric Fields 6-1 4 years £1 1 .25

' Espana Viva - 3 Discs £1 9.95

WHITE KNIGHT Chess game £16.00

A Vous La France £29.00

FUN SCHOOL 2 - Red: Under 6 yrs £12.00

FUN SCHOOL 2 -Green: 6-8 yrs £12.25

FUN SCHOOL 2 - Blue: 8 yrs+ . £12.50

FUN SCHOOL 3 - Red £18.50

FUN SCHOOL 3 - Green £18.50

FUN SCHOOL 3 - Blue £18.50

Six French Games - Aimed at pupils in their

first year of French, but also useful as revision

for more advanced students 11 years-i- £26

More French Games - Another 6 games
1 2 years-i-

• Au Restaurant and Accident de Route

12 years-H

• Boulogne and Oh-Les - 2 programs for

beginners

£26

• Letters to French Penpals - 11 years+ £26

• French Programs with Henri Beret - The

programs in this series present vocabulary,

grammar and role-play phrases in the form of

animated games. 11-16 £22

• Six German Games - Aimed at pupils in their

first year, but useful as revision for more

advanced student of German. 12 years-i- £22

• More German Games- Aimed at pupils in their

2nd year of learning German. 12 years+ £22

• The Cloze Program - Using context clues to

predict is much more than a gap filling exercise.

All ages £26

• An Introduction to Electronics- Brings together

all the basic electronics required for a GCSE
Physics or CDT course. 14-16 years £26

• Computer Control - This is a package of 3

programs simulating control of a greenhouse, a

robotic arm & a chemical plant. 1 4-1 6 years £26

• The Nuclear Reactor- An interactive, menu

driven program for GCSE pupils. Demonstrates

& explains nuclear fission & the chain reaction.

14-16 years £22

• PUNCMAN Learning punctuation

Puncman 1 & 2 for 7 - 13 years £1

5

Puncman 3 & 4 for 8 - 14 years £1

5

Puncman 5 & 6 for 8 - 15 years £1

5

• Yes Chancellor - A chance to take over number

11 at Downing Street, 12 years+ £18

• Letters & Pictures - introduces phonic skills to

Infants 6-8 years £15

• Numbers & Pictures - Early number learning

is a great fun (4-6 years) £15

• Note Invaders - Budding musicians can learn

the notes on the Clef with this elegant game 3

programs {7 to Adults) £15

• Maps & landscapes No. 1 (9-14 years) £18

• Help Your Child learn Basic Map work No. 2

(9-14 years) £18

• Pirate- Educational Adventure (8-14 years)E15

• Spelling Week by Week (6-14 years) £18

Archimedes Software

£29

£43

£14

£14

£26

£26

Animated Alphabet

(3-6 yrs) £21

Arcventure

(8-12 yrs)

Bookbinder

Bumper Disc

Bumper Disc 2

Craftshop 1

Craftshop 2

Christmas Allsorts -

Clip Art (6- 16 yrs) £16

Converta-Key £16

Data Word £16

Desktop Stories £35

DigiSim £35

Dream Time

(5-7 yrs) £23

Droom £19

Farm (5-7 yrs) £19

Fieet Street Phantom

(9-13 yrs) £25

Fun Schooi 2A Red

(up to 6 years) £12

Fun Schooi 2A

Green (6-8 years)£14

Fun Schooi 2A Biue

(8years-^) £14

Gate Array Teaching

System £68

Glimpse Clip Art

Utility (7-16 yrs) £8

Highlighter

(6-16 yrs) £42

Jiglet £27

Jigsaw £28

Mapventure

(9-13 yrs) £24

Microbugs £24

Money Matters £16

Nature Park Adven-

ture (7-9 yrs) £27

Numerator £60

Picture Book £16

Recall (6-13 yrs £39

Sellardore Tales £24

Snippet £26

Space Mission

Mada{9-13yrs) -

Sting of the Dump
(9-13 yrs) £22

Target Maths £16

Viewpoints

(9-12 yrs) £33

Wizard's Revenge

(7-10 yrs) £17

Worst Witch

(7-1 yrs) £25



Computer Concept s
ROMS

Communicator

Disc Doctor

Inter BASE
Inter CHART
Inter SHEET
Inter WORD
Mega-3 ROM
Spell Master

Wordwise

£49

El 8

£49

£25

£37

£36
£76

£42

£24

Wordwise plus

£40
We are giving away absolutely

FREE, the superb Word-Aid

ROM worth £24, with every

WORDWISE PLUS pacl<age

bought from us.

Word-JIid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise
Plus word processor with this most
advanced ROM from Watford. By
utilising the powerful Wordwise Plus

programming language, WordAId
provides a whole host of extra

features, all accessed via a special

new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles

Moir, the author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.

• Chapter marker.

• Epson printer codes function key
option.

• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.

• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and

preview.

• Address finder.

• Label printer.

• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear test-segment area.

• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
{N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc
interface in your Micro)

Acorn ROMS
£45
£36
£36

View 3.0 ROM
Viewsheet (Acornsoft)

Viewstore

Viewspell with 80 track

disc £25
Viewpiot Disc £20
(Please specify tor Master 128 or Compact)

View-Index £12
Overview pacl<s 1 & 2 £65
Hi-View £38

MINI OFFICE II

DISC Version for BBC
B&B+

DISC Version tor BBC
Master

DISC Version for the

Compact

£14.00

£18.00

(V^hen ordering please specify for

wttictl Micro & 40 or 80 track Disc)

Epson FX & RX 80
Juki & Brother HR

View Printer Driver

ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but

it seriously lacks in terms of printer

driver support. With the View Printer

Driver ROM, the View users will find

themselves in the realms of advanced

word processing.

The VPD extends View's printer

command with a series of mnemonic

commands. All standard highlight

sequences are also supported. A large

range of printers are supported by

drivers contained within the ROM (the

drivers can be downloaded and

customised). Printers supported

include: Epson's MX, RX, FX, LX,

JX80 range, HI80, KP810/910,

PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP,

Panasonic KX-P1081/2, JUKI 6100,

etc.

Other printers are readily supported

by defining a Printer Driver using the

built-in Printer Driver Generator. The

features mentioned below are

available to both the built in Printer

Drivers and user defined drivers

(assuming the printer supports the

features).

NLO control, Underline, Bold,

Proportional Spacing, Microspacing,

Italic. Superscript, Subscript,

Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,

Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI

6), Set characters per inch numerically

(e.g. CPI 5), Select printer font, Select

printer ribbon colour. Translation

sequences, Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric

expressions for certain operations. Full

printer setup, Send control codes, Print

prompt on screen, Redifinable Pad

character, Pause for key press, Prompt

to change daisywheel, and Execute •
command when printing.

Other features include a very

powerful on-screen preview, with bold,

italic, underline, super/subscript,

enlarged highlights, and a special

printer driver to allow memory-based

text to be previewed by View 1 .4. Of

course. View 1 ,4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all

supported, as is Shadow RAM and

6502 Second Processors. The BBC B
series and Master series of micros are

supported. A comprehensive manual is

supplied. All in all, a very professional

product for the discerning user who
wants power at their finger tips.

Price: Only £29

._j™, CREDIT CARD
1^=1 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234 or 33383

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand

Atone" accounting software package
for the cash based sole

trader/partnership business, it is

designed to replace your existing

cashbook system and will provide you

with a computerised system complete

to trial balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data

prepared by the Cashbook module and

produce a complete set of accounts as

following: Trial Balance with inbuilt

rounding routine; Notes to the

accounts; VAT Summary; Profit & Loss

A/C; Balance Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program.

Enables you to keep records of names
and addresses and then print,

examine, sort and find them, all with

special selection techniques.

EASILEDGER - A management aid

software tool designed to run

alongside an existing accounting

system. Essentially a Debit/Credit

ledger system which can handle sales,

purchase and nominal ledger routines

to provide instant management
information-

(NVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly

reduces the time and cost of preparing

Invoices and Statements by storing

essential information like customer

names, addresses and account

numbers. Has VAT routines and footer

messages facility.

STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to

enter stock received, stock out,

summary of stock items and current

holdings together with details of total

cost, total stock to minimum level, units

in stock ordering, quantity and supplier

detail.

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS

DATABASE - Set up a computerised

card index system with powerful

searcti facilities.

SPREADSHEET- Offers many
calculation and editing features

BEEBPLOT - Provides visual

representation from Spreadstteet data.

Only £10 (Disc)

Acorn Speech Synthesizer

package complete, for the
BBC B Microcomputer

Special Offer £14

Copy
Holder

Whether you want to type in your

latest program or the draft of a new
trilogy, Watford's manuscript holders

are superb for holding your paper at

the ideal height and angle to allow you

to read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk

resting and shelf clamping. Paper is

held firmly by means of a plastic

retaining ruler and a clip grip.

Desk Top £8

Angle poise £12

Copy holders as

above but with a
battery operated,
remote controlled

cursor/ruler. (By hand
or foot pedal.) {Batteries 2 x AA not

included.) These units are extremely

handy.

The Epson RX/FX/KAGA
Printer Commands
Revealed Handbook

So you bought yourself a new printer,

because the salesman in the shop

showed you how clever it is and
impressed you with all sorts of

printouts to show its capabilities - he

may even have offered you a special

price.

However, now that you have got it

home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering

how to make it perform these magical

tasks. The manual seems to give no

clues, and when you type in the

example programs, the computer
throws the LPRINT statements back in

your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400

piece of high technology refuses even

to move its head, and you have stayed

up until 2 in the morning with copious

supplies of coffee, desperately trying to

print something out? Once again,

Watford Electronics comes to your help

with our new book entitled 'THE
EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED'.
This book describes in plain, easy to

understand English, how to use and

make the most of your KP810,
PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible printers like Panasonic KX-

P1080/1, etc., with the BBC Micro,

both from Basic and Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the

maximum in graphics capability from

your printer and includes full indexes

allowing you to cross Index the

numerous commands. Every

command is explained in detail, with

an accompanying BBC Basic program

and an example of its use from

Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)



£79.00

£21.95

£2

£9.95

£19.95

£11.95

£9

£8.95

£14.95

£24.95

£9.50

£5.95

BOOKS
(No VAT on Books)

1 5 Hr Wordprocessing BBCA/iew £6.95

1 5 Hr Wordprocessing 8BC/WW & WW+ £6.95

30 Hour BASIC [BBC Micro) £12.95

1st Word Plus Rel. 2 Manual £10.00

A3000 Technical Reference Manual £29.00

Acorn DTP A Guide to £17.00

Advanced User Guide for BBC £10.95

Archimedes 1 st Step - Beginners Guide £9.95

Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95

Archimedes BBC Basic Guide £20

Archimedes DTP Manual £10.00

Archimedes Operating System £14.95

Archimedes Risc-Os Programmers

Reference Manual

Assembiy Language Quick Ref.

BASIC 2- User Guide

Basic V - A Dabhand Guide

BBC Basic Guide (Archimedes)

BBC Micro - Within the

BCPL User Guide

C Big Red Book of

C-A Dabhand Guide to

C Programming Lang, 2nd Edition

COMAL -introduction to

Deutsch Direkt! (Book only}

DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating Manual for BBC £6.95

FORTH on the BBC Micro £9,95

ISO-PASCAL Reference Manuai £9.95

Master 512 Guide - Dabs Press £9,95

Master Operating System £12.95

Master Reference Manual Part 1 £14

Master Reference Manuai Part 2 £14

Master Reference Manuai - Advanced £1

7

MINI OFFICE II - A Dabhand Guide £9,95

Mouse User Guide to BBC Micro -

the Complete £5.95

Example Programs on Disc for above £4.95

PASCAL Programming £10.95

Rise OS Style Guide £9,95

RISC Technical Manual 260 pg £14,95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER

Commands REVEALED

Understanding Interword

-

A Beginners Guide

View 3,0 User Guide

View Guide (View 2,1)

View, Viewsheet & Viewstore - Mastering £12,95

VIEW Dabhand Guide £12.95

Viewsheet User Guide £10

Viewsiore User Guide £10

Z88- A Dabhand Guide £14.95

Z88 Computing £9.95

Z88 Magic £14,95

£5.95

£4.95

£10

£5.00

BOOKS for IBM
PC & Compatibles

1-2-3 For Business

1-2-3 Mastering ReieaseS

1-2-3 Mastering -2nd Ed.

1-2-3 Quick Reference

1-2-3 Using- Rel 3

8086/8088 Ass. Language Quick Ref

8086/8088 Programming ttie

Accountancy software in Business - Usi

Agenda- Using

AldusPagemaker4

Aldus PageMaker - Using

Amstrad 9512 - Using tlie

Amstrad Basic 2 User Guide

Assembly Language Quick Ref

Autocad 4tti Ed - Mastering

Autocad - Mastering Through Rel. 10

Autocad - Inside Release 11

Autocad - Inside 6tn Ed

Autocad - Mastering Tttrough Rel II

C Introducing

C Programming Language 2nd Ed

C - Teacn Yourself

Clipper - Using 2nd Ed

Computer Users Dictionary

Corel Draw 2nd Ed Mastering

£25.95

£22.95

£22.95

£8.45

£25.95

£8.45

£17.95

lngE14.95

£21.95

£21.95

£21.45

£10.95

£9.95

£8.45

£31.50

£28.95

£32.45

£36.95

£28.95

£12.95

£26.95

£19.95

£22.95

£9.95

£26.50

Corel Draw Quick Ref Tfiro VI.2 £7.95

Corel Draw made easy £1 9.95

Corel Draw v2 Quick Ref £8.45

dBase 3/4 Complete Ref £27.45

dBase ill Plus -Complete Reference £19.95

dBase III Plus Handbook 2nd Edition £22.95

dBase Instant Reference (III 8 lll-r) £10.95

dBase 4 - Handbook £21.95

Desk Jet Unlimited £19.95

DCS & BIQS Function - Quick Ref Guide £7.95

DOS Instant Ref. £9.75

DOS Instant Reference (up to 3.3) £6.95

DOS Power Tools £46.45

DOS - Programmers Ref. Manual 2nd Ed £25.95

Excel for Windows - Quick Ref. £8.95

Fax- Management with £7.95

FAX - Managing with £12.95

Framework III - Mastenng £24.50

GW Basic Users Guide S Rel £12.95

Hard Disc Instant Ref £10.95

Hard Disc management - Quick

Reference Guide to £4.95

Hard Disc - Using Your £27 45

IBM PC & PS/2- Inside the 3rd Ed £21.70

Microsoft GW BASIC £17.95

Microsoft Windows 3 - Using 2nd Ed £20.95

Microsoft Windows Illustrated £21 .95

Microsoft Word 5.5 -Using £20.45

MS-DOS -ABC's of 2nd Ed. £17.95

MS-DOS Bible 3rd Edition £22.95

MS-DOS First Book £15.50

MS DOS lor Beginners E17.45

MS-DOS Quick Rel Guide 5 £8.95

MS-DOS - Running 4th edition £19.95

MS-DOS -Supercharging 2nd Edition £17.95

MS-DOS Users Guide 3rd Edition £27.95

MS-DOS -Using £21.95

MS-DOS 5- Quick Start £18.45

MS-DOS 5 User Hand Book £19.95

MS-D0S5- Upgradingto £14.95

MS-DOS 5 Using £29.95

MS-DOS Tricks S Tips £16.45

Netware User Guide £23.95

Networking Personal Computers 3rd Ed. £20.95

Norton Utilities - Inside the £21 .75

Novell Network- Mastenng £27.95

Novell Network - The ABC of £21 .95

Novell Network- Using £27.46

PageMaker on IBM PC -Using £2295

Pagemaker- Using £22 95

PCs & Compatible Computers for

Beginners £1795

PC Crash Course 2.0 2nd Edition £1 9.95

PC Tools - Quick Rel £8.45

Programming Guide to EGA & VGA Cards £25.95

Quattro - Mastenng Pro 3 £21.95

Quattro Pro III - Using £25.95

Quatro Pro Quick Ref. £8.45

Smart -Using £21.45

Smartware II - Mastering £22.95

Smartware II - Using £27.45

Smart, tips, thcks and traps (QUE) £22.95

Superoalc5- Using £27.45

Supercalc Professional £17.95

Symphony Made Easy £15.95

Symphony- Using Special Ed. £27.45

Symphony 4th Edition - Mastenng £24.95

Turbo C Bible £27.95

Turbo Ctt £22.95

Turbo Pascal 5 - Using £22.95

Turbo Pascal Using £27.45

Unix - Using £27.45

Upgrading S Repairing PC's £27.45

Ventura Mastering -2nd Ed. £22.95

Ventura Publisher- Using £22.95

Ventura - Instant Reference £10.95

Ventura - 3rd Edition £24.95

Window Programming 2nd Ed £27.95

Window 3.0 Programming £27.95

Window 3.0 Quick Ref. £7.95

Word for Windows made easy £15.95

WORD for Windows - Using £22.95

WordPerfect - Illustrated £21.95

Wordperiect5- Using £22.95

Wordperiect - Quick Reference V5 £8.45

Wordpertect 5.1 - ABC's of £18.95

Wordperiect 5.1 - 1st Book of £15.95

Wordperiect 5.1 - Mastering £24.95

Wordperiect 5.1 Quick Start £18.45

Wordperiect 5.1 - Using Special Ed £25,95

Wordperiect for Beginners £17.45

Wordstar & CPM Made Easy £1 6.75

Wordstar Using 5.5 S 6 3rd Ed £25.95

Wordstar 6.0 Made Easy £16.95

Carriage on Books vary behveen £2 to

£4.00, depending on their weight

New Release

ACORN TO PC
Stop the Confusion!

Do you hiave to use both Acorn "

computers and PC's? Would you like

to use your Archimedes or A3000 in

PC-emulation mode but are unsure of

the new commands?

Although Acorn machines (such as the

BBC B, the Master, the Archimedes
and the BBC A3000) are mainly used

in education, most commercial

computers use other operating

systems, particularly MS-DOS. As a
result school computer users are at a

disadvantage when moving into

'business' computing. PCs and other

commercial computers use MS-DOS
as the operating system, so

commands for formatting, copying,

backing up, printing and the modem
are not the same. Even file names are

written differently! And did you know
that there is one Acorn command
which, if used in MS-DOS, wipes

everything in the current directory?

'ACORN TO PC enables you to

change over painlessly. It shows
clearly and quicly how, why and where
the two systems (Acorn and MS-DOS)
differ. As with a foreign language

dictionary, you can use the book to

transfer either way - from Acorn to

MS-DOS, or from MS-DOS to Acorn,

'ACORN TO PC also acts as a handy
reference guide to all Acorn star

commands and their MS-DOS
equivalents. It also has an extensive

and readable explanation of the

directory tree and hierarchical filing

systems in general. Both DFS and
ADFS Acorn systems are covered,

'ACORN TO PC is written clearly and

concisely by Dr, John Lockley, who
has wide experience of writing and

broadcasting. He is currently

appearing as a regular contributor on

Radio 5, and is co-author of The
Complete BBC Computer User

Handbook'.

Price: £12.95 (No VAT)

The Complete BBC
Computer User
Handbook

If you own a BBC B, B+, Electron,

Master 128 or Master Compact, or

Archimedes, then this is the book for

you. It shows how to get the best from

your machine, and how to make it

work for you. The general style and

level of presentation means that both

the expert and beginner alike will feel

comfortable with the quality and

quantity of the material.

Subjects covered include the general

use of computers, hardware design

and peripheral devices tike printers,

disc drives, etc, and Networking.

Programming hints and tips and

various disciplines for making a better

program are discussed in some detail,

including debugging of specific errors.

Standard programs are covered, such

as wordprocessors, spreadsheets,

databases, graphics, communications,

etc., which brings you neatly on to the

subject of using computers in the office

or at work - even giving advice on

writing and marketing your own
programs.

A book you will enjoy to use as a

reference, or read from cover to cover,

over and over.

Only: £14.95 (No VAT)

The Complete Mouse
User Guide to

BBC Micro
This manual has been written to reveal

the secrets of the mouse. It explains all

the principles required by the hardware
and associated software, and also

example listings for inclusion into

custom programs. The manual first

details the basic principles of the

mouse and a simple program which
uses these principles. This information

should be adequate for most
applications. However, it is possible to

improve the performance of the mouse
by expanding on the principles already

used in the software. This is again fully

explained and an example program
given.

It is possible to gain a full

understanding of the mouse from this

manual. For those not interested in

exactly how the mouse functions,

complete example programs are also

included. These may be typed directly

into the micro, without the need for any
understanding of the hardware or

software involved, enabling the mouse
to be used for custom applications.

Price £5.95 (No VAT)

Example programs on Disc £4.95

Beeb PC (BASIC)
Beeb PC Basic is designed for

program authors wishing to convert

programs so that they will run on IBM
personal computers. To convert BBC
BASIC programs manually can waste

days of valuable time with every

occurrence of common statements

such as PROC, DEFPROC, TAB,

having to be changed,

Beeb PC (BASIC) automates many of

these changes, and will convert

majohty of BBC statements that are

invalid for IBM BASIC into equivalent

acceptable statements. In addition

BBC BASIC data files can be
converted to IBM BASIC format, with

support provided for all BBC data

formats:- INTEGER, REAL & STRING.

Price: £38

Beeb DOS 3.0
(Now reads Archimedes Discs)

The BBC and IBM PC's are the most

popular micros in the UK. The BBC is

firmly established in the education

sector and the IBM is the industry

standard in the business world. The
pools of information and applications

held on these computers are immense,
yet the means of passing information

between them are very limited, Beeb
DOS provides a practical method of

transferhng information between these

two micros.

Beeb DOS is a cotiection of utilities

which run on the PC's and enable it to

read and write information on BBC
discs. You can transfer files between
your PCs 360K floppy, high density

floppy or hard disc and your BBC
discs. In addition Beeb DOS allows

you to catalogue, format and compact
BBC discs and delete, re-name, lock

and unlock BBC files, all on PC's.

Each Beeb DOS utility is written in IBM
assembler and is run directly from PC
or MS-DOS. The Beeb DOS utility can

be run from floppy disc, hard disc or

RAM drive.

Beeb DOS is supplied on an IBM
5,25", 360K disc complete with a

comprehensive operating manual,

(Will only work on 360K Disk Drives & read

only ADFS and Watford DDFS - not DFS).

Price: £39
(Please whte in for technical literature)

s
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Plinths for the BBC B
& Master! 28K Micros

Protect your computer from the heat of your VDU.
Our micro plinths have slots for maximum
ventilation. The single plinth is suitable for a BBC
and VDU, whilst the double height version provides

enough room for our stacked disc drive and other

peripherals like, Eprom programmer, music unit or

simply discs & stationery. The computer slides

neatly in the lower section allowing easy access to

remove the lid. Colour: Matching BBC Beige.

Single BBC Plinth

Double BBC Plinth

Single Master Plinth

Double Master Plinth

420 X 310 X 105mm £13

420 x310 x210mm £24

490 X 310 X 105mm £14

490 x310 x210mm £26

(Carr. Single plinth £2; double plinth £3)

ADDER
Features;

• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or

standard slow algorithm.

• Supports standard 21V programming and newer

12.5 voit EPROMs. (Software switched).

• The RAM image to be programmed can be built

up in many ways. Sections of image can be

loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.

• Automatic processing to handle a list of files to

program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow programming of

32K 27256 devices from a 32K file without extra

effort.

• Verification gives detailed error list and

checksums are maintained. There is also a blank

check facifity.

• Works with all standard filing systems.

Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow

Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.

• Programs the following EPROMs: 2516, 2716,

2532,2732,2764,27128, & 27256.

£55 (£5 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to

survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of

EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the

manufacturers specifications to give the maximum
possible working life by not erasing too fast.

• ERASER EB - Standard version erases

up to 16 chips. £34

• ERASER GT- Deluxe version erases up to 18

chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off

the UV lamp when opened. £36

• Spare UV tubes. £12

ROM Extraction Tool

This extremely useful tool allows you trouble free

chip insertion and removal from your computer by

distributing the removal force over the whole

body of any 24 or 28 pin chip. £2

Metal Chip Extractor £3

^ [n
CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 250234 or 233383

Servisol Foam Cleaner
This king size multipurpose foam cleaner spray is

ideal for cleaning Keyboard, Monitor, Disc Drive &
Computer furniture surfaces.

£2.50

Antistatic Aerosol Spray
Ideal for cleaning and preventing static build-up on

TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

Aerosol Dust Spray
Ideal for removing dust & dirt from Keyboard &
similar inaccessible spaces. £3

PC Cleaning Kit

To avoid data corruption and trouble free use of

your PCs, it is advisable to clean your PC System

once a week. Our Kit 14 is ideal for the purpose.

Kit 14 - 1 each, 3.5" & 5.25" Cleaning Disk, 2

cleaning pads; Drive head cleaning fluid; 20pcs

general purpose wipes; Anti-static screen cleaning

fluid; General surface cleaning fluid and a

transparent plastic case which can hold

ten 5.25" Disks when empty. £12

Spares for BBC Micro

UHF Modulator

Speaker Grill

Speaker
Keyswitch

Master PSU

£4 16MHz Crystal E2

£1 17.734 MHz Xtal E2

£3 32.768MHz Xtal £1

E1.50 BBC B Refurbish

£59 Casing £2S
Master Keyboard £62 Keyboard £46
Master Casing £49 Power Supply £59

Replacement Flexible 1 7 way Keyboard

Conneotor £4

Surge Protector Plug

Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this

device protects your equipment (and data from

corruption), against mains high voltage transient

spikes/surges caused by lightening or thermostats

switching.

Protection for only £8.50

4 Way Mams
Distribution Socket

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.

Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use.

Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.

Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads from

your peripherals.

£9.50

Aries Spike Cleaner Unit

A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a

built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for your

complete Computer/Hi-Fi System

£16

28pin DIL Header Plug

SOLDER type £1.50 IDC CRIMP type £1.95

8 Way DIP Switch
Increase the speed of your Disc Drives by

soldering this switch to your BBC B or B-i- keyboard

Only E1 .00

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

SIMS & SIPS
• 256x9-8 £11 •1Mbx9-10 £28
• 1 Mb X 9-8 £39

Connecting Leads
(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug

to 3 pin DIN Plug -i- 1 Jack Plug £2.50

to 7 pin DIN Plug £3.00

to 3 Jack Plugs £2.50

6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £3.00

Disc Drive Power Leads
Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc

Drive Connection: Single £3.00; Dual £3.75

Disc Drive Interface Leads
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

Misce aneous Connectors
Plugs

RGB (6 PIN DIN) 50p 75p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 70p 80p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 40p 95p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 35p 50p
Paddles (15 pin 'D') 150p 250p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way lOOp -

6 way Power Connector 120p 150p

Watford DATA DUCK
Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual Drive

with this simple external unit (Suitable for Disc

Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without PSU, you

will also require Watford Power Duck, see below).

£14

Watford POWER DUCK £8

CHIP SHOP I Assorted
ROMS1 MB-10 DIL D-RAM £4.50

1 MB ZIF D-RAM £4.00

256K X 4-8 DIP
256K X 4-8 ZIF

DS3691
DS88LS120
LM324
SN76489
SAA5050
UPD7002
2764-250nS
27128A-250nS
(12V5)

27128-250nS
(21V)

27256-2
27512-2

ACORN ADFS £25

ACORN BASIC 2 plus

£4.00
£3.00

£4.50

27C101G (1 Meg) £7.00

4013 75p
4020 £1.00

4164-10 £1.55
4464-10 £3.60

4816 RAM £2.00
41256-8 £2.00
41256-10 £1.50

6264LP-8K £4.00

6502A CPU £5.00

65C02 3M £9.75

65C12 £9.00

6512A £10.00

6522 £4.00

6522A £5.00

62256ALS-15 £10.00

62256P-12 £8.50

6818 £4.00
6845SP £6.00

68B50 £2.95

68B54 £7.50

7438 50p
74LS00 50p
74LS04 50p
74LS10 50p
74LS123 £1.00

74LS163 £1.00

74LS244 £1.00

74LS245 £1.00

74ALS245 £2.75

74LS373 £1.00

74LS393 £1.00

75453 £1.00

75159 £3.00

8271 £49
9637 £2.00

ICL7673PA £3.00

User Guide
Acorn BCPL
ACORN DNFS
Acorn FORTH
Acorn Graphics

Acornsoft C Disc

Acorn LISP

Acorn OS B+
Acorn OS 1.2

Basic Editor

BBC PCB Designer

Beebmon
Buffer & Backup

Communicator
Dump Out 3

EPSON NLQ ROM

£22

£42

£17

£32

£25

£36
£19

£25
£14

£24
£49

£22

£20

£49

£25

£25

Graphics Extension Rom
QXR-B
GXR-B-f
ICON Master

Logotron LOGO
MASTER OS ROM
Master ULA (47)

Master ULA (60)

Micro Prolog

Microtext Disc

Microtext Rom
NLQ DESIGNER
Numerator- Archi

Numerator- BBC
Pendown ROM
Rom Manager
SERIAL ULA
TED
Termuiator B, B+
Termulator Master

Video ULA
ULTRACALC II

1Mb OS ROM

£21

£22
£28
£43

£38
£15
£10

£25
£46

£199

£25

£69

£39
£32
£20
£13

£35

£28
£32
£14

£26
£39



Hi-Speed, Low Cost
Archi Hard Disc Drive

Watford's advanced interface allows IDE drives to

work on any Archimedes machine, speeds in

excess of SCSI devices can be obtained at a
fraction of the cost of a SCSI drive.

Up to four drives are supported by the IDE filing

system IDEFS, up to two drives can be attached to

each expansion card, up to four cards can be
installed in a machine. An optional 20Mb or 40Mb
hard disc can be supplied on the podule expansion
card itself, with its fast transfer rate and power
saving modes the drive is ideal for storing
commonly used software such as the IFonts
application.

A powerful security feature has been provided with

the two unique commands 'IDELock and
"IDEUnlock, ideal for educational establishments
where hacking or tempering may be prevalent that

may lead to loss of data. Once locked, the
configuration can not be changed until a secret
password is used. The lIDEForm Write Protect
option is particularly useful in conjunction with
*IDELock as it will prevent any unauthorised
deletion of data.

By an innovative use of on-board memory, the card
will remember its configuration, even if moved to

another slot or even a different machine, this also

includes the unique security features.

Hardware
• Single width EuroCard
• Supports proposed ANSI ATA {IDE) specification

• Fast 16 bit MEMC interface interrupt driven to

support background disc operations

• 5 Mbytes per second peak transfer rate

• Built in Non Volatile RAM to hold configuration

• LED activity indicator

• 37 way D type socket for external drives

• Optional on-card 20Mb or 40Mb hard disc

• Up to two drives (master and slave) per card

• Multiple cards per machine (up to four)

Software
• Conforms fully to the Acorn IDE Specification

• All software supplied in ROM
• Filing system 'IDEFS'

• Desktop filer with drive ready detection and disc

name under icon

• HDEForm, WIMP based configuration and
formatting software

• Drives can be individually write protected

• Up to four drives over multiple cards
• Power saving standby modes supported with

configurable timeout

• Drives can be used without translation in native

mode for minimum overhead
• NDEFSDisk, creates PC emulator hard discs

Prices

Part No. Capacity Access Speed Price

ADA 0520 44Mb 28mS E249
ADA 0530 100Mb 16mS £379
ADA 0570 200Mb 15mS £499
ADA 0580 330Mb 15mS £895

All the above 3.5" hard drives are supplied

complete with Controller Card, cable & Software on
ROM. (Internal fitting). For use with

A300/A400/A500 series machines.

For A3000 users an additional external Case and
PSU will be required.

AAA 0300 External Case & PSU for A3000 £85

Internal Hard Disc Drives

for A3000
state of the art, 4 layer internal IDE Hard Cards for

the A3000. Software supplied in, On-board ROM.
ADA 0700 21Mb 23mS El 85
ADA 0720 44(^b 19mS £386
ADA 0750 60MB 18MS E425
ADA 0730 89Mb IBmS E685
Supplied ready assembled. No soldering required.

Simply plug into the alioted space.

Archi IDE Hard Cards 1^

Watford's NEW low cost, high performance

revolutionary IDE Hard Cards for the A300
and A400 series Archimedes are

unbelievably easy to install - you simply slot

one into any vacant podule backplane slot in

the rear of your computer. These stunningly

engineered, light v^^eight but fast, 2.5"

miniature hard drives are mounted onto the

professionally designed cards, and are

supplied with the fully Acorn-conformant IDE

Filing System ready installed and ready to

run. A novel feature of the hard cards is that

they can be easily removed and transported

to another Archimedes, for example to make
a hard disc backup, or to transfer saved files

from work to home etc. Security of files on

the hard disc is ensured by our unique

security password lock, which allows files to

be read only, but not overwritten or deleted -

ideal for use In school applications where the

integrity of your master software needs to be

retained.

ADA 0650 21Mb 23mS £199

ADA 0660 44Mb 28mS £375

ADA 0670 89Mb 1 8mS £675

(Can be used as a Removable Hard Drive)

-i NEW ' .Archimedes A300/A400
SCSI Hard Disc Offer

(while stocks last)

tOOfylB Hard Disc Upgrade

complete with Controller card.

Cables, Formatter and fylanuals

RRP: £999

Offer Price: £399

Syquest Removable
Disc Units

These Hard Drive units are supplied complete with

a cartridge 42Mb removable, cables and a high

flovi/fan for cooling.

• Syquest Drive Unit pack £399
• As above + SCSI Card E535

• Spare 42Mb Disc £55

NEW . Archimedes
Cordless Mouse

Ever found that using a mouse on a busy desktop

has its problems? The cable is always being caught

up in papers, tangled round equipment and other

cables etc, and what about that cup of coffee spilled

over your work!

Watford Electronics' new Cordless Mouse solves

these problems by removing the cause for concern -

replacing the cable with a simple infra red link. It still

provides all the speed and easy control of a

conventional mouse, but with complete freedom. In

use, there are no operating differences between the

standard mouse and the new cordless mouse so all

mouse functions and mouse driven RISC software

will be fully compatible. Pinpoint accuracy is

ensured by a unique Accelerator button, which,

when pressed, moves the pointer by just a tiny

amount for a large slow movement of the mouse,
but by a large amount for a quick wizz of the

mouse.

Features

• Infra Red Signal Transmission
• High Resolution 200 DPI
• High Tracking Speed of 600mm/s up
• Anti-static Silicon Rubber Coated Ball

• Low Friction Teflon Footpads
• Power - by two AAA size batteries (not

included)

• Automatic Standby Mode after 5 seconds

inactive

• Auto Power Shut-Down after 20 seconds

inactive
p^j^^g £59

Watford Electronics are:

Acorn Qualified Dealer &
Econet Referral Centre

ARIES PC Dealer/Distributor

Canon Authorised Printer Dealer

Cambridge Computer Dealer

Citizen Printers Special Dealer

Computer Concept Premier Dealer

EIZO Monitor Dealer

Fujitsu Printers Premier Dealer

Microvitec Appointed Dealer

NEC Appointed Dealer

Panasonic Premier Dealer

Roland Plotter Official Dealer

Star Printer Premier Dealer

Taxan Appointed Monitor Dealer

3M Media Premier Distributor

\A/atford Electronics
250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England

Tel: 0923 237774/240588 Fax: (0923) 233642 Telex: 8956095

AcornI
Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL OFFERS subject to availability. Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.

Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted. Shop Hours: 9.00am to 6.00pm, Monday to Saturday. Thursdays 9am to 8pm. (Free Customer's

Car Park), VAT: UK customers please add 17,5% VAT to cost inci. Carriage, CARRIAGE: Unless slated otherwise, minimum E3 on all orders, E4 on Larger items. On bulkier

items, £7 Securicor charge applies (UK mainland oniy). Overseas orders, carriage is charged at cost. Specifications of all products are given in good faith but are subject to

change without notice. Some items vary in their availability, Watford Electronics Terms and Conditions are available upon request. Please ring for latest delivery situation.



We Don't Sell Computers

We Sell Solutions!

We have changed our name but not our service.

Broad Oak Computers have been giving a

superb service to Acorn Users for over a year.

But we don't just sell computers, we offer a

complete service to the computer user and

buyer which includes FREE local delivery and

training, and full after sales support with a good

choice of softwai-e always available.

Our superb training facilities offer courses for

all levels of experience including complete

beginners. Our new correspondence courses are

perfect for those with a busy lifestyle. Courses

are also available for IBM PC compatible users.

Whatever your computing needs, phone us on

0279 718767, or fax 0279 718596

High Street

Hatfield Broad Oak

Bishops Stortford

Herts CM22 7HE
Phone 0279 718767

Fax 0279 718596

eikCo,

® AVP
From Britain's largest Supplier of

Educational Software

2 Comprehensive Guides to over 2500

Educational Programs for the

BBC, Archimedes, A3000, A5000,
RM Nimbus and IBM PC
All in Stock for Immediate Delivery

1 For 5-11 age group
2 11-Adult

For Your Free Copy Contact

AVP School Hill Centre

Chepstow Gwent NP6 5PH

Telephone
Fax

0291 625439
0291 629671

APOLOGIES TO ALL

THOSE WHO DON'T
LIVE NEAR BROMLEY
You probably won't be able to pop in to our newly

refurbished showroom, browse through our 250+

software titles for the Archimedes/A3000/A5000 (or

100+ titles for the trusty old BBC Micro and Master

Series), sit down and use one of our seven

demonstration systems (including the new A5000),

chat with our knowledgeable staff, make use of our

high-quality repair workshop, or even just sit down for

a cup of coffee!

BUT....

at leasl you can use our speedy mail-order service,

even for repairs, and we also accept telephone orders

by Access/MasterCard and Visa, so all is not lost!

THE DATA STORE
fi CHATTERTON ROAD. BROIV1LEY. KENT. BR2 9QN

Tel: 081-460 8991 Fax: 081-313 0400

(Closed Wednesdays)

THE
BIO
BLACK
CAT
ALOGUE
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The following software is compatible with the Acorn A3000, A5000 and ALL Archimedes computers

Holed Out CoinpeiKliiiin t;24.*>5 Knter The Realm £24.95 Break 147 & Superp(M)l €24.95 (Jrievous Bodily 'ARM £24.95

VRtliciilale t2-l.95

For the Very Latest Full ^
}BMh)lf:m»)WiVK9ifTm:fSii\

Ring (0742) 769950 or 700661
We'll send you FREE our large 16 page full

colour catalogue plus our very latest product
information immediately by 1st class post.

ft¥S9»=W¥i-=VMe?' 05(53

Pandora's Box £24.95

Extra Missions 1:I9.<I5 Compendium U<I.V5
Special Offer How to Order
If you buy 2 or more
products directly from
us you may deduct £10
from the total cost.

Simply send us a quick letter or
give us a ring telling us the

software you would like, your name
and address, and payment via

cheque, postal order or ACCESS or

VISA card details.

Saloon Cars t24.»5

*

DDDDDP 1

t
,

1J
m

FREE SAME DAY despatch by 1ST CLASS POST

PLUS FREE EXCITING MYSTERY 4D GAMES
DEMO DISC SENT WITH ALL MAIL ORDERS

The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU.

Clioppcr Force t29.95 Hopefully March '92

lii?

1 1
"^'^^

J
y- .IH= II

—

, Ipiil

J1
Calaclysin f24.95

3f»^

Spitnre Kury £29.95 Hopefully Mar '92 Nevryon £19.95



EDUCATION

In the first of a

two-part series on

special needs,

CHRIS DRAGE

looks at some

hardware options

WITHIN REACH
Qhe hardware options for special needs com-

puting have been growing steadily in recent

year. This is especially true for the RiscOS

machines which, until recently, were over-

shadowed by the Beeb.

Acorn has now put together a BBC A3000

Special Access System (see above) in two

guises: the first includes the computer, a serial

upgrade, Morley Electronics" User/Analogue

card and seven utility programs; the second also

includes a monitor and Pres monitor stand.

The upgrades allow access to overlay key-

boards, touch screens, modems and switches.

but it is the utilities provided which are at the

heart of the package, One of the utilities pro-

vided is ASP, switch interface software which

allows disabled users to access Rise OS appli-

cations, by using a single switch device.

The others included are; SpecialKB which

allows the numeric keypad to emulate mouse

functions with a very useful 'sticky keys" option

to emulate multiple key presses. 6/^'Prr offers an

enlarged and visible pointer whereas Closeup

presents a small magnified window which can

move around the screen. Flasher gives a more

visible flashing caret and a cursor-homing

device. With Chars, typing can be achieved,

using the mouse to select characters from a

screen display. Bigscreen (Mode 36 & 37) and

ScreenV (Mode 43) are both large screen modes

to display text, icons and menus in larger sizes.

The Acorn package also allows you to use Midi

(musical instrument digital interface) equipment.

There are many other interfaces and upgrades

that can be used to connect up external devices

(the Morley Electronics User/Analogue podule

is good value for money) but Access 1000 from

Hybrid Technology enables overlay keyboards,

touch windows, joysticks, switch units and the

company's Arc Recorder to be connected to a

BBC A3000/Archimedes computer without

using the standard podule user port.

Indeed, the Access 1000 combines the func-

tions of the user port and a switch access box

forming the basis of Hybrid's Access Link,

which permits add-ons to be daisy-chained on to

the computer's printer port. These avoids the

need for the serial port upgrade so leaving it free

for other add-ons. The interface has foui" jack

sockets designed to take switches and a familiar

BBC-style user port connector and also provides

a small through-connector with the printer

connected at the end of the queue.

To input information into the computer with-

out relying on the keyboard, the Concept

Touch screens encourage improved dexterity
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EDUCATION

Northwest SEMERCs Overlay Keyboard

Keyboard is tlic maiiistay, with over 120 overlay

keyboard programs. The overlay keyboard is

extremely versatile, since it is simply a piece of

paper. Basically, it provides a choice of icons

which the user presses instead of the normal

keys. They consist of 128 programmable cells,

but you don't need to know that since you
usually only load a program and use it. Concept

Designer and Confonu make programming the

device easy, if you want to create overlays for a

specific purpose. Touch Explorer Plus. Folio.

Concept Kids are also impressive programs.

The Overlay Keyboard is made from high-

impact plastic, which makes it both light and

sturdy, meeting educational safety and design

criteria extremely well. It works with the BBC
B/Master and the BBC A3000/Archimedes if a

user port or Access 1000 is present. A single

switch interface ia built in as standard and is

used by inserting the switch jack plug into a

socket which automatically disables the key-

board and selects the switch. Most importantly,

the Overlay Keyboard is completely compatible

with all existing software.

Other input devices include touch screens (see

BAU February 92 issue), alternative keyboards,

mice, trackerballs. switches and voice input

devices. Two leading TouchWindow systems

(Keyboard Technology and Lingenuity) are

made up of the same hardware, with differing

software drivers. They are accurate, responsive

and can be adapted to fit almost any monitor.

Their high resolution, coupled with the ability to

be removed from the monitor to be used as a

"tracing window", add to their versatility.

One successful alternative to the mouse is the

Delta Cat which can prove very useful in

specific circumstances, especially if the Joystick

is firmly mounted and an extension tube is fitted

over the stumpy control stick. It can offer con-

trol via foot (buttons) and mouth (stick). If you
require a better mouse than the standard one

provided with the Archimedes, then I recom-

mend Clares' rodent, which nestles comfortably

in the palm of the hand, allowing the fingers to

rest more naturally over the buttons.

For a trackerball (literally an upside-down

mouse) the sturdy Marconi unit has performed

well over the years, but is shortly to be eclipsed

by the new Ark Tracker. Not only is this tracker

ball extremely rugged but it has all the mouse
operations on separate buttons. A perspex over-

lay can be added to help with locating the

buttons and a separate switch provides conti'ol

over the pointer speed. As the unit remains

stationary, pointer operation is controlled, with

the fingers alone negating the need to move the

whole arm - useful for a disabled person who
has fine motor control but finds larger arm

movement more difficult.

For those whose only means of communi-
cation with a Beeb is their voice, the MicroMike
has proven successful, giving voice-volume

control over a variety of activities. It can pro-

mote vocal play, control of volume and timing

of vocalisation. In order to use the device w'ith

an A3000/Archimedes. a user port must be

installed. The popular Sid and Mike softwai'e has

now been converted to Archimedes use.

Alternatives to the standard keyboard are

available from Special Access Systems, starting

with a metal keyguard which fastens on to the

keyboard. Holes on the keyguard permit hands

to re.sl on the guard, while fingers can access

individual key holes. The company's Program-

mable Expanded Keyboard should also prove

valuable to those who are restricted to using a

toe. mouthstick, headpointer or a single finger.

Users can also perform multikey presses as one

operation and four programmable delays can

cope with uncertain or over-long key presses.

Furthermore, bright LEDs or programmable

sounds can help those with sen.sory disabilities

to know when a key has been pressed.

Contact Keyboards (Keyboard Technology)

clip on over the existing keyboard, keeping

unused keys hidden from prying fingers and

making programs highly resi.stant to accidental

crashes. Obviously such a device is tied to

specific software applications and as yet. only

two models are available: the Matchbox Key-

board (for matching games) and Moneybox
Keyboard to accompany the Moneybox suite of

software. One advantage of these devices is that

they provide sensory feedback to the user.

Incidentally, the Matchmaker interface can be

used to connect virtually any input device device

(switch, joystick, trackerball. overlay keyboard.

and so on.) Next month, we will look at the

software options for special needs.

THE LAST WORD
It always makes sense

to see hardware in

action before you rush

out and buy it. The

good news is that all of

the hardware men-

tioned here will be on

show at the Northwest

SEMERCs Micros for

Special Needs Exhibition

in Oldham in October.

Northwest SEMERC
under director Martin

Littler (right) is a fountain of information, help and

advice. If you are involved in special education, then

the exhibition is worth a visit. Northwest SEMERC

also publishes a special needs newsletter entitled

Copy which is full of interesting case studies and

reviews of how people are coping with the BBC,

A3000, Archimedes and other machines. Contact

Northwest SEMERC on 061-627 4469.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: BBC A3000 Special

Access System

Suppliers: Acorn Computers

Tel: (0223) 245200

Prices: £679 without monitor,

£899 complete. Educational

establishments and home users

registered as disabled pay £579

without monitor, £765 complete

Product: Overlay Keyboard

Suppliers: Northwest SEMERC

Tel: 061-627 4469

Price: £120 (education discounts)

Product: Access 1000

Suppliers; Hybrid Technology

Tel: (0223) 861522

Price: £49 (£58 with Access Link

power supply)

Product: Touchwindow and Con-

tact Keyboards

Suppliers: Keyboard Technology

Tel: (0509) 510706

Price: Touchwindow - £244. BBC

driver £25. The Contact Key-

board: £29.95 - £37.50 (BBC B),

£47.50 (BBC A3000/Archimedes)

Product: Touchwindow

Supplier: Lindis International

Tel: (0986) 85477

Price: £248

Product: Alternative mouse

Supplier:Clares Micro Supplies

Tel: (0968) 85477

Price: £27.24

Product: Delta Cat

SupplierVoltmace

Tel: (0462) 894410

Price: £29.74

Product: Marconi Trackerball

Supplier: Technomatic

Tel: 081-205 9558

Price: £30

Product: Micromike

Supplier: Daco Software

Tel: 021-7068933

Price; Standard Micromike, £43. 50

Desktop Micromike, £52.50

Product: Keyguards and Program-

mable Expanded Keyboard

Supplier: Special Access Systems

Tel: (0203) 711861

Price; £470

Product: Matchmaker

Supplier: 5RS Systems

Tel; 021-643-2877

Price: £850

All prices exclude VAT
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THREE
REASONS

TO
iliiiiiF:l<^MiMji[j

Impression II was awarded the Computer Shopper award for the best non-PC business software.

Given the prestigious nature of the other nominees, this award is particularly satisfying.

Amongst the other nominees were Adobe Illustrator for the Mac, Claris Works for the Mac and

WordPerfect also for the Mac.

o
As of the end 1 99 1 sales of Impression topped 1 5,000 copies, making this the most successful

Archimedes product to date.

o
Impression II now forms part of the Acorn Publishing system, a complete top end DTP solution based on

the A540, released by Acorn.

Camputer Concepts Ltd

GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 6EX TEL: 0442 63933 0442 FAX; 0442 231632



YELLOW PAGES

CHANGING FACES
JAN VIBE presents a new look at animation on Acorn machines

Ds (here anybody who has not seen Michael

Jackson's video, Dangeroiisl In the video

there is an fascinating sequence of faces

which change softly from one to another. This

made me vv'onder if it was possible to do

something similar on my trusty Acorn machine.

Well, it was. and here it is...

The program draws a face on the screen. Then
slowly the face undergoes a metamorphosis,

changing into another and another. It is a great

showpiece, and has an ahiiost hypnotic effect on

people. Part of the inspiration came from an

excellent book by A Dewdney called The Arm-
chair Universe. In fact, the data for the face is

based on an example within the book.

THE THEORY
The program initialises by setting up two

screens, an active and a shadow screen. It then

generates two completely different faces, let's

call them facel and face2. These faces are stored

as PLOT commands in arrays.

In the main loop, the co-ordinates for facel

and face2 are being averaged by a formula

which, at the start of the loop is weighted solely

towards face! but, at the end of the loop is is

weighted solely towards face2. By using this

formula, a face which lies somewhere in

between can be generated.

This face is drawn on the shadow screen.

When the drawing is finished, the active and

shadow screens are switched, the weight is

changed a little towards face2 and the main loop

is entered again. The face is eventually changed

totally into face2, then face2 is made into facel,

a new face2 is generated and the changing

process starts again. , , _

THE PRACTICE
To run the program, type in Face! and Facel.

(see our yellow pages box). When you run

Face! some data will be created, then you can

run Face2, the main animation routine.

The program consists of three parts: an initial-

isation, a face generator and a main loop, which

makes the face slowly change from one to

another. The most complex part of the program

is the procedure PROCdisturi. It takes the array

distort and returns it distorted by the required

amount. Two arrays, refx and refy, are the

coordinates for facel and face2. The original

coordinates are not changed at all by the distor-

tion of the face and are these are therefore stored

in a single array.

The distortion method is mainly a si.mple

multiplication around a point. It works like this:

X_dis[=(X_r:ice-X_reO-Z_dist+X_rer where X_disi is the

distorted x value, xjace is the original value of

X, x_ref is the reference point and z_dist is the

distortion factor. The same calculation is of

/Cijj^^
,

*ip

course being done for Y_di^l. In the procedure,

the distortion factors ( liiL-ewidili etc.) are gener-

ated by the random number function

FNind(min,iiui\). Then the nine reference points are

read into the the arrays dreix anddieiv.

These points are used in combinalion with the

distortion factors when changing certain parts of

the face. The first of the reference points is a

global point, used for distorting the entire face.

Reference points two to nine also go through the

distortion calculation. Incidentally, line 1230 in

this loop contains the calculation that makes the

face egg shaped, with the point either at the top

or the bottom.

In the main loop ( 1 290- 1 650) the points of the

face are distorted. The general distortion of the

entire face is being handled by lines 1300 to

1320. This calculation is exactly the same as the

one shown in lines 1220 to 1260. Most of the

distortion of various parts of the face are made
by multiplication around a point, but some
require that the parts are moved too - such as in

the case of the eyebrows. This happens at lines

1370 and 1410 (the distance between the eyes)

and also at line 1590 (which produces the I'ais-

ing of the eyebrows).

The part of the face to be distorted by certain

factors is controlled by counting the points in

the face-drawing and by testing the countei'.

This is what happens in the various whe^n

blocks. When the counter has reached 186, the

face drawing is complete. The distorted face is

then stored in arrays, which takes place at lines

1630 and 1640.

EIGHT-BIT BONUS
BAU programming guru, David Lawrence has

also written a version of Face for eight-bit

owners. To use it. type in Face3. Face4 and

FdccO (see our yellow pages box) and then run

them in sequence. If PAGE is greater than &i lOO.

you need to lower it to this value before running.

The program works by calculating the in-

between stages (this will take 20 or so seconds)

and then the animation takes place.

MODIFICATIONS
There are lots of ways Ihal this program could

be extended. Colour is the obvious one, although

it might make the program too slow. Or how
about user control to make an interactive ident-

ikit. Indeed, why stop at the face? The program

could be used on the entire human body!

YELLOW PAGES
The program shown here can be obtained in one of

two ways. Either turn to our yellow pages section

and type the program in, or if you are a subscriber,

simply load it from your free monthly disc.
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THE BBC MICRO
A forthcoming BBC programme will chart the progress of home computing

BoinpLiter technology has taken a quantum

leap in the past iO years or so and now-

personal computers can now be found in

many homes and offices. Yet in the late 70s this

was the faraway dream of a few clecti-onics

boffins, who were putting together boards and

switches on kitchen tables and calling them

"computers". Personal computing started to gain

momentum just over a decade ago. courtesy of

the BBC's computer literacy project which set

out to explain the principles of computing to a

wider audience.

The literacy project was based aromid \ ai'ious

television programmes, the first in 1982 also

marked the television debut of the BBC micro

computer. And ilw rest, as they say. is history...

It is that history which the BBC is celebrating

ill a special 30-minutc programme. Tlie Trojan

Mouse, due to be screened on Sunday April 5

(see box for details). This programme will

examine the effects of the computer literacy

project and the BBC micro on personal comput-

ing, as well as highlight the key developments

Humble beginnings with the Acorn Atom

of the past decade. To coincide with the pro-

gramme, we have put together a special

supplement which you can find in next month's

BBC Acorn User. The magazine was actually

launched in response to the success of both the

TV computer literacy programmes and the

Acorn-produced BBC micro - and we have been

around evei" since, charting the ups and downs of

the Acorn market.

This month, as a "taster" to the programme,

we look back through oui" archi\'es at some of

the key milestones, from the Acorn Atom right

up to the launch of the latest Archimedes

A5000. For the full story, be sure not to miss our

special supplement next month.

ATOMIC
Foimded in 1979 by Hermann Hausei- and Chris

Curi'y. Acorn Computers launched the System

One. followed by the Acorn Atom. Roger Wil-

son joined the company straight from university

to help design the Atom and remains with the

company today, developing new pi-qjects.

TROJAN MOUSE
The Trojan Mouse is a 30-minute

programme charting the introduc-

tion of the BBC computer literacy

project, the various series on home

computing which it launched and

the introduction of the first BBC

micro computer. Produced by Dave

Thomas, who was responsible for

producing previous computer pro-

grammes, the programme is hosted

by Ian MacNaught Davis, who

appeared in the first series.

The programme traces the

evolution of the project, the

related hardware and software

achievements, and talks to many of

the people who were involved

along the way - from Cambridge

graduates putting together the

earliest prototypes, to teachers

whose lives were completely

changed by the introduction of the

first BBC micros.

Innovators from Acorn, includ-

ing Hermann Hauser (co-founder of

Acorn) and Roger Wilson and Steve

Furber (who helped design the first

BBC micro and later developed the

Arm chip) are interviewed. But the

programme isn't just about the

past - it brings you up to date with

current developments and poses

some questions about the future.

So be sure to tune in to Trojan

Mouse on BBC1, Sunday April 5,

10.30am. (The programme will be

repeated on Monday April 13).

THE BRIEF
To support the computer literacy project, the

BBC was looking for a pai'tner to produce and

market a home computer, which would be

featured in the first series. Richard Russell at the

BBC produced a detailed specification for the

requii-ed machine. Hermann Hausei" and Chris

Curry put foi'ward the Acorn Proton design,

which was to more than match the specification.

In April 19S1, Acorn was contracted to supply

12.000 machines that the BBC expected to sell

by mail order...
. . -

ONE YEAR ON
'Wliei'c do we gci IVom here?' asked John Rad-

cliffe. executive producer of the computer

liiei-acy project, one year after it was laimched.

The figure of 12.000 machines was cautious - in

fact, more than that were ordei'ed befoi-e the first

series was even sci'eened.

The result? A runaway success for the BBC
and Acorn with further series in the pipeline.

Also the Micros in Schools scheme was

launched - the brainchild of Kenneth Baker, the

education secretary at that time. The scheme

was to subsidise the purchase of BBC mici'os

and other appi"o\'ed machines.

THE ELECTRON
Chris Curry wanted to lead Acorn further into

the fast-expanding mass market for cheap com-

puters and Acorn launched the Electron in 198,"^.

limed for the Christmas rush and priced at £199.

While popular, it was to be dogged by produc-

tion problems and by Christmas 1984 public

enthusiasm had waned and one-third of the

Electrons built were apparently never sold.
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: TEN YEARS ON
since the BBC micro made its TV debut 10 years ago. BARRY MONK reports

JUST THE BUSINESS
The Acorn Business Computer was launched in

1984. but it was large and unwieldy and never

recouped the huge resources expended on its

development.

The BBC Master-driven Domesday machine

Following a disastrous Christmas 1984 sales

period, newspaper articles, particularly in The

Sunday Times, suggested all was not well with

the company.

The share price fell and finally the Italian

computer giant. Olivetti, stepped in to save the

company. Curry and Hauser signed away their

controlling interests to Olivetti, but both stayed

on as board directors.

MASTERSTROKE
Launched in 1986. the Master series seemed to

some observers as an anomaly. It was refine-

ment of the original BBC micro at a time when

there was a mass inigration. by other cheap

coinputers. to the 16-hit. MS-Dos standard of

the successful IBM PC.

While cheaper to manufacture, the Master was

more expensive to buy and. outside the Acorn

education .stronghold, it did not achieve the

same level of sales as the original BBC inicro.

The Master Compact followed, but offered little

that was new. except that it was packaged in

thi-ee boxes rather than the custtMnai-y tw'o.

THE DOMESDAY PROJECT
The BBC Domesday Project was launched in

1986. It was meant to be a modern equivalent of

The Domesday Book, using modern technology

(notably a laser video disc system) to store and

retrieve a massive amount of information about

seneral life in Britain.

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT
NEXT MONTH

To coincide with the programme,

BBC Acorn User is producing a

special supplement which will

appear in next month's issue.

It will be packed with interesting

facts and figures, charting the ups

and downs of the Acorn market

and looking at some of the key

people who have helped to shape

home computing,

Producers involved with the early

series will give their assessment of

what has taken place over the past

decade and we will trace the

history of Acorn in detail, with a

machine 'family tree' and profile

the key people involved.

There will also be an overview

of the impact of computing on

education, how the BBC micro

changed some people's lives, and

we'll be doing some crystal ball

gazing into the future.

So, whether you are an avid

BBC micro fan, or you are just inter-

ested in finding out why this

machine has had such an impact on

personal computing, be sure not to

miss our special supplement.

Place an order with your newsa-

gent now - you can use the special

coupon on page 85 of this issue. Or

to subscribe to the magazine turn

to page 29 for details of our special

subscription offer.

TAiaNG RISKS
The ad\;inccd research and de\elopnient team,

under Roger Wilson and Ste\e Furber. develo-

ped the Arm chip and its companions that

eventually became the Archimedes ?>{){) and 400

series computers. Based on Rise technology, the

original machines carried the BBC ttig. but this

was to cause much controversy as the Corpor-

ation was seen to be endorsing untried

technology. The original (stop-gap) Arthur

operating system was later to become Rise OS.

HAIL THE A3000
The new BBC micro, which was viewed as the

logical .!2-bit successor to the Master series, was

the A.1000. More affoidable than the Archi-

medes, the neat single-box design encased a

machine which was 10 percent faster than the

Arc. and represented a more keenly priced BBC
micro which would appeal to both education and

home users. The Learning Cmxe package,

including an A.'^OOO and supporting software,

was the next marketing step to encourage more

home compiuer sales.

UP TO DATE
/\corn has updtued the Archimedes with the 440/

1 and top-of the range A.'i40. as well as the R 140

LInix machine. The Archimedes A.'iOOO is the

latest Acorn machine.

Rc\'caled at the BBC Acorn t'.scr show last

October, it is a three-box solution (machine,

keyboard and multisean monitor) featuring the

fast Arm.1 chip and new operating system. Rise

OS .V PC-like in appearance, it retains Acorn's

philosophy of advanced technology within a

mtirketable package. But what of the future?

1-ind out in next month's special issue of BAU.
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Sounds too good to betrue. Morley

Electronics new removable cartridge

hard disc systems can work on the

ASOOOthroughto the A540 (including

the new A5000) as well as on BBC

Master computers.

The secret lies in the hard disc

cartridgewhichafterdismountingcan

be taken out and stored, or be replaced

by another cartridge within a few

seconds. Security isso easy with these

discs because you can simply take

them home or lock them away.

The unit can also be used as a

backup system for internal hard drives

as well. Once you have looked at the

prices you will see that they are

significantly cheaper than tape

streamer sytems. You also have

virtually instant access to the

information stored on them because

they are a hard disc and therefore it is

simply a matter of copying files from

one disc to another instead of having to

run lengthy restore programsto recover

information from tape.

Perhaps the biggest advantage of

these units is that when one cartridge is

full then all you have to do is purchase

a new cartridge and not a whole

mechanism saving you a small fortune

in the process. The mechanisms can be

either 44MB or 90MB, however please

note that the cartridges are not

interchangeable between the two.

The mechanisms are true SCSI

devices. Therefore, the interface card

we can supply with the drives can have

up to seven* devices attached such as

CD-ROM drives, standard hard discs,

flatbed scanners etc. giving you

maximum expandability for the future.

A3000, "300, 400, 5000, 540 & Master

44MB Inc Interface Card £575. 00
90MB Inc Merface Card £775. 00

44MB Excl Interface Card £499.00
90MB Excl Interface Card £699. 00

44 MB Cartridge £69.00
90 MB Cartridge £109.00

Please state computer type wtien ordering.

Prices exclude VAT and carriage.

Prices include mechanism, case, one cartridge,

allnecesary cables and software.

Prices excluding interface card do not include

software.

' Master can only have one device attached.
'
' Please note that the 300 series machines

require a MEMC1A upgrade and a backplane to

be fitted, both available from Morley. Please call

for prices.

Morley Electronics Ltd,

Morley House

West Chirton, North Shields

Tyne & Wear, HE29 JTY

VISA & ACCESS WELCOME

MQRLEV
E-LE-CT-R-ON-IC-S- LTD

091 257 6355



PROGRAMMING

Df yoLi've been following this series, you will

know I promised to start this month with

some more information about negative num-

bers, fve already introduced the concept of the

twcf.s conipleineni method of representing nega-

tive numbers, and all that remains is to tell you

how you can directly load registers with nega-

tive numbers. Unfortunately you cannot use the

obvious: movro,#-4.

The instruction that we use is mvn or MoVo

N(M, but, to be even more awkwai'd. you cannot

simply say: mvn R().#-4or even: mvn ro.#4.

For some reason best known to Acorn, you

have to supply the ones complement of the

number. Remember with twos complement you

change all the Os to Is and !s to Os and then add

I. Well, with ones complement, you simply

don't add the I . The easiest way to do it with the

Basic assembler is to use the Basic keyword

NOT. This is more commonly used to provide the

'opposite' case in an if statement, such as IH NOT

iliijiVf THEN-.. In fact, NOT actually performs the

ones complement of its parameter - very handy!

You can therefore load a negative number

simply with mvn ro,#not-4.

Some other assemblers, such as Acorn's own
macro-assembler /\a.v/?i. actually allow mov with

negative numbers, and simply perform the

necessary bit-shuftling on the constant and

assemble a mvn instruction instead. Although

you might have typed MOV R().#-i. if you have a

look at the actual machine code the assembler

has created, it will say mvn R{).#t).

It is not possible to supply negative numbers

as parameters to other instructions. It's a silly

example, but you cannot say. add R().Ri.#ofi as

some assemblers may translate instructions such

as these into more appropriate ones. You might

like to try typing in listing one in the yellow

pages, which demonstrates the use of simple

arithmetic on negative numbers. Try following

through the .stages by 'hand" first to make sure

you understand everything as it happens.

HEXADECIMAL
Before moving on, I'd like to outline the basics

of the hexadecimal number sy.stem. Clearly,

referring to numbers in binary is quite contrived.

not to say time consuming: "Pardon? Was that

lOOIIOIOOl or 100101 lOoV?'

Because binary is all based on powers of two.

and 10 isn't a power of two. you cannot directly

use decimal, which is a shame, since most of

you will be used to that already! Some computer

systems use base eight, or octal, which uses the

decimal digits to 7. Converting from binary to

octal is relatively easy - you simply take your

binary number and chop it into three-bit chunks,

which are then converted to octal (effectively

decimal in this case).

For example, 923 in decimal is:

1 I 1001 101 I

001 noon on
1 6 3 3

The numhei" 923 in t)ctal is thei'efore 1633. Note

this should be read i.6. 3. 3 oclai. to. avoid

confusion with one thousand six hundred and

thirty three. The disadvantage of octal is the

chunks of three - not a nice power of two!

Quadral could be used (with two-bit chunks) but

then you're almost back to binai'y.

ASSEMBLY

LINE
DAVE LAWRENCE

continues his series

on Arm

programming

with a look at

negative numbers

So. hexadecimal is the most common notation.

This is base 16 and uses four-bit chLinks of data,

and is often abbreviated to "hex'.

Of course, decimal only has 10 digits, so the

letters A to F are used to represent the decimal

numbers 10 to ]5. Conversion to hex proceeds

as for octal, except in four-bit chunks:

II 1001 101 1 (923)

OOn 100! 1011

3 9 B

Hex numbei's arc often wi-itten with a preceding
'& to avoid confusion with decimal numbers -

so 923-&39B. As mentioned before, one binary

digit is called a bit. Historically, eight bits are

called a byte. This is derived from early compu-

ters which were eight-bit machines (like the
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PROGRAMMING

65(12). wilh hyle being a coiTuption of bile.

being a shortened form of BIT Bight.

So ,12 bit.s are often called a mml. although

some computer systems, such as the 68000. call

this a long word and Lise word to mean 16 bits.

Words are i2 bits long in the Arm. Going the

other way. half a byte (four bits, one hex digit)

is. of course, a luhhie. And no. I'm not joking!

LARGER NUMBERS
Next on the li.st of things to explain is larger

numbers. Until now. I've told you to keep the

numbei's that you load into registers under 2.56.

but not to worry about the size of intermediate

results. Last month I mentioned that the Arm is

a .12-bit processor and can therefoie deal with 32

bits at a time. So. why can you not say M()\

i«).»')«7'.' After all. 9X7 in binary is only a 10-bit

binary number.

The problem lies in the way Arm instructions

are stoied in memory and also explains why you

have to use the ones complement notation for

specifying numbers. In the first article in this

.series, 1 explained that it is the job of the assein-

bler to translate the 'human' words MOV. M'>D.

MUL and so on, into the appropriate sequences of

bits that the Arin understands.

One of the good features of the Arm is that all

its instructions are encoded to the saine length,

namely 32 bits (one word). It is a coincidence

that the processor is a 32- bit processor. Many

other processors (such as the 6502. 68000 or

80x86) have variable length instructions. In

6502, PHA is only eight bits 'long', whereas LDA

&mm.x is 24 bits. In such cases it is common for

the first byte (or whatever) to be the base

instruction and, if necessary, subsequent bytes to

foriT) parameters for the opeiation.

Anyway, back to the Ann. When it processes

an instruction, it grabs a whole 'word' instruc-

tion and examines certain bits (in both senses of

the word) to see what sort of instruction it is

dealing with. For example, if bits 26 and 27 aie

clear (0), then the instruction is a simple data

processing instruction such as MOV. ai3D oi rsb.

With this in mind, the Ai'm can then tnake

sense of the rest of the bits. Certain bits have a

fixed meaning: bits 28 to .11 are the condition

code oriore about these later in the series) but

others will vary according to the initial 'class' of

instruction. The itiiportant upshot of all this is

that all parameters for instructions have to fit

within these 32 bits, hence you cannot supply a

full .12-bit nutiiber to MOV and so on.

In fact, as you are iillowed to supply a con-

stant on the end of an addition: ADD ri).R4.#64. As

well as the '64'. those 32 bits have to store the

fact that: you have specified add; you are using

RO'and R4 and condition code mentioned earlier,

as well as a couple of other twiddles which I

will come to later.

From the grand total of 32. this leaves only 12

bits to specify the constant. Rather than doing

the obvious, and inaking these 12 bits bits to

1 1 of a 12-bit constant (which would only allow

the numbers to 4095). Acoin splits the 12 bits

into two fields, one eight-bit constant and one

four-bit 'shift'.

The shift is how tiiany bits the eight-bit con-

stant is offset. This is the computer's way of

thinking about it - )nathe]iialically. the value

To find the programs men-

tioned in this article, please

turn to the yellow pages,

under the section entitled Arc

Assembler. They can also be

found on the subscribers'

monthly disc.

represented is: vcdue x 2'- ^ '^'^''K So. with a shift

of zero, you can represent the nutiibers to 255;

with a shift of one; the numbers. 0, 4, 8, 12 . .

.

1020; with a shift of two. the nuinbers 0. 16.

32 . . . 4080 and so on.

Unfortunately. I have to adrnit that this is a bit

of fib - the shift value doesn't really work in

this way. It is actually an offset in the opposite

direction, so my shift of one above is actually

stored internally as 15, two is represented by 14,

and so on. A 'real' shift of one moves the value

light and off the bottoiri of the 32 bits available.

But it doesn't just fall into hyperspace - bits

and 1 "wrap round' and becoine bits 30 and 31.

A shift of four moves the value eight bits to the

right, thu.s all the bits wrap round, allowing you

to access the 'top byte' of the 32-bit word.

Luckily you never need to worry about the way

constants are stored within the instructions.

since the assembler does all the work of convert-

ing your number into the necessary eight-bit

value and four-bit shift.

If a constant you give cannot be converted,

you will get an error such as 'Bad immediate

constant'. Therefoie all values to 255 are fine

(they are all eight-bit numbers anyway). 256 is

fine because only bit eight is set (to I ) so it can

be convei'ted. however 257 cannot. Both bits 8

and are set, so the 'value' cannot be represent

by an eight-bit number.

The tnore astute of you inay have noticed that

because only four bits are available for the shift,

only 16 "positions' are available for the the

value field. Because of this, numbers such as

258 cannot be represented.

Although the 'width' of the number is only

eight, (so bit 8 and bit 1 are set) only one posi-

tion of shift is needed, which cannot be

represented with one of 16 positions available.

However, 516 is allowable since an actual shift

of two (shift field=l5, remeinber) can be used

with a value field of 129.

Although this system of value and shift offers

a inore limited range of 'small' numbers, it has

the tnajor advantage of allowing a reasonable

range of 'large' numbers to repi'esented as well.

Powers of two are often used within prograins

for a number of reasons and. as these have only

one bit set, all 32 of them can be represented.

BENEHTS
The even more astute of you will have realised

that numbers less than eight bits 'wide' can be

represented in a number of vv'ays: two, for exam-

ple, could be two with a shift of zero or one with

a shift of 15 - this is the inevitable redundancy

of this system, but I think you'll agree the bene-

fits far outweigh the problems. Listing two

shows some examples of larger numbers. You

won't be able to run this program as one of the

lines causes an error - can you guess which one?

One final point relating to negative numbers,

-I* in binary is represented by all Is (see last

month's article). Fairly obviously, this is 32 bits

'wide" and therefore cannot fit into an eight-bit

value field. By using the ones complement

method, -1 becomes which, as we all know,

will easily fit into eight bits.

Next month 1 will look at the final instalment

of MOV and explain what you do if you really do

want to load 258!
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EXCLUSIVE Mail Order Promotion Ends 30th April '92

The following Fourth Dimension software is compatible with the Acorn A3000, A5000 and ALL Archimedes computers

While Mii(!k- I i)r 2 tl').')5

,

^^

^^>^a^'jEi
l'(i«eibiiii(l £24.95

I i

'I'lie Olympic Itdogie Itiigsv £24.*)5

Choose ANY Four ,.

Of These 18 Top Products

For ONLY £34.50! il

Less Than £9 EachUl
,*XI w

an licK imj Hicti u
mlbw

B^Bf^Pr-

ZOOM
ERASER
SPRflV
DRHW
LINE

TRIANGLE
RECTANGLE
POLVGOU

ARCIkuhili' t;24.<)5 Apocalypse £29.95

Limited EXCLUSIVE Direct

Mail Order PROMOTION

Unbeatable Value
The Real McCoy compilations are terrific value for money.

Unfortunately if you've already got 1 or 2 of the products you
miss out. Now that's all changed. You can choose ANY 4 from
these 18 great titles for yourself!! Each such "Custom McCoy"
will be individually packaged in 1 attractive video-style box

complete with ALL original discs and manuals. PLUS a unique
4D games demo disc will be sent FREE with all orders.

HOW TO ORDER...Ends 30th April
Simply send us a quick letter or give us a ring telling us the 4

products you would like, your name and address, and payment
via cheque, postal order or ACCESS or VISA card details.

The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU,

Tel. (0742) 700661 or 769950

FREE SAME DAY despatch by 1ST CLASS POST Holed Out tl9.95

IBOHQUBBDSQDOE immsh
I JMMit.

iT!ir73T ir;T;TTTRl iDJLDJHJi:: S'Jt

K-T'.vpeS19.95 Dropship £19.95



TELEPHONE:
081-205 9558
FACSIMILE:

081-205 0190
Technomatic

TECHNO HOUSE,
468 CHURCH LANE,
LONDON
NW9 8UF

Archimedes Computers
Carriage £8/computer El 2/system

A3000

A3000 with 2Mb RAM (no monitor) £599

A3000 with 2Mb RAM Acorn monitor £798

A3000 with 2Mb RAM CUB 3000 monitor £788

Learning Curve Packages

A3000LC with 2Mb RAM (no monitor) £639

A3000LC with 2Mb RAM and

Cub 3000 monitor £830

A3000LC + Acorn monitor

Acorn 300 dpi inl<jet printer £1089

A420/1 LC with 4Mb and Cub 3000 £1259

A420/1 LC with 4Mb and

Taxan7700 + LR £1419

NEW A5000 Learning Curve

2Mb RAM, expandable to 4Mb + 40Mb HD
with Acorn multiscan monitor £1531

A5000 LC with 300 dpi inkjet pririter £1765

A540
ARM3 + 100Mb SCSI HD, fitted with 8Mb
RAM (upgradable to 16Mb)

A540 plus Taxan 795 £2855

0% Finance on Learning Curves

Subject to Status. Ring for personal quotation

techno Tablet

Now 3 models to choose from:

teciinoTabletg £1 09(b)
6" X 9" tablet with captive 3 button stylus,

perfect for sketching and for special needs

applications.

technoTablet 12 £1 79(a)

The original 1 2" x 1 2" technoTablet with 4

button puck.

Optional Stylus for technoTablet 12 £15(c)

teclinoTablet 18 £329(a)
A new 1 8" x 1 2" tablet which will allow tracing

of drawings up to A3. 3 button stylus as

standard.

technoSCSI Packages

300/400
Single width card for internal or external

drives.

Internal are complete with all fittings, external

feature compact, professional cases and

screened cables.

47 Mb internal + card £249(a)

105 Mb internal + card £389(a)

Optional External terminator £12(d)

47 Mb External + card £339(a)

1 05 Mb External + card £469(a)

A3000
8 bit internal card with User Port. External

drives are housed in compact, professional

cases with screened cables.

47 Mb External + card £339(a)

1 0S Mb External + card £469ra)

Optional External terminator £1 2(d)

techno-l
The techno-l Real-Time Colour Video

Digitiser for Archimedes computers is

one of the most advanced video

digitisers available, w/ith features usually

found only on top-of-the-range models

forthelBlVlPC.

The techno-l card, with RISC OS
muititasl^ing software, allows you to

grab a picture from a video source (TV,

Video recorder, etc.) and convert it into

a sprite. This can then be dragged to

RISC OS applications such as art or

DTP packages.

Unlike simple RGB video digitisers,

techno-l handles colour in 25 bits with 7

bits luminance and 18 bits

chrominance. By manipulating the

image using hue, saturation and
luminance, it mimics the human visual

system. The colours are therefore truly

WYSIWYG, techno-i will also give true

monochrome representation of colour

images.

The on-screen viewfinder displays live

colour or monochrome in real-time. The

viewfinder can be either 1/16 or 1/4

screen area, and can be offset vertically

and horizontally under user control.

The frame buffer resolution is up to 512

by 512, with programmable vertical and

horizontal resolution. Complex frame

manipulation features are built into the

hardware including options to grab the

current frame or previous frame and

grab the last completed frame.

All viewing, video and digitising

parameters are software controlled,

there are no presets, no setting up,

simply connect to a video signal, load

the software and digitise!

techno-l features include:

* 25 bits resolution, 7 bits luminance

and 1 8 bits chrominance
* Contrast, colour and brightness set

from Desktop
* Image scaling up to 1280 by 1024
* Selectable or automatic

monochrome/colour digitising

* Auto detection of video signal, field

frequency and colour

* Single width podule using surface

mount technology

* Zero wait state 1 6 bit MEMC podule

* Low chip count (1 3 chips) utilising

the latest technology

* 40% of chips Brainsoftware

designed

* Uses a single 5v supply only

* Compatible with international TV
standards

* Chrominance comb filter for studio

quality CVBS colour

* CTi sharpens edges of coloured

objects

* Picture signal improver enhances
the luminance content

* Automatic black level and gain

control

* Hardware programmable noise

filtering

* SVHS input upgrade available

"a big improvement on the best

available from previous digitisers"

Trevor Attewell, Archimedes World
"...surprisingly good value cmpared to

the rest of the field" Rob Millar, Acorn
User
"using techno-i is a doddle ... an

excellent and easy to use product"

Steve Bruntlett, The Micro User

techno-l for 300/400, 540, etc £249(b)
techno-l for A3000 £279(b)
(Securely boxed for external fitting)

SVHS Upgrade £1 00(d)

NO PRINTED PICTURE CAN DO IT JUSTICE - Send for FREE Demo Disc

Archimedes Expansil

Acorn I/O card £80(b)

1 6 bit Parallel I/O card £1 95(b)

MIDI Add-on to Acorn I/O £37(c)

IvIIDI Expansion Card £66(c)

Archimedes Tracker Ball £30(c)

A3000 Expansion

Acorn MIDI/User Port £49(b)

Wild Vision Chroma Genlock

CGI £215(b)

Serial Port Upgrade £19(c)

A3000 Monitor Stand £1 7(b)

Wild Vision Chroma Genlocl< CG2 £21 5(b)
ADC 1 208 A to D Converter £495(b)
Dual RS232 Serial Card £1 95(b)
IEEE Interface £283(b)
ARC Prototyping board £35(c)

Master Series Systems
Master 128 £379(a)
Microvitec 1431 14" Std. Res.
Colour £1 69(a)

Philips CM8833/II 14" Med.
Res. Colour £209(a)

ROM Cartridge £13(d)
32K RAM Cartridge and

utilities £12(d)
PS40a 5.25" 40/80 drive with

PSU £90(b)



Tel: 081-205 9558 Fax: 081-205 0190

Probably the definitive
monochrome

scanning pacJcage!

The all NEW technoSCAN II package provides

full monochrome operation at 400 dpi as well

as 8 and 16 level grey scale scanning and

provides the following features:

Suitable for all Archimedes micros and
Integrates fully with the multitasking RISC OS
environment.

Advanced memory management system

releases memory when not required allowing

scanning and DTP in a 1 MB computer.

Flexible zoom control allows palettes to be

imported, tailored and resaved with more
powerful tone and tinting features than most

painting packages.

Interactive help and a superb manual.

Direct printing with RISC OS drivers.

Saves sprites direct into PAINT and DTP or to disc.

Saves sections and palettes into any graphics mode.

At the same low price as the well tested original.

technoSCAN II complete with

interface card and manual £1 49(b)

technoSCAN II for A3000 £1 75(b)
technoSCAN II upgrade

for techno SCAN £22.50(c)

What we can offer in addition to efficient

sales, service and professional bacl(up!

We not only offer professional advice when you are purchasing your

system but we will also provide friendly assistance afterwards. All our

products carry a 1 2 month full warranty for parts and labour.

techno-ION Bundle

• techno-l Real Time Colour Digitiser • Canon ION CCD Camera

SVHS Upgrade to techno-l * SVHS and RF cables

Capture 3-D objects in full colour on the Canon ION camera. With

rechargeable batteries you can take up to 50 pictures, storing them on

its floppy disc. They can then be digitised using techno-l to provide the

best images available on Archimedes computers.

techno-ION for 300/400/540/5000

techno-ION for A3000

£699(8)

£729(b)

Archimedes Monitors
Acorn 14" Medium Resolution,

Colour with Stereo Sound E209(a)

Philips CM8833/II Med. Res. Colour.

Stereo Sound, 1 year's on-site

maintenance £209(a)

Taxan 770+LR Multisync High Res. Low
Radiation Colour £365(a)

Taxan 795 Flatscreen Multisync. Hi. Res.

Colour with VIDG Enhancer £399(a)

JM^WmS^JS Printers

Dot Matrix

Epson LX400 9 pin 150 ops £11 0(a)

Epson LQ200 24 pin 1 50 cps £1 79(a)

star LC200 Colour 9 pin £ 159(a)

star LC24-200 Colour 24 pin £225(a)

Inkjet

HP Deskjet 500 B/W 80 column

300dpi £29S(a)

Canon BJIOex 80 column portable

360dpi £1 99(a)

Canon BJ300 80 column 360dpl £349(a)

Canon BJ330 132 column 360dpi £395(a)

Colour Inkjets

HP Deskjet 500C Colour 80 column

300dpi £299(3)

HP PaintJet Colour 80 column 1 80dpi £439(a)

HP PaintJet XL Colour

132 column 180dpi £1 059(a)

Integrex 132 80 column £499(a)

Laser Printers

HP Laserjet HIP 1Mb RAM £699(a)

1Mb RAM Upgrade for HIP £56(b)

Canon LBP4 0.5Mb for LaserDirect

Hi Res £585(a)

LaserDirect HiRes4 £350(b)

Send for our free catalogue
and price list

RAR

1 year on-site maintenance on laser printers

A SPECIAL X^ OFFERS w
**•*•••*••••**
A305/310
Acorn Hard Disc Controller £79(b)

techno Hard Disc Controller £79(b)

Brainsoftware 4 slot

backplane £25(b)

Cooling Fan for A310 £13(c)

400/1 Series
2nd Floppy Disc Drive £75(b)

Replacement PSU £75(b)

300/400 Series
technoSCSI card £99(b)

ROM PODULE £10(c)

AKA20 Floating Point Unit £350(b)

AEOA External Floppy adapte £10(d)

A3000
3Mb RAM Upgrade E119(c)

AEDA External floppy adapter £10(d)

Technical Reference Manual £25(e)

Techno SCSI card
(with User Port) £79{b)

A31 1 Mb E99(b)

A31 3Mb £1 99(b)

A3000 1 Mb £49(c)

A3000 3Mb £1 19(c)

A400/1 per Mb E45(c)

A440/1 4Mb £599(*)

A540 4Mb £275(c)

A5000 2Mb £1 10(*)

ARM 3 Fitted by us £375(*)

This is only a selection of our range,

please send for our free Acorn catalogue

Name

Address

Return to;

Teclinomatic Ltd, Teclino House

468 Churcli Lane, London NW9 8UF

Send for
our new

comprehensive
ACORN

CATALOGUE

Technomatic
All prices ex VAT. Prices
and specification are subject
to change without notice.

Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Courier, 2 days)
(b) £5.00 (c) £2.50 (d) E2
Next day delivery at extra
charge
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Learn all about

musical harmony,

with PAUL

MARSHALL'S

chord dictionary

STRIKE ACHORD
YELLOW PAGES

As usual, this program is free

to subscribers on the monthly

disc, in both eight-bit and 32-

bit versions. If you do not sub-

scribe, you can still type in the

program by turning to the

Chords section in yellow pages.

The 32-bit user should type

in listing one and save it as

IRunimage In a directory called

IChords. Then create a Mode

12 sprite in Paint called

IChords, with the dimensions

34x17 and save it inside the

IChords directory as ISprites.

Using Edit create an Obey file

and enter the following text.

I!RUN for Chords

WimpSlot-min80K-max80K

RUN <ObeySDir>. IRunimage

Save this Obey file as !Run

inside the IChords directory,

Now double clicking on the

IChords icon in the directory

viewer will run the application.

Eight-bit users should type in

listings three and four and save

them as Chordsl and Chords2,

ThenCHAlN-'Chordsl".
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Dt
is comnion knowledge that playing a one-

fingered tune on a piano sounds pretty boring.

To make a tune come alive you need to play a

few well-chosen notes at the same time - notes

which harmonise with the main theme.

Anyone who plays the piano will know that

certain noles, when played together, form a

chord. In published sheet music the accompani-

ment harmony is often shown using chord

symbols. Guitar players are lucky - they some-

times even get a little drawing which shows

them where to put their fingers.

Some years ago, when I felt that the world

badly needed another guitar player. I learnt all

the chords I needed using songbooks and dia-

grams in a chord dictionary. More recently,

when I wanted to learn chords on a musical

keyboard. I decided to enlist the help of my
computer. Hence the birth of Chords'.

The application Chords is a chord dictionary

with built-in sound, but it also has a simple

sequencing feature. Even if you are not learning

to play, just listening to the different chords and

the way they work together can be fascinating.

USING THE PROGRAM
The program installs on the icon bar in the usual

way. Clicking select over the icon brings up two

windows: one contains the music keyboard, the

other the selection menus.

On the left are the 12 basic chord names from

C through to B, plus control of the sequencing.

In the centre there are 15 chord forms: the basic

major and minor triads - triad means three notes

- and a selection of higher forms. {If you are a

bit hazy about your harmonies, then take a look

at our box called natural progressions.)

Select the chord name, form and position from

the menus, and the keyboard window will show
which keys to press and what the notes are

called. Meanwhile, the chord is played through

the computer sound system and through a Midi

interface and keyboard, if one is connected.

Pressing Adjust makes a selection without

running the demonstration.

Notes played on a Midi keyboard are also

shown on the display so the player can confirm

the con-ect fingering. However, don't play lots

of notes very fast as this may leave the program

behind and fill up the Midi buffer.

Each time the mouse is clicked on Play seq,

the next chord in a predetermined sequence Is

played. To enter a sequence, click over enter to

reveal a line of text which can be edited in the

usual way. Rewind puts the sequence pointer

back to the start and Help displays a reminder of

the sequence notation.

When the Arpeggio option is ticked, chords

are played with a delay between each note. This

is not a true arpeggio but it makes the individual

notes easier to hear. Delay sets the delay in

centi-seconds - from five to 100 is reasonable.

THE LISTING
In the 32-bit version, the Wimp routines are

fairly straightforward, with windows and menus
defined within the program. The keyboard

graphics are drawn by PROCdraw_screen and PROC-

ploi (which draws one key only), by first calling

PROCtiackgnd to direct all VDU driver output to a

background sprite. The usual drawing com-
mands are then used without having to refer to

window co-ordinates. PROCforegnd then directs

output back to the normal screen. When the



YELLOW PAGES

window manager calls for a re-draw, the whole

sprite can be quickly plotted at the appropriate

screen co-ordinates. If the user decides to

changes desktop mode, while the program is

running, then PROCdraw_scree!i redefines and re-

draws the sprite.

The selection window is constructed entirely

from icons (this method allows faster access

than Wimp menus). The window manager

numbers the icons in the order that they are

defined, so there is no need to save the icon

handle returned by SYS"Wiinp_Creaieicon". To
determine what name, form or inversion has

been selected, PROCprocess_icons merely checks

icc)n7r against a range and subtracts an offset.

The presence of an Acorn-compatible Midi

interface is detected in FNmidi by setting a local

error trap and then attempting to make a Midi

SWI call. The note number to send to Midi is

K'"^+w. where kv, is the key from 1 to 24. Change
59 to 47 to drop the sound one octave.

The data defining each chord is stored at the

end of the program. For each form the root

posidon is given first, then the three inversions,

then the name for use in the menu. Our 24-note

keyboard is numbered from one to nine then A
to N. where 1 represents low C, 2 is C# and so

on. Only chords in the key of C are stored; other

keys are derived by adding an offset.

A more elegant approach would be to lake the

basic triad and alter or add to it, according to a

formula. A whole range of altered chords could

then be produced quite easily. Some notes have

different names but sound the same, for instance

C# and Db. Logic in PROCpiay determines the

appropriate name to print on the keys but it is

not always grammatically accurate - another

reason why the chord data would be better

derived from a formula.

FNioojiigh checks if any note would be beyond

the top range of the keyboard, in which case the

whole chord is moved down by an octave.

PROCpiay^^equence processes the sequence text

using INSTR to match the letters entered with

those valid. No error checking is performed

here. An unrecognised entry will default to a C
or a major chord, depending on where the error

is. You may need to alter ^^TUNING HO in

PROCinit_prog to adjust the pitch of your micro.

EIGHT-BIT VERSION
The eight-bit version works in a similiar fashion.

Selection is made using the cursor keys, a tick

indicating the selected item, return plays the

chord and space steps through the sequence.

Pressing fo allows the sequence to be edited.

Insert editing is provided, using CURSOR left/

RIGHT, and DELETE. Press RETURN when it is

finished. As there are only three sound voices

and many chords have four notes, notes are

played one-at-a-time in arpeggio style.

The program is in two parts. Chords contains

instructions and .sets PAGE to £&1300 ready for

Chords2. Data formal is the same as for the 32-

bit version, but there is only room on the screen

for 14 chord forms, so the minor#7 has been

omitted. To save space, the .sequence .string is

indirected by seq7f to &A00. No Midi output is

provided but could be added as indicated in

PROCpiay. Midi input is not included but a routine

similar to PROCmicii_in could be added.

NATURAL PROGRESSION
The chord table below describes how to

enter the traditional chord symbols into the

program. (It uses the key of C as an exam-

ple.) You can see that on the right of the

program menu there are four positions: the

root plus the first, second and third Inver-

sions. The note that the chord is named

after is known as the root of the chord.

(Moreover, in a root chord - shown on the

right - this note Is also the lowest note in

the chord.) Inversions are a re-arrangement

using the same notes, but where the root is

not the lowest note, To try out progres-

sions, in other words a sequence of chords that lead naturally from one to another, the

sequence option can be used. Chords built on F and G follow on from C pretty well.

Numerous songs have been written with just C, F and G, known as the three chord trick, and

some rock groups, such as Status Quo, have built whole careers playing little else.

The tricky bit is to find a sequence which

progresses smoothly and at the same time

harmonizes with a complex melody. Each

chord form brings a different quality or feel

to the music, A major chord has an air of

finality: indeed, most tunes end on the

major chord of the key. A chord like C7,

however - shown on the left - lends a

feeling that there is more is to come and so

this type of chord is often found in songs

at the end of a phrase or sentence. Play C7

and hold on to it for several seconds. The

ear feels uncomfortable. Something should

happen. Now play F Major, The ear is satisfied. The C7 chord has resolved on to the F Major.

Sharpening the fifth (that is, the fifth note up from the root) of a major chord gives an

augmented triad, which tends to resolve on to a chord with a root a fourth above it's own,

(try C plus F). Any note of the augmented can be the root and this applies also to the

diminished chord. Compare Co Ebo F#o Ao with Co ICo 2Co 3Co,

To hear a diminished chord at work, try C

Co Dm7 G. Here, the diminished (see right)

resolves into a minor, and the minor to G

Major. Notice how it sounds unfinished.

Following on with the reverse, G Dm7 Co C

gives a complete progression, but the two

Gs together sound dull. Would Gsus4 be

better than the second G? The minor sharp-

ened seventh (m#7 for short) is an example

of an altered chord that definitely belongs

in a mystery movie! Inversions, although

containing the same notes, don't always

have precisely the same effect. C major in
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the 1st inversion doesn't sound quite as final as the root position. Play C Major seventh

(Cm7) in the root position and the notes look evenly spaced. Move to any of the inversions,

and B and C pop up next to each other. Being adjacent, they sound discordant on their own,

but in harmony with E and G, the sound Is, well... judge for yourself!

CHORD TABLE
FORM

Major

Minor

Seventh

Major seventh

Minor seventh

Minor sharpened 7th

Augmented

Diminished

Suspended forth

(substitute 6,9,11 for 7 as required)

CHORD SYMBOL

C

Cm or CM!

C7

Cmaj7 or CMA7
Cm7orCMI7
m#7 or m{+7)

Caug or C

Cdim or Cdim7 or C°

Csus or Csus4

C

Cm
C7

CM7
Cm7
Cm#7
C+

Co

Cs or Csus
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Innovative upgrades for Acorn computers [ii

3 .siijj

High spec IDE hard discs
MEMC podule for high speed transfer - 8MB/sec peak

• Compatible with all drives tested

Up to four drives driven from a single card

Acorn IDE specification conformant software

Supplied with complete mounting kit, cables, manual, etc.

Available now.

Capacity Internal Kit External Kit A5000

44MB £ 199.95 £ 259.95 £ 169.95

100MB £ 319.95 £ 379.95 £ 289.95

130MB £ 389.95 £ 449.95 £ 359.95

210MB £ 579.95 £ 639.95 £ 549.95

425MB £ 939.95 £ 999.95 £ 909.95

All ofthese prices INCLUDE VAT, carriage, etc!

Internal kits include drive, controller etc. for A300/A400/A500

External kits include above plus case and PSU for A3000
A5000 kits include drive and cables for mounting in A5000
Trade-ins on your old hard disc drive available

Full refund of cost of card on trade-up to Multi I/O

Unsure? We offer a 14-day no quibble money-back guarantee

Fitting service available

Logitech FotoMan Camera
- Still image capture system with hand-held camera
- Stores 32 pictures at 376x284 in 256 levels of grey

- Fully portable with built-in flash

- Serial data transfer does not require a podule slot

- Telephoto, wide angle lenses, filters, etc. available

- RISC OS compliant driver software

- Sample disc of photos available

- Available now. £ 649.95 inc VAT

i^^-^fe^^'''

Floating-point Accelerator
Dramatic increase in speed of maths on Arcs and A3000s

Compatible with all machines, including ARM 3s.

- IEEE 80-bit floating-point as per Acorn spec

Single width podule fits in any slot

Compatible with all applications tested

- Typical performance increases attained:

Simple ops 2-5x speed ofARM 3, 5-lOx speed ofARM 2

Trig functions 15x speed ofARM 3, 50x speed ofARM 2

Available now. £ 174.95 inc VAT

I D.T. Software
l^KEEFUbr, UAMbKlULrH,.

CB3 7BR

I.y/''

"y^''=m&.m^f^^:!-r,::mim
Aleph-One

80386SX Card
Speeds P.C. software by 10-20 times

Runs in a window under RISC OS
Fully P.C. compatible

Available now. £ 579.95 inc VAT.

ARM 3 Upgrade
Speeds all software by 2-5 times

Extra speed for DTP, graphics, etc.

The original ARM 3 upgrade
Available now. £ 229.95 inc VAT

Colour Scanners
- 400 or 600 d.p.i. Epson colour units

- A4 flatbed scanning
- High speed parallel interface

- Reviewed in AU Jan 1992
- Available now
- 400 d.p.i. £ 1395.00 inc VAT
- 600 d.p.i. £ 1595.00 inc VAT

(

Multiscan Monitors
- All scan from 15-38kHz for compatibility

- No problems with games etc. not working
- Resolutions to 1024x600 on 15"+ models
- Auto-sizing on 15"+ models
- Dot pitch 0.28mm, 0.31mm on 15"+ models
- Available now.
- 14" £ 349.95 inc VAT
- 15" £ 569.95 inc VAT
- 17" £ 799.95 inc VAT
- 21" f 1229.95 inc VAT
- VIDC enh. £ 28.95 inc VAT

A540 4MB RAM Cards
- Upgrade your A540 to 8, 12 or 16MB
- Fully compatible
- Available now.
- 1 card (extra 4MB) £ 319.95 inc VAT
- 2 cards (extra 8MB) £ 604.95 inc VAT
- 3 cards (extra 12MB) £ 859.95 inc VAT

VAT included in prices above..

Carriage included.

Deeder enquiries welcome.

E&OE.
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compatibiutykeyI
B BBC B compatible i

B BBC B+ compatible

fA Master compatible

C Master Compact compatible

e Electron compatible

^ Archimedes compatible

* BBC A3000 compatible [

-•PRIZE £25*—
A TIGHT FIT

1 Laurie Jones of Bedford— continues our curvy theme

, this month with CurveFii.

__ This is a program which

uses an iterative procedure

to reduce the size of a for-

-^ mula which represents a~ curved line. Using an

^1 expression of .v with two

parameters, a and h it will fit

any two parameter function of

X. The menu gives a selection

of functions which have pro-

ven useful, but allows the

entry of any expression in the

correct form: for example, _v =

ci + b / X 01- y = a / {\ + h^'X).

The usual method is to

transform the data into a linear

form and then to perform a

linear regression. Unfor-

tunately this gives unequal

weightings to the data points,

depending on the transforma-

tion used. By using the speed

of the Archimedes to perform

simple iterations, you can

avoid the use of sophisticated

curve-fitting algorithms for

non-linear data, provided the

theoretical curve is known.

The basis of this program is

sequentially to optimise the

values of the a and b parame-

ters, starting from initial

'guessed' values (the default

value is one).

The x,y data set is read into

an array, and the calculated

value of y is found for each

value of .V. The observed y
value is subtracted and the

result squared. The squared

values are summed for each

A-,y pair to give the initial sum
of squares. The value of a is

then decreased by 10 percent

i^MO
DAVE ACTON and DAVE LAWRENCE

deliver their monthly mix of bits and

pieces for your eight and

32-bit machines

•INFO COMPATIBILITY TABLE
LISTING NAME BBCB MASTER ELECTRON ARC
Infol CurveFit •
Info 2 BezierS • • •
Info 3 BezDemo • • * *
Info 4 Toner27 •
Info 5 Point32 *
Info 6 Cube •
Info? Hypno32 •
info 8 HypnoS * * * *
Info 9 IRunimage *
Info 10 Mortgage • * • *
Info 11 MindMaster2 • • • •
Info 12 Scribe •

and the process repeated. If the

sum of squares has decreased,

a is again reduced and the pro-

cess repeated. (Otherwise the

direction of change in a is

reversed and a is increased.)

This process is I'epeated

until the sum of squai'es again

increases. The direction of

change is then reversed and

the step size reduced to I per-

cent. The iteration continues

until the next overshoot; the

step size is reduced to 0.1 per-

cent and direction reversed

again. This process continues

until the step size is 0.0000!

(which can be altered at will).

>Test
Th IS is the head Lng

Label for X
Label for y
0, D

10 20
20 30
30 35
40 37 5

50 38 75

Example data for curve fitting

The same procedure is then

run to optimi.se b. The cycle of

optimising a and /; alternately

is continued for 50 cycles or

until the ratio of the sum of

squares of y on successive

cycles is between 1.00001 and

0.99999 (again arbitrary). In

principle the same system

could be used to fit a third

parameter, but the fitting pro-

cess would be very slow.

The data should be stored in

a previously prepared data file

- the required format of the

data file is described later.

Once the data file has been

read, the program plots out the

data points on automatically

scaled axes and then presents a

menu containing a set of curve

options, plus an option to enter

any other function of .v in

terms of a and /?. The iteration

then proceeds, is monitored by

a counter and timei", and the

display of the ratios of succes-

sive sums of squares.

Provided the curve chosen is

appropriate to the data, and

sensible a and /; values were
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The curve plotted by Curvefff to fit the example data

chosen, the iteration takes a

few seconds to a minute or so.

depending on the amount of

data to be fitted.

The program then prints out

the values of a and h and the

function fitted, together with

the residual sum of squares

about the fitted line and the

root mean square. The curve of

best fit is then drawn on the

plot of the original data points.

By using a Mode 16 screen, it

is possible to show the curve

parameters and the fitted line

on the same screen, and print it

out if required. Next, an anal-

ysis of variance is produced.

showing the total sum of

squares for y, the sum of

squares accounted for by the

regression, and the residual

sum of squares.

The variance ratio, F, gives

an estimate of the significance

of the fitted line for the num-

ber of degrees of freedom in

the data. If the curve fitted was

a straight line then the regres-

sion coefficient r is printed.

The main use of the pro-

gram is to fit calibration

curves to biochemical data and

then to use these curves to cal-

culate the concentrations of

test samples. In setting up the

calibration curve a set of sam-

ples of known concentration

are used, and appropriate

instrumental readings taken

(for example, colour measure-

ments, meter readings and

radioactive counts).

The concentrations are

plotted on the .v axis, and the

observed readings on the y
axis. Once the curve is estab-

lished, the values obtained

from test samples are read, and

the concentration determined

from the calibration curve.

Although this would not be

the method of choice for per-

forming linear regressions.

comparison with the standard

method gives the same values

for the slope and intercept, and

the same residual sum of

squares to three or four deci-

mal places, and could be made

closer by increasing the num-

ber of iterations (modify the

value of "factor" at the end of

PROCiiemte and/or the limits at

the end of PROCopiimise). No
checks have been made with

other curve fitting procedures.

As mentioned, data for the

program should be stored in a

file. This can be created using

Edit. The file should contain a

heading for the graph, a label

for the X-axis and a label for

the y-axis (maximum of four

characters) on separate lines

followed by the data in the

form of j:,y pairs, one per line.

Blank lines and lines begin-

ning with a semi-colon are

ignored, so you can add in

comments if you want as

shown in our example file (on

the previous page). If you're

feeling particularly unctuous

you might like to SeiType your

file to a CSV and load the file

into a spreadsheet!

There are some datasets that

will confuse the program, es-

pecially if the function you are

trying to fit is inappropriate, or

the original guesses of a and h

were a long way out.

For some functions of x, it

will find false optima, where

the sum of squares seems to be

at a minimum. In these cases

an obviously silly line may be

plotted. In particular, re-

entrant functions such as para-

bolas or trigonometric func-

tions (sine or cosine etc) seem

to confuse it.

You can speed up the itera-

tions by omitting the monitor-

ing of the process - there are

two calls to PROCmonilor in

PROCoptimise. It Is quite fun to

watch the successive attempts

at fitting the curve by putting

in an extra call to PROCdraw in

either the PROCoptimise just after

opiloop+^i. To really see what's

going on. you could try adding

a call within the repeat loop

of PROCiteraie. but it will drasti-

cally slow things down!

-•PRIZE £50*—
FAST CORNERING

~^ Our coveted star prize this

' month goes to David

BreakweU of Addlestone.

Prompted by the Pieces of

Eigli! revival of Bezier

curves (BAU December

91), he has rattled off a

speedy curve plotter for

eight-bit machines. As you

may or may not know, there

are two ways of drawing

Bezier curves. The simplest is

the parametric method as used

by George Blanchard in Pieces

of Eight. This is a nice, con-

cise method that can be easily

translated into Basic and

involves a third variable,

usually /, that varies from at

the start of the curve to 1 at its

end. Values for both x and y
are calculated from t.

Another way of plotting

Beziers is to use a recursive

sub-division or 'divide and

conquer' method. The advan-

tage of this is that it can use

integer arithmetic throughout.

The only maths involved is a

divide by two which can be

performed with a simple right

shift on the 6502 processor.

The recursion works according

to the followine rules.

To plot a Bezier curve using

points a, /;, c and d, where a

and d are the start and end

points and b and c are the two

control points, calculate the

mid points of oIj. I?c and cd

(call these e. f and g). Then
calculate the mid points of ef

and fg {h and /). Finally calcu-

late y. the mid point o^ hi. Then

plot the two "sub' Bezier

curves aehj and jigd. This

should, of course, be done

recursively.'

Our diagram below should

make this clear. To stop the

recursion a "depth' should be

passed down the calls and

once this reaches a predefined

level, the straight line ad will

be drawn instead of recursing.

Alternatively, and more effi-

ciently, a quick check could be

made at the start of the routine

on the length of this line seg-

ment and the recursion then

only takes place if is is longer

than. say. four pixels.

We've knocked up a demon-

stration, entitled BezDemo,

that plots a curve using para-

metric and recursive methods.

Drawing a bezier curve using a

recursive sub-division method. All

points e-j are mid points. Each sub-

division generates one more point

(j) that Is guaranteed to be on the

curve.

Fast corners plotted by our eight-bit routine
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As David's machine code ver-

sion uses operating system

VDU calls to do the plotting, it

will work on any eight-bit

machine in any mode, includ-

ing shadow modes. This does.

of course, mean that it might

not run as fast - directly

accessing the screen memory
would be quicker - but it does

remove the need for compli-

cated bounds checking for the

edge of the screen and

graphics window. Also it

makes this version indepen-

dent of screen mode.

David has included a short

demon.stration of his code in

the listing, that merely plots

random curves. From this

demo, the way that you use the

program should be fairly self-

explanatory.

For curiosity value only, he

has also sent in a routine that

renders Rise OS Draw files on

a BBC. For those interested,

this can be found on the

monthly subscribers' disc.

Needless to say, it doesn't han-

dle line widths, filled shapes,

colours, text, sprites...

-•PRIZE £20*—
UNITED COLOURS..

[
Jan Vibe, was the author

of Fire and Spikes (BAU
March 92) and Jan returns

this month with a very

nice seven line procedure

for Arc users. The offering

"^called Toner27 generates

-^ eight shades of 27 colours
'^1 in 256 colour modes. The
layout of the 256-colour

palette is the bane of many
peoples" lives, so it's nice to

see a short way of making

.sense of all those hues!

Jan has provided four rou-

tines, by way of demonstration

and he earns a fiver for each!

Oh. and by the way. you'll

need to save the output from

three of these routines for Mr
Acton's Cube further on, so be

sure to press s when the pro-

gram boots between each

section. Incidentally, when

you run the program, there is

one example of a recursive

llower. which you have to stop

by pressing SP.^CH.

Colour plotting made easy with the Toner27 routine

our plot spot graphics guide

PLOT SPOT
I

From our reader survey it—
:
seems that many of you

.—, would like some back-to-
'

;
basics stuff, to assist you

' with Basic and machine-

code programming. We'll

-^ try to respond as best we
Jz_ can to these and other

l^i comments from the survey

in future issues. M J Ballinger

of Cirencester has asked how
to plot a point on the .screen of

an Archimedes using machine-

code. This being the basis of

literally dozens of items in

past -A-INFO articles, we
thought it would be a good

point to kick off with, so have

a look at PointM.

You can plot points using

the Basic keyword point or by

using "official" calls. However,

it is much quicker to 'poke'

points directly into the screen

memory. The screen of the

Archimedes is arranged very

simply and 256-colour modes

Rows

Columns

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 320 321 \ 322 323

2 640 641^642 643

3 960 961 : 962 963

Layout of the Archimedes' mode

13 screen memory

are particularly easy to deal

with. This is why so many of

our demos run in modes 13 or

15 and Point32 uses a 256-

colour mode for precisely the

same reason.

That reason is that in

mode 13, for example, each

point on the screen is repre-

sented by a single byte. You
simply choose the colour you

want from the 256 available,

work out which byte you want

to poke and put that value

there. Each row of pixels
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ARCterm 7
This new release of our popular comms package now

supports Minitel emulation and has many other

improvements. Recommended by Hampshire LEA.

Existing users return both disks and SAE for upgrade.

ARCbbs
Our multi-user bulletin board program is under

constant development, call for details.

A5000 IDE drives

A5000 drives usually replace the 40MB disk (if fitted)

- we pay £60 for displaced 40Mb A5000 drives. To fit

an additional drive in the second floppy slot and keep

the 40Mb internal, add £10 for new cable set. Typical

transfer rates are 800k/second for 100Mb and 900k/

second for 200Mb. Drives have a 2-year guarantee.

£68

THE SERIAL PORT
£85

o

m
B

I

A5000 internal 100Mb 17/9ms Quantum £279

A5000 internal 200Mb 17/9ms Quantum £449

IDE
Our IDE cards can have 2.5" drives fitted directly onto

the card, making them 'hardcards'. Typical transfer

rates are 700k/second for 40Mb and 900k/second for

100Mb. Drives are 3.5" unless specified as 'hardcard'.

A3000 internal 40Mb hardcard £399

A300/400 internal 20Mb 25ms Conner £ 1 49

A300/400 internal 40Mb 28ms cached Seagate £259

A300/400 internal 100Mb 17ms cached Seagate £329

SCSI
We supply 16-bit Morley cards which are the fastest on

the market (cached card can sustain over 3.5Mb/sec,

normal card over 2Mb/sec). Typical transfer rates are

lOOOk/second for 50/lOOMb and 2000k/second for

492Mb. All drives are cached and have 2 year

guarantees. Systems labelled (cc) come with a cached

SCSI card at no extra cost, otherwise add £50 if you

require one.

A3000 external 50Mb 17/9ms Quantum £379

A3000 external 100Mb 17/9ms Quantum £499

A3000 external 200Mb 17/9ms Quantum £779

A3000 external 492Mb 12ms Fujitsu (cc) £1499

A300/400 internal 50Mb 1 7/9ms Quantum £3 1

9

A300/400 internal 100Mb 17/9ms Quantum £429

A300/400 internal 200Mb 17/9ms Quantum £699

A300/400 internal 492Mb 12ms Fujitsu (cc) £1399

All hard disk systems come tested and formatted with all

necessary cables. Dehvery on hard disks £10.

Please add VAT at 17.5% to all prices. Plastic welcome.

The Serial Port

Burcott Manor, Wells,

Somerset, BA5 INH

Telephone
Fax
Modem

(0749) 670058

(0749) 670809

(0749) 670030



(starting with the top one) con-

sists of a block of consecutive

bytes of memory as shown in

the previous diagram.

In mode 13 there are 320

pixels across the screen, so the

top row occupies bytes zero to

319 of screen memory. The
next row follows on directly

from this, so it takes up bytes

320 to 639. The next uses 640

to 959.

Unlike the BBC however, it

is not always obvious where

the screen starts in memory. It

depends on how much of your

machine's Ram is allocated to

the display. There is a call

which allows you to find the

address of the top left corner

of the screen though (column

zero, row zero in figure one)

and this is OS^ReadVduVariables.

It takes two parameters - the

first points to a list of numbers

terminated with one. The num-
bers are the codes for the VDU
variables you want to read.

Code 148 means the start of

screen as used by plot and

DRAW. The second parameter

points to where you want the

values returned to be placed. It

may be the same place, as in

the example, if you're only

going to read them once.

The plot routine in the

example is called .plot and

takes three parameters. In

registers RO and RI (taken

from A% and B% in Basic) are

placed the co-ordinates of the

point to plot. Note that these

are not OS co-ordinates but

'raw' values (x in the range 0-

319, y in the range 0-255). The

colour to plot is passed in R2
{C%). To calculate the screen

address, we use the simple

formula: address ~ base + y x

linelength + x.

The value base has been

read with OS_ReadVdu Variables

and linelength is 320 for mode
13. We could use a multiply

instruction to calculate the

address of our pixel, but

because 320=256-1-64, we can

use two shifts instead and this

will be much quicker. Also,

we don't need to add on the x

because we can incorporate

this into the STRB instruction

that places our colour on the

screen. The example plots a

line of randomly coloured

points by repeatedly calling

.plot. For speed, you would nor-

mally reserve a register to

permanently hold the start of

screen address, so it need not

be reloaded each time.

Having looked at machine-

code graphics at their simplest,

let's take a bit of a leap and

see what else can be done.

Cube uses the same principles

as Pomt32 - mode 13 is used

for speed and simplicity.

Three pictures are loaded

and then mapped on to the sur-

faces of a rotating cube. Since

it was readily available, we
have used the output of Jan

Vibes' Toner27 and saved

them as mode 15 screens with

the names picjree, picjlower
and pic_tUes. Alter the listing

if you want to use other sprites

- any 256-colour ones will do,

whatever their size.

The program uses a cheat to

perform the 'squashing" of the

sprites into arbitrary quadrila-

terals. The technique is fast

and simple, and convincing

enough if the sprite is not

stretched too wildly ! Our
example shows the basic idea,

with a sprite ABCD being

mapped on to A'B'C'D'.

To do this properly would

mean applying a transforma-

tion to each pixel in turn and

D

A

D'

B \'

B'
Squashing a rectangle

BAU Health Warning: not a program to run when you have a hangover

this would take many seconds.

Instead, we find the lowest

point in A'B'C'D' - B' in fact.

Then we move up the shape a

row at a time. With each row

we see how far along B'A' we
are, and how far along B'C.

We then mark points with

the same proportions along BA
and BC and draw a line

between them. Finally, we
simply take this line and

stretch it or squash it, so that it

fits on the cun'ent row we are

plotting, then move up another

line and repeat the process.

Eventually we reach the row
that C lies on. We take note of

this and continue upwards.

We're still moving along B'A'

on the left, but are now mov-
ing along CD' on the right.

Again, we take points from the

original shape that are the

same proportions along BA
and CD. draw a line and map it

on to our new shape. A little

further up we encounter A' on

the left, so start moving along

A'D' on that side, continuing

along CD' on the right. Finally

we reach the top.

Because we're plotting

actual rows on the screen, we
can use fast store and multiple-

store instructions. Also,

because we are only concerned

with each point on the final

image, holes will be filled in if

the image is bigger than the

original and smaller versions

will be plotted more quickly.

The cheat becomes apparent

if you stretch one corner a

great deal - a fold will appear

in the image. The picture is not

really treated as a single piece

of rubber (which would be

ideal) but as several pieces

joined together. Still, the

effects are good enough, and

the speed is sufficiently fast to

make the routine useable in

real-time.

-•PRIZE £10*—
LOOK INTO MY EYES

"ni This program was an

-^absolute hit in the BAU— office. It's a one-liner"
from Richard Boakes and

C it shows you just what a

^ strange effect your own
"jT^ eyes can produce. Hynpo
-—

- (there are two versions:

^' one for eight-bit and

another for 32-bit machines)

draws a pattern of concentric

circles - alternately black and

white. These are then animated

so the pattern appears to move
inwards. "Stare at the centre

for 15 seconds or more' says

Richard, 'and watch your eyes

play tricks on you. Look
around the room!"

—•PRIZE £25*—
UPTIME

Have you ever wanted to

know if someone has been

tinkering with your

machine while you've

been out? Or have you
ever wanted to know how
long you use your

machine a day? Ron
Wardenier from Drachten

in the Netherlands has sent in a

handy little application that

sits in your boot up sequence

and keeps a track of exactly
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> I Boot
!Boot file for UpTime
By Ron Wardenier
(C) BAU April 1992

IconSprites
<Obey$Dir> . ! Sprites

> !Ruii

!Run file for UpTime
By Ron Wardenier
(C) BAU April 1992

IconSprites
<Obey$Dir> . ! Sprites
Set UpTime$Dir
<Obey$Dir>
Set UpTimeFlag ?

RMEnsure UpTimeLogger
1.00 Set UpTimeFlag Off
If UpTimeFlag="Off " Then
Run
<UpTinie$Dir> . IRunlmage
Unset UpTime$Dir
Unset UpTimeFlag

[Boot and !Run files for UpTime

that. UpTime keeps a record of.

when you have used your Arc

and can also be used to detect

usage of the given Arc in your

absence. However anyone who

is able to manipulate text files

could cover their trail, so be

warned! Once installed and

included in an auloboot

sequence, UpTime is com-

pletely transparent.

Recording the time of start-

ing work is quite easy. Just

after switching on - or going

up as we will call it - UpTime

is run as part of the autoboot

sequence. As well as other

actions, UpTime then reads the

RTC (Real Time Clock) and

writes it's value to a file. This

file called UpTimeLog acts as

a simple kind of logbook.

Not surprisingly, the time of

going down (in other words,

switching off) is not as easy to

record. If you are very discip-

lined you could write some

kind of closing down sequence

and execute it every time you

stop work. Part of such a

sequence could be a program

that writes (he RTC-lime to the

file UpTimeLog but. of course.

it is far more convenient to

have the time of going down

recorded automatically.

To achieve this. UpTime

continuously writes the time of

the RTC to Cmos Ram. The

data in Cmos Ram is preserved

by battery when the Arc is off.

So. at the next time of going

up UpTime reads the time in

Cmos Ram and writes it to the

file UpTimeLog. This time

represents the time of going

down because it was the last

one written in Cmos Ram.

To reduce the load on the

processor, writing the RTC
time to Cmos Ram is limited

to once a minute. By doing so,

the resolution of the recorded

time is also one minute. Care

is taken to perform proper

rounding off when converting

centiseconds to whole minutes.

Again, to reduce the processor

load, no use is made of

Wimp_Poll or Wimp_Pollldle.

The Wimp desktop polling

mechanism is not used for two

reasons. Firstly, the writing to

Cmos Ram would grind to a

halt if you left the desktop.

Secondly, general polling is a

rather inefficient method. Rise

OS itself provides the perfect

solution by means of a couple

of SWIs. namely OS_CallEvery

and OS_Reino\cTicke]-Event.

OS_Ca)IEvay is used to install

an interrupt routine on a timer

chain. Once installed, the rou-

tine is called repeatedly after

every fixed time interval.

OS_RemoveTickerEveni is USed tO

remove the routine from the

timer chain. UpTime uses

OS.CaiiEvery with a time inter-

val of 6000 centiseconds (one

minute). In this way. once a

minute, action is taken in the

form of writing the RTC-time

to Cmos Ram and the Arc is

not slowed down by running

yet another desktop task in the

background.

In Cmos Ram, the locations

30 to 45 are reserved for the

user. The time and date of the

RTC can be stored as a five

byte value. Obviously, claim-

ing five of the sixteen

locations available is too

much. Instead of storing the

absolute time and date, a rela-

tive lime is used which

requires only two locations in

Cmos Ram. With the minute

as a unit of time, just over six

and a half weeks can be stored

in these two bytes. Anything

relative must be fixed to

something ab.solute. In this

case the relative time starts

ticking from a reference time.

^peed^j^raph

Speed Graph Is a graphics card for the Archimedes. It will provide resolutions ol up to 1024 x

768 pixels with 1 6 colours and 800 x 600 pixels vwth 256 colours. High scrsan rsfrash tatftS
|

guarantee professional working. But this will not slow down the computer; In the contrary, It will

'

even make it faster. So Speed Graph gives you two advantages,

high quality graphics and - at the sarhe time - high speed. only £240

IFIRST

LC CAriAC A3000 external drives including 8 bit interlace, hard disc, expansion box
"SCI ICO and cables. Interface at It's own for £50, but only for use wtlth Conner drives.

204 MB, 16 ms £60942 MB, 28 ms £299 104 MB, 19 ms £439

360 MB, 12 IDS £1099 510 MB, 12 ms £1199

All hard disc kits are also available witti external 16 bit interlace and tor

the A410/AS40. Please phone for details. only £299

inRST InRST
HQ-series The hard discs on it's own to the complete systems aro covered by a 6

years warranty. The systems are available as both IDE or SCSI systems.

230 lt<B, 1 2 ms £ 755 330 MB, 1 2 ms £ 955 425 MB, 1 2 ms £ 999

520 MB, 12 ms £1142 1 OB, 14 ms £1786
Please add for LIngenully 1 6 bit SCSI Interface £21 9; for 1 6 bit FIRST IDE interface UK 2 £58; for

our nicely designed external hard disc case & PSU £ 96.

5 years warranty on thie HQ-S^ri^S
Are you looking for the new 1 .6 MB floppies, as they are used In the A5000? So virfiy don't you

order our High Density-upgrade. It comes complete with interface, new floppy drive and the

necessary software. It does not use a podule place. It is compatible with the A3000 / A3iO /

A41 and A540 / R260. It works with Format D/E/F and MS-DOS
1 .44 MB discs. It has been tested with RISC OS 2 & 3. only £85

EVOLUTION COMPUTER Ltd.

Portland Buildings, Portland Road

Aldrldge, West Midlands WS9 8PP
Tel, : 44 (0)922/ 55 128

Fax,: 44 (0)922/ 58 126

in RDr ArnRM
I KCR APBii ioq:;

EVOLUTION COMPUTER
Stefan FrOhling; VolmestraOe 1

D - 5882 Meinerzhagen

Tel. : 49 (0)2354/ 14 355

Fax.: 49 (0)2354/14 254

We accept all major credit

cards. All prices are netl,

not including delivery.

Please add £9 for postage

and packing. COMPUTER



To allow the RTC to be set a

little backwards, the reference

time is the time of going up,

minus one week. As a conse-

quence, the maximum period

of staying up, in which all

timekeeping makes sense, is

limited to about five weeks.

There is no need to worry

should this period be exceeded

since nothing dramatic will

occur. Everything will go on

except the time of going down
will be calculated incorrectly

as the reference time will no

longer be valid.

The part of UpTime respon-

sible for updating the Cmos
Ram every minute, is held in a

relocatable module called

UpTimeLogger. This module

is assembled every time

UpTime is run, because the

reference time must be known
to the code in order to convert

the RTC time to the two-byte

relative time.

Therefore, the module is not

saved to disc but transferred

directly to the RMA by using

OS_Moc]ule with RO .set to I 1

.

The module help string con-

tains the date of assembly but

the version string stays fixed

to one. The figures on the

previous page contain the

!Boot and !Run files and

should be entered using Edit

and saved in a directory called

.'UpTime. The main listing,

'.Riinlmage, is on the yellow

pages. You will also need to

create a suitable sprite with

Paini and save it in the

lUpTime application directory.

The actual logbook file

UpTimeLog and the reference

file UpTimeRef are not listed.

These files are created and

updated by the application.

-•PRIZE £15*-
SPYROGYRA

Scribe has come all the— way from sunny Australia,

Sam Watkins of Victoria

to be precise. The func-

tion, operation and results

of Sam's program should

tsrself explanatory: the pro-

—- gram as listed has been

^1 tweaked a bit from Sam's

original. His version flickered

quite badly as he only used

one screen bank, but note the

horrible contrivances {espec-

ially in PROCdraw) needed to

make it work with two! Multi-

sync owners may like to

change the MODE l^iMODH 12 to

MODE21:MODE^20.

—*PRIZE £15*—
MASTERMIND TWO

In January's *INFO, we
carried a neat little Mas-

termind program by J A
McHugh. We also asked if

any bright reader could

come up with a good

computer-play routine.

One who did is Malcolm
Gray and we've merged

his thinking routine with J A
McHugh's original to produce

a complete game. You can

now take turns with the com-

puter, guessing its randomly

chosen code and then choosing

a code of your own for it to

work out. Although it may be

tempted, the computer doesn't

cheat and instead uses a 'brute

force" method to work out

your combination. Essentially,

all possible combinations are

stored in an array and are

'crossed off if they contradict

the results of previous guesses.

The computer usually man-

ages to get the right answer

within eight guesses and a

score is kept. Ten points are

awarded for guessing at the

first attempt, nine for two

guesses, eight for three and so

on. You might like to enhance

the thinking process by adding

a random element. Currently,

the computer will always

choose the same strategy, so if

you discover a code that it has

trouble with, it's up to your

good sportsmanship not to rep-

eat the formula in every game!

*OUIT
Please send any submissions to

us at the following address:

•INFO, BBC Acorn User,

Redwood Publishing, 20-26

Brunswick Place, London N!
6DJ. Programs should be on

disc with a description of their

purpose and ' operation. A
stamped addressed envelope

with your submission will

ensure the return of your disc.

Dave Lawrence
Dave Acton

^

'^ I I£y t^^ tY^^

Canon ION Camera
and

Video Digitiser ,
II

SJ
RESEARCH

only £499 + VAT

0420 561111

Acorn Premier Dealer UNIX Network Specialists

47 Winchester Rd
Four Marks

Alton

GU34 5HG
Hampshire novell

Repairs and Maintenance
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[INSPIRATION
The most comprehensive music

sequencing package available for the Archimedes.

Come and visit our demonslration area, or send a blank disc for a demo version. Fully

Rise OS compaiible. Purchase with Archimedes (special price), or simply add it to your

existing system. All you need is a MIDI interface.

Mnspiration offers a control panel featuring: Replace and Overdub record modes • Cue

Start and End • System Status Display • Multiple Save capabilities, and many other

features. Version 1.03 now being supplied

DTP
Impression 11 (CO 130.00

Impression Junior (CC) 74.00

Impression Business Supplemcni 45,00

Tempest (Qares)

Ovation (Beebug)

DATABASES
Multisiore (Minerva)

AlphaBasc (Qares)

System DeltaD Minerva

99.00

99.00

175.00

36.00

» SOFTWARE PLEASE RING

SOME GAMES

Archimedes Computer Systems
A3000 Entry system 580.00

A3000 Colour system 780.00

A3000LC MKIl Entry system 640.00

A3000LC MKIl Colour system 850.00

A5000 single Ooppy disc 990.00

A5000 40M8 hard disc including

multi-scan monitor 1450.00

A5000LC 40MB hard disc including

muiti-scan monitor 1530.00

A540 Entry system 2400.00

A540 Colour system 2650.00

A540 with multisync monitor 2900.00

Eizo 9060S Mulliscan Monitor 399.00

Eizo 9070S Multiscan Monitor 599.00

50.00

155.00

280.00

330.00

400.00

A3000 2nd Mb
A3000 2ndto4thMb
Ami3for A400/I

Ami 3 for A3000

Syquesl removable 42Mb drive

Some second hand A400/1 available.

Typical example A410/1 upgraded to 4Mb
and 50Mb HD £1000.00

153aVic1oriaStfeeI, SI Albans, Herls AL1 3TA
Telephone 0727 5007E Facsimile 0737 58977

Please add VAT lo all above prices

Arcounts Manager

The Professional
Solution

FEATURES
• Sales, Purchase,

Nominal Ledgers

/ Budget Reports

/ Sales/Purchase Analysis

/ Debt Ctiasing and other

letters

Aged Debt Analysis

Statements (User Deflnable)

Re-Occurring Transactioi

/ ReceipVPayment/Refun]

& Contra Process!

/ Invoice Search ¥j

/ RISCOS mull

/ Text Edit.

/ TrialBrfJan^^

/

t included

Mouse or Keyboard Driven

Arcounts Manager is the

ultimate Archimedes
Accounting system on the

market today. It is not

written to run under an
emulator and is not ported

from another rri^<fhine, it

simply takes fyKadvanlage
of the raw>
ArchimejJ
compu

er is very

3\tearp^nd use, data

cl^r and logical,

(re concise and to

KENDAL COMPUTER CENTRE
6« Stramongate, Kendal. CUMBRIA LA9 4BD

Tel: 0539 722559

rcause Arcounts Manager
)uts you in control of your

inances, it can greatly

improve your cash flow, as

well as perform the

traditional functions such as

VAT returns and Profit/Loss

reports.

Priced at only S299.00 +VAT,

there is really only one
choice if you are serious

about computerising your

accounts. Contact your
dealer for a demonstration

TODAY.

ACORNARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS
EXPANSION OPTIONS

FOR
INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS

HARDWARE - IEEE488 Interface, 16 Bit Parallel I/O, Dual RS423
Serial Interface, 12 Bit ADC, STE Bus Interface and complete
range of STE Bus Boards, SCSI Devices - Hard Discs, Magneto-
Optical Drives, Tape Streamers, Removable Hard Discs, Monitors,

Printers, Plotters, Plus all Acorn Products etc

SOFTWARE - GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF, GINOSURF, HERSHEY +,

VIEWGRAF, VIEWSURF, Termulator etc

ADVICE - SUPPLY - SUPPORT

INTELLIGENT INTERFACES LTD
PC BOX 80, Eastleigh, Hants, SOS 5YX.
TEL 0703 261514 FAX 0703 267904

Established
1981
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Software Bargains and Mercury Games
Establishedfor many years in MAIL ORDERfor allAcorn computers!

Arch/A3000/A5000

Arcade Games
Aggressor New!
Bafiarena New.'
Bambuzle
Blitz

Bobby Blockhead New!
Break 147 A Superpooi
Bubble Fair „ Spedai Offer!

Cartoon Line
Cataclysm
Chuck Rock
Elite

Grievous Bodily 'ARM
lames Pond New!
Lemmings
Loopz
Mad Professor Mariarti

Rockfall .. SPEQAL OFFER!
S.W.I.V. New!
Top Banana
Twinworld
Wonderland
X-Fire New!
Zelanites The Onslaught
"
Mind" Gams.?

Chess 3D
Simulation Garpeg
3D ConstructionKlt New!
Air Supremacy
Chocks Away Compendium
Flieht Simulator Toolkit
Saloon Cars
Chequered Flag

Waterloo
Adventure Game?
Exotic Adventures .. S Lain
Enter the Realm
Legend of the Lost Temple
Pandora's Box
Tower of Babel
Sport Games
hnanchester Utd Europe
Microdrive World Edition
lahangir Khan W. Ch, Squash
World Champ. ESoxing Mgr
Compendiums
Magnetic Scrolls Collection
Real McCoy
Real McCoy 2
Leisure/Various
Rhapsody 2
Score Draw
Speech
Tracker
Trivial Pursuit
Turbo Type (Typing Tutor)
Utilities

Compression
Desktop Assembler
Euclid

Graph Box Professional

Hard Disc Companion 2
Illusionist

Investigator Rel 2
PC Emulator VI.

6

Pipedream 4 New.'
Pro Artisan

Render Bender 2
Shape FX
Tracer
Word Processors
Easiwriter

Interword

SRP SALE

19.95. .. 17.95

20.39. .. 11.75
24.95

.

..21.95

21.95

.

..21.,95

19.95. .. 17.95
24.95. .. 2X45
19.95. .. 12.75

24.95. .. 19.95
24.95

.

.. 22.45
25.99. .. 25.99
39.95. ,. 39.95
24.95

.

.. 22.45
25.99. .. 25.99
25.99. -. 25.99
24.99. ..21.95

20.39. .. 15.95
19.95. .. 11.75
25.95

.

.. 23.95
25.99. .. 2150
19.95. .. 15.95

35.75

,

., 29.75
24.95

.

.. 22.45
24.94. .. 19.95

19.95. ,. 19.95

49.99. .. 44.95
24.95. ,.21.95
3995

.

.. 35.95
44.95. ..41.95
24.95

.

.. 22.45
24.95

.

.21.95
24.95. ..21.95

24.95

.

. 22,45
24.95. . 22.50
24.95. .21.95
24.95. . 22.45
24.99. . 24.99

25.99. . 25.99
29.95. , 26.95
25.99. .21,95
25.53. .21.95

34.99. . 29.95
29.95. . 26.95
29.95. .26.95

61.95. .51.95
61.95. , 54.95
19.95. . 15.95
49.95. .41.95
30.64. .25.95
24.94. .21.95

57.57. . 49.95
175.08. 149.95
70.00. . 57.95
151.58. 129.95
52.88. . 47.95

99.95. , 89.95
27.95

.

. 23.50
116.33. 116.33
230.30. 204.95
105.00. .81.95
135.00. 114.95
11.75. . 11.75

61.25.. .51,95

176.25.. 149,95
34.07.. . 28.95:

SRP SALE
Educational
Children s Graphics Pack
Coffee(9-l5yrs)
Converta-Key
DataWord
Decorated Alphabet Pack
Farmer Giles

Farmer Giles 2
First Words & Pictures
Flight Path
Freddy Teddy (3-7vrs)

Freddy Teddy's Acwenture
Fun School 2 a.6/6-e/8+yrs - each
Fun School 3 0-5yrs
Fun School 3 5-7yrs
Fun Schcxil 3 7+yrs
Fun School 4 0-5yrs .,_,,,,
Fun School 4 5-7yrs NEW!
Fun School 4 7-1 lyrs

Giant Killer

Giant Killer Support Disc
History Costume Library
House of Numbers (6- 1 3yrs)

Imagine
Letters & Pictures (6-8yrs)
Maps & Landscapes (9-1 4yrs)
Money Matters
Nature Libary
Numbers/Pictures (4-6+yrs)

OIlie Octopus Sketchpad
Picture Book
Pirate Newi
Prehistoric Animals Pack
Puncman 1*2(7-13+)
Puncman 344 (8-14+)
PuncmanS. 6, &7(8-l5+)
Revelation

Reversals
Search 4 Rescue (9-l5yrs)

Seasame St, Number Count
Seasame St. Letters for you
Spelling Week By Wk (6- 1 4)
Spellbook (4-9yrs)

Target Maths
TinyLogo/Tlny Draw (4-9yrs)
Tools Graphics Library
World Geography Maps Pack
World Wildlife Pack
Communications
ArcComm V2
Arcterm 7
Hearsay 2
Desktop Publishing
Clip Art Set 1 or 2 (Each)
Impression 2
Impression Junior
Ovation
Peripherals & hardware
Arch Joystick Interface (Serial P)

Clares Micro Mouse
Graphics Enhancer
Scan-Light Junior 300/400
Scan-Light Junior A3000
Scan-Light Senior 300/400
Scan-Light Senior A3000
Sound Samp. & Midi Card
Computer Aided Design
SolidTOOLS

——

"

Instnictional Videos
Up & Running
Text Processing
Data Handling
Art/Graphics

19.95.

3184,
19.95,

19.95,

19.95,

20.39.
20.39.
25.85,
32.84.
23.44,
19.95.

2099.
24.99.
24.99.
24.99.
24.99.
24,99.
24.99.
20.39.
17.88.

19.95.

25.85.
39.95.
23.50.
25.85.
19.95.

19.95.

23,50,
16,39,

19.95,

23.50.
19.95,

23,50,
23,50,
23,50,
89,30,

23,50,
3284,
19.99.

1999.
25,85.
25.50.
19.95.

35.19.
29.95.
29.95.

19.95.

63.45.
79.95

.

88.13.

35.19.
198.57,
105,69.

116.33.

28.14.

3100.
22108.
22108.
233.83.,

468.83

,

468.83

.

81.08,

... 17.95

... 19.95

... 17.95

... 17.95

... 17.95

... 17.35

... 17.35

...21.95

... 29.95

... 19.95

... 17.95

... 15.95

...21.95

...21.95

...21.95

...21.95

..,21,95

,,,21,95

„. 18.35

... 15.95

... 17.95

...21.95

... 36.95

... 19.95

...21.95

... 17.95

... 17.95

,„ 19,95

,„ 14,95

,„ 17,95

,„ 19,95

,„ 17,95

,.. 19.95

... 19.95

... 19.95

...89.30

,.. 19.95

... 29.95

... 17.95

,„ 17,95

,,,21.95

...21.95

... 17.95

...31.95

,„ 27,95
,„ 27.95
... 17,95

... 63.45

... 67.95

... 79.35

..29.95

145.95
...81.95

..91.95

.,26.95

..27.50

194.95

209,95
209.95
445.95
445,95
..71.95

375.00 ..337.50

14.95.

14.95.

14.95,

14.95.

.. 13.95

.. 13.95

.. 13.95

..13.95

(SflP = Suggerted Ruaii Price) All prices indude VAT @ I7.SX Mojt tirici are ASOOO cotifatlljle - however pJeaie tall lo t**d(

Software Barj^ains & Mercury Games
Dept .\II42, (70 Nciitlnvood House. Noilh Slieet. l.KKDS LS7 2\\

TKL: 0532 436300 FAX: 0532 423289

anosad BBC B's
High Specification BBCs for only i 1 76.251

{Includes, DPS, Ecorret, a word Processor & Speech ROMs)

Variety of special bundle packs available to include a

BBC B & Cumana 5.25" Disc Drive from only £279.95

Please write or 'phone for further information

^Printers
Spin dot matriK £159.95

9pin dot matrix £ 1 69.95

24pin dot matrix £254.95

9pin dot matrix £ 1 2 1 .95

Spin dot matrix £ 1 59.95

24pin dot matrix £249.95

Prices include VAT, cable & deliveryl
(Delivery free UK rminbnd only, excluding ScoctKh H^hbnds)

** Full specifcations available on request **

iBBCi&ELE

Panasonic KX-P 1 08

1

Panasonic KX-P 1 170

Panasoinic I I24i

Seil<oslia 1 900 Plus

Seilcosha SP2400
Seil<osha SL92

Send for our Catalogue! BBC/ELE B-Disc Cpct
Arcade Soccer 6.50 8.50 8.95
Colossus 4 Chess (40t) /.95 12.25 12.25
E-Type 6.50 9.75 10.50
Elite 9.95 11.95 15.95

Emiyn Hughes Quiz - Newt (BBC) 8.95 1 1.95 ,

Exile 9.95 11.95 15.95

Fun School 2 0-6 yrs) 8.95 11.95 12.50
Fun School 2 6-8 yrs) 8.95 11.95 12.50
Fun School 2 8+ yrs) 8.95 11.95 12.50
Fun School 3 1 0-5 yrs] (BBC eM 9.95 13.95

Fun School 3 5-7 yrs) (BBC on^) 9.95 13.95

Fun School 3 7+ yrs) (BBC o -h) 9.95 13.95
Holed Out 8.50 9.75 \OS0
Holed Out Extra Crses 1 6,50 7.75 8.50
Holed Out Extra Crses 2 6.50 7.75 8J0
Loopz 8.79 11.95 _

Master Break /.9b 9.95 11.95
Micro Power Magic 1

* 5.95 6.95 7.75
Micro Power Magic 2 * S.95 6.95 7.75
Micro Power Magic 3 * . 6.95
Mini Office 2 * (BBC only) 10.95 13.95 17.95
Mini Office 2 M 128* - 15.95 .

Nevryon - 9.75 lOJO
Play it Again Sam 1 to 1 (Ea< h) 6.9S 8.95 lOJO
Play it Again Sam 1 1 to 14 (EKM /.9S 9.95 11.95

Plav it Aiain Sam I5& I6(E
Q-Master Newl (BBC Only)

u;h) 9.95 11.95 15.95
- 12.95 13.95

Repton infinity 9.95 11.95 15.95

Sim City 9.95 11.95 15.95
Speech (BBC only) /.95 9.95 11.95

Superior Collection 1 (BBC o W 6.95 8.95 lOiO
Superior Collection 2 (BBC o ly) 6.95 8.95 lOiO
Superior Colection 3 (Ele only) 6.95 - -

Tank Attack (40t) 9.95 11.95

U.i.M. (Needs l6kSldewayi RAM 12.95 14.25

White Magic 1 or 2 (each) 6.50 9.75 lOJO

^ — CUT
r Please state 40t or Otdisc)

* Access/Visa Welcome
* Please add 95p P&P (Europe £1S0, Outside Europe £4.50)
* All prices indude VAT f 17.5%

'

* Goods despatched within 48 hrs, (subject to availability)

* Educational discount of 30% off SRP (not Sale price)

available on most Archimedes software; Offical Order No.
or school headed notepaper required - minimum order
value £30.00 for invoicing, otherwise cheque with order.

(Prices are correct at the time of gcJr^ to press. E*OE)

(AU42)|

Phrasa smd mo your

FREE CUmLOGaE!
Name

Address

Postcode

c
Archh^edes

A30OO/A5O00
BBCB/B+/
Master nUCpa

Electron



DISK STORAGE BOXES

3V2" 10 CAPACITY QTY 5 £4.50

31/2" 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE £3.70

3V2" 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE £4.70

51/4" 10 CAPACITY QTY 5 £4.99

51/4" 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE £3.70

51/4" 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE £4.70

ACCESSORIES

IBM PRINTER CABLE 1.8 MTR £4.90

(ALSO FOR ATARI AND AMIGA)
25 PIN M-M AND M-F 1.8 MTR £4.90

36 PIN CENTRONIC M-M 1.8 MTR £4.90

PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

Mvch B City Hail. Candiedggs, Glasgow
14 NONOTEU Hammersmith
15 Biun«< Centra, Templemeadc, BiiEld

21 DoningbnPaik, J24M1
22 University Spofts Centie, Leeds

Juna 7 City Hal CandleiiggE, Glasgov

14 Haydodt Park, J23 Me

J R M H Telephone: 0225 868100

ALL FORMATS
COMPUTCREAIR

The All Formoli Compute Fair n owrved orxj

Bruu IvaHia, PO Box 71, CVU OXS

n £4, wMi Hil( vouchm' 13

Only one vojcher per person No Cash Value

AIIFxrl 10 a.m. - 4 p.m

W /2 DISKS
TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £18.00 £31 .00 £45.00

UNBRANDED DS/DD £12.80 £21.00 £39.00

BENCHMARK DS/HD £33.60 £61.00 £67.00

UNBRANDED DS/HD £25.00 £36.00 £59.00

5 74 DISKS
TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £11.00 £18.00 £28.00

UNBRANDED DS/DD £9.50 £16.00 £24.00

BENCHMARK DS/HD £18.00 £31.50 £52.50

UNBRANDED DS/HD £14.00 £27.00 £48.00

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE.

3V2" INC. LABELS. 5V^" INC. ENVELOPE AND LABEL SET

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONL*

^^ ^3

1

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 851 792 Fax No; 0597 851 416

Dept AU4, Glen Celyn House, Penybont,

Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME I

ThQ Datafila
The Archimedes Public Domain and Shareware Library,

Catalogue IDemo Disc VI
!3DRay-Pic A small mouse controlled demo By Armificial Intelligence

ICaveEdit A desktop Caverns editor By Andy Piper

IDataDemo A graphics and Sound demo By Nick van der Walle

IMailLabel A neat mail label printing utility By Toby Smith

INewDesk Give parts of the desktop a new look By Owen Ashley

jProTrack The ultimate STracker player from Belguim By BASS

!Simon2 The 80's game emulator By Patric David Bean

ISIosh Quite a good arts package By Wayne Keenan

ITRoll An icon bar animated toilet roll By Owen Ashley

ICat-a-log The comprehensive 500k Datafile catalogue

Intruder & Zombi two Pro Tracker modules

Tills disc contains over 1625i< ofarchived PD pius t/ie most

comprehensive catalogue of aii the Archimedes iibraries.

We pride ourselves In the speed and helpfulness of our service

ifyou do have to return a disc for any reason we will also refund

your postage along with a replacement disc.

Prieas Standard discs are £1. 10 each
Super discs ( over 1500k ofarchive PD ) are only £1.25

Rogifkairad DatoFila Uiars
For £5 a year we will send you the next six Cat/Demo discs

automatically and give you 2 free discs for every ten ordered.

Public Domain Vouchor
Send £1 1 and get the above Cat/Demo disc plus a voucher for

a further 12 discs. That works out at 85 pence per disc !!!

For your copy otttie above disc send a cheque lor £1 or a£1 coin

taped to a piece of card (ttiey dont get lost tills way ) to:

22 Duxford Drive, Aldergrove / r
Co.Antrim, BT29 4BG

SSERC GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
For Science & Technology Education
For Arc users of Draw, DTP, Magpie, Genesis, Sparlde etc.

NOW AS SEPARATE DISCS : CHEMISTRY •• INTERFACING ••

TECHNOLOGY *• ELECTRONICS •• PHYSICS •• UTILITIES •<

CIRCUIT BOARDS
'fp'"

°' fUffiEfflfTKUCKW^ irVO^8Wt«eB»i0t?:

Wliat the press says:

Educational Computing 8 Teciinology - "a ventabte treasure

trove of sctence and tectinotogy dip art.... an exc»llent resource

....Any DTP wort; will be enhanced by tr» quality artwork '

RISC User - "an 9xc«llent product and must surely be Invaluable to

anyone who needs scleufHic drawings Well done SSERC"

£10 per disc

sjn^e us«rs

A«H£5|>«r

sttt Uc«K!e

IF YOU WANT TO RE-INVENT THE GRAPHICS
WHEEL THEN IGNORE THIS ADVERT. IF YOU
ARE AT ALL SERIOUS ABOUT PUTTING
TOGETHER QUALITY DIAGRAMS FOR MINIMAL

FINANCIAL OUTLAY AND SAVING VALUABLE
PROFESSIONAL TIME THEN FIND OUT NOW
HOW THE GRAPHICS LIBRARIES CAN HELP.

SSERC, 24 Bernard Teiiace, Edinbiirgh EH8 9NX

Tel. 031 668 4421 for more information

or send stamped A4 self-addressed envelope.
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Program Page BBCB

B+

B+/

128

Master Master Electron e502SP/

128 Compact Turbo

ADFS Econet Shadow Archimedes/ Monthly

Ram A3000/A5000 disc

•Info

Info 1

Info 2-3

Info 4-7

Info 8

Info 9

Info 10

Info 11

lnfo12

Facebender

Face 1-2

Face 3-5

Chords

Chordsl

Chords 2-3

•Info
Listing 1

) HEM >CurveFit (Infol)

20 REM By Laurie Jones
30 REM For RISC OS machines
ie R£M (CI BAD Apr 92

50 :

60 ON ERROR VDU* :CLOSE(t0:ORIGIN i

YS "Hourglaas Of f
" : PRINTREPORTS; " at

i VDU 24,43*16;0;132*16-1;1023;
3 PROCreadetjuationB
i DIM data|100,2)
i PROCloadfile
3 VDU 28,0,31,42,6

3 PROCaxea
i PROCplot
3 PROCchoice
3 CLSiCLG
) PROCaxea
3 PROCplot
i PROCguess[eqii)
) TOO 30
3 CLS
3 PRINT "Using ";

3 IF ei3n=0 PRINT"'other'"; ELSE PRIN
[ieS[eqa) ;

i PRINT" equation"
3 IF eqn^B PRINT" y=\yS' ELSE PRI
";eqaS(eqn)

'

3 PRINT"Iaitial 'a' °,-FHfom(al
i PRINT"Initial 'b'°;PNform(b}
3 oldBq=FNBHy(a,b)
3 inax6q=oldsq
3 TIME=0
3 OFFiSYS 'Hourglaes.On''
3 PROCoptimiae
3 SYS "Hourglaeajff"
3 PROCdraw(a,b,scalex,scaley]
3 PROCoutput
3 PROCatatB

3 DEF FNertor
i IF BRR=ie OR ERR=22 I=I+l:=raOE
3 PRINT REPORTS;" at line ",-ERL

D =flag%
S :

3 DEF PROCaxes
i LOCAL K,y,i
3 VDU 5

3 ORIGIN 800,110
3 GCOL 7

3 LINE 0,0,1100,0

5 x:INT{FNmax(l)l
3 y-INT(F»na)r(2))
3 IF x=0 x=l ELSE SCalex=INT(LOG(x])

3 IF y^a y=l ELSE scaley=INT(LOG{y)

j

3 Ecalex=INT(10'(scalex))
3 scaley-INT(10" [scaleyi

)

3 scaleK=Hcalex/INT[Hcalex/PHmaK(l))
3 Bcaley-Bcaley/INT[Bcaley/FKmaK(2)

)

5 FOR i^l TO 11

3 GCOL 1

3 MOVE 110*(i-i),0
3 DRAW 110*(i-l),8
3 MOVE lla*(i-l)-20,-25
3 GCOL 3

3 IF eqa=S PHINT INT[10" (acalex' {i-1

I] ELSE PRINT scalex'(i-l)/10
3 GCOL 7

3 MOVE 0,i'90
3 DRAW 8,i'90
3 MOVE -100,i*90+8
3 GCOL 3

3 PB18T Hcaley*i/10
3 NEXT
3 GCOL 2

3 MOVE 5a0,-80:PRINT xlabelS
3 MOVE -100, 500: PRINT ylabelS
3 MOVE 500,910:PRINT title?

a 10 DEF PROCplot
820 GCOL 1

830 FOR i-1 TO points
840 CIRCLE data(i,l)*1100/Bcalex,data(

i,2j'(900)/Bcaley,10
850 NEXT
860 ENDPROC
870 :

880 DBF PROCchoice
890 PRINT" Select Expression for curve

to he fitted "
900 FOR i=l TO eqns
910 PRINT;i;"l ".-etpiS (i) ,-TAB 142-LKKnani

eSfil neSd:
920 NEXT
930 PRINT' "01 Other function of X i

940 PRINT' "Select: ';

950 REPEAT
960 keyS=GBTS
970 UNTIL keyS>^"0" AND keyS<^''6"
980 eqn-VALlteyS
990 xS^xSfeqnl

yS-yS(eqn)
.010 IF eqn^5 THEN
.020 NSB=(data{l,2)+data(2,2))/2
.030 data|l,21-NSB

data(2,21-NSB

) CASE eqa OF
3 WHEN 1;

3 a=1.2*FNmax(l)
3 b^0.2*FNraax(2)
3 WHEN 2

3 a:1.2*FNmax(l)
3 b^0.2*FNmax(2)
3 WHEN 3:

3 h^(FNmax{2)-Fffiiiin{a)

11)

3 a-b*FNmin(21 -FMinin{l
3 WHEN 4:

3 a^l.2*FNmax(l)

1 b-1.5'FNiiiax(l)
1 WHEN 0:

1 REPEAT

cb|

/(FNmax(l)-?N

3 ELSE
i cb=cb+b/factor
3 EHDIF
3 newBq-FKssyfca,
3 IF newBq>^oldBij f.

3 oldHq=newsq
3 UNTIL factor>^100(
3 ENDPROC

3 DEF PROCmonitor(newBql
3 IF iiiaXBq<>0 THEN
3 PRINTTAB(0,5)''Iteration

I UNTIL a<J0
I REPEAT
I INPnT'Estic
I UNTIL b<>0

.050 :t^3

BQ={datal3,2)+data(4,2))/2
.070 data(3,2)=Bo
080 data(4,2)=Bo
090 FOR i^l TO 4

100 data(i,l)=l.l
110 NEXT
120 FOR i^l TO pointB
130 data(i,l)=LOG{data(i,l))
140 NEXT
150 ELSE
160 Btart^l
170 ENDIF
1B0 IF eqn-0 THEN
190 PRINT' "Enter function of x"
200 INPDT" y-"yS
210 ENDIF
220 CLS
230 ENDPROC
240 :

250 DEF FNnextline
260 LOCAL lineS
270 REPEAT
280 lineS^GETSiin
290 UNTIL lineSo"" AND LEFTS (liaeS. 1)

300 -lineS

1940
1950
I960

! Of a^"a

3 Of b="b

FOR i-start TO points
x=data{i,l)
ycalc^EVALfyS) : REM uses a and b!

diffsq=(data(i,21-ycalc)'2
sunisq=suniBq-fdiffBq

NEXT

1330 DEF PROCloadfile
1310 CLS
1350 REPEAT
1360 INPUT "Name of data file (or *comii

and) ; "filej
1370 IF LEFTS(fileS,ll^"*' THEN
-"d osCLKfileS)

d ENDIF
3 UNTIL LEFTS(fileS.l)<>"*"
3 in^OPENlN( files

)

3 titleS=FNQextline
3 xlabel5=FNnextline
3 ylabe IS ^FNnextline
3 points-0
3 REPEAT
3 pointa=pointB+l
3 xyS -FNnextline
3 data[pointa,ll=VALxyS
3 data[pointa,21-VALHIDS(xyS,INSTR{x
,")-tll

3 DEF FNmaxlZ)
3 LOCAL i

3 majt^datad.ai
3 FOR i^l TO points

1 DEF FNminlZ)
1 LOCAL i,

1 min^data(l,Z)
1 FOR i=l TO points
1 IF data(i,a)<min niin=data(i,
1 NEXT i

2500 PRINT'Time taken' ;FNfonii(TIHE DIV

2510 PRiNT"SSy'/ssy;FHfonii[newsq/beBt)
2520 PRINT°BeBt";FNfonn(befltl
2530 ENDIF
2540 ENDPROC
2550 :

2560 DEF PROCdraw(a,b,BCalex, scaleyi
2570 LOCAL x,y
2580 IF eqn=5 THEN
2590 x=FKmin[ll:y=SVflL(ySl
2600 ELSE
2610 x-0:y=0
2620 BNDIF
2630 GCOL 6

2640 MOVE K*1100/acalex,y'900/acaley
2650 FOR i^l TO 100
2660 x=x-(-Bcalex/100

2670 y^EVAL(ySl
2680 DRAW x*1100/scalex,y*900/Bcaley
2690 NEXT
2700 GCOL 5

2710 CASE eqn OF
2720 WHEN 1

2730 LINE 0,a*900/Bcaley,1100,a'900/Bca
ley
2740 LINE b'1100/BCalex,0,b'1100/Bcalex
,a'900/scaley
2750 WHEN 6

2760 LINE 0,-3*a*900/Bcaley,-b*825/(a*a
calexl ,

2770 LINE -530*b/{Bt
a),-

2781

2790 ENDPROC

3 optloop=l

3 REPEAT
2190 PROCiterate(TRUE,a,b,oldBq)
2200 beat^newsq
2210 PROCmonitor (newsq)
2220 PROCiterate(FALSE,a,b,newBq)
2230 PROCmonitor{newBq}
2240 optloop*=l
2250 UNTIL ptlOOP>100 OB beBt<lE-5 OR

newBq/beat<l+lE5 AND newsq/beBt>l-lE-5
2260 ENDPROC
2270 :

2280 DBF PROCiterateU-RBTDRN ca,RETDH[
cb,oldaql
2290 IF i[iaxsq=0 newBq=0:oldBq-0ibest-0:

2300 factor^!
2310 newflq-FN8By(ca,cb)
2320 IF new8q>=oldBq THEN £ac

2330 REPEAT
2340 iters+=l
2350 PRINTTAB[0,51"Iterationf

i";FNfo

2830 PRINT"Coefficient b",-PNfom{bl
2840 PRINT"Min. squares",- PN£onii{newBq)
2850 PRINT"Data pointa";PN£orm[points)
2860 PHINT"R.M.S.'';FNfomlSQR(newBql/[p

ointB-21)
2870 CASE eqn OF
2BB0 WHEN 1:

2B90 PRINT"Vmax";FNfom(al:" "iylabelS
2900 PRINT"Kiii",-FNform(b);" °:xlalielS
2910 WHEN 2:

2920 PRlNT"Bind. Bites";FNfom(a) ; ° "ly
labels
2930 PHINT"Kd";FNform(b|,-" ";xlabelS
2940 WHEN 3:

2950 PRINT"I[iteroept"iFNforn![a)
2960 PRINT"Slope'';FNfonn(b)
2970 WHEN 5:

2980 PRINT"NSB°;FNfonil(NSB)
2990 PRINT"Bo";FNfonn(Bo}
3000 c^l.l
3010 FOR 1=20 TO 80 STBP30
3020 c^c-0.3
3030 y=(Bo-NSBl*CtNSB
3040 x^INT(EVAL(xS)l
3050 PRINT"ED'' ; INT(I) jFNfonil(INT(l) )

;

'

",-xlabelS
3060 NEXT
3070 ENDCASB

' PROCguesB(eqn)
a)

2360 IF THEN

3100 DEF PROCatatB
3110 DIM dataBq(100,2)
3120 BBy-0:BSX-0:siutix=0:Bumy=0
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PAGES

i

A<1
Ml

- 3130 daCasqO^dataO'dataO
3H0 FOR I=atarc TO points

430 LDA (coordinate),?
440 PHA Listing 3

560 x(x,y)=80*x-40+RND[60)-30
570 y(x.yl=80*y-40+RHD[60)-30

3150 BBy^fiBy+dataB(3(I,2) 450 INY:IN¥:INy 10 REM >BezDemo (In£o3) 580 NEXT

3160 BBX=sax+dataBi5(I,i) 460 CPY )t32 20 REM By Dave Lawrence 590 NEXT

3170 sumx^flumxtdatad,!) 470 BNE push loopl 30 REM For all machiaea 600 FOR y=0 TO 13

3180 Buiiiy-BUi!iy+data(I,2) 480 .divloop 40 REM (C) BAD Apr 1992 610 FOR x=0 TO 16

3190 Bumxy=suiiixy+(data(I,l]'data(I,2)) 490 JSR BUb divide 50 : 620 xc=(x[x,y)*x(xtl,y)«(x,y+l)«{x*.l
3200 NEXT 500 TSXiCPX atack 60 MODE 1 ,y+l))/4

3210 ssy=BBy-BUiny"2/ (points-start + l) 510 BNE divloop 70 DIM x(4),y(4) 630 yc=(y[x,y)+y(xU,y)+y(x,y+l)ty(x+l

3220 aax=BBX-simu["2/ (pointB-start+l) 520 RTS 80 GCOL 0,3 ,y*l))/4

3230 d£%=points-start 530 : 90 FOR i=l TO 4 640 col^RND[26)

3240 reaidualssy-beat 540 .Bub„dividE 100 READ x{i),y(i) 650 FOR int=0 TO 7

3250 legreBBionaey-aay-beBt 550 PLA:STA Storage 110 MOVE x(i)-7,y{i)-7:PLOT 1.14,14 660 PROCcol(col.int)

3260 residualdf's=df%-l 560 PLA:STA storage+l 120 MOVE x[i)-7,y{i)+7:PLOT 1,14,-14 670 xl=(xc*lnt+x(x, y) '[7-int))/7

3270 regressiondf%=dfVresidualdf5i 570 LDY #47 130 NEXT 680 yl=[yc'int+y(x, y) •(7-inC))/7

3280 regreBBiDii_meanBq=regreaaionBHy/re 580 .pull loopl 140 MOVE x(l),y(l):DRAW x(2),y(2) 690 x2={xc*int+x(x+l,y) •(7-int))/7

gressiondf^ 590 PLA 150 MOVE x{4),y(4):DRAW x(3),y(3) 700 y2={yc'int+y(x+l,y) •{7-int)}/7

3290 reaidual ineanBq= residual a sy/ res idu 600 STA ablock,? 160 GCOL 0,1:COLODH 1 710 x3= (xc'int+x(x+l,y+l) ' (7-lnt) } /7

ald£% 610 DEY 170 PRINT°Parametric..."; 720 y3i (yc'iat+y {x+l,y*l) • (7-int) ] /7

3300 IF maxHq=0 F=99999 ELSE F=regresai 620 CPY #31 180 PROCparaiQetric(x(l).y(l).K(2),y[2) 730 x4=[xc'int+x{x, y*l)« (7-int) )/7

on meanaq/reaidual meansq 630 BNE pull loopl ,x(31,y[3),x(4),y(4)) 740 y4=(yo'int+y(x, y+l)*(7-lnC))/7

3310 IF niaxaq^0 then r=l ELSE r=(auaixy- 540 PLA 190 VDO 7:IFGET 750 HOVE xl.yl;HOVE x2,y2:PLOT 85,x4,y
aui[>x*BUiny/pointa)/S0R(8Bx*HBy) 650 CMP #0 200 GCOL 0,2:COLODR 2 4:PL0T B5,x3,y3

3320 IF Fd THEN F=l/F 660 BNE skip 210 PRINTCHR$13; -Recursive..." 760 NEXT

3330 PRIHTTAB[0,20];"ANALYSIS OP VARIAK 670 JMP draw„bez 220 PROCrecurBiveix(l),y(l),x(2),y(2), 770 NEXT

CE"' 680 .skip x(3),y[3),x(4).y[4)) 780 NEXT

3340 PRINT'RegreBB. aura flqc°;FNfom(reg 690 STA num 230 END 790 ENDPROC

reaaionssy) 700 LDA «0 240 : 800 :

3350 PRINT -ReBidual aura 8<3r°;FNfom(reB 710 OPT FNaddandBhi£tl36 40,48) 250 DATA 100,130 810 DEF PROCtree

idualBsy) 720 OPT FNcopy{ 0,32) 260 DATA 150,600 820 PROCcol(16,0):RECTANGLE FILL 0,0,1

3360 PRINT'ToCal sum of B<irB°;FNEonii(BB 730 OPT FNaddandBhift(32 36, 4) 270 DATA 1200,40 280,300

y) 740 OPT PNaddandshift [ 4 48, 280 DATA 500,900 830 PROCcol(21.7):RECTANGLE FILL 0,300

3370 PRINT^RegreBH. mean acp" sFStomire 750 OPT FNcopy(28,44) 290 : ,1280,724

greesion meansq) 760 OPT FNaddandBhift(40 44, 4) 300 DEF PR0Crecur8ive(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y 840 FOR i:500 TO 200 STEP -1

3380 PRINT"ReHidual mean Bqr°;FN£onii(re 770 OPT FNaddand6hift(48 24, 0) 3,x4,y4) 850 x:RND(i/4)*8

aidual meansq) 780 OPT FNaddandslii£t{ 8 20, 2) 310 LOCAL Xl2,yl2,x23,y23,x34,y34,xl23 860 y^RHD(x/2)*4

3390 PRINT^RegreBB. d.f ",-FNfom(regresB 790 OPT FNcopy(16,12) ,yl23.x234,y234.xl234,yl234 870 PROCcol(26,RND(4)+3)

iOQdf'5) 800 OPT FNaddandsbift(3a 42, 0) 320 IF SQR((x4-xl)"2t-(Y4-yl]'2)<16 MOV 880 ELLIPSE FILL RND(1280) ,RND(400)*50

3400 PRINT" Residual d.f ";FNfoni(teBidua 810 OPT FNcopyl 2,34) E xl,yl:DRAW x4,y4 :ENDPROC

ldf%) 820 OPT FNaddandBhi£t(34 38, 6) 330 x12-(kUx2)/2 890 NEXT

3410 PRINT"rotal d. f ";FHform(df5i.) 830 OPT FNaddandBhi£t( 6 50. 0) 340 yl2=lyl+y2}/2 900 PROCbraneh(640, 0,256,0,48)

3420 IF eqQ=:3 PRINT "Correlation coe££-; B40 OPT FNcopy|30,46j 350 x23=[x2+x3}/2 910 ENDPROC

FN£onii{r) 850 OPT FNaddandBhift(42 46, 6) 360 y23-(y2+y3)/2 920 :

3430 ENDPROC B60 OPT FNaddandBhift(S0 26, 2) 370 x34=(x3«4)/2 930 DSP PROCbranch(x,y, Ian, ang, width)

3440 : 870 OPT FNaddandahift(10 22, 4) 380 y34=(y3ty4)/2 940 LOCAL xx,yy,int,l,col,Z

3450 DEF FNfom(n) 880 OPT FNcopy(18,14) 390 xl23=(xl2+x23)/2 950 d=len

3460 nS^STRSn 890 LDA nuin 400 yl23=(yl2-ty23)/2 960 IF d<lfi THEN d=d*l.S

3470 d^INSTR(nS-°.") 900 SEC:SBC #1 410 x234=(x23*x34)/2 970 xx-x+d'aiNRADang

3480 IF d<>0 THEN 910 STA nura 420 y234^(y23-t-y34)/2 980 yy=y+d'COSRADang

3490 ES^LEFTS(nS+°0000",d+4) 920 PHA 430 xl234=(xl23+x234)/2 990 PROCtwig(x,y,xx,yy,width)

3500 ELSE 930 OPT FScopytoBtack(0, 16) 440 yl234^(yl23+y234)/2 1000 IF Ien>=16 THEN

3510 d=LENnStl 940 LDA uid:PHA 150 PROCrecursive(xl.yl,xl2,yl2.xl23,y 1010 PR0Cbraacb(xx,yy,len/(1.2+RHD(l)».

3520 ENDIF 950 OPT FNcopytOBtaclt[16 32) 123,xl234,yl234) 3),ang-30-RHD(20),width/1.4)

3530 PRINTTftB(30-d),- 960 LDA atorage+l:PHA 460 PROCrecuraive(xl234,yl234,x234,y23 1020 PR0Cbranch(xx,yy,len/(1.2+SHD{l)*.

3540 =aS 970 LDA storage: PHA 4,x34,y34,x4,y4) 3],ang+30fRND(20),width/1.4)

3550 : 980 HTS 470 ENDPROC 1030 ELSE

3560 DEF PROCreadequations 990 : 480 : 1040 col=RND(27)-l

3570 READ eqnB 1000 .draw bez 490 DBF PBOCparanietric{xl,yl,x2,y2,x3, 1050 a=l*RND(l)/2

3580 DIM naineS(eqiiH),eqnS(eqaa),3t5(eqnB 1010 LDX #32 y3,x4,y4) 1060 FOR int=7 TO STEP -1

jxySlegna) 1020 LDA #25:JSR oawrcb 500 HOVE xl,yl 1070 PROCcol (col, 7-int)

3590 FOR eqn-i TO eqns 1030 LDA #4 :JSR oewrch 510 FOR t-0 TO 1 STEP 0.01 1080 CIRCLE FILL xx,yy,Z*int

3600 HEAD ameS(eqn),eqnS(eqn) 1040 LDA abl0Ck,X JSR OBWrch: NX 520 x=FNpoint(xl.x2.x3,x4,t) 1090 NEXT
3610 HEAD xS(eqn).yS(eqn) 1050 LDA ablock,X JSR OBWcch: 530 y=FNpoint(yl,y2,y3,y4,t} 1100 ENDIF

3620 NEXT 1060 LDA ablock.X JSR OBWrch: NX 540 DRAW x,y 1110 ENDPROC

3630 ENDPROC 1070 LDA ablock,X JSR OBWtrch: NX 550 NEXT 1120 :

3640 : 1080 • drawloop 560 ENDPROC 1130 DBF PROCCwig(xl.yl,x2,y2, width)

3650 DATA S 1090 LDA #25: JSR oawrch 570 : 1140 LOCAL diat,i.int,col.x,y,Hize

3660 DATA HichaeliB-Henten,y=ax/(b+x) 1100 LDA # 5: JSR OBWrch 580 DEF FNpoint(zl,z2,z3,z4,t) 1150 IF width<=2 THEN

3670 DATA "".a'x/ib-fx] 1110 LDA ablock,X JSR OBVrch: NX 590 = |l-t)'(l-t)Ml-t)'zl + 3>(l-t)«( 1160 LINE xl,yl,x2.y2

3680 : 1120 LDA ablock,x JSR OBWrch: NX l-t)'t'z2 + 3*a-t)*t*t*z3 + t*t*t*z4 1170 ELSE

3690 DATA Antibody binding, y=abx/ (Itbx) 1130 LDA ablock.X JSR OBWrch: NX
Listing 4

1180 di8t=S0R( (x2-xl) '2* iy2-yl) "2)

3700 DATA "',a*b*x/(l+b'x) 1140 LDA ablock.X JSR OSWrch; 1190 dx=(x2'Xl)/diBt

3710 : 1150 CPX #48 10 HEH >Toner27 {Info41 1200 dy=(y2-yl)/diat

3720 DATA Linear plQt,y=a+bx 1160 BNE drawloop 20 REM By Jan Vibe 1210 col=RND(27)-l

3730 DATA '",a+b*x 1170 LDA Btoragetl;PHA 30 REM For RISC OS Macbinea 1220 FOR int-0 TO 7

3740 : 1180 LDA Btorage:PHA 40 REK (C) BAD Apr 92 1230 PROCcoHcol.int)

3750 DATA Exponential.y=a{l-e"(-bx)) 1190 HTS 50 : 1240 aize=width-{int+l)*width/8

3760 DATA "",a*(l-EXP(-b*x)) 1200 ; 60 NODE 15: OFF 1250 IF Bize<^2 THEN

3770 : 1210 .num EQIJB 4 70 PROCBhowall 1260 LINE xl,yl,x2,y2

3780 DATA Logistic, y- (Bo-NSB) / (1+ {log x 1220 .plot EQDB 80 PROCwaitC") 1270 ELSE

/a)"bl+NSB 1230 .ablock 90 PROCtiles 1280 FOR i=0 TO diet STEP size/4+2

3790 DATA 10" (10~
( (LOG( (a"b)* [ (Bo-y) / (y 1240 ]:NEXT 1290 x::(i'x2+{diBt-i)'xl)/diflt

-NSB) ) 1 ) /b) ] , (BO-NSB) / (1+ix/a) "b) +NSB 1250 ENDPROC 110 PROCCree 1300 y=(i'y2+(diBt-i)'yl)/diBt

3800 ; 1260 : 120 PROCwait{=tree") 1310 CIRCLE FILL x.y.size
3810 DATA Scatchard,y^a+b/x 1270 DEF FNaddandsbift(£% 8%, %) 130 PROCflower 1320 NEXT
3820 DATA "",a+b/x 1280 [OPT paaa 140 END 1330 ENDIF

Listing 2
1290 LDX #£%
1300 LDA ablock,

X

150 ;

160 DEF PROCcoi(c,i)
1340 NEXT
1350 ENDIF

10 REM >BeaierB - M/C Bezier Curves {
1310 LDX Sb% 170 LOCAL r,g,b 1360 ENDPROC

Info2) 1320 CLC 180 b=c DIV 9iC^c HOD 9 1370 :

20 REM By David Breakwell 1330 SDC ablock.X 190 g=c DIV 3!C=c HOD 3 1380 DEF PROCflower

30 REM For Bigbt bit machineB 1340 LDX #a% 200 r=c 1390 ORIGIN 640,512

40 REM [CI BAO Apr 1992 1350 STA ablock,

X

210 o=r+4*gtl6*b 1400 x=0

50 : 1360 LDX #fVl 220 IF i>=4 c=c*615 1410 y=0

60 MODE 1 1370 LDA ablock,

X

230 GCOL TINT (64*i) MOD 256 1420 ang=RND(360)

70 VDD 12,23;8202;0;0;0;0; 13 80 LDX fleVl 240 ENDPROC 1430 Bpeed=RMD(3)+7

30 DIM coords 40,meni% 850,int% 5 1390 ADC ablock,

X

250 : 1440 xadd^Bpeed-SINRADang

90 OBwrcb^SFFEE 1400 LDX »a%+l 260 DEF PROCwait[fileS) 1450 yadd^apeed'COSRADang

100 ooordinate=fi70 1410 STA ablock.X 270 VDU 7 1460 col=RND(27)-l

110 stQrage-&72 1420 CLC 280 REPEAT:MOnSE x,y, 7:XS=ISKKY$ (0) :DN 1470 int=0

120 Btac):=t74 1430 LSR abloclt.X TIL ZO0 OR kS<>"" 1480 rot=0
130 PROCaaaemble 1440 DEX 290 IF [kS^"S° OR kg=°a°) AND fileS<>° 1490 rad=G
140 REPEAT 1450 ROR ablock,

X

" THEN OSCLI"ScreenSave pic 'tfileS 1500 REPEAT
150 FOR loop%=0 TO 3 1460 ]

300 CLS 1510 PROCcoHcol,7-ABS(7-int))
160 ![coordUloop'6'S)-fiND(1280) 1470 =paBB 310 ENDPROC 1520 int=(int+l)H0D15

170 !(coordUloopV8+4)=HND(1024) 1480 : 320 : 1530 IF int^0 col=RND(27)-l

180 NEXT 1490 DEF FNcopy(a%,B%) 330 DEF PROCBhowall 1540 xl=x+xadd
190 n=coord% 1500 [OPT pass 340 VDU 5 1550 yl=y+yadd
200 n^coord5iDIV256 1510 LDX U% 350 FOR 001^0 TO 26 1560 IF xl'il+yl*yl>4B0''480 THEN

210 A%=5 1520 LDA ablock,

X

360 FOR int=0 TO 7 1570 ang=IHT(DEGASN(x/480)+.5)

220 GCOL 0,RHD(31 1530 LDX #a's 370 HOVE 80,40*int+380 1580 IF y<0 ang=180-ang

230 CALL bezier 1540 STA abloc)t,X 380 GCOL 63 TINT 255 1590 IF x<0 AND y>0 ang=360+ang

240 IF RND(100)>90 THEN CLS 1550 LDX #a^tl 390 PRINT STRSinC 1600 ang=(ang+135+RND(90))HOD360

250 ONTIL FALSE 1560 LDA ablock.X 400 PROCcol(col,int) 1610 Bpeed=RND(3)+7
260 END 1570 LDX #a^tl 410 RECTANGLE FILL 100t40*col, 4a*int+3 1620 xadd-BpBad*SIHRADang:yadd=flpaad*CO

270 : 1580 STA ablock.X 52,34,32 SSADang
280 DEF PHOCassemble 1590 ] 420 NEXT 1630 ENDIF
290 FOR paHB^0 TO 2 STEP 2:?%^mem% 1600 =paBB 430 GCOL 63 TINT 255 1640 x+=xadd

300 [OPT paaa 1610 : 440 x=104+40*col-8'[col<10) 1650 y+^yadd

310 .bezier 1620 DEF FNcopytoBtack{B% f%) 450 MOVE x,344:PBINTSTRScol 1660 rot:(rot+l)MOD360

320 STX coordinate 1630 LOCAL copyloop 460 NEXT 1670 rad-|rad+8)MOD360

330 STY coordinatetl 1640 [OPT pass 470 VDU 4: OFF 1680 r3(2+SINRADrad)*B

340 STA num 1650 LDX #B% 480 PRINTTAB(2a,5)''27 colours in 8 aha 1690 FOR a=rot TO 360+rot STEP 30

350 TSX:STX stack 1660 .copyloop des." 1700 sin=SINRADa

360 LDA nura 1670 LDA ablock,X 490 VDD 30 1710 coa^COSRADa

370 PHA 1680 PHA 500 ENDPROC 1720 xl-x*Bin*y*coB

3B0 LDY #0 1690 INX 510 : 1730 yl-y'ain-x'coB

390 .pusb loopl 1700 CPX #£% 520 DEF PROCtilea 1740 CIRCLE FILL Xl,yl,r

400 LDA (coordinate}.! 1710 BNE copyloop 530 DIH x(17,14),y(17,14) 1750 CIRCLE PILL yl,xl,r

410 PHA 1720 ]
540 FOR x=0 TO 17 1760 NEXT

420 IHY 17 30 -pass 550 FOR y^0 TO 14
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1770 IF I(1KEYS(0) = ° PROCwalt("£lower" 820 .1X1% EQDD 2120 3390 .bank EQDD I

)
830 .rdxl% EQDD 2130 !line STMFD {Bp]l,{r5-rl0,linlt 3400 .xsda EQDD XBd%

1780 DNTIL 840 .c/1% EQDD } 3410 .ysda EQDD yHd%

Listing 5
850 .TdylX EQDD 2140 r7,rll,rl0 3420 .xta EQUD xt%
860 .tx.2\ EQDD 2150 HOVS r7,r7,ASR #£% 3430 .yta BOUD yt%

10 REH >Point32 [InfoS] B70 .rdx2% EQDD 2160 LDMLBFD (spl ! , {r6-rl0,pcf 3440 ]

20 REH Screen poking demo 880 .rY2% 2170 3450 NEXT
30 REH by Dave Acton 890 .rdy2% EQDD 2180 rl4,rxl% 3460 ENDPROC
40 REH for 32-bit machines only 900 2190 LDKIA rl4,{r0-r6} 3470 :

50 REH (0) BAU fipr 92 910 -plot STMFD (spj!, r0-rl2,link 2200 HOV r8,r0 3480 DEF FNword(reg)
60 : ) 2210 HOV r9,r2 3490 [OPT pass's

70 HODE 13 920 ADR r0,vdup 2220 SUB r0,r4,r8 3500 FNbyte(reg)

80 DIH code* 6100 930 ADR rl,vdu 2230 HOV rl,r7 3510 FKbyte(14)

90 : 940 SMI "OS_ReadVduVariables" 2240 BL div 3520 ORR reg,reg,rl4.L3L #8

100 lin)c-14!pc=15 950 2250 MOV r4,r2 3530 FHbyte|14)

110 FOR paes%=0 TO 2 STEP 2 9S0 HOV z%,M 2260 SUB r0.r6,r9 3540 ORE reg,reg,rl4,LSL #16

120 P%=codB'6 970 ADR r2,ya^ 2270 ;HOV rl,r7 \ .div will leave i 3550 FHbytelll)

130 [OPT paaB^ 980 LDR rl2. tr2,r6,LSR #28] if positive 3560 ORR reg,reg,rl4.LSL #24

140 .vdu EQUD 148 990 HOV rl,#3«30 2280 BL div 3570 ]

150 EQDD -1 1000 . findl 2290 KOV r5,r2 3580 ^0

160 .plot UIE r3,vdu 1010 LDR r0, [r2,rl,LSR 28] 2300 3590 :

addrrbase 1020 CHP r0.rl2 2310 HOV r6,rl2,LSR #f% 3600 DEF FNbYte(re9)
170 ADD r3,r3,ri,LSt, »8 ; addr^ad 1030 MOVLT rl2,r0 2320 LDR r3,vdu 3610 IF HOT FNpower(widtll'6) THEN

dr+y*256 1040 r6.rl 2330 ADD r3,r3,r6.LSL #8 3620 [OPT paBB%
IBfl ADD r3,r3,rl,LSL #6 ; addr=ad 1050 SOBS rl.rl,#l<<30 2340 ADD r3,r3,r6,LSL #6 3630 HOV reg,r9,ASR #f%

dr+y*64 findlow 2350 ADD r3,r3,rl0,ASR U% 3640 HOV r0,#width%
190 STRB r2,!r3,r0] ; addr=ad HOV r7,r6 2360 LDR rl0,sdat 3650 HLA reg,r0,reg,rl0

dr+x, and store 1080 BL 2370 SUBS r7,r7,«12 3660 j

200 MOV PC link ; return 1090 BL calclgradlb 2380 BMI lines 3670 ELSE
210 ] 1100 2390 .align32 3680 [OPT pass*
220 NEXT paB8% 1110 .plot loop 2400 TST r3,»3 3690 HOV reg,r9,ASR U\
230 : 1120 .check 2410 BEQ line32 3700 ADD reg,rl0,reg,LSI, #FNlog2(wi

240 SYS "OS ReadVduVariables",vdu,vdu 1130 rl4,ya'5 2420 FNbyte 1) dth*)

250 FOR A%=0 TO 255 1140 SUB r0,rfi,ttl<<30 2430 STRB rl, [r3],#l 3710 ]

260 B%^2S5-A5b 1150 LDR r0, [rl4,r0,LSR S281 2440 SUB r7,r7.#l 3720 ENDIF
270 PRINTTAfl(0,0)A%;°,';ffi5,-" " 1160 CMP r0,rl2 2450 B align32 3730 [OPT pass%
280 C%^RND(256)-1 1170 BGT plotb 2460 .line3 3740 LDRB reg, [reg,rB,ASR #£%]

290 CALL plot 1180 SUB r6,r6,#l«3a 2470 FNword(l] 3750 ADD r8,r8,r4
300 waiC-GET 1190 CMP r6,r7 2480 FNword ( 2

)

3760 ADD r9,r9,rS

310 NEXT 1200 BEQ done 3490 STHIA r31,{rl,r2} 3770 1

320 END 1210 BL calc grad a 2500 r7,r7,#B 3780 =0

Listing 6
1220 B cbeckl 2510 BPL line 3

2

3790 :

1230 .plocb 2520 3800 DEF FNpower[n%j

10 REM >Cube [Info6) 1240 .check 2530 FNbyte 1) 3810 ^(l«(FNlog2(n%) lien's

20 REM Picture cube 1250 ADR rl4.ya% 2540 rl,[r3],»l 3820 :

30 REM by Dave Acton 1260 ADD r0,r7,»lt<30 2550 BUB r7.r7,#l 3830 DEF FNlog2[n%]

40 REM tor 32-bit machines 1270 LDR r0,lrl4,r0,LSR #28] 2560 CMN r7.#12 3840 LOCAL 1%

50 REM (c) BAD Apr 92 1280 CHP r0.rl2 2570 BGE lines 3850 \%=-l

60 : 1290 BGT plotc 2580 LDMFD (Bp)!,(r6-rl0,pc} 3B60 WHILE ll\><i

70 MODE 15 1300 ADD I7,r7,»l«30 2590 3870 1%+=1

B0 MODE 13 1310 CMP r6,r7 2600 .div 3BB0 nVn%)->l
90 OFF 1320 BEQ done 2610 STHFD (Bp)!,{r4,liLk] 3890 ENDWBILE
100 DIH code% S800 1330 BL calc grad b 2620 EOR rl4,r0,rl 3900 =1%
110 f%=10 1340 B check2 2630 r0,#0 3910 1

120 lt%=l«£% 1350 .plotc 2640 RSBMI r0,r0,S0 3920 DEP PBloadBprite[fS,BpS}
130 DIH x(3),y(3).z(3) 1360 BL line 2650 rl,#0 3930 SYS "OS Plle-,5,£S TO exists*, , , ,

B

140 angs9t=e4 1370 2660 HOVEQ r2,#0 len*
150 DIH xbA\ IS'angfltiyBd* 16"angB% 1380 ADR I0,rxl% 2670 LDMBQFD {Bp)Mr4,pc} 3940 IF exists%<>l ERROR 17, "Can't find

160 DIH xt% 16'angB%,yt% 16'angs% 1390 LDMIA r0,(rl-r4) 2680 RSBHI rl,rl,#0 """+fS+"""'
170 width%=640 1400 ADD rl,rl,r2 2690 MOV r4,rl 3950 DIM B\ Blen%*4
180 beight%=256 1410 ADD r3,r3,r4 2700 CMP r4,r0,LSR #1 3960 !s%=Blen^4-4

190 PROCaea 1420 STHIA r0!,{rl-r4) 2710 • divl MOVLS r4,r4,LSL #1 3970 SYS 'OS File", 255, fS,sV4
200 pics!0=FNloadBprite("pic_tree°,''sc 1430 LDHIA r0,{rl-r4) 2720 CMPLS r4,r0.LSR #1 3980 SYS "OS SpriteOp",40+256,s'6,BpS TO

reendump") 1440 rl,rl,r2 2730 BLS divl ,,,w%,h%
210 pics l4=FHloadBpriCe(°pic_flower"," 1450 ADD r3,r3,7:i 2740 MOV r2,#0 3990 IF w*<>width% OR h%<>height% ERROR

Bcreendump") 1460 STHIA r0!,{rl-r4} 27S0 .div2 CMP r0,r4 17,bpS+" of 'f"+fS+""" had bad dijnensio

220 picsl8=FNloadBprite["pic„tiles","B 1470 2760 SUBCS r0,r0.r4
creendvmp") 1480 ADD rl0,rl0.r8 2770 ADC r2,r2,r2 4000 SYS -OS SpriteOp", 24+256. s^s.spS TO

230 B=350 1490 ADD rll,rll.r9 2780 HOV r4,r4,LSR #1 ,,fla*

240 FOR ang%=0 TO angs^-l 1500 ADD rl2,rl2.#l«f% 2790 r4,rl 4010 ^sa'6+sa%132

250 PRIHTTAB(0,0)ang% 1510 B plot loop 2800 BCS div2
Listing 7260 x(0):160*FNciang*] 1520 .done LDMFD (Bp)!. r0-rl2,pc} 2810 rl4,#l«31

270 x{l)-160*FNc(ang%+angsV4) 1530 2820 HSBNE r2,r2,#0 10 HEH >Hypno32 By Richard Boakes (In

260 x(2|=x[l) 1540 .calc grad a 2830 LDHFD (sp)!,(r4,pc) fo71 (C) BAD Apr 92

290 x(31=x(0) 1550 STHPD lBp)!,{link} 2840 20 HODE12:OHIGIN640,512:OFF:VDD19,0.2

300 y()=200,200,400,400 1560 MOV r4,r6 2850 STHFD (BP) 1 , {r0-rl2, link 4,255,255,255:FORr^819TOlSTEP-l:GCOL0, [r

310 7(0)^160*FNslang%) 1570 SDB r5,r6.ttl«30 1 /2)HOD32:CIRCLEFILL0,0,r:NEXT:REPEATFORw

320 z(lJ=160*FN6lang%+angB%/4) 1580 ADR r3,rxl% 2SE0 MOV r5,«0 ; angle =15TO0STEP-l:VDU19,W,7;0;19.w*7HOD15,0;0

330 i(2)^z(l) 1590 calc grad 2870 .anlp MOV r0,»19 ; :WAIT:tJEXT:UNTILINKEY-99

340 z(3)-i(0) 1600 KOV 1:8, r2 2880 SWI "XOS Byte"
Listing 8350 FOR iV0 TO 3 1610 KOV rl0,r3 2890 HOV r0,#112

360 xsd%!{16*aiig%+4*l%)=INT(I60t-x(l%)/ 1620 LDMFD (SP)!,(PC} 2900 LDR rl.bank 10 fiEH>Hypno8 for Eight-bit machines
(z(i%)*800)*s)*k56 1630 2910 SWI "XOS Byte" (InfoB) |C) BAU fipr 92

370 ysd96!(16»ang%+4'i^)-IHT(12e-s/2.5+ 1640 .calc grad b 2920 LDR rl.bank 20 HODE2:VDD23;8202;0,-0;0;29,640;512;
y(i%)/iz(i^)+800)'fl)'k^ 1650 STMFD (spj 1, (link) 2930 RSB rl,rl,#3 :FORxV0TO640STEP8:FORy\=0TO512STEP4:GCO

380 NEXT 1660 MOV r4,r7 2940 STR rl,bank L0,SQR(x%*x%/8+y%*y%/B)MOD16:PLOT69,x%,y

390 FOB iV0 TO 3 1670 ADD r5,r7,#l«30 2950 r0,#113 'i;:PLOT69,x%,-y%:PL0T69.-x5b,y%:PL0T69,-X%

400 x(i%)=160'FNc[aiig^-i%*aii3fl96/4) 1680 ADR r3,rx2% 2960 SWI "XOS Byte" ,-y'6:HEXT,:A%^19:REPEATFORw%=15TO0STEP-l
410 z|i5t)=160*FIJB{ang*-i%*angfl^/4) 1690 BL calc grad 2970 £100+12 :VDD19,w%,7;0;19,(w%+7)MOD16;0;0:CALLfiFF

420 NEXT 1700 MOV r9,r2 2980 MOV r6,#3 F1:NEXT:ONTIL0

430 y[)^200 1710 MOV rll,r3 2990 .anlp2 ADD r7,r5,r6,LSL «FNlo
Listing 9440 FOR i\^Z TO 3 1720 LDMFD (Bp)!,(pc} g2(angB'6/4)

450 xt%!(16'aiig^t4*i%)=INT(160tx(i%)/| 1730 3000 AND r7,r7,#angB%-l 10 REM >! Rummage (Info9)

i(i%)*S00]*B}'k% 1740 !calc grad 3010 LDR r4,xsda 20 REM By Roc Hardenier

460 yt%!(16'ang%+4*i%]=INT(12B-6/2.5-tY 1750 STHFD (Bp)!,{r6,r7,link) 3020 ADD r4,r4.r7,LSL #4 30 REM For RISC OS machines
(i%)/[z[i%)+800)*B)*)rt 1760 rl4,ya'6 3030 LDHIA t4,(r0-r3J 40 REM (C) BAD Apr 92

470 NEXT 1770 LDR rl, [rl4.r5,LSR #28] 3040 ADR r4,xa% 50 :

480 NEXT 1780 LDR r2, [rl4.r4,LSR #28] 3050 STHIA r4,(r0-r3) 60 OH ERROR PROCerror

490 aiig%=0 1790 SUB r6,rl,r2 3060 LDR r4,yHda 70 :

500 banJ:%:l 1800 3070 r4,r4,r7,LSL #4 80 REM default CMOS RAH locations to

510 xb%!0 =0 1810 ADR rl4.xb'b 3080 LDHIA r4,{r0-r3) be used (change these if conflicts
520 yb!K10 =0 1820 LDR ra, [rl4,r5,LSR #28] 3090 ADR r4,ya% 90 REH arise with applioationa tbat u
530 xb%14 =(widCh%-l)«f% 1830 LDR t7, trl4,r4,LSR #28] 3100 STHIA r4,{r0-r3) se the same locations)

:

540 yb%14 =0 1840 SUB r0,r0,r7 3110 TST r6,«l 100 DATA 44,45

550 xb%18 =(widCh%-l)«f'6 1850 KOV r0,r0,LSL U% 3120 LDREQ r0,piCB 110 :

560 yb%i8 =[height%-l)«£% 1860 HOV rl,r6 3130 LDRNE r0,picB+4 120 buffBize9i=25

570 xb%!12=0 1870 BL div 3140 STR r0, Bdat 130 DIH results buffsize^t

5B0 yb%!12=(height%-l)«f'6 1880 HOV r0,r7 3150 BL plot 140 DIH formats buffsize^
590 COLOUR 176 1890 STMIS r3I,{r0,r2} 3160 SDBS r6.r6,#l 150 DIM code* 400
600 *PX 112,1 1900 3170 BPL anlp2 160 Sformat%="%W3,%DY %M3 %CE%YR.'624:%

610 CLS 1910 ADR rl4,yb% 3180 MI"+CHR$(0)
620 'FX 112,2 1920 LDR r0, [rU,r5,LSR #28] 3190 ADD r4^r4,r5,LSL #4 170 8P08%=19
630 CLS 1930 LDR r7,[rU,r4,LSR #28] 3200 r4,(r0-r31 180 RESTORE 100

640 VDU 28,10,25.29.7 1940 SDB r0.r0,r7 3210 ADR r4,xa% 190 READ locationl,location2
650 CALL anim 1950 MOV r0.r0,LSL U\ 3220 r4,ir0-r3} 200 :

660 ENE 1960 MOV rl.r6 3230 LDR r4,yta 210 PROCopenlog

670 : 1970 BL div 3240 ADD r4,r4,r5,LSL #4 220 IF chlog'f^e THEN

680 DBF FNc(aliCOSRAD(a'360/anga%) 19B0 MOV r0,r7 3250 LDHIA r4,(r0-r3) 230 PROCcreatelog

690 DEF FHB(a)=SINRAn(a*3S0/angB%) 1990 STMIA r3!,{r0,r2) 3260 ADR r4 , ya% 240 PROCopenref

700 : 2000 3270 STMIA r4,(r0-r3) 250 IF Cbref56=0 THEN

710 DBF PROCaea 2010 ADR rl4,xa% 3280 260 PROCcreateref

720 Bp=13;linX=14:pc=15 2020 r3, [rl4.r4.LSR #28] 3290 STR r0,Bdat 270 ELSE
730 FOR paes%=0 TO 2 STEP 2 2030 LDR r0, [rl4,r5,L3R «2B1 3300 BL plot 280 PROCreadref

740 P%=code% 2040 SUB r0,r0,r3 3310 ADD r5,r5.#l 290 EHDIF
750 [OPT pasfl5s 2050 HOV r0,r0,LSL #f% 3320 CMP rS,#angB% 300 PROCasBemble
760 -vdup EQUD 148 2060 HOV rl,r6 3330 HOVEQ r5,»0 310 ELSE

770 EQOD -1 2070 BL div 3340 swr "XOS ReadEBcapeState" 320 PROCopenref

780 .vdu EQUD 2080 LDHFD (sp)i,{r6,r7,pcf 3350 BCC anlp 330 IF chref%=0 THEN

790 .BdaC EQUD 2090 3360 LDHFD (sp)l,{r0-rl2,pc) 340 PROCcreateref

800 .xb% BQUS STHIBGS{16,CHKS0) 2100 .xa% EQDS STRINGS(16,CHRS0] 3370 350 PROCassamble

810 ,yb% EQD3 gTaisG$(l6,ciniS0) 2110 .ya^i EQOS ETRINGS(16,CHRS0) 3380 .pica BQUS STRINGS[12.CHRS01 360 PHOCupdatelog(''Dnknown"+CHRS(10))
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370 ELSE
380 PROCreadref
390 FROCaBBemLle
400 CALL calculatedovnitime
410 PROCconvertdateandtime
420 PROCupdatelog ( SreeultUCHRS ( 10) 1

430 ESDIF
440 ENDIF
450 :

460 treE%-nSR(nialcetref)
470 PHOCupdateret
480 PROCcloBereE
490 C^=cref%t!wtaoin
500 CALL calculatetime
510 PROCconvertdateandCime
520 PROCupdateloglSreBultV"-")
530 PROCcloaelog
540 PROCmakemodule
550 PROCeetvar
560 END
570 :

580 DEF PROCeetvar
590 0SCLr("Sec DpTimeS "tSreault'i)

600 EHDPROC
610 :

620 DEF PROCconvertdateandtime
630 SYS "OS_ConwBrtDateAiidTii[ie",cime,

iBult%,buffHize%, format's TO , zeroptr%
640 ?zeroptr%=13
650 ENDPROC
660 :

670 DEF PROCupdatelog(BtringS)
680 PTRItchlog^^EXTltchlog^
690 IF PTR#chlog%<>0 THEN
700 PrRSchlog%=PTR#chlog%-l
710 ENDIF
720 BPOT#chlog%, strings

740 :

750 DEF PROCcreatelog
760 OSCLK "Create <DpTiiiie$Dir>.DpTiineL

og 0-)

770 OSCLI{"SetType <UpTimeSDir> . npTine
Log Text")

780 cblog^^OPENOnr I
- <DpTimeSDir> . DpTiln

eLog")
790 ENDPROC
800 :

810 DEF PROCopenlog
820 chlog'6^0PENDPr<DpTiineSDir>.npTiine

Log")
830 EHDPROC
B40 :

850 DEF PROCcloBelog
860 CLOSE»chlog%
870 EHDPROC
880 :

890 DEF PROCreadref
900 PTHttchrefVapos^
910 tref^^EVAL(''S"+GETS#chref%)
920 ENDPROC

940 DEF PROCupdateret
950 PTR#chref%^apos%
960 SYS '0S_ConvectHex8",tref%, results

,hxittBize% TO ,zeroptr%
970 ?zeroptci-13
980 SPijT#cbref%,Sresult'6

1030 OSCLK "SetType <apTliiie$Dir> .HpTiine

Ref Data")
1040 chref%=OPENOOT (

" <OpTiiiieSDir > . DpTijt

1200
1210
1220

DEF PROCasBemble
FOR paBB%-0 TO 2 STEP 2

P%:code%

1310 I

1320 I

1330 f

1340 .

1350 t

Rl,#loi
"OS Byte"
R2,dt

Btrb R2,dt+1

Tifl0 LDR R2, offset
H'iM LDH R3, offsett
1400 R0,B0,H2
1410 ABCS R1,B1,R3
1420 STR R0,time
1,4(0 STR Rl,time+4
1440 MOV R15,R14
14'i0

1460
1470 PNtime
I4H0 LDR fil,wkmin
14<J0 SDB R0,R0,R1
1500 STR R0,tref
1M0 MOV R15,R14
1fi20

15 10 NEXT pa sa^t

1540 ENDPROC

1560 DEF PROCmakemodule

1590
1600
1610

NullS=CHRS(0)
TabS=CHHS(9)
VerBionS^"1.00"
DateS^MIDS(TIME$,5,ll]
Titles-" UpTimeLogger " +Nu 11$
HelpS-"npTime Logger" tTabS+Veraic

:eSt")"H lulls

3 FOR paEB%^4 TO 6 STEP 2

3 P%^0
3 O'SiCOde^

3 PROCHBaembleniodule
3 NEXT paBB%
3 SYS "OS.Module'Ml.code^.O^-code^
3 ENDPROC
3 :

3 DEF PROCaBBenblemodule
3 [OPT pase^

EQDD
EOOD
EQHD title_string
KUUD help_Btring
EQDD
.title_Btring
EQUS Titles
ALIGN
.help_Btriiig
EQUS Helps

3 EQUD
3 FNetiu macro
3 :

3 .initialiae
a STMFD R13!, (R0-R2,R14)
3 BL update
3 LDR R0, interval
3 ADR Rl,int_entry

Vie HOV R2,»e
960 SWI ''OS_CallBvery"
970 LDMFD R13

! , IR0-R2,PC)

"

(R0,R1,R14J

2040 LDMFD R13!,

) STMFD H13!,

2130
2140
2150
2163
2170

BL initialise
.service_exit

i LDMFD R13!,(PC)

STMFD B13!,(H14)
BL update
LDMFD H13!.(PC)
.update

) STHFD H13!,(R0-H4,Ra,R9,R14)

2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270

2320
2330
2340
2350
2360

d HOV
ORR
TEQP
MOVNV
STMFD

LDMFD
TEQP
MOVNV
LDMFD

R2,tref
R0,R0,R2
R0,dt
R0,ltie2
HI, ilocationl
R2,dt
"OS_Byte"
Rl,#location2
H2,dt+1
"OS_Byte"
R13!,{R14}
R9,«0
R0,R0
R13!, {R0-R4,R8,R9,PC}"

2410 E

2420
2430 E

2510 EQUD 6000
2520 .halfroinute

2530 EQUD 3000
2540 .time
2550 EQUD
2560 EQDD
2570 .dt

2580 EQUD
2590 .tref
2600 EQOD trefss

2610 1

2620 =0
2630 :

26*0 DBF FNtime nacro
2650 [OPT pass%
2660 MOV H0,#14
2670 MOV Rl,#3
2680 STBB Rl.time
2690 ADR Rl.tinie
2700 SWI "OS Word"
2710 LDR RS.time
2720 LDR Rl,tine+4
2730 LDR R2, offset
2740 LDR R3,o£fBet+4
2750 SOBS R0,R0,R2
2760 SfiCS R1,R1,R3
2770 LDR
27 80 HOV R2,#a
2790 aov R3,tt0

2800 HOV a4,#l«31
2810 :

2820 .divloop
2830 HOVS R0,R0,ASL#1
2840 ADC R2,R2,R2
2850 CMP R2,R1
2S60 SnBGE R2,R2,R1

2870 ORRGE H3,R3,R4
2860 HOVS R4,R4,lBr)l
2890 BNE divloop
2900 ;

2910 LDR Rl,halfmii
2920 CMP H2,R1
2930 ADDGE H3,R3,#1

3 DBF PROCerror
3 OSCLK "Close")
3 MODE
3 REPORT
3 PRINT " at line
3 PHIHT " in OpTii

Listing 10
iHortgage (Infol0

20 REM By John Weat
30 REM For all machinea
40 REM (C) BAO Apr 92

80 REPEAT
90 PROCdiaplay

100 PROCinput
110 PROCcalc

150 :

160 DBF PROCinit
170 dl)lS=CHR$HlrlnS=''HORTGAGE":flS-CHR

$136
180 reS=C!!RS129:gr$-CHR$130
190 yeS=CHRSl31iwh$iCHRS135
200 VDO 23,1,0;0;0;0;
210 ENDPROC
220 :

230 DEF PROCdiaplay
240 CLS
250 FOR I'i^2 TO 3 :PRINTTAB(8, I5i)yeSdljl

SFNline(4)SPClm$SPClFNline(4) :NEXT

270 PRINTTAB(0,6j"For i

re$'I"wh$"%/year repaid"
280 PRINTTAB[0.7)"over'

. calculates repayments"
290 PRINTTAB(0,8)"fo]

"

"whS",'

re$"Y"whS"yearB

5$"I"whS","reS"
''wti$''and°reS"I+1.5"1+0. 5"v

whS"%/yeai
300 PRINT TAB[0,9)"over"reS°Y''whS"/

S"y+5"wli$"and"re$"Y+10"whS"yearB."'

'

310 ENDPROC
320 :

360 INPUT' "Enter ahortest time (years)
. . ."Y^
370 ENDPROC
380 :

390 DBF PROCcalc
400 DIK HS<3.2),TS(3,2}
410 FOR i9t=0 TO 3

420 FOR j5t=0 TO 2

430 R^(nti%/2)/100
440 A=p%*R
450 B=[l+R)"(Y%+5'j%)
460 M=A*B/(12'[B-1))
470 T=M*12'(Y%+5*j%)
480 MS(i%,j%]=FNpence(FNround[H))
490 TS(i%, j'bJ^FNpencelFHroundtT))
500 NEXT
510 NEXT
520 ENDPROC
530 :

540 DEF PROCresult
550 CLS
560 PRlNTTAB(0,0)yeS"Mortgage Int, Re

pay Monthly Total"
570 PRINTTAB(0,l)yeS° loan rate ti

me payment paid"
580 PRINTTAB(4,2)''£ %/yr yearB

£ £"

590 PRINTTAB(0,31yeSFNline(391TAB[l,41
gr$;p%

600 FOR i%=0 TO 3

610 FOR j5s=0 TO 2

620 y%^(]56+l)+4*(i56+l)
630 H%^LENSTRS(n+i%)
640 K%=LENSTRS(Y%f5*j%)
650 IF j%=0 PRINTTAB(13-H%,y%l,-n+iV2
660 PHINTTAB(19-fp5.y^);Y^+5']5s
670 L%^LENH$(i%,j%)
680 M%=LENT$[i%,j%)
690 PRINTTAB(29-L%,y%)HS[i%,j%)
700 PRINTTAB(40-M%,y^)TS[i%, j%|
710 NEXT
720 NEXT
730 PHINTTAB(0,211yeSPSline(39)
740 ENDPROC
750 :

760 DEF FNpencelX]
770 XS=STRSX!LVLS10C$
780 dot=INSTH[KS,".")
790 IF dot:L%-2 THEN =XS
800 IF dotiL'i-l THEN =X$4"0"
810 IF dot^B THEN =XS+".00"
820 REPEAT
830 L%=LENX$
840 XS^LEFT5[XS,LENX$-1)
850 UNTIL INSTR[X$,".")iL%-3
8S0 =X$
870 :

880 DEF FNround[X)=.01'INT(100*X+.5)
B90 :

900 DBF FNline[X%)=STHIHGS(X%,"^°]
910 :

9 20 DEP PROCrepeat
930 PRIIlTTAB15,23)ceSfl$"PreBB SPACE b

940 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
950 HSDPROC

Listing 11
10 REM >HHstermind (Infoll)
20 REM ThlnXing by Malcolm Gray
30 HEH Original diaplay by J A McHugh
40 REM for all machines
50 REH (Cl BAU Apr 92

60 :

70 MODE 7

80 PROCc(0]
90 PROCiniC

100 go^0
110 REPEAT
120 PROCacreen
130 gueaa=0
140 IF go-1 PROCcomp ELSE PROChuman
150 IF black%=4 THEN BCore%[go)=BCore%

(go)+ll-gueHB
160 IF go^0 AND blac)t'6=4 PROCinEo("Wei

1 done - you got it !

"

)

170 IF go=0 AND blac):^<4 PROCinfo( "Sor
ry - it was "isolS)

180 IF go:l AND blaG)t%=4 PHOCinfo("I g

190 IF goi^l AND black%(4 PROCinfo( "Oop
a, I didn't get it")

200 wait-INKEm500)
210 go-l-go
220 IF go^0 PROCinfo("SCORES: you^"+ST

R5(Bcore%(0)) + °, me^"+STR$ (Bcore^d) ) ) :w
ait=INKEY|1500)

230 UNTIL FALSE

260 DEF PROCinfo(iS)
270 iS=STBINGS(15-LEN(iS)/2." ")+iS
280 iS=i$+STRINGS(30-LEN{iSJ, " "

)

290 PROCtwica(5,20,CHR$135+i$)

320 DEF PROChuman
330 FOR i:0 TO 3

340 col%(i)=RND(7)-l
350 NEXT
360 PROCfflaJteBt rings
370 REPEAT
380 PR0CeDter[gueB8,"your guesB")
390 PROCinark(gueBB)
400 guesB-gueaB+1
410 UNTIL gueaa^B OR blacft%^4
420 ENDPROC
430 :

440 DEF PROCcomp
450 PHOCeDter[0, "Enter code")
460 FOR i=0 TO 3

470 col%(i)=in%(i)
480 NEXT
490 PROCmalieatrings
500 PfiOCtwice[5,20,CHR$i35-fThinl(ing

i
' I01S+" "1

510 hiBtory%=0
520 PROCptl
530 PROCconvg
540 IF black%<4 PR0Cpt2
550 ENDPROC
560 :

570 DEF PROCinit
580 DIM col%(3),in%(4),mark%(3,2),acoi

e%{l}
590 DIM o%(209,6)
600 DIM g%(6)
610 DIM hb%(15)
620 DIM hc5E(15.3)
630 DIM ans%(3)
640 colB$="RGYBHCW°
650 aelS=""
660 FOR i^l TO 7

670 aelS^BelS+CHRS(128+i]*HiDS(colBS,i
,1)

•710 DEF PROQnalceatringB
720 solS^""
730 FOR i=0 TO 3

740 BOl$=BOlS+CHR$(145+col'E(i))
5-ICHRS175
750 NEXT
760 so1S-bo1S+CHRS156+CHRS135
770 ENDPROC
780 :

790 DEF PROCc(B)

132,157,135
TO 22

0.i, 132, 157.32,155,31.37,1

3,18,132,157.31,0,23,132,15

9,0:PRIHT"INPDT",-SPC13;"REP

860 VDO 31
132,157

870 NEXT
880 VDU 31

7

890 VDU 31
LY"

900 FOR i^l TO 17;VDD 31,4, i, 141:NEXT
910 FOR 1=1 TO 17:VDn 31.19,1,132,157,

156: NEXT
920 FOR i^20 TO 21:VDn 31, 4, i, 141:NEXT
930 ENDPROC

970 ENDPROC

1010 'FX 21,1
1020 peg::0

1030 done=FALSE
1040 REPEAT
1050 PROCc(l)
10S0 VDU 31,peg*3+6,2tgue5S*2
1070 key-GET
1080 PROCc(01
1090 IF key=I27 AND pegoB peg=peg-l:PR

OCpeg(peg*3+2,gueaB,-l)
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1100 IF )(ey=13 AND peg=4 done^TROE 2020 NEXT 2970 : 460 CIRCLE 0,0,rl
1110 cal^lNSTH(colBS,CHRS(lcey and sdf])

-1
2030 hiBtory^^history^+l

^whiteSs+black'i
2980 DEF FNblk
2990 LOCAL x%

470
480

PROCBwap
PROChangon

1120 IF col>=0 AND peg<4 PR0Cpeg(peg'3t- 2050 3000 FOR x56=0 TO 3 490 EHDPROC
2, guess, col) :in%(peg);col:peg-peg<-l DEF PROCcpy(y%,X%) 3010 in%{x^):g%(x5s) 500
1130 UNTIL dODe 2070 LOCAL g% 3020 NEXT DEF PR0Ccircle2
1140 EHDPROC 2080 FOR g%=0 TO 6 3030 PROCgook 520 GCOL 3,2
1150 : 2090 c^|x^,g%)=c'i(y5s,g%) 3040 =black% 530
1160 DEF PROCshowgueBB(gueaB) 2100 NEXT 3050 : 540 REPEAT
1170 FOR peg=0 TO 3 2110 ENDPROC 3060 DEF PROCconv 550 HOUSE xcycb
llflB PROCpeglpeg'3i2,guesB,in%{peg]) 2120 3070 kV0 r2=S0Rlxc'2tyc"2)-rl
1190 NEXT 2130 DBF FNcmp(x%) 3080 FOR col%=0 TO 6 570 CIRCLE xc,yc,r2
1200 ENDPROC 2140 LOCAL t°*,y% 3090 FOR loop%-0 TO g%(cc 1%) 1 580 PROCBWap
1310 : 2150 FOR y^^0 TO 6 3100 iQt(k56+lO0p%)=C0l56 590 CIRCLE ox,oy,or
1220 DEF PROCmark(gueaB) 2160 t^=t54+PNiiiinlg^{y^),c%[x5E,y%)) 3110 NEXT 600 oK=xc:oy=yc;or=r2
1230 FOR 1=0 TO 3 2170 NEXT 3120 k%=kVg%(col%) 610 ONTIL b
1240 mark%li,!)-0 2180 ^t% 3130 NEXT 620 CIRCLE X0,YC,r2
1250 marlt%li,2)=0 2190 3140 IF (history^ AND 1) THEf, GOTO 3180 630 PROCswap
1260 NEXT 2200 DEF Fffiiiin(a'i,b'6) 3150 FOR loop'6=0 TO 1 640 PROChangon
1270 mrlut=20 2210 IF a.%<b% THEN b%=B.% 3160 k's^inSbdoop^jdn^doop't =in5t(3-loo 650 ENDPEOC
1280 white^=3 2220 =b% p%):in%(3-loop'6)=)t'6 660
1290 bldCk^*=0 2230 3170 NEXT 670 DEF PROCpen
1300 FOR i=0 TO 3 2240 DEF PR0Cpt2 3180 ENDPROC 680 GCOL 3,4

1310 IF in'b(i)=col5i(il PROCdod, i,3) 2250 PHOCmakepermn 3190 : 690 f^FALSE
1320 NEXT 2260 PROCcopydown 3200 DEF PROCgook
1330 FOR 1=0 TO 3 2270 FOB X%^e TO 3 3210 PROCshowguesB (guess 710 HODSE xp,yp,b
1340 FOR j=0 TO 3 2280 g^(x^)=c%[0,x%] 3220 PEOCmark(gueBsl 7 20 rp=SQR( (xp-xc) "2.(yp-yc) "2]

1350 IF ioj AND iii%(i)-col5i(j) PROCdof 2290 NEXT 3230 guess-guess+l 7 30 LINE XG,yc,xp,yp
i,j,6)
1360 NEXT

2300
2310

REPEAT
t^^FNblk

3240 ENDPROC
3250 :

740
750

CIRCLE xp,yp,8
PROCswap

1370 NEXT 2320 c96=0 3260 DEF PROCconvg 760 IF f THEN
2330 FOR y^=0 TO max% 3270 PROCconv 770 LINE xcycox, oy

1390 ; 2340 IF t%-FNbciiip(y%) THEN PROCcp(y^,rt 3280 LOCAL x% CIRCLE ox,oy,B
1400 DEF PR0Cdo(pegl.peg2,cl hcVcUl 3290 FOR x%=0 TO 3 790 ENDIF
1410 IF mark%(pegi,i)=l OB marl(56[peg2,2 2350 NEXT 3300 g%(x5£)=in%[x%) f-TROE

)-l ENDPROC 2360 [najt'5=c%-l 3310 NEXT ox=xp:oyiyp
1420 raark9=(pegl,l) = l 2370 FOB y%=0 TO 3 3320 ENDPROC 820 DNTIL b

1430 mark%(pEg2,2)=l 2380 g%|y%)=c%[a,y%) 3330 : GCOL 3.2
1440 PR0Cpeg(marbc,gue3B,c] 2390 NEXT 3340 DEF PNp2h{y\l 340 CIRCLE xc,yc,r2
1450 IF c = 3 black%=black%+l ELSE white's 2400 DNTIL c5s<=l OR gueBH=8 3350 LOCAL x^,f% 850 EEMLINE xc,yc,xp,yp
=whiteVl 2410 IF black%<>4 THEN t%=FHblk: 3360 £%=1 850 BEMCIRCLE xp,yp,B
1460 markx-inarkx+3 2420 EHDPROC 3370 FOR x%-0 TO history^-l 870 PROChangon
1470 ENDPROC 2430 33B0 f%:f% AND (hb%(x^)=PHbHx%,y%)) 880 ENDPROC
1480 : 2440 DEF PROCcopydown 3390 NEXT 890
1490 DEF PROCpeg(x,y,c) 2450 C%:0 3400 -fh 900 DEF PROCdraw
1500 VDD 31,x+3,y*2+l 2460 FOR y%=0 TO max% 3410 : 910 a=FNangle(xc,yc)
1510 IF c=-l VDD 32,32,32,8,9,8,10,32,3 2470 IF FNeq(y^)=FALSB AND FNp2h{y%) 1 3420 DEF FNbl{x56,y^) 920 al=FNangle(xp-xc,yp-yc)

2,32 ELSE VDD 145.0,124,124,8,8,8,10,145 THEN HOCcp{y^,c%]:c%=c%tl 3430 LOCAL t%,g% 930 oxp^xp;oyp=yp
+c, 124, 124 2480 3440 FOR g^=0 TO 3 940 oxc::xc;oyc^yc
1520 ENDPROC 2490 max%=c%-l 3450 t5b=t%+(c%(y56,g96)=hc%(x%,g%) 950 s=l
1530 : 2500 ENDPEOC 3460 NEXT 960 f():.FALSE

1540 DEF PROCptl 2510 3470 =-^6 970 REPEAT
1550 k^=0 2520 DEF PfiOCmakepermn

Listing 12
980

1550 FOR aV0 TO 4 2530 a%=0:b5s=0:c%=0:d%=0 990 al-t=rl/r2's-fH

1570 FOR b\:0 TO 4-a% 2540 raax95^4*3'2-l 10 REM ^Scribe (Infol2 1000 xc=SINHAD(a)*{rl+r2)
1580 FOR c%=0 TO 4-bVa% 2550 FOR y%=0 TO majA 20 REM By Sam WatkinB 1010 yc=C0SRAD(a)*{rl*r2)
1590 FOR d%=0 TO 4-c%-b%-a% 2560 REPEAT 30 REM For RISC OS machine 1020 xp=xc+SINRAD(al)*rp
1600 FOR e%=0 TO i-d%-c%-h%-a.-k 2570 d%=d%tl 40 REM (C) BAD Apr 92 1030 yp=yc+COSRAD{al)*rp

1610 FOR £%=0 TO 4-eVd%-c^-b%-a% 2580 cVc%-(d%=4) ;d%=dV4* ld%-4) 50 : 1040 GCOL 3,2:CIRCLE xc,yo,r2
1620 g%=4- 3.%^h%*':%t&%+s%<-f%) 2590 b%=bV(c%:4):c%=c's+4'(cV4) 50 ON ERROR MODE 0;IF ERR< 17 PRINTRE 1050 GCOL 3,4:LINE XO,yc,xp,yp;CIRCLE X

1630 c\ik.% B)=a.% 2600 a%=aV(b%=4) :b5s=bV4' (b%=4) POHTSr" at line ";ERL:END ELSE END p-yp.
1S40 c'idt'i l)=b% 2610 UNTIL ((a%=m) + (a%=c'i) + (a%=d%l + bX 70 DIM Xl(2),yl(2),x2(2).y2[2| f(21 1060 PROCBwap
1650 c^lkt 2) =0^5 =c%)* h%=6%]*{o%=&\))=0 80 REPEAT 1070 GCOL 3,2:CIRCLE oxc,oyc,r2
1660 c%(l(% 3)=d% 2620 c%(y%,a)=g%(a%) 90 PROCinit 1080 GCOL 3,4:LINE OX0,Oyc,Oxp,oyp:CIRC
1G70 c%(lt% i)-e% 2630 c%ly%,l)=g%{h%) 100 PBOCcirclel LE oxp, oyp.B |

1680 c%(k% 5)=f% 2640 c%(y%,2)=g%(c'6) 110 PR0Ccircle2 1090 GCOL 0,8
1690 c5i.(k^ 6)=g% 2650 c%{y%,3)=^(i%) 120 PROCpen 1100 IF f(3-bank) THEN
1700 k%=k% 1 2660 NEXT 130 PROCdraw 1110 MOVE xH3-bank),yl(3-ban);)
1710 NEXT 2670 ENDPROC 140 DNTIL FALSE 1120 DRAW x2(3-bank],y2(3-bank)
1720 NEXT 2680 150 END 1130 ENDIF
1730 NEXT 2690 DEF FNeq(y^) 160 : 1140 MOVE oxp,oyp;DBAW xp,yp
1740 NEXT 2700 IF y^-max't THEN -S 170 DEF PROCinit 1150 Kl(bank] =oxp

;
yl (bank ) =oyp

1750 NEXT 2710 LOCAL x%, fs 180 MODE 15:H0DE 12:0FF 1160 x2 (bank] -xp;y2 (bank) =yp
1760 NEXT 27 20 FOR x%=y%+l TO raax% 190 COLODH 1,7 1170 £{bank)=TRUE
1770 FOR x%=0 TO 6 2730 t%=t% OR FNeg2(x%) 200 COLODB 2,

3

1180 oxc=xc:oyc=yc:oxp^xp;oyp^yp
1780 g!s(x'6) = -{x%<4) 2740 NEXT 210 COLODR 4,

6

1190 MODSE q,q,b
1790 NEXT 2750 =i% 220 COLOOR 5,6 IF b^l THEN H+^.02
1800 max%=k%-l 2760 230 COLOOR 5,5 1210 IF b=4 THEN s-=.02
1810 REPEAT 2770 DEF FNeq2(x%) 240 COLOUR 8,1 1220 UNTIL b=2
1820 C%=FNgo 2780 IF c^[y56,0)<>c%(x%,0) THEN 250 COLOOR 10,1 1230 PROChangon
1830 c%=0 2790 IF c%(y%,l)<>c\(x%,l) THEN 260 COLOOR 12,1 1240 ENDPROC
1840 FOR y%:0 TO max% IP c%[y%,2)<>c%(x%,2) THEN 270 bank=l 1250
1850 IF FNcmp(y%)-t% THEN PHOCcpy (y%,c% 2810 IF c%(y%,3)<>c%(x%,3) THEN 280 •POINTER 1260 DEF FNangle{x,yl
):c%=cVl 2820 =-1 290 ORIGIN 640,512 1270 IF x=0 AND y>=0 THEN =0

1860 N5XT 2830 300 GCOL 4,0 1280 IF x=0 AND y(0 THEN =180

1870 IMUA=CV1 2840 DEF PHOCcp{x%,y%) 310 SYS 6, 113, bank 1290 atn=DEG(ATN(x/y))
1880 niin%=100 2850 LOCAL t% 320 SYS 5,112,3-bank 1300 IF x>0 AND y>=0 THEN =atn
1890 FOR Y%=0 TO 6 2860 FOR ^6=0 TO 3 330 ENDPROC 1310 IF y<0 THEN =lS0tatn
1900 g%(y%)=c%(0,y^) 2870 C'i(y^,t%)=c%(x'i,t'6) 340 : 1320 IF x<0 AND y>=0 THEN =360+atn
1910 NEXT 2880 NEXT 350 DEF PHOCcirclei 1330
1920 UNTIL c%<=l OH guess=8 2890 360 GCOL 3,1 1340 DEF PROCBWap
1930 ENDPROC 2900 370 or=1000 1350 WAIT
1940 : 2910 DEF FlJbcmp(y^l 380 REPEAT 1360 bank- 3 -bank
1950 DEF FNgo 2920 LOCAL X%,t% 390 MOOSE x.y,b 1370 SYS 6,113,bank:SYS 6,112, 3-bank
1960 LOCAL x% 2930 FOR X%^0 TO 3 400 rl=SQR(x"2+y'2) 1380 ENDPROC
1970 PROCconv 2940 t%=t%-(g%(x%)=c'b(y%,xiS)) 410 CIRCLE 0,0, rl 1390
1980 PROCgoo): 2950 NEXT 420 PROCswap DEF PROChangon
1990 lib%(hiBtorY^)=black'5 2960 =fh 430 CIRCLE 0,0, or 1410 REPBATK0DSBxx,yy,bb;ONTIL bb=0
2000 FOB xSs=0 TO 3 440 or^rl 1420 ENDPROC
2010 hc^(history%,x%)=in'6(x^) 450 ONTIL b

FACE BENDER
Listing 1

210
4 560

DATA "Line: 536,516 512,504
504 540,516"

532 48 360 DATA "Line: 704,512
8"

7 64 532 816,50 530
6"

DATA "Line: 712,376 740,348 760,31

!0 REM MakeDat32 (Facel) 220 DATA "Line: 476,492 532,520 588 49 370 DATA "Line: 712,476 74B 464 784,46 540 DATA
20 REM for Arc only 6" 4" 550 DATA "Segment: Upper lip liaea"
30 REM (0) BAD Apr 92 230 DATA "Line: 484,492 532,480 588 49 380 DATA DATA "Line: 636,336 636,308"

6" 390 DATA "Segment; Right eyebrow" 570 DATA "Line: 660,336 660,308"

50 file5s=0PEN0aT "FaceDat" 240 DATA "Line: 472,508 528,532 592 51 400 DATA "Line: 584,536 592 552 744,56
60 REPEAT 2" 4 795,568 832,552 844,532 590 DATA "Segment; Dpper lip"
70 READ outputs 250 DATA "Line: 508,464 540,468 576 48 410 DATA "Line: 584,536 74B 544 800,55 600 DATA "Line: 548,268 596.284 624,29
80 IF OUtpUt$<>"END0FDATA" THEN BPDT 2 840,532" 6 648 284 672,292 708,284 748,272"

tt{ile%, outputs 260 DATA 420 DATA DATA "Line: 552,268 592,268 624,27
90 DNTIL OUtputS="Em)0FDaTA" 270 DATA "Segment: Left eyebrow 430 DATA "Segment: Nose 2 652 268 680,272 712,268 744,272"

100 CLOSE »file% 280 DATA "Line: 448,532 452,552 500 57 440 DATA "Line: 624,520 524 458 624,42 520
110 'SetType FaceDat Text 2 556 568 600,556 608,536" 615,392 624,354 544,352 DATA "Segment: Lower lip"
120 PRINT "FaceDat created." 290 DATA "Line: 448,528 496,552 552 54 450 DATA "Line: 664,520 554 468 664,41 640 DATA "Line: 552,268 592.268 624,27
130 END 4 608 536"' 6 672,392 668,364 644,352 2 652 258 680,272 712,268 744,272"
140 : 300 DATA 460 DATA "Line: 600,404 588 388 584,35 650 DATA "Line: 564,264 584.252 620.24
150 DATA "; >FaceDat'' 310 DATA "Segment: Right eye" 8 592,352 612,364 644,352 652 235 684,240 716,252 740,268"
160 DATA 320 DATA "Line: 756,500 760,504 764 50 470 DATA "Line: 692,404 734 392 708,35 660 DATA
170 DATA "Refa: 648,512 536,500 760,50 760 496 756,500" 8 696,352 680,364 652,352 DATA "Segment: Left ear"
648,428 648,268 408,412 884,412 648,50 330 DATA "Line: 760,516 736,504 756 48 480 DATA 680 DATA "Line: 396,480 358,504 352.48

4 648,360 648,528" 4 784 504 760,516" 490 DATA "Segment; Left 4 360 440 376,384 396,332 420,344"
180 DATA 340 DATA "Line: 708,492 760,516 812 49 500 DATS "Line: 580,380 556 352 540,32 690 DATA
190 DATA "Segments Left eye" 2" 0" 700 DATA "Segment: Right ear"
200 DATA "Line: 532,500 536,504 540,50 350 DATA "Line: 708,492 764,480 804 510 DATA 710 DATA "Line; 896,484 924,504 935,47
536,496 532,500" 8° 520 DATA "Segment: Right cheekbone" 6 928 440 920,338 896,340 876,344"
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• 720 DATA
730 DATA "Segment: Side of head

r cheekbones'

760 DATA "Line
i°

770 DATA "Line

412,516 404,440 416,35

876,520 8BS,444 B72,36

420,368 436,344 448,32

872,368 856,348 844,32

850 WHILE NOT EOFttin

860 lineS=™nextliae+" "

870 IP LEFTS(lineS,71^"SegiDeiit" segat^
1

880 IF LEFTS(iiaeS,4]="Liae" THEN
890 PROCgotoBpace(lineS)
900 opt (point »1] =4

910 REPEAT
920 point+=l
930 PROCgetxy{ face (point, 0) , face [point

.1))
780 DATA 940 PLOT opt(point],faoe(poiat,0),face
790 DATA "Segment: Chin" (point, 1)

800 DATA "Line; 416,356 432,284 460 22 950 seg(point)-HegB
4 516.168 588,120 648,108 720,124 7 84 16 960 UHTIL lineS-""
B 828,220 860,284 876,368"

810 DATA 9B0 ENDWHILE
S20 DATA "Segment: Hairline" 990 CLOSE tin
830 DATA "Line; 404,504 428,564 456 62 1000 ENDPROC

4 480,664 524,700 584,712 640,708 696 70 1010 ;

752,696 804,668 840,624 868,576
8"

888 50 1020 DEF PROCdiatort(RETDHN distortO)
1030 facewidth -FNrnd( 0.6,1.0)

840 DATA 1040 faceheight ^FfJmd( 0.6,1.8)
850 DATA "Segment; Hair" 1050 round -FNmd(-0. 5, 1.5)
860 DATA "Line; 372,264 312,388 304 51 1060 eyedisp =FNmd(-30, 38]

2 328,676 396,800 516,896 632,904 752 90 1070 eyewidth :FNmd(0. 6, 1.2)
868,824 944,704 984,544 988,408 932 28 1080 eyeheight =FHmd(0 6,1.2)

0° 1090 noaewidth ^FNmd(0 5,1.7)
870 DATA 1100 noseheight ^FNmd(0 6,1.0)
880 DATA "Segment: Chin cleft" 1110 mouthwidth ^FNrnd(0 5,1.5)
390 DATA "Line; 648,152 648,128 1120 iiiouthheiglit^FNmd(0 5,1.4)
900 DATA 1130 earwidth =FNrnd(0 3,1.5)
910 DATA "Segment: Chin lice" 1140 earheigbt ^FNrnd(0 3,1.0)
920 DATA "Line: 612,200 648,208

6"
E92 19 1150 browheight =FNrnd(0

1160 chinheight =FNrnd[l
6,1.25)
0,1.25)

930 DATA "ENDOFDATA" 1170 browdisp ^PNrnd(0 60)

Listing 2
1180 cl=(2*rourid-l)/1024 ;clfw=ol*facew

idth
10 REM >FaceBender (Face2] 1190 c2=1.5-round :c2fw=c2*facew
20 REM By Jan Vibe idth
30 REM For RISC OS machincB 1200 drefxl)=refx()

70 MODE 136:MODE 8:0FF 1240
80 COLOUR 0,0,64,128 1250
90 COLOUR 1,160,160.160 th)

100 COLOUR 2,0,0,0 1260
110 VDD 19,0,24,0,64,128 1270
120 Bteps=10 1280
130 PHOCloaddata 1290
140 facel(l=face(l 1300
150 b-2 1310
160 REPEAT 1320
170 PE0Cdi6tortlface2(]l 1330
180 etepa()=face2()-facel() 1340
190 atepH(l^stepB()/Bteps 1350
200 FOR frame-l TO steps 1360
210 facel (

) =facel ( ) +Bteps (

)

1370
220 WAIT 1380
230 SYS 6,112,b:SYS 6, 113, 3-b:CLS 1390
240 b=3-b
250 GCOL 1 1410
260 CIRCLE PILL 640,512,500 1420
270 GCOL 2 1430
280 FOR i=l TO points 1440
290 PLOT opt(i),facel(i,01,facel(i,l 1450

1460
300 NEXT 1470
310 SEXT 1480
320 UNTII. PI=4 1490
330 BSD 1500
34E> : 1510
350 DEF FNnextline 1520
360 REPEAT 1530
370 lineS=GETS#in 1540
380 UNTIL lineSo"" AND LEFTS (lineS, 1)

390 :lineS

410 DEF FNcountBpaceB(hGadS)
420 ETRItin^O
430 count-0
440 REPEAT
450 aS=GETS»in
460 IF LEPTS(aS,LENhead$)=headS THEH
470 FOR i^l TO LENaS
480 IF MID$(aS,i,l)=" ' co\mt+=l
490 HEXT
500 ENDIF
510 UNTIL EOFSia

1610
1620
1630
1640
1650

a drefyl)=refy()
3 FOR i:2 TO 10
a x:FNxQff (drefX ( i ) , 1, cl'drefy ( 1 1 +c2

NEXT
drefX ( 2 ) +=eyedisp
drefx(3)-ieYedi8p
FOR point-1 TO points
x=face(point,0)
y=face(point,l)
REM x=FNxoff(x,l,ol*y+o2)
x=FNxoEf (X, l,clfw'y+c2fw)
Y=FNyof f (y, 1, faceheight)
CASE 8Sg(point) OF

WHEN 1,3 :

x=FNxoff(x*eYediBp, 2, eyewidth)
y-FNyoff (y,2,eyeheight)
IF aeg{point)-2 y+=browdiBp
WHEN 3,4 :

x=FNxoff{x-eyediBp, 3, eyewidth)
y-FNyoff (y,3,eyeheight)
IF aeg(point)-4 y+-browdisp
WHEN 5,6.7 :

x-FNxof £ (x, 4 , noBewidth)
y-FNyoff (y, 4, noseheight)
WHEN 8,9,10 :

x^FNxoff [X, 5 , mouthwidth)
y-FNyoff (y I 5 , mouthheight

)

WHEN 11 :

x=FNxotf (X, 6, earwidth)
y-FNyo££(y, 5,earheight)
WHEN 12 :

x-FNxof f (X, 7 , earwidth)
y-FNyo£f (y, 7 , earhaight)
WHEN 13,16 :

HEM Nothing

y=FHyoff (y, 8,browheight)
WHEN 14,17,18 ;

y-FNyoff (y, 9 , chinheight

)

ENDCASE
distort (point, 0)=x
distort (point, IJ-y
NEXT
ENDPROC

S40 DEF PROCgetxylHETURN X
550 x-VALlineS
560 y-VflLMIDS(line$,INSTR[

I

570 PROCgotoBpace(line$)

590 :

600 DEF PROCgotospace(I
610 aS=HIDS(aS,INSTR(ai
620 ENDPROC

670 DEF PHOCloaddata
680 in=OPENIN("FaceDat")
690 refa-FNcountBpaceB("Refs")
700 pointa-FNcountspaces("Line°)
710 DIM refx(refs),refy(refs),drefx[r6

fH),drefy(refs)
720 DIM face(pointa,l),facel(point8,l)

, face2[pointB,l)
730 DIM Beg(pointa) ,opt(pointB) , steps

(

points, 1)

740 PTR#in:0
750 lineS=FNneKtline
760 IF NOT FNleft(lineS."Refs") ERRROF

l,"Hiaaing reference points"
770 PROCgotOBpacedineS)

1750 -(max-min)*RND(l)4

Listing 3

790
1 TO refa

PROCgetxy[refx(i).refY(i))
NEXT

point=0
opt 0^5
GCOL 1:CIHCLE FILL 640,512.!

I REH >Create face data (Face3)
20 REH for Eight -Bit machines
30 REM (c) BAn Apr 92

40 :

50 file%=0PEN0nT"FaceD8"
60 REPEAT
70 READ data$
80 IF data$<>"END" THEN BPUTttf ile^E, EV

AL("fi"+dataS)
"

i UNTIL dataSi^°END°
i CLOSE lt£ile%

i PRINT "FaceDS created"

50 DATA 83

60 DATA 00,

70 DATA 00
30 DATA 00
90 DATA 00
00 DATA 00
10 DATA 00,

20 DATA 01

30 DATA 01

40 DATA 3

50 DATA 01

50 DATA 01

70 DATA 01

80 DATA 01

90 DATA 01

00 DATA 01

67

33

00

00
00
00
00
7F
81

9F 83 83 47

00
00

00
00
00
00
82
A5

00
00
00
00

00

82

7B

00
00

00

94

00
00
00

BC

00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00

320 DATA 00 00 00
00
00

00
00 00 00

330 DATA 00 00
340 DATA 00 00 00 Be 00 00
350 DATA 00 00 00 00 00
360 DATA 00 00 00 00
370 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
380 DATA 00 00 00 00
390 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
400 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
410 DATA 00 00 00 00
420 DATA 00 0e

430 DATA 00 00
m

0e 00
00

00
00

00
440 DATA
450 DATA 00 00 00
460 DATA 00
470 DATA 00 00 00
480 DATA 00 00 0E 0E ze 00 00
490 DATA 00 m 00 00
500 DATA 00 00 00 SI
510 DATA 81 81 01 81
520 DATA 01 01 01
530 DATA Bl 81 01 81 02

540 DATA 82 82 82 82 82 82
550 DATA 82 03 83 83 03
560 DATA 83 83 83 83 83
570 DATA 03 83 83 03 83 03
580 DATA 83 83 04 84 64 84 84
590 DATA 34 04 34 84 05 85
600 DATA 35 85 85 85 85 85
610 DATA 35 35 35 05 85 85 85
620 DATA 35 35 05 85 85 85 85
630 DATA 85 06 36 86 07 87 87

640 DATA 08 03 88 09 89 89
650 DATA 89 89 89 89 09 89 89

660 DATA 89 89 89 89 0A BA BA
670 DATA
680 DATA

8A
SA

SA
8A

BA
8A

BA
868A 0B BE

690 DATA BB BB BB BB 0C BC BC
700 DATA BC

0D
SC
BD

BC BC 0D
BD

SD
BD

8D
710 DATA BD 0D
720 DATA BD BD 0E BE BE BB
730 DATA BE 3E BE 0F
740 DATA BF BF BF BF BF BF BF
750 DATA BF BF BF BF BF 10 90
760 DATA 90 90 90 90 90 90
770 DATA 90 90 90 90 91 12
780 DATA 92 92 00 00
790 DATA 00 00 00 00 00
800 DATA 00 00 00

00
00 00 00

810 DATA 00 00
820 DATA 00 00 00 00 00
830 DATA 00 00 00
840 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
850 DATA 00 00 00
860 DATA 00 00 00 00
870 DATA 66 67 68 67 66 67

880 DATA 61 66 6D 68 58 66 74

S90 DATA 5fl 66 74 57 65 75 60
900 DATA 68 71 51 52 5E 6C 77

910 DATA 79 51 5D 6B 79 9E 9F
920 DATA A0 9F 9E 9F 99 9E A5
930 DATA 9F 92 9F AC 92 A0 AA
940 DATA 91 AD 93 9C A5 8C
950 DATA 9B A8 Bl B4 8C 9C
960 DATA A9

82

83
37

7D
37

7D
87

7D
89

7B 7D
970 DATA 88 82

980 DATA 74 73 75 7A 82 8E
990 DATA 91 92 BF 8B 84 72 6C

1000 DATA 63 93 9A 9F 80 86
1010 DATA 86 eA 76 7D 83 89 92
1020 DATA 9C 6B 75 7D 84 8B 93
1030 DATA 9B 6B 75 7D 84 BB 93

1040 DATA 9B 6E 73 7C 84 BC 94
1050 DATA 9A 44 3D 39 3B 3F 44
1060 DATA 4A C8 CB C9 C7 CI
1070 DATA BC 48 46 49 BC BF BB
1080 DATA 51 B7 E4 49
1090 DATA 4D 54 62 74 83 95 A5
1100 DATA B0 BC 46 4C 53 59
1110 DATA 64 73 81 8F 9D AA B3
1120 DATA BA 3E 2F 2D 33

1130 DATA 62 7F 9D BA CD D7 DB
1140 DATA CA 83 83 7A 33 BE
1150 DATA 00 00 00 00
1160 DATA 00 00 00 00 00
1170 DATA 00 00 00 00
1180 DATA 00 00
1190 DATA 00 00 00
1200 DATA 00 00
1210 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
1220 DATA 00 00
1230 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 82 81

1240 DATA 82 83 82 7E 81 B6 81
1250 DATA 7E 84 7D 83 84 87 83

1260 DATA 80 7fl 7F BB BA 87 7A
1270 DATA 75 70 71 79 7B 75
1280 DATA 77 79 82 81 82 B3 B2
1290 DATA 7E 81 86 81 7E B4 7E
1300 DATA 84 84 87 85 7F 7A 80
1310 DATA 88 8B 8B 79 75 72 71
1320 DATA 75 7A 79 77 75 7A 7D
1330 DATA 8A 96 9D A4 A7 7D BA
1340 DATA 97 9D A4 A7 9A 9E A3
1350 DATA A7 A7 9A 9D A3 A7
1360 DATA A4 A7 A7 AF Al Ae
1370 DATA B2 B2
1380 DATA B5 B3 B6 B8 BB BC BC
1390 DATA BB BC BB BC BB BC BC
1400 DATA BB BC BB BC BB BD C0
1410 DATA C3 C4 C3 C0 BC 87

86

81
1420 DATA 86 91 9F AC A9 81
1430 DATA 91 9E AA A9 7E 91
1440 DATA A6 7D 90 A4 A3 A9 AF
14 50 DATA A3 A8 AE fi6 B8 C7 05
1460 DATA El D5 C8

4D
A3

1470 DATA 81 72 63 59 50 4B
1480 DATA 50 51 58 63 6F 80 BD
1490 DATA 9E 7F 56 37 IF ID IB
1500 DATA 31 77 99 B9 D9 DF
1510 DATA CD CB CE
1520 DATA 00
1530 DATA 00 00 00
1540 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
1550 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
1560 DATA 00 00 00 00 00 00
1570 DATA 00 00 00
1580 DATA 00 00 00 00 00
1590 DATA 00 00 00 00
1600 DATA 00 00 ENI

10 HEM >Source8 - for fast 6502 lined
raw (Face4)

20 REH By Dave Lawrence
30 REM For 3 bit machinea
40 REM |C) BAU ;«r 92
50 ;

60 xl=i70
70 yl=S71
80 x2=£72
90 y2=£73

100 dx=S;74
110 dy=S75
120 flag6=ft76
130 cl:£77
140 c2:S79

180 acreen=S80
190 FOR pa6B=0 TO 2 STEP 2:F'6=6900
200 (OPT pass
210 J»P cla
220 .draw
230 STX xe+2
240 STY i'B+2

250 STA optBt'2

260 LDA H0
270 STA point
230 .drawloop
290 LDA x2
300 STA xl
310 LDA y2
320 STA yl
330 LDY point
340 .xs
350 LDA SFF00,Y
360 STA x2
370 .ys

380 LDA 1FF00,Y
390 STA y2
400 .opts
410 LDA SFF00,Y
420 BEO drawn
430 BPL move
440 JSB liae

460 INC point
470 BNE drawloop
480 .drawn
490 RTS
500 :

Listing 4

510 .line
520 LDA #0
530 STA flags
540 ETA cl+1
550 STA addr
560 LDA x2
570 CHP xl

5B0 ROR flags
590 SBC
600 SBC xl
610 BCS dxok
620 EOR ifrFF

630 ADC #1
640 .dxok
650 STA dx
560 LDA y2
670 CMP yl
6B0 ROR flaga
690 SEC
700 SBC yl
710 BCS dyok
720 EOR «SFF
730 ADC Kl
740 .dyok

770 ROR Elaga
780 BIT flags
790 BPL notawapl
800 LDX dx
810 STA dx
820 STX dy
830 .cotswapl
840 LDA dy
850 ASL A
860 ROL cl+1
870 STA cl
680 SEC
390 SBC dx
900 STA err
910 LDA cl+1
920 SBC #0
930 STA err+1
940 LDA err
950 SEC
960 SBC dx
970 STA c2
980 LDA errtl
990 SBC #0

1000 STA c2tl
1010 .lineloop
1020 LDA yl
1030 LSR A
1040 LSR A
1050 LSR A
1060 CLC
1070 ADC screen
1080 STA addr+1
1090 LDA xl
1100 AND #SF8
1110 STA dy
1120 LDA xl
1130 AND »7
1140 TAX
1150 LDA yl
1160 AND #7

1170 ORA dy
1180 TAY
1190 LDA (addr),Y
1200 ORA bitB,X
1210 STA {addr),Y
1220 LDA flags
1230 JSR addxy
1240 BIT err+1
1250 BMI ermeg
1260 LDX ttc2

1270 JSR adderr
1280 LDA flags
1290 EOR (fSFF

1300 JSR addxy

80 BBC ACORN USER APRIL 1992



1310 JMP decdx 1940 )FOR i-S6000 TO £7F00 STEP M00: [0 470 NEXT 1060 yl=yl*yy:dataY?{j*512+i)=yl
1320 .errneg PT pass 480 SOUND 1,-10,200,1 1070 NEXT
1330 LDX ltd 1950 STA i,Y 490 FOR i=0 TO 255-4 STEP 4 10B0 NEXT
1340 JSR ddderr 1960 ]NEXT;[OPT paBB 500 dataxii^lastxii 1090 ENDPROC
1350 .decdx 1970 DEY 510 datay!i^laBtyli 1100 :

1360 DEC dx 1980 BHB c1b61 520 NEXT 1110 DEF FNl

1370 LDA dx 1990 RTS 530 DBTIL0 1120 X%=dx?l*|X%teyed/4-dx71)*eyew

13B0 CHP #255 2000 INEXT 540 END 1130 Y%=dy?l+(Y's-dy71)*eyeh

1390 BSE lineloop 2010 OSCLI "Save FaceMC 900 "+STRS"P'£ 550 ! 1140 ^0

1400 RTS 2020 END 560 DEF PROCwrite(b) 1150 :

1410 ;

Listing 5
570 ?£B0=S20+&20*b 1160 DEF FN2

1420 .addxy 580 ENDPROC 1170 IFFHl

1430 BPL dox 10 REM >FaceB - 8 bit facebender (Fac 590 : 1180 Y'6^Y^s-browd/4

1440 LDA flags e5) 600 DEP PROCdiBp(b) 1190 =0

1450 AND #&40 20 REM By Dave Lawrence 610 B=£2000+S2000'b 1200 :

14E0 BEQ yeub 30 REM Based on an idea By Jan Vibe 620 VDU 23;12,(s DIV 8) DIV 256;0; 1210 DEF FN3

1470 IHC yl 40 REM For 8 bit machines 630 VDD 23;13,(s DIV 8) MOD 256;0; 1220 X%=dx72+(X%-eyed/4-dx?2)*eyew

1480 RTS 50 REM (C) BAH April 1992 640 ENDPROC 1230 Y%^dy72+(Y%-dy72)*eyeh

1490 .ysub 60 : 650 : 1240 =0

1500 DBC yl 70 steps^l? 660 DEF PR0Cdr8W(Ka,yB) 1250 :

1510 RTS 80 IF PAGE>S1100 THEN PRINT''Page miBt 670 CALL Cla 1260 DEF FN4

1520 .dox be S1100":END 680 A%=Opta DIV 256;X%=XB DIV 256:Y'i,^y 1270 IFFH3

153Q LDA flags 90 ON ERROR MODE 4:REP0RT; PRINT" at 1 s DIV 256:CALL draw 1280 1%=Y%-browd/i

ISia AMD *&20 ine ",-ERL:END 690 ENDPROC 1290 =0

155fl BEQ xsub 100 MODE 4 700 : 1300 :

1560 INC xl 110 VDD 23;10,32,-0,-0,-0;0; 710 DEF FNmd(min,max) 1310 DEF FN5

1570 RTS 120 VDD 23;l,32,-0,-0;0;0; 720 =(max-min)*RND(l)+min 1320 DEF FN6

1580 .XBUb 130 datax=&4000-256*2<Bteps:datay^data 730 : 1330 DEF FN7

1590 DBC xl x-f2S6 740 DEF PROCdiBtort 1340 X%=dx73+(X%-dx?3)*noBe«

1600 RTS 140 fx=datax-256*2;fy=fx+256:opCB=fx-2 750 facew :FNmd( 0.6,1.0) 1350 Y%=dy73+(Y%-dy?3)*noseh

1610 ; 56 760 faceh =FNmd( 0.6,1.0] 1360 =0

1620 .adderr 150 rx=optB-256:ry=rxt64 770 round ^FNmd(-0. 5, 1.5) 1370 :

1630 LDA err 160 dx=rxtl2B:dy=rY+128 780 eyed ^FNrnd(-30, 30) 1380 DEF FNB

1640 CLC 170 HIMEH=rx 790 eyew =FNmd{0. 6, 1 . 2] 1390 DEF FN9

165B ADC S00,K 180 la8Cx=dataxt (stepa-1) •256*2 : lasCy^ 800 eyeh ^FNmd(0. 6, 1 .2] 1400 DEF FN10

1660 STA err laatx-t256 810 noaew =FNmd{0.5,1.7) 1410 X'B=dx?4»(X%-dx?4)*mouthw

1670 LDA err+1 190 OSCLI "Load FaCBDS "tSTRS-rx B20 noaeh ^FNrnd(0,6,1.0) 1420 n=dy?4t(Y%-dy?4]*moutbh

16B0 ADC S01,X 200 OSCLI "Load FaceMC 900" 830 mouthw^FNrad(0.5,1.5) 1430 -0

1690 STA errtl 210 cla=S900;draw=6903 B40 mouthh^FNrnd(0.5,1.4) 1440 :

1700 RTS 220 refB=0 B50 earw ^FNnid(0.3, 1.5) 1450 DEF FNll

1710 : 230 REPEAT B60 earh =FNrnd(0.3,1.01 1460 X's^dx?5t(x%-dx?51*earw

1720 .bite 240 refB^refs+l B70 browh =FNrnd(0.6,1.25) 1170 Y^=dy?5*(Y%-dy?S)'earh

1730 EQDB 128:EQnB 64:E0nB 32:EQUB 16 250 nUTIL rx?refB-0 BB0 chinh =FNrnd(l. 0,1.25) 1480 =0

1740 EQDB 8:E0UB 4:EQDB 2:EQIIB 1 260 pointB=256 890 browd =FNrnd(0,601 1490 :

1750 : 270 REPEAT 900 cl^{2*round-ll/1024 :olfw=cl*face 1500 DEF FN12

1760 .clB 2B0 points-points-1 1510 X'6^dx?6+(X%-dx?6)*earw

1770 LDA screen 290 mJTIL optB7pointB<>0 910 c2^1.5-round tc2fw^c2'face 1520 Y's=dy?6*(Y%-dy?6)*earh

1780 CHP tt&60 300 pointszpointB+1 1530 -e

1790 BEQ Cls6 310 ?dx:?rx:?dy::?ry 920 FOR i=l TO refs-1 1540 :

1800 LDA 00 320 diBp=2 930 dx7i=?rxt(rx?i-?rx)*(cl£w'?ry+c2fw 1550 DEF FH13

1810 TAY 330 PROCwriCe(diBp) :PROCdiap|diBp) >
1560 DEF FN16

1820 .Cls41 340 PROCdraw(fx,fy) 940 dY7i-?ry+iry?i-?ry)'£aQew 1570 =0

1830 IFOR i=l<4000 TO S5F00 STEP £100:10 350 FOR i^0 TO 255-4 STEP 4 950 NEXT 1580 :

PT paBB 360 datax!i=fx!i 960 dx71=dx?l*eyed/4 1590 DEF FN15

1840 STA i,y 370 datayli^fyli 970 dx?2=dx?2-eyed/4 1600 Y%^dy?7 + (Y's-dy?7)*browh

1850 IKEHCT! [OPT paas 380 NEXT 980 FOR i=0 TO pointa-l 1610 =0

1868 DEY 390 REPEAT 990 X%^?rx+(fx?i-?rx)*(clfw*fy7i+c2fw) 1620 :

1870 BNB Cls41 400 PROCdistort 1000 Y'6=?ry+(fy?i-?ry)*faceh 1630 DEF FN14

1880 RTS 410 SODND 1,-10,100,1 1010 IPEVAL("FN"+STRS(optB!i AND £7F)

)

1640 DEF pun
1890 : 420 FOR i=0 TO 9 1020 xl^datax?i:xx=(X'E-xl)yBtepB 1650 DEF FNIB

1900 .claS 430 PR0Cwrite(3-disp) 1030 yl=datay?l:yY^(Y'5-yl)/atepB 1660 Y%=dy?8ichinh*(Y's-dy?8)

1910 LDA A0 440 PROCdraw(datax+i*512,datayti*512) 1040 FDR j=0 TO atepB-1 1670 =0

1930 TAY 450 PR0Cdiap(3-disp) 1050 xl^xl+KX:datax?[j*5124i)=xl
1930 .cla61 460 disp=3-disp

CHORDS
Listing 1

560 bloclc%!56=s3D:block%160=0 1130 DEF PROCraenu item{A%,B%,C%,TS] 1650 blQok%!0^handle
570 block's! 64-0: block's! 68=0 1140 P%!0-A't 1660 block's! 4=minx

10 RBM IRunlmage (Chordsl) 5S0 S(block's(-72)^TS 1150 ?%\i^B\ 1670 block's! e=micy
20 REM by P.E.HatBhall 590 block's! 84^0 1160 P%!8=C% 1680 block5s!12^maxx

30 REM for ArchimedeB only 600 SYS "Wimp CreateWindow",,block% TO 1170 S(P's+12)=T$ 1690 block%!16=miny+hC
40 REH |C) BAD May 92 handle 11B0 P^+=24 1700 block's! 20=flags

50 REM 610 =handle 1190 ENDPROC 1710 IF addr=0 THEN

60 ONERROR PROCerror 620 : 1200 : 1720 S[block56+24)^tS

70 PROCinit wimp 630 DBF PROCaetup menul 1210 DEF PROCinfo 1730 ELSE

80 PROCicit_prog 640 flagB=&7 000011 1220 DIM infotext 128:P%^iafotext 1740 block's! 24=addr

90 ONERflOH PROCerror 650 P%=menul% 1230 info window.FNcreate(650,-244,7,2, 1750 block's!2a = -l

100 REPEAT 660 PROCmenu header(°Chords",I2) 11, "Program lnfo",7,l,%10000011] 1760 block's! 32=32

110 PROCpoll 670 PROCmenu item(fi00, window3, flags, "H 1240 miny=-60 1770 ENDIF

120 DNTIL <luit=TRDE alp") 1250 RESTORE+1 1780 SYS"Wimp Createlcon" ,, block's

130 PROCshutdown 680 PROCmBnu_iCem(s00-arp, -1, f laga, "Ar 1260 FOR 1^0 TO 3 1790 ENDPROC

140 END peggio") 1270 READ tS,SF%
150 : 690 PROCmenu item(S00,menu4%, flags, "De 1280 PROCcreate icon(info window, 0, 16,

1

1810 DEF PROCset icon(icon)

lay") 60, miny, 56, tS, £17000039-8.512) 1820 block%!0=wiadow2
170 DIM blockt 1024 700 PROCmenu_item(S02, menu2%, flags, "Se 1290 PROCcreate icon(info window, P's, 170 1B30 block^l4=icon

180 DIM menul% 255, meau2% 255,Benu3% guence") , 640, rainy, 56, "",S700013D) 1B40 bloc>:^18=S200000

35S,mena4% 255 710 PROCffienu_ii;em(sa0,-l, flags, "Quit") 1300 miny- = 60:P%-t=32 1B50 bloclt%!12=0

190 SYS"Wiiiii) Initlaliae' .
00,fi4B53415 720 ENDPROC 1310 NEXT I860 SYS"Wimp SeticonState",,block%

4, "Chorda- TO version, taaft 730 : 1320 DATA "Name:", "Chords" 1870 ENDPROC

200 DIM sequenced 255, delays 8 740 DEF PROCsetup menu2 1330 DATA "Purpose:", "Keyboard Chord Di 1880 :

210 SsequenGe's=''C F G7 C 750 P%=menu2% ctionary" 1890 DEF PROCnew window

220 Sdelay^=''15- 760 PROCmenu header("Sequence" , 64) 1340 DATA "Author:", "Paul Harahall, Ant 1900 IF NOT active THEN

230 quit=FALSE 770 P%i0^SB4 igua W.I." 1910 PR0Copenup[window2, 340, 1000, 590, 56

240 arp=FALSK 780 P%14=-1 1350 DATA "Veraioa:","l,l January 1992"

250 PROCiconbar 790 P%!8^&07000119 1360 PROCopenup(info window.0.0.650,244 1920 PROCopenup(uindowl,0, 360, 1280, 3601

260 PROCsetup uindDWB 800 P%112=aequence56 )
1930 active-TROE

270 PROCinfo 810 P%116--1 1370 PROCshut(info window) 1940 ENDIF

2B0 PROCsetup menul 820 P%1 20-255 1380 ENDPROC 1950 ENDPROC

290 PR0Csetup_iiienu2 830 ENDPROC 1390 : 1960 :

300 PHOCaetup menus 840 : 1400 DEP PROCdefioona 1970 DEF PROCopenup(handle,x,y,w,hl

310 PR0C9etup„iiienu4 850 DEF PROCsetup nienu3 1410 flags=&7013039 1980 blook%!0=handl6

320 PROCdeficons 860 flagB=67000ail 1420 miny:-44 1990 block's!4=x;blocX'6!8=y-h

330 HpriCeBize::640*90+100 870 P9b=menu35s 1430 FOR I^=1T015 2000 block's!12^xtw:block%!16=y

340 DIM BpriCe% spriteBize 880 PROCmenu header["Chorde",8) 1440 READ t$ 2010 bloclc's!20.0;block's!24.0

350 !aprite%=BpriteBize 890 PROCmenu item{&00, info window, flag 1450 PROCcreate icon(window2,0, 20, 190,m 2020 block's!2e^-l

360 Bprite%IB^16 a, "Info") iny,36,tS, flags) 2030 SYS "Wiinp OpenHindow",,blocic%

370 SYS-OS SpriteOp", 9+256 sprite's 900 PROCmenu item(£B0,-l, flags, "Quit") 1460 nliay-^36 2040 ENDPROC
380 ENDPROC 910 ENDPROC 1470 NEXT 2050 :

390 : 920 : 1480 miay=-44 2060 DEF PROCwrite.windowl

400 DEF PROCsetup wiadowa 930 DEF PROCsetup menu4 1490 FOR I%=1T015 2070 HOVEpoinCer! 4, pointer 18

410 windowl^FNcreate(12B0, -350,7,12,11 940 P^^menu4's 1500 FOR J^=0TO4:READ CS:HEXT 2080 SYS"OS SpriteOp", 28+256, sprite's, "S

,"",7,14,%1000011) 950 PROCmenu header{"5-100",e) 1510 PROCcreate icon(window2,0,210, 380, CREEN"

420 wiEdow3=FNcreate|590,- 560,7,2,11," 960 P% 0-fi84 miny, 36, tS, flags) 2090 ENDPROC
Ctords',7,13,UlHl 970 P% 1520 miny-=36 2100 :

430 windDw3=FNcreate(900,- 500,7,2,11," 980 P% 8 =£07000119 1530 NEXT 2110 DEF PROCpoll

Chords Help", 7, 1,^10000011) 990 P% 12=delay^ 1540 miny=-44 2120 SYS°Wimp_Poli",0, block's TO reaaon,

440 PROCopenup(window3,0,0 900,500) 16=-1 1550 FOR T'6=1T04 pointer
450 PR0Cshut(window3) 1010 P% •20^8 1560 READ tS 2130 CASE reaaon OF

460 ENDPROC 1020 ENDPROC 1570 PROCcreate icon(wladow2, 0, 400, 570, 2140 WHEN 0:IF active THEN

470 : 1030 : miny, 36, tS, flags) 2150 IF midi THEN PROCmidl in

480 DBF FNcreate(ww,wh.tf, tb,BC,TS,wf, 1040 DEF PROCmenu header (TS.w) 15B0 miny-^36 2160 IF playing AND NOT INKEY(-10) THEN

wb, flags) 1050 SP^'TS 1590 NEXT PROCrelease
490 bloc):%l24=-l bloc)ctl2B ^flags 1060 P%!12=S070207 1600 ENDPROC 2170 ENDIF
500 bloc)t%?32=t£ blQC)c%733 =tb 1070 P%ll6=w*16 1610 : 2180 WHEN l:PROCredrawwindow

510 bloc)t'fi?34=w£ block's? 3 5 ^wb 1080 P5s!20=34 1620 DATAC,C# (Db) ,D,Bb,B,P,F« (Gb),G,A 2190 WHEN 2:SYS "Wimp_OpenWindow" , ,poin

520 bloc)t's?36=3 bloc):'6737 =2 1090 P%i24=8 b,A,Bb,B,Rewind,Bnter."Play Seq" ter

530 block's73B:BC blocli56?39 =0 1100 PU=28 1630 : 2200 WHEN 3:PHOCcloae_windoM8

540 bloc)c%!40=0 bloc)i:%!44 ^wh 1110 ENDPROC 1640 DEF PROCcreate_icon(handle,addr,rai 2210 WHEN 6:PR0Cclicked

550 bloc)c%!4B^ww blocks i 52 =0 1120 : lut, maxx,miny, ht , tS- flags

)

2220 WHEN 9:PR0Cproceaa_menu
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2251

2260 :

2270 DBF PROCclicked
2280 buCcon-pointeriS AND7
2290 haiidle=pointeril2
2300 icon%=pointeril6
2310 caSE button OF
2320 WHEN 1,4
2330 IF handle-window2 THEN PROCproceeB

_iconB ELSE PHOCnew_win(iow
2340 HHEH 2

2350 IF handle-Mindowl OS handle^uindou
2 THEN
2360 SYS "Wimp [:reateMemi",,iiienul%,poiri

Ler ! 0-61
,
pointer ! 4 +16

2370 ELSE
2380 SYS Wimp_CreateMenu",,inenu3'6,poin

ter! 0-64, pointer 14 -lis

2390 ENDIF
2400 BHDCASE
2410 ENCPROC
2420 :

2430 DEF PROCproceBB_icoiiB
2440 IF icon%>=0 AND icoil%< = ll THEN
2450 PROCflet_icon(key-l)
2460 PROCaet.iconlicon'o)
2470 lrey=icoa%+l

2480 ENDIF
2490 IF icoii's=12 THEN seqpcr^l: PHOCaet

icOE(12 1 : K^INKEY [ 10) : PROCse t_icon | 12

]

2500 IF icon^-13 THEN SYS "Himp_CreateH
enu", , menui';, pointer ! 0-64

1
pointer! 4 + 16 :s

2510 IP icQn'6-14 THEN PROCBet_icon( 141

:

PROCplay_seciuence|Betiptr):PflOCBet_icon|l
4)

2520 IP icon'6> = 15 AND iconS6<=29 THEN
2530 PH0CBet_icon{fom+14)
2540 PROCBet_icon(icon%)
2550 form:: icon's- 14

2560 ENDIF
2570 IF icon'6J=30 AND iconH<=33 then
2580 PROCBei:_icon(inv+30)
2590 PHOC8et_ioon(icon'6)
2600 iav-icon%-30
2610 ENDIF
2620 IF button^4 AND {icon%<12 OR icon's

>14) THEN PROCplay
2 630 ENDPROC
2 640 :

2650 DEF PfiOCprocesB_raenu
2660 IF handle=windowl OR handle=«indow

2 THEN
2670 CASE pointerie OF
2680 WHEN l:arp^arp EOfi -1 :PROCaetup_me

nul
2690 WHEN 3:Heqptr-l
2700 WHEN 4;quit-TRnE
2710 ELSE
2720 IF pointet!0=l THEN quit^THHE
2730 ENDIF
2740 BNDCASE
2750 ENDPROC
27 60 :

2770 DEF PROCredrawwindow
2730 LOCAL window
2790 handle-pointer !0

2800 SYS "Wimp RedrawWindow", (Pointer T
flag

3810 WHILE flag<>0
2820 CASE handle OF
2830 WHEN windowl;PROCwrite_windoWl
2840 WHEN window3 ;PR0Cwrite_window3
2850 ENDCASE
2860 SYS "Wimp_GetRectangle", .pointer T
flag

2870 ENDffHILE
2880 ENDPROC
2890 :

2900 DEF PROCupdate
2910 block%10=windowl
2920 block%!4^0
2930 blocX%:8=-3S0
2940 blDcX^! 12=1279
2950 blocl(%llfi=0
2960 SYS "WimpOpdateHindow", , blocks TO
flag
2970 WHILE flag(>0
2980 PROCwrite_windowl
2990 SYS "Wimp GetRectangle",

,
pointer T

flag
3000 ENDWHILE
3010 ENDPROC
3020 :

3030 DEF PHOCwrite_window3
3040 MOVEpoiDterM,poiQter!8+51f
3050 PRINT "

"

3060 PLOT0
3070 PRINT'

Chord Ey

3100 PRINT" Major seventh Cmaj7 or
CMA7 CH7"
3110 Minor Beventh Cni7 or

CHI7 Cm?"
3120 PRINT' CTa#7 or

Cin#7"

3130 PRINT' Augmented Caug or

3140 PRINT' Diminished Cdim or
dim7 r C Co"
3150 PRINT' Suspended forth Cbus or

3160 PRINT ' Sharp # Flat b
3170 Substitute 6, ,11 for 7 a

required"
3180 PRINT" InversionB - precede with

1,2.3 LC 2Cni SC
3190 ENDPROC

3210 DEF PR0Cclose_window8
3220 PROCshut(windowl)
3230 PR0Cshut(window2)
3240 PR0CBhut(window3)
3250 active=FALSE

3260 ENDPROC
1270 :

3280 DEF PROCBhut{handle)
3290 block5i!0=handle
3300 SYS "Wimp CloaeWindow"

, , block'^s

3310 ENDPROC
3320 :

3330 DEF PROCahutdown
3340 PROCclose^windows
3350 PROCahut |info_window)
3360 PROCpoll
3370 SYS"Himp_CloseDown"
3380 ENDPROC
3390 :

3400 DEF PROCiconbar
3410 block%!0=-l
3420 block^!4=0
3430 block%!8-0
3440 block^!12^68
3450 block'i! 16=68
3460 block^!20=S3002
3470 S(blockV24)="iChordB"
3480 SYS "Wimp_CreateIcon", , blocks TO i

conbar
3490 active=FALSE
3500 ENDPROC
3510 :

3520 DEF PROCOSmesBage
3530 reaaon=blocll%!16
3540 CASE reason OF
3550 WHEN 0:c[uit=TRUE
3560 WHEN s400Cl:PRacdraM_Bcreen
3570 ENDCASE
35B0 ENDPROC
3590 :

3600 DEF PROCerror
3610 !bloakV0
3620 51block%+4)=REPORTS + " at line '' + ST

RSERL+CHR50
3 630 syS"Wiinp_ReportError ", blocks, 1,"CH

ORDS"
3640 IF ERH=S204B2 OR KRR=S20403 OR ERR

=S20404 THEN ENDPROC: REM midi Rx errors
3650 PROCshutdown
3 660 END
3 670 ENDPROC
36S0 :

3690 DEF PROCforegnd
3700 SYS"OS_Sprit;eOp",V0%,Vl%,V2H,V3H
3710 ENDPROC
3720 ;

3730 DEF PROCbackgnd
3740 SYS"OS_SpriteOp" , 60+256, aprite%. "S

GREEN" TO V0's,Vl%,V2%,V3'i
3750 E

3770 DEF PROCgcol(C%j
3780 SYS'WimpSetColour'jC's
3790 ENDPROC
3800 :

3810 DEF PROCplay
3820 IF playing THEN PROCrelease
3830 playing-TRDE
3B10 IF fonii=8 THEN flat = FALSE ELSE fla

t=TRDE
3850 CASE key OF
3860 WHEN 2,3,5,7,10,12;flat=FALSE
3870 WHEN 4,9:flat=TRDE
3880 ENDCASE
3890 IF form=15 THEN flat=TRDB
3900 dataS-chord_dataS(form,inv)
3910 high=PNtoohigh
3920 PROCplay_noCes
3930 ENDPROC
3940 :

3950 DEF PROCplay_notes
3960 nokeys=LEN dataS
3970 FOR I%-1 TO nokeya
3980 K%=FNdBcode+high'12
3990 note„on(I%)=K55
4000 'n=TIHE
4010 PROCkey{K%,TRDEl
4020 IF midi THEN SYS"MIDI_TxNoteOn" , R%
+59,127
4030 STEREO voice, K%'10-127
4040 SOUND voice, -15, K%'4+49,100;voice^
{voice+l)K0D8+l
4050 IF arp THEN PROCupdate;REPEAT DNTI

L TIKE-T%>VAL{Sdelay%|
4060 NEXT
4070 IF NOT arp THEN PROCupdate

4100 DEF PHOCreleaae
4110 FOR I'i^l TO nokeya
4120 PROCkey(note on(I%l .FALSE)
4130 IF midi THEN SYS"MIDI_TxNoteOf f

^

4140 NEXT
4150 PROCupdate
4160 FOR V%=1T0B : SOUND V^S. 0, 1, 1:HEXT
4170 IF midi THEN SyS"MIDI_Init".

2

4180 playing=FALSE
4190 ENDPROC

4210 DEF FNtoohigh
4220 H^^FALSE
4230 FOR IVl TO LEN dataS
4240 IF FNdecode>23 THEN H^.=THDB

4250 NEXT
4260 =H%

4300 :

4310 DEF PROCplay_Bequence (RETURN P%)

4320 seqS = SBequence'B
4330 PROCaet icon(key-l)
4340 PR0C8et_icon(fonn+14)
4350 PROCBet_iconlinv+30)
4360 WHILE FNchar=" "

4370 P°-s+=l

4380 ENDWHILE
4390 inv=INSTH("123",FNcharl :IF inv<>0

THEN PV=1
4400 tS=FNchar
4410 P%+::1

4420 IF INSTRC«b",FNchar) THEN tS+^FNc
har:P%+-l
4430 keyzINSTRCC.CtD.DtE.F.FKG.GSA.AW

,tS)DIV2+l
4440 IF key-l THEN key=INSTR|"C.DbD.EbE

. F . GbG . AbA . Bb " , tS 1 DIV2 +

1

4460 IF INSTR("1679mM+08U",FHchar) THEN
4470 WHILE INSTR("1679#mH+osu",FNchar)

AND P5i<^LEN aeqS
4480 tS+=FNobar
4490 ?%*^1
4500 ENDWHILE
4510 ENDIF
4520 fonn^INSTRf"- ..6. .7. .9. .11.H7.H9.+

. .Busm, ,m6,m7.mS7m9.o..",tS)DIV 3+1
4530 PROCaet_icDn(key-l)
4540 PROC8et_icon(formtl4)
4550 PROCset_iconlinv+30)
4560 IF P%>=LEN seqS THEN n-1
4570 IF button=4 THEN PROCplay
4580 ENDPROC
4590 :

4600 DEF FNchar
4610 -HIDSlBeqS,P%,l)
4620 :

4630 DEF PROCall.>eya
4640 FDR K%=0TO25
4650 IF white(K%) THEN PROCplot (64, 2,0,

6,84.20e,kxlR%) ,40)

4660 NEXT
4670 FOR K\=0TO25
4680 IF NOT white(K^) THEN PROCplot(40,

6,7,1.48,96.kx[iR,),180)
4690 NEXT
4700 ENDPROC
4710 :

4720 DEF PROCkey(fra,down)
47 30 CASE TRUE OF
4740 WHEN down AND white (1ft) : PROCploCI

1

" " S,84,120,>:x(!ft).40)
4750 WHEN down AND NOT white (Ps) : PROCpl

ot(B,6,6,1.4B.96,lcx(Fs),180)
4760 WHEN NOT down AND whita(K%) : PROCpl

ot(64,2,0.6,B4,120,kx(K%,),40)
4770 OTHERWISE
4780 PROCplot (40, 6, 7, 1,48, 96, kx(K%). 180

)

4820 DEF PfiOCplot(h,cl.c2.c3.w.l.X%.n)

6,2

4B40 VDU5
4850 PROCgcol(cl)
4860 RECTANGLEFILLX%, Y%, w,

h

4870 PR0Cgcol(c2)
4880 RECTANGLEFILL X%, Y%+h.w, 1-h
4890 PR0Cgcol(c3)
4900 H0VEJr6,Y^+h:DRAWBY w,0
4910 IF ll<32 THEN
4920 PROCgcol(ll) :CIRCLEPILL X%+w/2,y6+

h+32,24
4930 PR0Cgcol(9) :HOVE X%+w/2-10,r%+h+44
4940 PRINT noteS(R54 MOD 12, flat ANDl)
4950 ENDIF
4960 PROCforegnd
4970 ENDPROC
4980 ;

4990 DEF PfiOCdraw_screen
5000 SYS''OS_SpriteOpM5+256,sprite%,"S

CREBN",0, 640, 90'pimllt%, MODE
5010 PROCbackgnd
5020 VD(J5

5030 PR0Cgcol{12) :RECTANGLEPILL0, 0.1280

5040 (4) ;RECTANGLEFILLa,4(

5050 PR0Cgcol(13) :RECTANGLEFILL0, 244.

1

5060 PR0Cgcol(14) :MOVE420. 340:PRINT"B
C ACORN USER"
5070 PROCforegnd
5080 PROCall_keya

5100 :

5110 DEF PROCinit_prog
5120 SYS ''0S_ReadModeVarlable",MODE,5 T

, ,ybeight%
5130 IF yheight%=l THEN pmult%^2 ELSE p

mult%=l
5140 DIM white{25)
5150 whice()^-l,-

-1,-1,0, -1,-1,0,-1,0, -1,0,-1.-

) DIM Jr(25)

5170 bx:

5190 FOR 156^0 TO 25

5200 IF white(I95)=-l THEN kx(I%l
=88 ELSE kx{I^)=bx
5210 bx+=51.3
5220 NEXT
5230 DIM fonilS(15).noteSll2,ll
5240 notes { ) ^"B" , "B". "C" , "C". "C(t

"D" . "D" , "Dtt" , 'Eb^ "E" , "E" , "F" , "F" , "F#'

Gb" , "G" , "G° ,
"Gft", "Ab", "A", "A", "Art"

, "Bl

5250 DIM chord_dataS(15,3)
5260 RBSTOBE+1
5270 FOR I^,=1T015

5280 FOR J%=0TO3
5290 READ chord_data$ (1%, lA)

5300 NEXT
5310 HEAD fonii$(I%)

5320 NEXT
5330 DIM not
5340 keY=l
5350 fonn=l

Db",

_on(16)

5390
5400

fle(iptr=l

delay=15
541s: flat-FAL
542K playing=FALSE
•i43d decodes^ 1234 567 8 9ABCDBFGH IJKLMNO
•^iif. PROCaet con(key- 1)

',i\?. PHOCset + 14)
'i4hH PEOCset con(inv+ 30)
^471^ PROCdraw
S4HM VOICES 8

SiH?. FOR 1^=1 TO 8

5500 VOICE 1% "StringLib-Soft"

5510 NEXT
5520 -TUNING
5530 'TUNING 80
5540 midi=FNmidi
5550 ENDPROC
5560 :

5570 DEF PROCmidi_in
5580 SYS"MiDI_HxCownand" TO S\
5590 IF S%<>0 THEN
5600 note=( lS's>>B AND SFF)-59)
5610 IF note<26 AND note>=0 THEN
5620 PROCkey(note, (S%>>16 AND SFFjc
5630 PROCupdate
5640 ENDIF
5650 ENDIF
5660 ENDPROC
5670 :

5680 DEF FHmidi
5690 LOCAL ERROR
5700 ON ERROR LOCAL :=FALSE
5710 SYS "OS_SWINumberFromString",0,

DI_SoundEnable" TO hR
5720 SYS ''MIDI_Init",0
5730 SYS "MIDI_SetBufferSize",0,fil01
5740 =TRDE
5750 :

5760 DATA 15B,58D,8DH,DHR,Majoi
S770 DATA 1SBA 'iBAD SRDH flDHK 6

V/HP 15BH 5am 8BDH 7

WIHV. DATA SNHK MHKH Hi'HIt ISHK 1

•iR0t: 3fiaR fiSRF n
'iHIl' OAI'A ISNC sut'i; HCfiH CDHK
5820 DATA 58CF 3CFH CFHK 358C Ma]
5830 DATA 159, 59D, 9DH, DHL, Augmented
5840 DATA 168, 68D, 8DI,DIK,Suapend.4
5850 DATA 148, 48D, 8DG, DGK, minor
5860 DATA 14BA,48AD, 8ADG,ADGK, minor 6

5870 DATA 14BB, 48BD, 8BDG,BDGK, minor 7

5880 DATA 14BC, 48CD, 8CDG,CDGK,minor #7

5890 DATA 48BF,BBFG,BFGK,FGRN,raiBor 9

5900 DATA 147A,47AD,7ADG,ADGJ,DiminlBha

Listing 2

f,2nd inv, 3rd inv

>ChordB (ChordB2)
20 REM Chorda for keyboards
30 REM By P. E. Marshall
40 REM For B/B+/M/C
50 REM (C) BAU May 92
60 :

70 H0DE7
B0 FOR I=0TO1
90 VDU141,132,157,135;PRINTTAB[71"Cho

rda for Keyboards"
100 NEXT
110 PRINT'" CURSOR keya"tCHR5134+"

Select from menus"
120 PRINT " RETURN"+CHRS134+"

Play selected chord"
130 PRINT " f0''+CHRS134t"

Enter/edit sequence"
140 PRINT" (insert editing using cu

rs/del/ret)"
150 PRINT " SPACE" tCHRS134+"

Play next in sequence"
160 PRINT'" Shift + ESC"-(-CHRS129 + "

Exit program"
170 PHiNT'CHRS130*"Form- Chor

d Symbol- Enter-"
180 PRINT" Major C

C"

190 PRINT" Minor Cm or CMI
Cm"

200 PRINT" Seventh C7
C7"

210 PRINT" Major 7th Cmaj7 or CHA
7 CH7"

220 PRINT" Minor 7th Cm7 or CMI
7 Cm7"

230 PRINT" Augmented Caug or C+

240 PRINT" Diminished Cdim or Cdim
7 Co"

250 PRINT" Suspended 4th Csua or Csus

260 PRINT" (aubatitute 6,9,11 for 7 as
required)"
270 PRINTCHRS131+"Inversions "+CHHS134

+"precede by 1,2,3 eg 1C°
230 PRINTTAB(23,23]CHRS132+"Press a ke

y...";
290 G=GET
300 IF HIMEM<68000 AND PAGB>iil300 THEN

PAGE=fil300
310 CHAIN"Chords2"

Listing 3
10 REM >chords2 (chordB3)
20 REM By P.E.Marshall
30 REM for 3/Bt/M/C
40 REM (c) BAD May 92

50 :

60 ONERROR GOTO720
70 MODEl
80 PROCinit
90 REPEAT

100 REPEAT
110 Q%=INKEY(0)
120 IF 056=138 AND val%(menu) <items THE

N old=val%(menu) :van[menul=val%(Bienu)+l
iPROCtick{old,menu] ;PROCtick(van(menu)

,

lU)

130 IP 05^=139 AND val%(m
d=val%(menu) :val%(menu)=va
Ctick{old,menu] :PHOCtick(u

iu)>l THEN ol

il%(m(

140 IF 0%=137 OR Q%=136 THEN PROCtick(
Mnenu] :menu=Imenu + 133-Q%)M0D3:itemB=iiieD
A [ 3 , menu) ; PROCt iok ( 0, menu

)

150 IF o%=240 PROC!nput;seqptr=l
160 UNTIL 0^5=32 OH QV13
170 key=val%(0):fonii=van(l);inv=val96(

!)

180 IF 0%=13 THEN PROCplay
190 IF 05s=32 THEN PROCplay_Beq: val's(0)

^key:val%(l]=fonii:val'S(2)=inv
200 DNTIL FALSE
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230 H%:FALSE 690 MOVEX56,n;PLOT0,0,}a:PLOTei,lft, -H%
240 FOR I5s=l TO LEN dataS :PLOT81,0,IP6
250 K%=FNdecode:IF n>23 THEN H^t^TRUE 700 ENDPROC
260 NEXT 710 :

270 =S% 720 IF ERR=17 AND NOT INKEYl-1) THEN V
380 : DD5 : aeqpt r:l : GOTO90
290 DEF FNdecode 7 30 HODEB; REPORT iPRINTERL
300 =IN3TR[decodeS,MIDS(daCaS,I%,in+k 710 *FX4,0
-1 750 •FX225,1ey-
310 :

320 DEF PROCkey(n,dn°-s)
330 IF dn% AND Wht%?n PROCplotll6,3,0

,84,120.kx^(K9i),40) : ENDPROC
340 IF NOT dn% AND wht^?K5i PH0Cplotl64

,3,0,84,12a,)o:%(K%),40) :ENDPHOC
350 IF dn% AND whC5i?K%=0 PROCplot (8, 0,

3,64,96,)oft(K%),180) :BNDPROC
360 IF NOT dn% AND wht%?ia^0 PROCplot

(

40,0,3,64,96,lcx'i(K!a],180)
370 ENDPROC
3B0 :

390 DEF PR0Cplot(H%,C5i,D%,Ws,L%,X^.Y%)
400 GCOL0,C%:PHOCfillU'6,n,W%,I.%)
410 GCOL0,l]ft:HOVEX%,Y%+H%:PLOTl,W%,0
420 HOVEX%,Y%:PLOT1,0,L%
430 IF H%>32 ENDPROC
440 GCOL4,0:MOVE Xk-*W>i/2-2S,Y%*}Pi*ii

450 IF flat PRINTMIDS|iiameBS.K^*a.2) E
LSE PRINTMIDS(nameAS,K5E,'2,2)

460 ENDPROC
470 :

480 DEF PROCall.keys
490 FOR ia=0TO25:IF wtlt'£?n THEN PROCp

lot(64,3,0,84,200.1cx%[r6).40)
500 NEXT
510 FOR n^0TO25:IF wtlt%?K%^0 THEN PRO

Cplot(40,0,3,64,9 6,lcx%(K%),180)
520 NEXT
530 ENDPROC
540 :

550 DEF FHchar

3 DEF PROCtick(P%,m)
3 n^inenu%(l,M^=)-P%'36-B
3 IF P%=0 GC0L3,1 ELSE GCOL3,3:Y^=Y

!°-i(a.«%)+12,n;VDD255

3 DEF PR0Cirect(X'6,n,W%,H%l
a HOVEX^,¥^:PLOT1,0.H^»:PLOT1,W%,0
3,-H^:PLOTl,-W\,0
3 ENDPROC

7 60 END
770 :

780 DEF PROCinpuC
790 VDn4:P56=0
800 REPEAT
810 U^LEN $Beq%
820 PRINTTAB{0,l^)S^e(I°^^" ";STRINGS(I.'5

-F56+1.CHRS8);

830 G%-GET
840 IF GV31 AND GV127 AND U<159 Sae

Cl%=LEFTS(Sseq^,P%l+CHRSG'itRIGHTS(Saeq^,L
%-?%) ;P?i^PVl

850 IF G^=137 AND VXtLX P's-P^+l

860 IF G%=136 AND P5i>0 P'izF^-l

870 IF G°«127 AND P%>0 Saeq^^LEFTS (See

q^, P5S-1) +RIGHTS {Saeq%, h%-S\) : ?\^?%-l
880 UNTIL G%^13:VDU5
890 ENDPROC
900 ;

910 DEF PROCplay_seq
920 PROCtick(l(ey,01:PROCtick{foinB,l) :P

R0Ctick(inv,2]
930 P%=Beqptr-l
940 REPEATiP%=P%+l:UNTIL FNcharo" "

950 inv=INSTR(''i23",FNchar)+l:IF invo
1 p%^p%tl

960 tS^FNchar:P^^P%4l
970 IF FNc:har="b" OR FNchar="»" THEN t

S=tS+FNchar:P%-P%+l
980 liey=INSTR("C.CitD.D#E.F.F«G.G»A.A(C

,tS]DIV2+l
990 IF key=l THEN key^INSTfi( "C.DbD.EbE

.F.GbG.AbA.Bb",tS)DIV2+l
1000 t3=""
1010 IF INSrR("1679mH+OBU",FNohar) THEN
REPEAT: tS=l:S+FNcher:P'6=PVl:nNTIL INSTR
('1679#mHtosu",FNchar)=0 OR P%>LEN Sseq^-s

1020 fonn=INSTH("- . .6. .7, . 9 . . 11. SUSM7 .H
9. + ..m..m6.ni7.m9.o\tS)DIV 3+1
1030 PROCI:tcklkey,0) ;PfiOCCick(fom, 11 ;P

K0Ctick|inv,21
1040 IF P^>=LEN Sseq^ THEN P%=1
1050 PROCplay:segptr;P%

1070

) DEF PROCfilllX^

1110 IF key=4 OR key=9 OR formal* flat=

1120 dataS^dataS(fonn-l,iDV-l)
1130 high^FNtoohigh
1140 FOR I%^1 TO LEN dataS
1150 TI«E^0
1160 r4=FNdecode-thigh'12
1170 REM Send K5s*59,127 to your midi
1180 PROClteym,TRDEl:SOnND 610+voice,l
,ia'4*49,100
1190 REPEAT UNTIL TIHE>delay%
1200 voice=(voice+l)M0D3+l
1210 NEXT
1220 REPEAT UNTIL NOT INKEY(-99) AND NO

T 1NKEY(-741
1230 *FX15,0
1240 FOR IVl TO LEN dataS
1250 ia-FNdecode+high*12
1260 PROCkeylK%, FALSE)
1270 REM Send K%+59,0 to your midi
1280 NEXT
1290 ENDPROC

1310 DEF PROCinit
1320 delay%=15
1330 deC0deS="123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMN"
1340 DIM wht% 25

1350 FOR I%-0TO25:READ wht%?I5s:NEXT
1360 DATA -1,-1.0,-1,0,-1,-1,0,-1,0,-1,

0,-1,-1,0,-1,0,-1,-1,0,-1,0,-1,0,-1,-1
1370 DIM luc's(25)

1300 bx^-24:wx^-64
1390 FOR I%=0 TO 25

1400 IF whtVI'E THEN kx^sd^s) ^wxrwjt^wx+B
8 ELSE kx%[I'6)=bx
1410 bx=bx+51.3
1420 NEXT
1430 uaineAS^" C C#D D#E F FflG GttA A»B":

naiaeAS=nanieA$+nameA $

1440 najneBS-" C DbD EbE F GbG AbA BbB":
naineBS=nameBS+nameBS
1450 DIM menu'-i(3,21

1460 FOR in-0TO2:FOR I%=0TO3:HEAD menu's

[I%,J^) :NEXT:NEXT
1470 DATA 0.1023,300,12
1480 DATA 400.1023,400,14
1490 DATA 900,1023,340,4
1500 DIM dataS(13,31
1510 RESTOHE1880
1520 FOR I%;0TO13:FOR J%=0TO3
1530 READ dataS(I5t,J%l
1540 NEXT:READ durnmyS:NEXT
1550 DIH val%(3|
1560 key-l:fomrl:inv^l
1570 val96{0)=koy:val%(ll=fonti:val'6(2)=i

1590 •FX4.1
1600 FX225,240
1610 ENVELOPE1.5,0,0,0,fl,0,0, 120, -5,-2,
-20,120,80
1620 VD[i33, 255,1,3,7.142,220,248, 112,32
1630 VDD23,0,10,64,0;0,-0;
1640 IF HIHEH>&3000 THEN DIH seq% 160 E

LSE Be5%-SA00
1650 Sseq^^'T F G7 C"

1660 PRINTTAB{0,ie)SBeC[%:8eqptr=l
1670 GCOLa, 1 : PROCfill {0,0, 12B0, 380)
1680 GCOL0,2:VCD5:MDVE420,360tPRINT"BBC
ACORN aSER°:VDD4
1690 PROCall_keyB
1700 RESrORE1840
1710 FOR I%=0TO2rPROCBhOHmenu(I'6l!pROCt

ick(l,I's):NEXT
1720 menu^0:itemB=menu\(3,menu) :PROCtic

k<0, lu)

48

17 30 ENDPROC
1740 t

1750 DEF PROCshowmenulM^l
1750 X%-ii!enu%(0,M%l :Y%-menu%(l,lft)
1770 W^-menu56(2,Ift)tZ%-menu%|3,H%)
1780 VDD5:GCOL0,2:PROCrec;t{X%,Y%,W%,

)

1790 PR0Cract(X%,n,W4, -36'Z%-60)
1B00 GCOL0,3:MOVE X%+48, n-12:READ tS : P

RIHT tS
1B10 FOR m=l TO B%:MOVE X'5t48,n- [36*N

%1-24:READ t? :PRINrtS:NEXT
1B20 ENDPROC
1830 ;

1840 DATARooCCC* IDb) , D, Eb, E.F,F# (Gb
l,G,Ab,A,Bb.B
1850 DATAChord Fonn.Major, 6, 7 , 9, 11,Sub4

, Major 7, Major 9, Augmented, minor. minor 6

.minor 7, minor 9, Diminished
1850 DATAInverBion,Root, lBt,2nd, 3rd

1910
1920
1930

.58,581

BBFH,BFHK,358B,9th
BFIK, 3688, 6BBF, 11th
8D,BDI,DIK,SUB 4th
5eCD,8CDH,CDHK,Haj 7

aCFH,CFHK,35BC,Haj 9

9D,9DH,DHL,Aug
BD,8DG,DGK, minor
4BAD,BADG,ADGR,tfiin 6

4BBD,BBDG,BDGK,niin 7

8BFG,BFGK,FGKN,min 9

47AD.7ADG.ADGJ,Dijn

ARM PROGRAMMING
Listing 1

. (AnnProgl)
20 REM By Dave Lawrence
30 REM For 32 bit machines
40 REM (C) BAU April 1992

60 DIM code 100
70 liQk^l4
80 pc^lS
90 FOR pass^0 TO 2 STEP 2

100 P%-code

110 [OPT pa an
120 .negtei :

Mr>v R0,#3
M0 MVN H1,#N0T -5

Kin, R2,R0,R1
lh0 H.'iH K1,R1,#1

Am
IH0 wtv

190 JNEXT
7.tm PRINT PreBi SPACE to run
210 IFGET
220 PRINT -Wd=- USR(negteat)

Listing 2
) REM >AEM2 (ArmProg2)

20 REM By Dave Lawrence
30 REM For 32 bit machines
40 REM (CI BAU April 1992
50 :

60 DIM code 100
70 link^l4
60 pc^l5
90 FOR paBS=0 TO 2 STEP 2

100 P%=code

R0,#2S5
fil,#516

R4, #65536
R5, #99614720
R9 , N100000000
R2,t64

) ]HEXT
3 PRINT "PreBB SPACE Co run
3 IFGET
3 PRINT "'R0^",-uSR(negteBt)

NOTES
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PUZZLE PAGE

BBC Acorn User cryptic crossword, April 92

11 12 1 13 1 4 5 ^ 1 P

11 1 12

BHij 1
1 pri^ pi^

^l4 15 M
1

17 MH wM\
^^1 ^Hi^ "

21 22

1 1 H H
23

24

Across

1 Following revolution, Tsarina

becomes a mechanic! (7)

4 Policeman needs dark

Chinese force to reveal a

forger's skill (7)

9 "flight Sir fall out?" "From

this, Sir surely won't!" (6,9)

10 Many singers are so rich,

but twisted.,. (6)

12 ...they're all made greedy to

some extent! (6)

13 Made cryptic notes about

officer (7)

14 I am left on the quay? (6)

15 One who might streak about

on the ice (6)

19 A sore back? There's

nothing left but this spray!

(7)

21 What early Sixteenth

century records often looked

like (6)

22 Peter has white material (6)

23 The BBC, for example,

manufacture internally,

bottom brackets for the bulk

of electronic components

(15)

24 The French model is indeed

discontinued (7)

25 Spinster has purpose in

exploits ... (7)

Chambei-s 20th century dic-

tionary is recommended. Send

your completed entries to BBC
Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick

Place, London Nl 6DJ to

reach us by Friday February

10 1992. Photocopies of your

solution are acceptable.

The solution {and winner)

will be published in the June

issue. Meanwhile the winner

of February's crossword (ans-

wer shown right) is Paul

Chaplin of King's Lynn.

Down
1 . . . that concerns church

uprising amidst staff reform

(7)

2 fvlotoring article about

something to do with ratios?

(15)

3 When stung by the wasp, he

reacted by hiding the ball!

(6)

5 Carefully hidden, I follow

student into flat (6)

6 Readings from tarot inspire

ten to reform (15)

7 Heavy metal supporters (7)

8 What you might look through

to find your files (6)

11 Wind instrument made from

tin, gold and a chunk of

nickel (7)

12 A place for the

environmentally friendly? (7)

16 Taken for granted that Sue's

mad and deranged! (7)

17 Universal magazines? (6)

18 One ploy in five starts

spreading infections (7)

19 Nearly the majority of all . . .

, , , and all of the majority!

(6)

20 These could lessen

distortion (6)

Last month's
solution

polarcoo|r|dinrte
|p|i,|,|»||o|a|>|
stoppageMhanual
1 I 1 H 1 T 1 aHiUo I D IOCTAHEDRO kHm E E T

1 A 1 1 1 H 1 „ 1 o|; 1 I 1
claimJrepeating
|||m|p|d|s|k|||
waspgrubsImerge
l» I^KI'^I^ III'' 1undoHtongoetied
1 1 »|oUd I X I w I m IMYOPIcHlNEDIBLE
|e|t|o|t|d|s|,|
TROUBL|e|s HOOTING

Circular arguments?

It will soon be summer again and once more fields all over the

West Country will be full of crops, meteorologists, psychics and

sceptics. Will Doug Bower and Dave Chorley be 'at it" again with

pole, plank and string? Will the Plasma Vortex rear its ugly head

or will Jimmy Page merely be out with his Box Brownie in search

of album covers. Who knows'?

But until the first circular speciality this year, perhaps you'd

like to have a go at what Doug and Dave did with our specially

written one-liner. Type in the listing as it is and squash it with the

key definition below - the program won't run properly on

multiple lines. The program will run on all Acorn machines and

will present you with a beautiful

field of golden corn swaying

gentle in the summer breeze.

Doug and Dave are represented

by small dots and start off in the

bottom left hand corner. G. H. J

and I will move them. and.

naturally D swaps between who
you are guiding. Pressing L will

flatten the corn in a straight line

between the two hoaxers and the

O will make a mystical circle

with the selected man at the

edge and the other at its epicen-

tre. Rings can be formed by

creating a second circle within

the first ~ the pranxters will

magically stand all the corn

upright again.

Complex patterns can. of

course, be formed by combining

these basic shapes, if anyone

creates any particular master-

pieces, we at the puz/Je page

would be delighted to see your

efforts...

*KEYO f=PA.+4:t=f :b=&F5:REP.C=(b<>&F5) : ?t=-?t*NOTc-58*
c:t=t-c:x=f?-l:FOR i=aT0x-4 :b=?£ : ?t=b: f =f+1 : t=t+l :N. :f

=f+4:U.f ?-3=&FF:?t=&D:t?l=&FF:?(PA.+3)=t-PA. |M

Function key definition to squash listings on to one line.

10 MODEl
20 VDU19;3; 3;19,3,2 ;0;

30 DIMx(l) ,y(l)

40 REPEAT
50 GC0L3 ,

1

60 REPEAT
70 k=INKEY0 -68

80 n=-{k=0)EORn
90 X=x(n)

100 y=y(n)
110 x=x(l-n}
120 y=y(l-n)
130 PLOT69,X Y
140 PLOT69,x y
150 x(n}=X+4

) )

M (k=3)- (k=4

160 Y(n)=Y+4
) )

M(k=6)- (k=5

170 r=SQR( (X

2)

-x)"2+(y-y}~

180 PLOT69,X Y
190 PL0T69,x Y
200 UNTILk>7
210 GCOL0,3- =OINT(x, y)

220 IFk=8DRAWX,y
230 UNTIL0ELSEFORa=0TO3 6

240 MOVEx
,

Y

250 PL0T81,r
OSRADa

*SINRADa ,r*C

260 NEXT
270 UNTILO

'0' Dear!

John Fletcher of Prestwich. Manchester has a challenge for yoLi.

Here are 12 words with their "O's removed. Can you figure out

what the words should be? While you do that. John can work out

what to do with his £10 note!

FFSHTRTHDX PRTCLLKUT STRERMDRUS

FRENNFTLSE RATRICTTNWD MNTNUSSCILGY

(see solution ne.xt month)

Solutions to March's mixed bag anagrams

COURTROOM LINOCOLOUR MONITOR
MIX TORRID PATTERNDOT MATRIX PRINTER
PARAMETER SETTAPE STREAMER
ESPRESSO CONCORDSECOND PROCESSOR
CINDERY MAKE-UPNUMERIC KEYPAD
CADDISH DRIVERHARD DISC DRIVE
IDIOT GIVES RIDEVIDEO DIGITISER
ABORTED CONEECONET BOARD
FUNKY SECTION FUNCTION KEYS
SUPER ALMONDSSOUND SAMPLER
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ORDER FORM

ORDER FORM
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS BACK ISSUES

Magazine only:

Europe £35.00

With disc: 5.2Sin

Europe £44.00

a Rest of World £64.00

Rest of World

Q Europe

Rest of World

£45.00

3.5in

£49.00

£69.00

Please till in the date (back to March 90)

Month Year 90 Q 91 Q

Magazine £1.95 Disc £4.95 (5.25in) Q £5.95 (3.5in)

For overseas orders, please add £1 (Europe) and £3 (rest of

World) to cover mailing costs

Please tick all the relevant boxes and return this entire page to BAU Mail Order, PO Box 66, Wetherby LS23 7HL

Q I enclose a cheque/PO to Redwood Publishing Ltd

I wish to pay by AccessWisa

Card number

Expiry Date ^

Signature _

FREE ADS
Due to a large backlog of ads,

there is no coupon this month.

A coupon will be published in

next month's issue of BAU

• Bargain Beeb! BBC B with
DPS and drive, mouse, most
with boxes. Only £150 o.n.o.

Will haggle. Contact Jamie

Prady, Carnforth, Lanes. Tel:

(0524)781195

• A410/1, 4Mb, 30MHz
Arm3, VIDC Enhancer, Oak
70Mb internal disc, Scsi Card,

A5000 Multi Sync - serious

offers. Contact C. Ducker,

Surrey. Tel: (0276) 20575

• BBC B with Opus disc

drive. View, Viewsheet, Logo
Chips - £265 o.n.o. Leighton

Jones, Bristol (0761) 412593

• A310, 4Mb, colour moni-
tor, 220Mb hard disc - £700,

Epson LQ400 & sheet feeder-

£170. BBC B, 40T drive, etc. -

£150. Contact: Richard paddle,

Paignton. Tel (0803) 557843

• A3000, serial port. Acorn
colour monitor and PRM -

£600, A3000 plus monitor -

£500 Contact Colin Pouton,

Bristol. Tel (0272) 550971

• BBC B, Twin disc drive.

Spare disc drive, colour moni-

tor, Watford DPS, BBC Cas-

sette data recorder, many
games - £320, Contact Keith

Ashman. Tel: (0923) 222563

• A3000 LC, 2Mb, colour
monitor, original discs and
manuals, Pres housing with

extra software -£900 F. Duhig,

London. Tel: (081) 31 15545

• Acorn controller -i- 20 Mb
hard disc - £130, Ram/Rom
podule with 96K of Ram for

Archimedes - £30, 512 co-

processor - £80, 6SCI02 turbo

for BBC - £60. Contact Neil

Newman, Farningham. Tel:

(0322) 862397

• Electron API and AP3,
Dumpout 3, back copies of

Electron User, Viewstore,

approx. 35 games. Contact

Michael Holloway, High
Wycombe. Tel: (0494) 437672

• BBC B accessories, 6502
2nd processor - £75, Watford
I28K Rom/Ram board - £60.

Spellmaster Chip and manual
-£3. Tel: (0283) 815928

• A3000, Acorn 2Mb
upgrade, Phillips monitor.

Acorn monitor stand, £300
pounds worth of software 12

months old, mint condition -

£700 o.v.n.o. Contact Nathan
Thorpe, Leicester. Tel: (0533)

353448

• Archimedes A440, colour

Name

Address _

monitor, 5.25in twin disc inter-

face, Ansi C, First Word Plus,

Interdictor IL programmer's
reference manuals - £950.

Contact Peter Haynes, Abing-

don. Tel: (0235) 525996

• BBC B, dual 40/80 exter-

nal disc drive, View III word
processor, Phillips BAV moni-

tor, cassette and assorted

games - £450 o.n.o. Contact

Mrs C. Monies, 27 Alexandra

Ro ad, Stotfeld, Hitchin, Herts,

SG5 4NA
• Basic BBC B, Issue 7, 30
games, educational software,

joystick, tape recorder, excel-

lent condition - £75 o.n.o.

Contact Mr D. Tucker,

Solihull. Tel: (0564) 779713

• Smart cartridge - £18,
Elite - £7, Speech - £5, Twin
joysticks - £10, Repton - £5,

AMX Superart-hmouse - £40.

All BBC Master. Tel: (0452)

760408

• BBC Master compact, sin-

gle 40/80 disc drive with

manuals - £250 o.n.o. Contact

Mr S. Dumford, Nuneaton.

Tel: (0455) 291015

• BBC B, dual 40/80 disc

drive, wordwise, spellmaster,

manuals, books, magazines,

joystick, mini office II mouse
- £150. Contact N. Mozakka,
London. Tel: 071-482 5948

• A3000, mono monitor, ser-

ial interface, Pres 5.25in disc

interface - £550. Contact

Michaek Morley, Cheshire.

Tel: (061) 973 8063.

• Watford 2m upgrade for

A3 10 plus manual, fitting tool

- £60 o.n.o. Contact Elwyn
Morris, Essex. Tel : (0255)

506303 (evenings)

• Master 128, disc drive,

joysticks, games, books - £295
o.n.o. Contact Mr B. Goodall,

Cheshire. Tel: (0663) 746886

• BBC B Acorn DFS, dual
drive, wordwise, oxford pascal

games - £250. Contact P. Coo-
per, Tel : 081-783 1621.

Evenings only (not weekends).

• A440/1, Taxan monitor -

£1275. Pres A3000 Plinth with

75Mb SCSI H disc + board -

£330. 3.5 D drive - £50.

Genesis, Logistix, Atelier,

4vol Riscos manuals. Contact

J Huter, Somerset. Tel: (0458)

250130

• BBC B, disc DFS interface,

Phillips 12in green monitor,

disc drive, games - £250. Con-
tact Luke, Portsmouth .Tel;

(0705) 865455 BBC B with

1772 DFS, microvitec CUB,
medium resolution monitor,

tape recorder, extras, all in

original boxes. Contact Mr R.

Emmerson, 091-4171324
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ml Your RISCOS Conpliant flcorn Dealer!

New software from

ra D T ^^ I

D

Tiler £10+VAT

A printing utility

which allows you

to print Draw and

Sprite files at any

size using any

type of printer.

The user simply

loads the required

draw or sprite file into Tiler

specifying the size of poster

required, either by using one of the preset paper size, eg. A2, AO,

entering the exact dimensions of the poster eg. in millimetres or by

expressing the size as a

percentage of the original

size. The document will

then be increased or

decreased in size

automatically and printed

when required over

several pages with crop

marks and references

provided on each page to

assist cutting/overiapping

fafjueters 1

4 fortfait _^Landscaps User scale;

4 Print unsealed User aidthi

/Print scaled User heigfiti

yfrM user size paper overlap!

yPrint preset page Print Hrgin!

/R! /fll ^62 f""' ""f'"''

yta yM ym Print aoffseti

18e:ii

lesm

mm
2Bm

28..

e..

e..

_{Prgivt betwen pages | 01!
|l

CHHCEL
||

TopicArt
A new form of dip art

comprising of single discs

containing approximately

50 hand drawn high qu-ality

draw format clip art

images, each on a single

subject. Site and area

licences are available,

please hng for

£8
+VAT ^

per disc. -^^^

TopicArte - RoadSigns

TopioArta

Costumes

TopicArt? - Sports Equipment

6 TopicArt subjects are

available now. Please

specify when ordering.

Subjects

available now;

1 General

2

3

Transport

Costumes
4 Entertainment

5

6

7

Bugs 2 Slugs

Road Signs

Sports Equip

TopicArt4

Entertainment

Buy 4

TopicArt

discs get

one free

TopicArtS - Bugs to Slugs

C S Hardware % Books (fill prices exclude UflT)

I
^ A5000 i>
upgraded to 4Mb free of charge

I

A5000 2MHD £1499
I 40Mb HD a Mulhscan Monitor

A5000 2MHDLC ei529

I
LEARNING CURVE SYSTEM with

I Multiscan Monitor, Acorn DTP, 1st

I
Word+, Genesis+, PC Emulator,

I Pacmania, introductory video etc.

A5000 2MHDLCP E1759
LEARNING CRV PRINTER SYSTEM
Including Acorn JP-150 Ink Jet Printer

1
-^ A3000 ik
Upgraded to 2Mb free of charge

I BBC A3000 £599

I
As above with Monitor £799

BBC A3000 LC £639

I
LEARNING CURVE with Isl Word+,

nesis+, PC Emulator, Pacmania.

J
Lemmings, introductory tape etc.

I As above with Monitor £829

BBC A3000 LCP £1089
LEARNING CRV PRINTER SYSTEM
Including Acorn JP-150 InkJet Printer

BBC A3000 £679
SPECIAL ACCESS

I
As above with Monitor £879

Archimedes

I

A41 0/1 Base Machine £729

A41 0/1 2Mb, 20Mb HD £859

A540 ARM3, 8Mb £2495

Special offers do not apply

to 0% Finance & Teachers

Scfiemes.

RAM Upgrades

A3000
Up to 2Mb RAM £55

Up to 4Mb RAM £156

A5000
Up to 4Mb RAM £129

A400
1Mb RAM £39

2Mb RAM £75

3Mb RAM £105

Up to 8Mb £649

A540
4Mb RAM Card £399

Upgrades
5.25" Disc Buffer £35

ARM3 £185

Concept Keyboards £Call

Econet Module £46

FaxPack (CC) £289

Graphics Enhancer £169

Hawk V9 Video Dig £199

Mono Digitiser (Archi) £49

Mono Digitiser (A3000) £69

I/O Expansion Card £79

Joystick Interface £25
Joystick for above £10

Midi Expansion Card £65

Micro Mouse (Clares) £29

PC Exp Card iMb(Aiephi)£595

Serial Upgrade A3000 £19

User/Midi Card A3000 £46

VIDC Enhancer E29

Printers
Canon BJ-10ex £209

Canon BJ-300 £359

Canon BJ-330 £409

Citizen Swift 24e £235

HP DeskJet 500 £329

HP DeskJet 500C £549

Panasonic KXP-11 23 £159

StarLC-20 £129

StarLC-200 £175

Star LC24-200 Colour £239

LaserDirect (Qume) £859

LaserDirect HiRes4 £949

LaserDirect HiRes8 £1319

LD HiRes4 board £349

Ribbons/Toner
BJ-10ex Ink Cartridge £15

BJ-300 Ink Cartridge

LBP-4 Toner

Swift24 Mono
Swift24 Colour

£10

£65

£4

£15

Scanners
Scanlight Junior £129

Scanlight Jnr 256 £199

Scanlight A4 £289

Scanlight Professional £849

IVIonitors

Acorn Colour £199

Philips CM8833 II £199

Taxan MultiVision 775 £389

Taxan 795A £439

Taxan Viking II £749

Bool<s (No VAT)
Acorn Education Directory E3.95
Dabs Archi Assembly Lang C14.95
Dabs Archi First Steps £9.95

Dabs Archi Operating System ..£14.95

Dabs Budget DTP CIS.95
A3000 Technical Guide £29.95
A540/A5000 Tech Guide (ea) ,,,£65,00

Acorn DTP Adv User Guide £14.95
Basic V: A Dabhand Guide £9,95

BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) £19,95
RISCOS PRM's £79.00
RISCOS Style Guide £9.95

1st Word+ Manual (Acorn) £10.00
Acorn DTP Manual (Acorn) £10.00
AASM Manual (Acorn) £25,00
ANSI C v4 Manual (Acorn) £25.00

0% Finance (incVAi)

A5000LC System ei799

A5000LC Printer Sys £2075
£215 Deposit plus 12 monthly
instalments of £155

A3000LC System £999

A3000LC Printer Sys £1275
onthly

Ordering by Telephone
When placing your order please have your credil/debit card ready. We will

require Ihe cardholders name, address, delivery address if different and the

expiry date of the card.

Ordering by Post
Please specify the goods you require and for which computer in writing including

your telephone number & delivery address. Send complete with a signed

cheque/postal order or alternatively for credit/debit cards, the card number,
cardholders name, address, and expiry dale. IMPORTANT - Please write your

name, address & credit card details in BLOCK CAPITALS lo avoid confusion.

Where to Find Us
From the M63 Junction 1 2 roundabout follow signs to Cheadle A560 passing the

glass pyramid, Af the traffic lights nr Ye Olde Woolpack Inn turn left onto

Bnnksway. Turn next left onto Chester St and immediately left again onto Ford

St. Enter on-site car park via Blue Gate.

Terms
UK residents add 17.5%
VAT to all phces except
books. Carnage is free

(except books, paper &
large software applications)

on mainland UK, elsewhere
at cost. Prices and
manufacturers
specifications subject to

change without nolifcation.

Goods offered subject to

being unsold and/or

available. Goods not offered

on trial basis. Restocking
fee on non-defective

returns.

Desktop Projects Ltd
I

Authorised Acorn Dealer

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Parle, Ford St, Stockport, Cheshire. SK3 OBT



mm Opening Hours Monday-Saturday 19.98 to 18.89

Megalltils £10+VAT

A set of RISCOS utilities providing a

whoie Inost of genuinely useful, time-

saving functions for all users alike, all

at the touch of a button. The disc

includes;

!AddrBook An easy to use address

book to store all your names & adds.

IDiary A place to store all those

important birthdays & anniversaries etc.

ICieanUp A hot key utility for instantly redrawing window(s).

IDisable Prevents you from deleting any file whilst enabled.

IDOSForm A multi-tasking DOS 720k formatter with verify.

IFiieMon Displays all the information related to any file.

iLineCiock A desktop clock that can be placed anywhere.

iMegaUtils provides a window organiser for arranging filer

and/or application windows on the desktop, key short-cuts to

open/close filer windows, set copy and wipe options, set

filetypes, quick loading of basic programs, caret flasher,

selection of mouse speed, automatic opening of application

directories without using shift, mouse hider, caret grabbing.

IQuickMode An alternative to the Palette utility which allows

you to select modes quickly from a user-defineable list.

!QuickRun A user-defineable application loader.

IScrGrab Allows you to save the screen display to a Sprite.

Hard Discs
All our HardDlscs come completely

formatted and tested before despatch

and also include a free copy of our

Bright Ideas Utilities installed on the

HardDisc.

IDE
The following are complete

HardDisc Systems comphsing of an

IDE disc controller, HardDisc,

mounting brackets, cables, utilities

disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal

40Mb 17ms £229
80Mb 17ms Cache £315
125Mb 18ms Cache £399
180Mb IBms Cache £449

330Mb 12ms Cache £799

520Mb 12ms Cache £999

A3000 External

40Mb 17ms £315

80Mb 17ms Cache £399

125Mb 18ms Cache £485
180Mb 18ms Cache £535
330Mb 12ms Cache £885
520Mb 12ms Cache £1089

A3000 Internal Hard Cards
20Mb £199
40Mb £495

80Mb £695

SCSI
The following are complele SCSI
HardDisc Systems comprising of a

Morley SCSI interface, HardDisc,

mounting bracl<ets, cables, utilities

disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal

50Mb 17ms Cache £339
105Mb 18ms Cache £429
1 80Mb 1 8ms Cache £599
330Mb 12ms Cache £899
520Mb 12ms Cache £1049

A3000/A300/A400 External
50Mb 17ms Cache £379
105Mb 18ms Cache £509
180Mb 18ms Cache £699
330Mb 12ms Cache £979
520Mb 12ms 'Cache £1149

External drives are housed in

slimline colour co-ordinated case

complete with integral power supply

and fan. Internal Hard cards are

RISC Developments units.

mM Brchiwedes, (13999, fl5988 Software

3D Construction Kit (Domark) ...£38

ABC Compiler (Oak) £77
Alphabase (Clares) £37
Ancestry [Minerva) £59
ANSi C v,3 (Acorn) £125
Arc DFS (Dabs) £22
ArcComm 2 (Logotron) £52
ArcLight (Ace) £40
ArcTerm 7 (Serial Port) £62
Arcticuiate (4D) £18
Arclist (4D) £18
Armadeus (Clares) £59
Artisan 2 (Clares) £43
Art Works (CO) ECall
Atelier (Minerva ) £73
Autoskelch v2 (Autodesk) £65
Chameleon (4Mation) £24
Compression (CC) £42
Control Panel (Lingenuity) £14
DataVision (Silicon) £110
Desktop Assembler (Acorn) £125
Desktop C (Acorn) £185
Desktop Office (Minerva) £95
Desktop Publisfier (Acorn) £125
Easiword (Minerva) £29
Easy Writer (Icon Tech) £126
Equasor(CC) £39
Euclid 2 (Ace) £50
Eureka (Longman) £109
"' i-Maker (Silicon) £71

ancial Accountant (Silicon) £203
First Word Plus v2 (Acorn) £67
Flexifile Database (Minerva) £109
Flying-Start II (Mitre) £86
Font FX (DataStore) £9
Font Starter Pack (Acorn) £35
Gammaplot (Minerva) £36
Genesis 2 (Oak Solutions) £109
Graphbox v2 (Minerva) £57
Graphbox Pro (Minerva) E109
Hard Disc Companion ll(Beebug) .£45
Hearsay II (Beebug) £58
HelixBasic (CCS) £75
Hotlink Presenter (Lingenuity) £41
Home Accounts (Minen^a) £34
Illusionist (Clares) £76
'mpression v2 (CC) £125
mpression Junior (CC) £75
Impression Bus Supp (CC) £39
Impression Borders Disc (CC) £12
Inter-Chart (CC) £20
Inter-Sheet II (CC) £30
Inter-Word (CC) £30

Investigator v2 (Senal Port) £22
ISO Pascal Rel.2 (Acorn) £83
Mailshol (Minerva) £29
MasterFile II (Beebug) £20
Microstudio (EMR) £80
Mogul (Ace) £15
Multi FS (Arxe Systems) £27
Multistore v2 (Minerva) £219
Notate (Longman) £55
Office tools (Silicon) £276
Ovation (Beebug) £95
PC Access (Minerva) £29
PCB(Oak) £149
PC Emulator v1. 7 (Acorn) £95
Pin Point (Logotron) £95
PipeDream 4 (Colton) £179
Poster (4Mation) £76
Presentation System (Silicon) £61
Presenter 2 Hotlink (Lingenuity). ...£33

Presenter GTi (Ling) £66
Printer JX, PJ, CA (ACE) £13
Pro Artisan (Clares) £75
Realtime Solids Modeller (Sil) £99
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £99
Reporter (Minerva) £29
Revelation II (Logotron) £110
Rhapsody v2 (Clares) £45
RISCBasic (Silicon) £112
RISCType (CIS) £16
Schema (Clares) £96
SigmaSheet (Minen/a) £38
ShapeFX (Datastore) £9
ShowPage(CC) £130
SmArt (4Malion) £54
SmArtFiler (4Mation) £34
Snippet (4Malion) £26
Solid CAD (Sil Vis) £115
Solid Tools (Silicon) £269
Speech! (Superior) £15
Splice (Ace) £22
Squirrel Database (Dig Serv) ...£129

Super-Dump (Silicon) £21
Super-Plot (Silicon) £28
Studio 24+ (EMR) £150
Toolkit Plus (Clares) £36
Tracer (Mid Gra) £46
Tracker (Sehal Port) £37
Turbo Type (CIS) £20
Tween (Ace) £22
Twin (Acorn) £24
Vox Box (Clares) £47
Worra CAD (Oak) £83
Worra Plot (Oak) £24

Aggressor (Atomic)
Air Supremacy (Superior) £20
Alien Invasion (Dabs) £14
All-in-Boxing (Dabs) £14
Apocolypse (40) .,.,,£20

Arcade Soccer (4D) £15
Ballarena (Eterna) £14
Bambuzle (Arxe Systems) £19
Battle Tank (Minerva) £13
Blaston (Etema) £15
Blitz {Arxe Systems) £21
Blowpipe (Eclipse) £15
Bobby Blockhead (Atomic) £18
Boogie Buggy (4D) £17
Break 147 S Superpool (4D) £17
Bubble Fair (Eterna) £14
Bug Hunt, MoonDash (Min) £13
Bug Hunt in Space (Minerva) £13
Cartoon Line (Etema) £21
Casino (Minerva) £18
Cataclysm (4D) E19
Caverns (Minerva) £14
Chequered Flag (CIS) £19
Chess 3D (Micro Power) £14
Chocks Away 2 {4D) £17
Chocks Away Extra Miss(4D) £14
Chocks 2 Compendium (4D) £27
Chopper Force (4D) POA
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £19
Conqueror (Superior) £18
Crisis (CIS) £15
Drop Ship (4D) £14
Elite (Hybrid) £33
Enter the Realm (4D) E18
E-Type Compendium (4D) £19
Exotic Adv of Sylvia Lain (4D)...£19
Family Favourites (Minen/a) £15
Fine Racer (Eterna) £14
Fire Ball Xtra (CIS) £12
Flight Sim Toolkit (Simis) £35
Freddys Folly (Mineiva) £13
Grievous Bodily 'ARM (4D) £19
Gumshoes (4D) £20
HoverBod (Minerva) £13
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £18
Hostages (Superior), £14
Ibix the Viking (Mineo/a) £14
Inertia (4D) £14
lnlerdictor2 (Clares) £26
Iron Lord (Cygnus) £14
J. Khan Squash (Krisalis) £19
James Pond (Krisalis) £19
Jet Fighter (Minerva) £13

Legend of the Lost Temp (Eter.)£19

Lemmings (Krisalis) £19
Loopz (Audiogenic) £18
Maddingly Hall (Minerva) £13
Mad Prof Mariarty (Krisalis) £15
Mag Scrolls Collection 1 £26
Mah-Jong Patience{CIS) £15
Man at Arms {4D) £15
Man United (Krisalis) £19
Man United Europe (Krisalis) £19
Master Break (Superior) £15
Memory Magic (CIS) £14
Micro Drive 3D Golf (CIS) £15
Micro Drive USA Cou (CIS) £14
MIG 29 Sup Ful (Domark) £32
Minotaur (Minerva) £14
Missile Control (Minerva) £14
Nevryon (4D) £15
Orion (Minerva) £14
Pacmania [Domark) £17
Pandora's Box (4D) £19
PipeMania (Enf. Int.) £18
Poizone (Etema) £14
Powerband (4D) £18
Quazer(4D) £13
Redshifl (Minen/a) £14
Repton 3 (Superior) £15
Rockfall (Elerna) £16
Rotor (Arcana) £19
Real McCoy 1/2 (4D) (ea.) £21
Saloon Cars (4D) £18
Sporting Triangles (CDS) £19
SpiHire Fury (4D) POA
Superior Golf (Superior) £15
Sup Extra Courses (Superior) £14
Tactic (Eterna) £15
Talisman (Minen/a) £12
The Olympics (4D) £15
ThunderMonk (Minerva) £14
The Wimp Game (4D) £15
Top Banana (HEX) £19
Tower Of Babel (Cygnus) £18
Trivial Pursuit (Domark) £22
Twin Worid (Cygnus) £14
U.I.M. (4D) £23
Waterloo (Turcan) £22
White Magic 1/2 (4D) each £15
Wonderland (Virgin) £26
World Ch, Boxing Man'r (Kris) £20
Worra Battle (Oak Solutions) £15
X-FIRE(4D) £19
Zarch (Superior) £15
Zelanites (Micro Power) £18

Adv. Playground 5-I- (Storm) .,

Amazing OIlie 4-i- (Storm) £14
Coffe 9-I- (Storm) £28 I

Concept Designer (Logotron) £23 I

Converta-Key £15 I

Crossword-F 8+ £19 I

Data Word (Triple R) £15 I

Desktop Folio (ESM) £82 I

Farmer Giles 2 (CTS) £17 I

First Words & Pictures (Chk) E26 I

Flight Path 9+ (Storm) £28 I

Freddy Teddy (Topologika) £19 I

Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topol.) £17 I

Fun & Games 5-9 £18 I

Fun School 2 (Database) £15 I

Fun School 3 (Database) £18
|

(Please specify age group)
Giant Killer (Topologika) £17 I

Giant Killer Support (Top) £14 I

History Costume Pk (Mic SI) £17 I

House of Mumbers (Chalk) £19 I

Hyperbook Reader (Logotron) £48 I

Hyperbook Lib (Logotron) £1 10 I

Junior Database (lota) £40 I

Kiddicad (Oak Sol.) £83 |
Letters and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Logo (Logotron) £60 I

Magpie (Logotron) £49 I

Maps & Landsc, 1/2 (Chk) ea £19 I

Money Matters (Triple R) £20 I

Numbers and Pictures (Chalk) £18 I

Numerator (Logotron) £60 I

Numerator Chaos (Logotron) £19 I

OIlie Octopus SkPad (Storm) £14 I

Pendown (Logotron) £50 I

Pendown Fonts (Logotron) £17 I

PIPP (CIS) £30 I

Picture Book (Triple R] £20 I

Pin Point Junior (Logotron) £24 I

Pirate (Chalk) £18
Prime Art (Minerva)... £69 |
Puncman 1-2.3-4,5-7 (Chalk) ea...£18
Reversals (Chalk) £18
Robo Logo (Sil Vis) £70 I

Search & Rescue 9+ £28 I

Spellbook 4-9 (Soft Stuff (SS)) £19 I

Star (Logotron) £16 I

Target Maths (Triple R) £20 I

Things to do with No's (SS) £19 I

Things to do with Words (SS) £19 I
Turtles "World Tour"
Words and Pictures (Chalk)..

World Scape (Eclipse) £15

Please contact us if you are offered a better price

elsewhere, we will do our best to match it.

We operate the Acorn Teachers Scheme
& 0% Finance Schemes.

This advert was produced using Impression & Draw!

Tel: 061-474 0778
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OPEN SYSTEMS INTER NETWORKING
Acorn have had the foiesight to write software to allow common
links to many types of machines.

The protocol which allows this b TCP/IP (Transport Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol). The defines the pacicefs which travel

over Ethernet.

Chameleon sell products which allow Terminal emulation, Tile

Transfer, X Windows terminals and allow you to use the hard disk on

a Sun type Network file oystem (NFS).

These products let us link : ACORN, APPLE, IBM PC and most UNIX

machines also usefully connect to Novell Fileservets.

Pleas3 do not hesitate to contact us to discuss your connectivity

problems (UNIX not required)

ECONET IS DEAD - LONG LIVE ETHERNET!

At lost the AaOOO has an Ethernet Adaptorl

This means that all ACORt^ Rise machines

can be internetworked leaving Econet to

the trusty 6502.

UNIX MACHINES PRICE DECREASE!
ACORN R225 ARM3 4Mb RAM

Discless Ettiernet.. .£T 830.1X1

ACORN R260 ARIvIS 8Mb RAM
TOO Mb tiotd Disc. ..£3495.00

ACORN R140 ARM2 4MbRAM
Now discontinued, we usually

have traded-in R140s for sale!

UNIX UPGRADES
R140 OWNERS (if covered by Microcore) £349.00

(Microcore expired) £399.00

A440 / 540 etc £999.00

If you want to run RISC iX 1 .2 on your Acorn Archimedes,

we ore offering an upgrade service. This latest version of

ACORN UNIX requires TOO Mb, an ACORN SCSI card and

4Mb of memory. We can arrange for it to be instoiied on

your current TOOMb SCSI anywhere In the UK mainland. Al-

ternatively it can be purchased pre-installed on the WARP
DRIVE ready for use.

This is the some version of UNIX as supplied on the R260.

UNIX STORAGE (Also RISC OS)
In our search tor the fastest drive to support I^ISC IX (Acorn's

UNIX), we hove produced the Warp Drive a high perfor-

mance SCSI drive in conjunction with Acorn's SCSI controller

card included In R260 computers or on extra E220+VAT If

your machine is not already fitted. These devices will work

with other controllers but UNIX will not.

Size Speed External Internal

105Mb 9ms £ 410 £310
210Mb 9ms £ 675 £575
420Mb 12ms £1095 £995
676Mb 16ms £1315
1000Mb 15ms £1735
1600Mb 16ms £2050

m
NEW: SCSt Tape Streamers 150Mb or 525Mb

Two year warranty on all Warp Drives

All Prices add VAT® 17.5% 05%^2.5% Poll 'Tax subsW^^^

^ For the Serious Acorn User

^—""COMCPUTERS LTD.
Stowell Technology Centre

Montford Street

Saltord M5 2SE TEL (061 ) 745 9849
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Pyramid Computer Services .J^ -^
16 Borough Crescent <^^^^ft|
Stourbridge

. ^'^^I!^^HP̂
West Midlands DY8 3UT ^^^M^^H1^
Telephone & Fax: 0384 396739 ^^^^^

^
,

, . -

Carriage Charges: (a) £1.50 (b) E2.50 (c) £4.00 (d) £10,00 (e) £15.00

^lease add carriage charges as shown and then VAT @ 17'.^%. Callers by appointment |
only please. Educational Orders Vifelcomed, All offers are subject to availability E-&0. E.

Software Memory Upgrades
Fjn School .llundetSs 5-7s or over 7sl £17,50a 2nd Mb for A3000 (upgradable) £5 [.00 a

Armadeus 151.25 a 4lh Mb for A3000 lAlomwide] £ 153.00 c

LSI Word Plus relea.«; 2 £60.00 b RAMfor A4I0/I A420/I (per Mb) £32.00 a

Easiv-Ttwr £1 16,00 c A50()0 2Mb (upgrade to 4Mb) (Ammwid ) £105.00 L-

ProlcxlVS £110,00 c

Impression! £l,mOOc

Impression Junior £67.00 b

Upgrades
FAX-Pack (Computer concepus)

VIDC Enhancer (Aiomwide)

£260.00 d

£23.00 a

Ovalion £81.00 c
MEMCIa £45.00 a

ARM-3 (Aleph-One - (he best!) £195,00 c

Pipedream4 £169.00 c
Ifel Backplane for 31D(wilh fan) £57.00 b

Ifel Backplane for 3 10 (NO fan) £47-00 b

V id i-Archimedes £ 135.00 c

Compression £37,50 a

AirSupremacy £17.75 a

Clares Micro Mouse

Armadeus sound sampler board £l27,00c

Bambwle £l7,00a Drives
Bubble Fair £12.50 a

Floppy disc buffer for A3000 £27,25 a

£27.25 a

Calaclysm £17,.50a
Drive mouniingbTaekel for 400410/1 31( £ll.O0a

Exicmal case/ PSU / Fan for hard drive £75.00 b

Syquesl 42Mb Removable]™:, disc case &PSU £450,00 d |
Cumana 52Mb SCSI Imemal £275.00 d

Enlcnhe Realm £17.50 a
£419.00 d 1

James Pond £18.00 a
Cumana 105Mb SCSI Exiemai £550.00 d

'SCSIcards From£125,00c

Loopz £17.50 a Scanners
Manehcsier Uniied Humpe £17-50 a Scanlighi Junior £l2l.00c
Microdrive World [Edition £23-50 a Scanlighl 256 £l93.00c

Scanlighi A4 wilh Sheer Feeder £360,00 d

Pandora'sBox £l7.50a Scanlighl Professional - NO card £820,00 e

Scanlighl Prof wilh SCSI Card £920.00 e

Provocalor £13.50 a

Saloon Cars £16,50 a Printers
Top Banana £17,25 a Hewleii Packard DesUel 500 £299,00 d

Wonderland £''' 50 a HP DesUei Canridges for £37,50 a

HP DesUet .500C (Colour ai 300 dpi) £499.00 d

£699.00 e

£899.00 eULser Dir^l Hi-Res 4
IIUIIttUUlllMllllUUMItUIUBUI|l^^ 1 ^..^r nir«-, HI.B^^ ^-H <.rU, f,-r 1 RPd £294,00 c

^M!uMIi!i^BllllUtiKlilli!IHy|l|U|U^ ,-,„,,„ i„iii £99.50 e

^^MiiininiiiiiMiiiiiiiuiiiiiJiiuimnfflWLuji^H <^,^^^w, -iP-Mm £1.35,00(1

^HHIIW|^fflHI|IUJ|^^B|WI^I^ Pnnier Cables I Hm £9.50 a

A310/A305 UPGRADES
RAM expansion

2Mb £99

4Mb £163
The 2Mb boarij may be upgraded to

4Mb later. Educational and quantity

discounts are available.

fi^ 4--layer board gives low electrical

noise and trouble-free operation.

fi^ 8-chip design ensures low power

dissipation.

^ Compatible with all ARM3s, hard

discs, backplanes etc.

^ Established reliability record. We
have been upgrading A3 10

computers for over two years, and in

that time none of the RAM boards

which we have fitted has developed

a fault and needed repair. Money

back guarantee.

"We have had a lot ofvery positive

feedback about the IFEL memory

upgrades. Archive.

April

Special Offers
Claim any of the items

below at the reduced price

with your RAM upgrade.

Impression 2

£125 (RRP £169)

IFEL 4-sIot 4-layer

backplane with fan

£50 (RRP - £57)

RISC-OS Carrier

board for larger OS
ROMs
£17 (RRP -£21)

ARM3 processor

£189 (RRP - £199)

See our other advert in this

issue for A3000 and A5000

hardware and upgrades.

Prices exclude VAT

^jl^ Further information and price list from;

IFEL, 36 Upland Drive, Derriford, Plymouth PL6 6BD.

Tel (0752) 847286. Fax 840029



GRAPHICS

SECOND
SPRITE
Converting sprites to draw files provides

many advantages. GRAHAM WALTERS

looks at a new package to help you out ^

1 "I 5 4 5 7

A 5 C D E f C I- I J t L ITi r C

D2Font enables outline fonts to be created from draw files

B reating draw files from

sprites, and your own out-

line fonts, are the benefits

of a new software packages,

called Trace. The advantage of

converting sprites is that,

quite apart from the consider-

able reduction in file size.

draw files can be scaled and

manipulated to any size, with-

out any loss of resolution.

DOUBLE ACT
Trace actually includes two
applications, Trace and

DlFout. The former does the

file conversion, while the latter

converts draw files into outline

fonts. Clicking select on the

Trace icon opens the two main

windows which, although ini-

tially blank, will eventually

show the original sprite file

and the converted draw file

(see the screenshot below).

On the main menu, if a

draw file has been created.

there is a facility to save it

either to disc or directly into

another program, otherwise

this option is greyed out. It is

also possible to save the sprite

image itself. To initiate the

tracing of the sprite, you use

the Trace option and you can

watch the draw file being cre-

ated in the draw window - the

pointer becomes an hour glass.

Choices leads to a submenu
with two EjTor and Save

options. Error determines how
closely the draw file corre-

sponds to the sprite file. A
large value will give a poor

rendering of the sprite file,

whereas if the number is too

small, it will reproduce the

individual pixels of the sprite.

A figure between 0.6 and 0.8

gives good results, although

trial and error is required foi' a

specific image. Save lets your

Windows allow you to watch the sprite being traced into a draw file

current Error \'akie become the

default setting.

Info tells you of the mode,

number of colours and size of

the sprite and draw images. If

you have a number of sprites

to trace, you can place them in

a directory and drop this on to

the icon. Another directory

called Draw is automatically

created and you can then trace

each sprite in turn, placing the

resulting draw file in this

directory. After tracing, a

sprite can be loaded into Draw
for final tweaking, although

this was not necessary for

most of the sprites I tried.

The type o'i sprites that

Trace definitely does not like,

are those with any dithering or

graduated fills ~ they generally

gi\'e very pooi" results.

However, by re-working these

areas in Painl first, a better

result can be achieved.

OUTLINE FONTS
The second application.

DlFoiu. loads itself in the nor-

mal way. Clicking on its icon

opens a grid window which

has a small light grey character

in the top left hand corner of

each box, to show you where

to drop each draw file.

One annoying point was that

positions for Ascii code num-
bers 128 to 159 are shown in

the grid as hexadecimal num-
bers. These characters in your

font are accessed by pressing

the Alt key and typing the

character's Ascii code number,

but it would be better if the

Ascii code numbers were in

decimal. Double clickine

Select over one of the charac-

ter squares brings up a window
showing a larger version of

that character, complete with a

red line underneath. This rep-

resents the base line of the

character, which can then be

resized by using either Select

or Adjust.

Normally, you need to make
red line slightly larger than the

character outline. For charac-

ters with tails - such as a

lower case p - the red line

needs to be moved up to keep

all the characters in line.

When you have finished

compiling your grid, a Save
Font option presents a direc-

tory icon that contains the

Outlines and IntMetncs files.

This directory is then copied

into your current fonts appli-

cation. One word or warning.

Unlike a normal file, you can't

rename a font directory to

change the font name, so make
sure that the font is saved with

the correct name.

CONCLUSION
Both Trace and OlFont are

very easy to use and perform

their tasks extremely well.

Oveiall. the package repre-

sents excellent value for

money and is suitable for both

school or home users.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Trace

Supplier: David Pilling, PO Box

22, Thornton Cleveleys, Black-

pool, FYS 1LR

Price: £5.99

Machines: All Rise OS machines
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What does
moving

who creates
want?

Asneak preview.
Render Bender is the graphics package that allows the

user to produce remarkable animated graphic sequences

using Ray Tracing.

Ray Tracing isn't nearly as complex as it sounds.

Basically, in a ray traced sequence, every pixel on the screen

takes all relevant light sources into account. Ensuring that

all the reflections and refractions are correctly calculated

even if the light is reflected off several surfaces. The image

could be no more faithful if you were Aiming real objects in

real light. To produce such a superb animated sequence,

however, was quite a difficult task - Until now.

Illuminator has changed all that. It is a fully RISC OS
graphical front end to Render Bender. Allowing the user to

create a series of frames manually, or to give it a start point

and an end point, leaving it to generate the frames in

between. What you are getting is the abiUty to take a sneak

preview. You can see what you are going to get, before you

get it. After you've created your outline frames in Illumina-

tor, you then transfer the files to Render Bender, the fully

RISC OS Ray Tracing part of the

package. Which all means that

now, to achieve powerful 3D Ani-

mation, you no longer have to be a

mathematical genius. You just

have to be the proud owner of

Render Bender 2.

For more information please

write to the address below for a Render Bender fact pack.

We're sure you'll find it quite illuminating.

Price - £135.00 inc. Vat.

To upgrade from the original Render Bender to Render

Bender 2 send us your original disc plus £74.95.

98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwich, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA. Telephone: 0606 48511 Fax No: 0606 48512



RAM UPGRADE

MEMORY LAPSE
The A310 is sadly lacking in one vital area.

MALCOLM BROWN looks at how you can boost its memory space

E egulLir users of an Archi-

medes A3 10. not to men-

tion the A305. will be well

aware of the hmitations of the

memory suppheci. For

instance, if you load up Draw
and Edii on the icon bar and

then draw a reasonably com-
plex figure, suddenly there's

no room left to write about it.

The answer is, of course, to

add more Ram. The A3 10 can

handle up to 4Mb of Ram
without flinching and several

manufacturers have come up

with upgrades which allow

you to increase the power of

the A3 1 considerably.

There are two sizes of Ram
board commonly available -

2Mb and 4Mb. Bear in mind

however that these sizes refer

to the total Ram in your

machine after fitting, rather

than the amount of extra Ram.
The 2Mb upgrades use the

existing Ram in your Arc. (If

you have an A305 you may
have to upgrade to IMb before

fitting.) The 4Mb upgrades, on

the other hand, add 4Mb of

Ram to your machine, and the

existing on-board Ram
becomes redundant.

Since Ram is relatively low-

priced, it makes sense to go

straight for the 4Mb and this is

the type we have chosen to

look at in more detail. It's also

a good idea to fit a Memcla
upgrade (a memory control

chip) while you're at it. Inci-

dentaliy, if you believe that

one day you might want an

Arm3 in your Arc. bear in

mind that some Ram upgrades

limit your Arm3 choice. It is

worthwhile checking with the

manufacturers first.

The 4Mb upgrades fall into

two categories - tho.se you can

fit yourself, as they can be

simply plugged in. and those

which you are advised to have

fitted by an expert, since they

require some delicate wiring

and soldering.

PLUG IN
With this type of upgrade (see

our Watford and Ground Con-
trol boxes), fitting is simply a

matter of removing the Memc
and Arm chips, and fitting

them into the sockets on the

new board, then fitting the new
board into the old sockets.

However, removing the two

chips from the main board is

not ea.sy. even with the tools

supplied from the upgrade

manufactureivs. You should

also remembei- that these

devices are easily damaged by

static electricity - walking

across a nylon carpet can gen-

erate up to 10.000 volts in

your body!

WIRED IN
The cheapest option is a

directly wired-in solution (see

our Atomwide and Ifel boxes).

The memory board is plugged

into specially installed sockets.

These are simple 16 and 18-

pin sockets and cost only a few

pence but you do have to do a

lot more work to connect up to

these lines. Many other con-

nections must be made to

various parts of the Arc's

existing memory and to the

Memc chip.

Removing the old memory
chips and installing these

sockets is not for the faint-

hearted or the inexperienced.

The upgrades are cheaper but

if you do try it yourself, you

could make some expensive

mistakes: Instead, it is best to

leave it to the experts and use

the fitting service provided.

CHOOSING A BOARD
For this review we looked at

two plug-in boards and two

ATOMWIDE

Price: U99
This includes a fitting ser-

vice, courier .service and a

Memcla
Tel: (0689) 838852

This board is certainly not

one to be fitted at home.

Atomwide provides a collec-

tion and delivery service, as

well as fitting - which just as

well, this boai'd is even more

tricky to fit than Ifel's - 24

fiddly resistors need to be

soldered into place. It

looks extremely similar to

the Ifei model and fits into

the same installed sockets.

The Atomwide upgrade

does have slightly fewer

chips, but this is not really

apparent to the end-user.

This is a four-layered cir-

cuit board so there should

be no line noi.se problems.

even when the machine is

subjected to the hardest

workiuij conditions.

wired-in boards. Unfor-

tunately, the cheapest board

around (£155 for 4Mb) from

Simtec, (0772) 812863. was
undergoing a design revision

at the time of the test and so

could not be included.

When making a decision.

the first choice is whether you

can bear to be without your

beloved Arc for a day or so. If

the answer is no. then self-fit-

ing is the only option and you

should go for Gi-ound Control

or Watford because of their

installation simplicity. Of

these two. the Watford boaixi

must win out because it is a

four-layer construction, but 1

would like to have seen some
additional insulation ,

The cheaper option, and pei"-

haps the better one in terms of

compatibility with further

upgrades, and the likelihood of

it staying put in your machine.

is a hard-wired board. Ifel

and Atomwide produce hard-

wired boards and thei'e is little

to choose between them, since

they are both both well

designed and well made.
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Price: £219

This includes a fitting ser-

vice, and overnight courier

service, plus an Memcla,

and Rom upgrade board

Self fitting price: £199

(with Memcla) or £163

(without Memcla)
Tei: (0752) 847286

This is really a dealer-fit

upgrade. Although Ifel wel-

come DIY fitting and the

upgrade can be supplied with

some excellent DIY instruc-

tions, only the extremely

adept should attempt to fit

this board at home. The Ram

board is quite small, with-

out the need for Arm and

Memo sockets. (It also pro-

vides enlarged sockets for

Rise OS 3 chips, in antici-

pation of a possible plug-in

upgrade).

As well as connection

via the installed sockets,

three wires connect to

address lines on the Memc
socket underneath the

board. The w-hole main cir-

cuit board needs to be be

completely removed in

order to fit this upgrade.

The Ifel Board is four-

layered and is well made. It

is a neat and long lasting

memory upgrade.

GROUND CONTROL
Self-fitting board

Price: £243

Tel: (0635) 524008

This board is of the easy,

self-fit kind. At first glance it

looks extremely neat and

compact. However, all is not

as it seems. First off. this is a

two-layer board. It has no

ground plane layer under-

neath the tracks on the

surface: these are used to

guard against electrical noise

which can interfere with the

data and corrupt the micro-

processor operation.

What's more, the use of

conventional (rather than

surface mount) chip plugs

and sockets has created a

design with small sub-boards

holding the sockets for the

Arm and Memc. This

lengthens the tracks al risk

from noise. Also, one logic

chip on the board has sev-

eral unlerminated inputs -

again bad design practice.

However, it must be said

that we found no problems

of noise during the review

and such troubles would

usually only show up in a

heavily loaded Arc.

Full marks to Ground

Control for using the top

quality McKenzie plugs for

the Arm and Memc on this

board. These require

minimum force to insert

them into the sockets. Just

as well, since the fitting

instructions suggest that

you leave the main board in

place, so it is put under

some strain when you press

home the new board.

All in all, rather more

attention to detail would

make this board cheaper to

produce and a clear winner.

WATFORD
ELECTRONICS
Self-fitting board

Price: £265

Tel: (0923) 237774

Another self-fit board, this

upgrade is thoughtfully sup-

plied with a chip removal

tool for the Arm and Memc.
However, this is not nec-

cesary, since a small screw-

driver works much better.

Also provided is a new

floppy drive cable - the

Ram board gets in the way

and a longer cable is needed

to snake around it.

Once the Arm and Memc
chips are removed, the

upgrade board is plugged

into the empty .sockets on

the motherboard. A second

board then slots into place

and is used to hold the relo-

cated Arm processor. So to

upgrade to an Arm3 simply

involves unplugging this

second board.

Again the instructions say

to leave the main board in

place during the installation.

Given Watford's choice of

low-cost plugs, more pres-

sui'c was required to fit the

upgrade to the main board,

putting it under some strain.

The smaller board fits up

against the metal side of the

Arc and is insulated with

only a sheet of clear plastic.

This could easily be pierced

bv a pin causing a shtirt cir-

cuit and on the review

sample, this had already

happened. However, the

upgrade is otherwise well-

made. It is a foui- layer board

(although the sub-board is

only two-layer) and, if you

add a bit inore protection to

the smaller board, it is an

excellent design.
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TOPO LOGO KA?
YouVe heard of TurtleGraphics - now try FreddyGraphics!

Freddy Teddy's Playground features our loveable bear in

the place he loves best. Children teach him by clicking on

icons, eg 'get on swing'. Control is either in 'immediate'

mode (he does it immediately) or in "auto' mode (build a

procedure). Superb animation, sampled speech (counting

words) and Concept Keyboard support. £29.95 ex VAT.
Includes free Site Licence. RISC OS 2 and 3.

TinyLogo/DnyDraw (Version 2.00) is our best-selling art

and maths pack for infants and children with Special fvJeeds.

TinyDraw turns the whole screen into a drawing S colouring

area, offering 3 pencil thicknesses, a jug, shapes (rotatable

and resizeat^le), a rut^ber, and even an urxJo facility.

TinyLogo is a gentle introductron to on-screen control.

£29.95 ex VAT. Includes free Site Licence. RISC OS
2& 3. (Upgrade to Version 2 only E5.00 plus VAT!)

J ix J-jetronics Co
>i

Super Archimedes Computers

A540, A5000, A3000 & others

Computer Peripherals

-^T^- Educational & Business Softw^are

<- Manuals, Discs & Paper

Proprietor:

J.H.JARLETT

Acorn i

The choice of

experience

081-977 8053 (TEL/FAX)
The Annexe 2 Broad Street Teddington

Q (Entrance in Queens Rd) Middlesex TWll 8RF
Mon to Fri 10 to 5 Sat 10 to 2

After-sales helpline - We try to help

IS.

ScreenTurtle, by MarshaJ Anderson, Is our new user

friendly version of the popular computer activity weVe all

taeen using for the last decade • hat'ent we? Includes built-

in help, screen loads & saves, command and define modes,
recursion, a paint command (colour In the patterns you've

made) - all the features you'll need to give children a
headstart in this vital Nat. Curr. skill. Only £39.95 ex VAT.
Includes free SHe Licence. RISC OS2&3. (Due Feb.)

Don't forget we still produce edsoft. for all the Acorn machines -

including the BBC, Master & Master Compact - and classic

adventures lii<e Peter Killworth's Giant Killer and The Doom Trilogy,

Jon Thaciiray's Acheton and - due any time Jonathan Partington's

latest release, SpySnatcher! Full catalogue on request.

jcial Orders

ACCESS & VISA

tel & fax

0733 244G82

Residential schools centre requires young enthusiastic staff to

work in the following areas: Computer instruction; outdoor
activities and kitchen assistants.

All positions are 'live in, all found'.

Contact Chris Young or Jon Godson on
09074 6141

KIngswood Centre Umiled
Barn Lane Nr. Albrlghton

Wolverhampton WV7 3AW
Tel (09074) 6141 24hr (09074) 6025

Fax: (09074) 5424

Want a dirt cheap Archimedes Computer ?...

... don't come to us!
However, we can offer you...

• Expert advice on the best Archimedes hardware and software for your needs

• Fast, courteous mail order service, once you have decided what you want to buy
• After sales service from people who know what they are talking about

• A magazine which we publish, called "Archive", to keep you up-to-date

• Special discounts for Archive subscribers on both hardware and software

Why not give us a call and talk to Paul or Adrian?

...Remember, price isn't everything!

Norwich Computer Services

96a Vauxhall Street, Norwich NR2 2SD. Phone 0603-766592. Fax -76401

1

Computer Holiday for young people !!

I

Scripture Union runs a computer tipliday tor 13 to 16 year olds at on attractive schiooi set in ttie

j

Herttordshiire countryside. Thie dates? August 3rd to 1 Ithi. Thie price? £101. For details, write to
Jim Maddox, S.U. Holidays, 69 Cloverdole Road, London SW2 2DH or phone 081-671-8761.
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ACORN APPROVED

LONDON DEALER
Wide range o1 software and

hardware stocked

EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Easy to get to

Train: WOOD ST Station

{British Rail)

Road; Bottom of Mil,

just off North Circular

Tel No: 081-521 1784

AUTOMATIC SERVICES

217 WOOD STREET

WALTHAMSTOW

LONDON E17 3NT

Weather Data
Weother Satellite Systems Now ovoiiable for the Acorn Arctiimedes A310 ond A3000, Ttiis

Meteosat systems comes complete including everything from the Antenna to the software,

Animotion is standard allowing the dynamic progress ot weather fronts to be monitored and

tracl(ed. High resoiulion images of 800 pixels by 800 lines can be stored and manipulated in

colour or grey scales on any stondord coiour monitor. Acorn Chonge FSI registered and compat-

ible, Copoble of receiving up to 400 imoges every day this remarkabie system costs just £799,00

Other Timestep products include a fuily featured LANDSAT Image Processor with 20 fieid study

images and three fuli colour manuals. Acorn Change FSI registered and compatible at only

£99.95

PC Globe and PC USA are fuli colour graphicol databases of the world with on omozing amount

of retrievable data. The special Timestep educotion price is only £59.95

Send for our full catologue.

Timestep Weather Systems
Wickhambrook Newmarket, CBS 8QA England.

Tel: 0440 820040 Fax: 0440 820281

^^n^^^ ^^^H

TMJ Computer Software 1

iTTTil\ 1 5 Harhorough Road. Dcsborough, .Norihanrs. NN 1 4 2QX

1 # i\i1 \ Telephone & Fas 0536 7627 1

3

1 / IVliA Online BBs Darkhaven - 0604 413716

What You See Is What You Pav
Air Supremecv
Bug Hunter In Space

21,99

15.99

^^ranBDnRHnRRnMRn^H Scheme 113.99

113,99

Bug HLinter 15.99 PandorosBoy 1999 EDUCATIONAL
Break 1 47 & Superpool 1999 !7epton3 16.99 Fun School 2 : under 6 15.99

Bubble Fair 16.99 Spitfire Fury ??.?? Fun School 2 : 6 to 8 1599

Blit; 1699 Superior Golf 16.99 Fun School 2 : 8 plus 21.50

Bombuzle 16.99 Saloon Cars 19.99 Fun School 3 5 to 7 21.50

Chocks Away 19.99 The Reol McCoy 25.99 Fun School 3 : 7 plus 2150

Chocks Away Extra 16.99 The Real McCoy 2 25.99 Lets Spell At Home 20.99

Chocks Compendium 36.00 Trivial Pursuit 25.95 Lets Spell At the Shops

Chess 3D 1699 Top Banana 21.99 Let's Spell Out ond About 20,99

Criequered Flag 21 99 World Champ.Boxing 20,50 Things to do with Numbers

Cataclysm 1999 Wonderland 29,99 Things to do v^ith Words

ChucK Rock 21.99 Waterloo 21,99 HARDWARE
Dreadnought 34,00 Zelaniles 19,99 Armadeus Sampler 141,95

Dreadnaught odd on 14.50 X-Fiie 19.99 Delta Cot 31,99

Elite 37.99 MUSIC & SPEECH Arc/A3000 Games Contro 35,99

Enter the Reolm 19.99 Armadeus 69,95 Mouse/Joystick Splitter 17 95

E-type Compendium 19,99 Rhapsody 2 54.99 Micro Mouse 32,00

fine Racer 16.99 Arcticulote 19 99 CUMANA 1 meg upgrade

Flight SImulotor Tool Kit 38.99 Speech! 16.99 PRINTER RIBBONS

Grievous Bodily Af^M 19.99 ART & CAD Citizen 120D 4.50

Holed Out Compendium 19,99 Atelier 69,99 Citizen Swift 24

Hostoges 1699 RenderBender 2 113.99 Epson LQ400/500/550/850

Interdictor 2 29.95 Illusionist 89.99 KXP1080/1081/lieQ 4.50

James Pond 21,99 Tracer 55.00 StarLClO&NXIOOO 4 50

Lemmings 21,99 Clip Art 1 30.00 StarLC200 Mono 4.50

Legend oi Lost Temple 21,50 Euclid 59.00 Coiour 13.75

IVIad Professer tvlarlarti 1699 Atctist 19 99 DUST COVERS
W\o^^ U. Football 21,99 DESKTOP PUBLISHING A3000 (Keyboard oniyi 699
rvion U,ln Europe 21.99 impression 11 160,95 A3000 S Monitor 9.99

Microdrive Evtra Courses 12.99 Impression Junior 87 95 Archimedes 2 piece 9.99

Microdrive World Edition 25.50 Desktop Office 109.95 ODDS & ENDS

Mig 29 Fulcrum 30.99 Pretext V,5 134.95 3.5 Inch Disc boxes; 80 8,00

Mig 29 Super Fulcrum 32.99 BUSINESS & UTILITIES IX 10.00

Nevryon 1699 Arc DFS 26,99 Mouse mats 3,00

Pacmanio (Oomark) 16.99 ArcTerm7 69.95 3.5 inch Head Cleaners 3.50

Powerband 19.99 Compression 50,50 MANY MORE TITLES - PLEASE ASK
Poizone 1699 Home A

Di.ses!

WEI
Plciist noic ihe new addrCSS and o. above.elephonc Cumana 4 Meg Upgrad|

|

We regrei any inconvenience caused. forASOOO
New Titles in Stock: only £159.00 |

All prices include VAT andP&P
3D Construction Kit £45.00 Access and Visa Accc led

.00pmn^ nP ° -n r^ .on Open Mon-Fri 9,30am - 1

imMMMi 1 mmmi s...,.;,r:f
30pm

,30pm

Special Offer Memory
Upgrades

A5000 Memory 2Mb £95

Expand your machine to 4Mb wilh our simple-to-fit expansion board. This

high-quality board can be fitted in minutes. Just undo the case screws, slide

back the lid, change a link and plug in! Since the 60mm high board fits

vertically in the machine, there is no need to remove the disk drive tray as

required when fitting other, larger boards. To minimise electrical interference

and to ensure the highest reliability in operation, we use quality components,

mounted on a 4-layer PCB, as specified by Acorn.

The board is also available in two additional options to upgrade a basic tfulb

machine to either 2 or 4fy1b. We are also developing a 4-8Mb card to be used

in conjunction with our existing

A3000 Expandable Memory
1Mb £45 4Mb £135

Well proven, easy-to-fit, plug-in upgrade to 2 or 4Mb of RAM, Quality

sockets enable future user-upgrading to 4 Mb by simple replacement of the

eight chips, at a cost of £120. Compatible with other internal upgrades. In

using only eight chips in the design, the load on the power supply of your

computer is kept to a minimum. This is especially important when an internal

hard disk is fitted. Reliability is further enhanced by our use of approved

connectors. Instructions included.

305/310 Memory 4Mb £155
High quality upgrade to 4Mb of RAM. Fitting it yourself requires some ability

in soldering. Alternatively, call us or your local dealer for a fitting service.

MEMC1 a not necessary. Will not obstruct other upgrades (ARM3, larger

OS-Rom carriers, MEMCia, external floppy buffer etc.) as our board lives

under the disk drive bridge. Low-power consuming, fully buffered, eight-chip

design avoids overheating for reliable operation. Full instructions included.

A400/1 Memory £34 per Mb
Upgrade to 2 or 4Mb using our easy-to-fit memory packs, with full instructions.

Risc-0S3 Carrier Board £20
When Risc-0S3 becomes available, owners of 300 series and old style 440s

will need to fit an adaptor board to convert the Rom sockets of their machines

to take the new larger capacity chips. The board is configured to take existing

Risc-0S2 Roms so it can be fitted and tested now, and will only need a couple

of link changes to accept the new Roms. Comprehensive fitting instructions

are included.

Quality Assurance - everything we sen is fully tested before despatch

1 0% discount for educational users, 1 7'/? % VAT to t>e added to UK orders.

Please make cheques payable to SIMTEC. Carriage free within EEC.

^^^^-1» » rWlW^^^ Avondale Drive, Tarleton,

^^ mm miM Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX^^ E*CTRONICS ™: (0772,812863
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WORK OF ART
,;i , , Is this the moment that designers have been waiting for?

ROB MILLER looks at the release of Artworks

B ompuicr Concepts is a com-
pany renowned for its high

quality software. One case

in point is its desktop publish-

ing package Impression 2,

which is used to produce BBC
Acorn User.

So the announcement ol' Art-

Works, CC's new design

package, has been causing

something of a stir among
BBC A3000 and Archimedes

users. Will the new package do

for design what Impression has

done for DTP? We were

invited by Computer Concepts

to have an exclusive preview

of the new ArtWorks package.

Artworks is best described as

a high-quality design package

and was used to create all of

the images shown here, includ-

ing the very impressive picture

of a Mini, shown above.

The package is designed to

be easy to use. yet is also

sophisticated enough for the

professional user. So what is

ArtWoi'-ks capable of?

OBJECT-BASED
Firstly. ArtWorks is not a

painting package. Although it

is used to produce pictures, it

is an object-based program (in

the same way as Draw) and
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builds up images of lines and

shapes, rather than using

individual pixels.

Every object within An-

Works - whether it be a line,

shape or text - is treated as an

individual item and can be

changed independently of

those around it. ArtWorks is

also a modular program, made

up of many smaller modules

which combine to form the

complete package. When run,

a control program loads in

each module from a special

directory and installs it within

the ArtWorks environment.

STARTING UP
Like Impression AriWorks

requires a dongle (a small

black box) to be fitted to the

parallel port of the machine

before it will operate. Much

has been said about the use of

dongles, both for and against,

but I think they are a good way

for software companies to pro-

tect against piracy - and they

do not really effect the user

once they are in place.

Running ArtWorks produces

a start-up window displaying

the version number of the soft-

ware. A selection of icons then

appear in the window, signify-

ing which modules are being

loaded into Artworks. It is then

installed on to the icon bar.

A number of features from

Impression 2 have been car-

ried over to AnWorks. Any
number of pictures can be

loaded (or created) simultane-

ously, gi\en that the host

computer has enough memory.

Different documents can be

viewed (if loaded) or removed

HOW TO DRAW THE LINE

Just one of the samples from the ArtWorks gallery

from ArtWorks as normal.

Also, different preferences can

be set up that affect the overall

use of the package. Selecting

The Mini car shown on the previous page was

Initially produced from a detailed line drawing,

making the line tools one of the most important

parts of the entire Artworks package.

Three line tools are provided; straight, curved (or

bezier), and freehand. Users of Draw (myself

included) often take some actions for granted.

Artworks has been written to be as intuitive as

possible so there are a few basic changes that can

initially take some time to get used to.The Line

drawing tool, for example, only joins points when

you click on a new point. There is no continuous

'rubber-banding' as in Draw, although lines can be

dragged around by holding down the select button

on the mouse whilst drawing. Filled objects can be

created by just dragging the start point of a line

over the end point whereby they 'snap' together.

Curved lines are created in a similar way to straight

lines; select a new point and Artworks will draw a

line between that and the last point. Like Bezier

lines in Draw, each point has two associated control

points which effect the shape of the curve.

Moving one of the control points will automati-

cally move the other in order to maintain the

roundness of the curve. 'Sharp' points can be made

by selecting a special corner option on the Info box.

Freehand lines can be drawn by just doodling with

the mouse as you would in a norma! painting pack-

age. Artworks will then take the squiggle and

attempt to fit a curve along it. The level of accuracy

can be set with a slider control and the results are

impressive, especially with a fast Arm3 machine.

the preference option displays

a menu covering the different

tools available. Key shortcuts

can be customised to allow

quick access to different tools.

You can alter: angle con-

straint (which effects the angle

that objects can be rotated to):

page units; font units; the

appearance of the text cursor;

the appearance of the toolbox.

and the way in which draw

files are loaded to. and saved

from ArtWorks.

As there are now two differ-

ent Draw formats (Rise OS 2

and Rise OS 3) AriWorks needs

to know which one it is deal-

ing with. There are also some

features in ArtWorks which

cannot be shown directly in

Draw - graded fills for exam-

ple - so there is also an option

to set the quality level in a pic-

ture when converting from one

program to the othei".

RUNNING ARTWORKS
Clicking on the ArtWorks icon

produces a blank window and

clicking on this brings up two

other windows - the toolbox

and the info bar.

Both windows are panes,

meaning that they are actually

a part of the main window and

move about whenever the

main window is repositioned.

This option can be changed in

the preference menu.

In keeping with the modular

nature of ArtWorks. tools are

organised into obvious groups

in the toolbox window. Tools

of a similar nature that are not

shown on the toolbox can be

accessed by clicking Menu, as

you would with a conventional

Rise OS menu. The toolbox

itself is editable: tools can be

rearransed. removed or added
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to customise it to tiie user's

requirements. You can drag

tools from the sub-toolbox to

ttie main one. but dragging

tools from the latter removes

them and places them in the

appropriate sub-toolbox.

The info bar plays a less

active role. It displays a con-

stant readout of the mouse
position (in miilimetresj and

also the scale of the current

drawing, easily altered by typ-

ing in a new percentage.

However, two of ArtWorks'

most useful features are con-

trolled from the info bar - the

undo/redo feature and the

Wysiwyg (what you see is

what you get) control.

Any operation can be

undone by clicking on the left

arrow or redone with the right

arrow, and it is even possible

to perform multiple undos to

take a drawing back to the

beginning. The undo list is

saved with its associated draw-

ing, as part of an ArtWorks

file, and will record all actions

required to create that particu-

lar illustration. But you cannot

rely on it completely: there are

cases when it is impossible to

redo an undo, such as when
deleting a complex object. A
warning will be issued if you

attempt such an action.

The Wysiwyg control knob

allows the level of rendering in

a picture to be set from simple

outlines to fully shaded

objects. The dial runs from one

to 11, one being outlines and

10 being fully filled in objects.

When set on II, all lines are

anti-aliased, producing a very

clear display in any 256-colour

mode, particularly when using

a multiscan monitor. Gener-

ally, the picture quality, even

in 16 colour modes, is excel-

lent, especially if the primary

palette feature is selected. This

sets the desktop palette so that

a full colour spectrum can be

displayed using dithering.

Panning or scaling the main

window can take some time,

especially if you are working

on a complex drawing, so a

special button on the info bar

allows you to update the pic-

ture in the backgi-ound.

IMAGE CREATION
So. how do you go about cre-

ating an image with ArtWorks?

Well, as we said earlier, this is

an object-based application,

and there are only two basic

objects in ArtWorks - lines

and shapes. A line is just like a

path in Draw and consists of a

number of points with a start

and end. while a shape is any

line that has its start and end

points joined together.

Pictures can then be built

up by drawing lines and

shapes of any colour together

and then editing each object

until you like the results. The

tools used to build up a picture

can be split into two categories

- those that create objects, and

those that change or manipu-

late objects in some way.

These tools deal with different

aspects, including lines, shape

colours, and other useful fea-

tures, such as zoom.

TEXT
All text is stored in modular

form, in keeping with the rest

of ArtWorks and is regarded

by the program as a shape (or

ZOOMING IN

One of the most impressive Art- Here we have zoomed in on the

Work tools is the magnifying glass tax disc of our original Mini

used to zoom into the entire pic- (which just happens to be out of

ture or selected parts of a picture, date - tut, tut!)

The colour range is an important part of the ArtWorks program

shapes). This means that text

can be typed in. rotated,

shaded and can still be edited

at all times, A new FontMana-
ger is provided with ArtWorks

to allow rotated text, even in

Rise OS 2. Text files can also

be loaded in and edited, even

after rotation and filling.

Although not available as yet,

it will also be possible to have

text squashed into envelopes

(see section on moving) and

still be able to edit it.

The caret will even change

shape according its wher-

eabouts on a line.

SHAPES AND FILLS
Three shape tools give

ellipses, rectangles and rectan-

gles with curved corners. All

three tools can be 'restrained'

{by holding down the Ctrl key

on the keyboard) to produce

regular shapes, such as circles.

squares and rounded squares.

The CTRL key is also used

when another sort of 'locking'

action is required: namely

scaling and rotation.

But one of the most impres-

sive features of ArtWorks is

the graduated fill. In Draw, if

you wish to 'shade' objects, a

number of multiple objects

have to be overiapped and

coloured to fit the required

scale. While Draw lets you do

this automatically in Rise OS 3

the resulting file is large and

awkward to edit. In ArtWorks,

however, you merely specify a

start and end point, and the

two colours to fill between,

and - hey presto - there it is

(.see picture above).

Fills are stored as just those

items, thus saving a great deal

of memory. Another advantage

of ArtWorks is that they are

shown as one smooth gradua-

tion, using ArtWorks' own
special dithering routine.

COLOUR
Because ArtWorks is a 24-bit,

full-colour illustration tool,

likely to be used up to profes-

sional level, a lot of care has

gone into colour selection and

the provision of a wide range

of colours (shown left). Select-

ing colours for filling is simple

and is done in much the same
way as .selecting styles in

Impression 2. A basic list of

shades is always available -

eight greys and eight colours.

The list can be added to by

selecting a current colour and

altering it using one of three

techniques; RGB. HSV and

CMYK. RGB (red. ^reen and
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blue) is the method used in the

Rise OS palette utility. HSV is

hue. saturation and value, hue

being the general colour from

the spectrum, .saturation the

strength of the colour and

value the level of black within

the colour.

CMYK is a special method

commonly used in printing and

refers to the amount of cyan,

magenta and yellow ink

required for each dot in a pic-

ture. The K stands for key and

is the level of black needed.

MOVING
Any line or shape can be

rotated or scaled around a

movable point. The CTRL key

can be used to fix rotation to

steps of any predefined angle

or to force objects to scale in

both width and length.

Those who have used pro-

grams such as DrawBender
and BBC Acorn User's very

own Stretell program, will be

familiar with the effects of the

envelope tool. Rather than try

to explain it. take a look at

picture opposite which shows

our familiar BAL' logo, before

and after stretching, using the

envelope shown. By moving

the control points on (he

envelope, any object within it

can be stretched or squashed.

The perspective tool can

also alter the shape of an

object by dragging the points

on to a quadrilateral, surround-

ing the object. The I'esulting

picture is shown in true per-

spective, instead of being

merely squashed.

THE COMPETITION
So how does ArtWorks com-

pare with the design giants

such as Corel Draw on the PC
and Aldus Freehand or Adobe

Uhislrator on the Apple Mac.

Firstly, a number of things

are very similar, such as the

fountain fills from Corel

Draw, plus the ability to

import files from the three pro-

grams above. This means that

ArtWorks has an immediate

picture library. Loading a

Corel Draw file is just a case

of using a PC disc reader

(already present in the new

A5000) and dragging it in.

Users of illustration pro-

grams on the PC and Mac
should have no trouble getting

to grips with ArtWorks - once

they become familiar with

Ri.sc OS. Computer Concepts

has made the transition easier

Artworks can produce illustrations in virtually any chosen style
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The envelope tool allow/s for some highly versatile shaping

by including a utility. FlipTop,

which allows you to change

mode by just selecting the

resolution and number of

colours needed.

Where ArtWorks goes fur-

ther is in its capacity to exploit

the advanced features of the

Archimedes, which makes it

incredibly fast to use. Timings

made, comparing programs

such as Corel Draw running

on 486-based PCs with Art-

Works running on an Arc with

an Arm3 processor, showed
that a typical redraw speed

was up to five times faster

with ArtWorks.

THE FUTURE
Because ArtWorks is modular

in design, tools can be

removed or added to the pro-

gram. This means that in the

future, it will only be neces-

sary to add or replace existing

modules if you want an

updated version of ArtWorks.

Computer Concepts is hop-

ing that third-parties will

design their own ArtWorks

modules and a reference

manual will be a\ailable for

tho.se wishing to do so,

A typical example of an

later addition would be. say, a

graph module that could then,

in turn, make use oi' ArtWorks'

existing fountain fill and per-

spective tools. The list of

possible add-ons is virtually

unlimited and I can imagine a

whole flood of them just as

soon as the main program has

sold a few copies.

In addition to the features

outlined (no pun intended) it

will also allow text to be typed

around a curve, real-time in-

betweening from one object to

another, a grid facility for

accurate drawing and smart-

duplicate feature to allow rep-

eated patterns to be created

simply.

CONCLUSION
Although they both operate as

object orientated graphics

packages. comparing Art-

Works with Draw is rather like

comparing Impression with

View (on the BBC Master).

Both do basically the same

thing, but the former appli-

cation is the only choice if you

want high-quality output.

Many effects that would

take a long time to produce in

Dmir can be achieved in .sec-

onds with ArtWorks. The
overall speed and friendliness

of ArtWorks makes it possible

to experiment with ideas, thus

aiding productivity. Given

time, patience and a little bit of

artistic skill, the results can be

astounding, as .some of the

examples here demonstrate.

With the addition of Com-
puter Concept's Colour Direct

printer (see this month's

Graphics page) it forms what

is perhaps the easiest to use,

but most advanced graphic

illustration package, on any

personal computer today.

ArtWorks should be out by

late spring and. despite being

aimed at the professional user.

1 can see it becoming as popu-

lai- as Impression is today.

PRODUCT DETAILS
Product: ArtWorks

Price: Under £200

Suppliers; Computer Concepts

Tel: (0442) 63933

Machines: All Rise OS machines

Release date: Late spring



ICC I
3* Upland Drive, Derriford, Plymouth PL6 6BD

I I C l_ Tel (0752) 847286. Fax 840029

A5000 '^'^°™''' '"^* machine with RISC OS 3, multisync monitor,

ARM3, and 40Mb drive. An extra 2Mb ofRAM (4Mb total) is

£1499 included free.

A5000 learning Curve - £1531. (£1798.92 inc. VAT)

A5000 '^Pg'"^des your 2Mb A5000 to 4Mb, High quality 4-layer

board as recommended by Acorn. Fitting does not involve

RAM ''"y soldering. Extra 2Mb (4Mb total) £99.

-.^-. _ N.B. This upgrade is currently supplied free of charge with

3L.9^ both of the A5000 systems above (ie standard version and

the Learning Curve).

A3000
RAM

Only 8 RAM chips - low power consumption

User finable - no soldering required

Available as a "bare board" fie sockets, but no RAM)
Gold-plated connectors ensure long term reliability

4Mb - £148.95 2Mb - £55 Bare board - £25.50

A 21 Q 8-chip design ensures low power consumption. Compatible

with ARM3 upgra(jes, backplanes, hard discs etc. Larger OS

RAM ROM option. Four-layer circuitry reduces electrical noise for

trouble-free operation. The 2Mb board may be upgraded to

4Mb later. We offer a no quibble money back guarantee on
this product.

2Mb - £99 4Mb - £163

See our other advert in this issue for special offers.

AU prices exclude VAT.

^^ Further information and price list available

MQU
OFFICIAL COMPRESSION CENTRE
Authorised Acorn Dealer and
Value Added Reseller.

Full details of our Acorn Replay compression service

available on request. Normal turnaround 72 hrs for 12.5 fps

CD-ROM Movies. Educational enquiries esp)ecially

welcome. Demonstration CD-ROM available soon.

Acorn^
Replay

PACE Linnet 32

V22,V22bis,V32 9600 baud modem
£358

A5000 Learning Curve witti FREE £"| 531
2Mb extra RAM Free Home Demonstration in

Glamorgan and Gwent.

Conner A5000 2nd IDE Drives

including power splitter and interface cable

**
NEW

120 Mb
212 Mb
360 Mb
540 Mb

£294

£470

£838
£1050

Postage, Packing and

Insurance £12 on all

items.

All prices exclude VAT.

E&OE

Mail order Telephone 0222 615782 or 0223 410138 (pm only)

New shop optening at 44 Crwys Road, Cardiff on March 16th 1992.

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
The Pineapple Colour Video Digitiser

Big Price Reductions ! ! !

Since we originally introduced the Pineapple Video Digitiser almost tvi/o years
ago we have not needed to modify the design of the hardware in any respects,.

However, the software has been continually improved to the point where the
quality and quantity of software supplied is second to none.
Now, because of the large number of sales, we are able to offer a big price

reduction which makes colour digitising available to everybody. Also, because we
are so conlident that you will find the Pineapple Digitiser superior to anything else
available, we are happy to offer our Digitisers on 7 days free approval so that you
can see for yourself the power of our software.

Some of the features of the Pineapple Digitiser, many of which are still

exclusive are as follows:-

- 16 bit true RGB storage in 256k ram.

* Sequences of frames of a moving picture can be grabbed and stored in memory.
Up to 30 frames in a 1 mb computer, 200 - 300 frames in larger computers!

!

* Full screen area normally viewed on a TV set is grabbed in full.

* Images may be processed using our own high speed software routines or

Acorn's Change FSI software.

* Quite simply the most powerful and easily used zooming and cropping routines

available with any processing package.
* Two independant multitasking applications supplied. Non-multitasking software
allows digitising without windows for adding still images to videos.

* Our hardware does not use interupts so other applications run at full speed.
* Latest software includes built-in pnnt routines. {Existing owners please contact

us for a free update).

* Hard locking synchronising circuits for best results from video recordings.

* Available in a stand alone box for use with A3000. In this mode it can also be
used with 300/400/500 series computers only occupying one expansion slot.

* Free seven day trial,

A300/400/500 £199.00

A3000/Boxed £235.00

Pineapple PAL Coder
The Pineapple PAL Coder is a stand alone unit which provides a coded video

signal which can be recorded onto a VHS recorder or fed to a monitor with coded
input.

The unit is inserted in the lead to the R G B monitor and provides an R G B
output for the monitor together with a full specification PAL coded output. A
second version provides a standard coded output but also provides an S-VHS
output for improved quality recordings on S-VHS recorders.

Features:-
* External to computer - no expansion slots used.
* Complete sync pulse regeneration providing a full CCIR sync waveform for best

results on VHS recorders.

* Selectable to work with 625 interlaced screen modes or 624 line non-interlaced

"^^''^ Standard Version £69,00
S-VHS Version £79.00

BBC PCB Designer
This ever popular Rom based PCB designer is suitable for all BBC micros, It's

fast high density 1:1 scale print routine allows prototype boards to be made
directly from a printout, and a 2;1 scale print may also be used to produce
professional quality boards. A second Eprom is optionally available to add a
powerful auto-track routing facility to the program,. This utilises a 'rats nest' input

routine and allows any component to be 'picked-up' and moved around the board
without having to re-specify component interconnections.

The full auto-route facilities are available even on an un-expanded model 'B'

computer. An Archimedes version is available as a free upgrade to existing BBC
owners or at a similar price to the BBC version.

'PCB Auto-route is remarkable. No similar software comes near the price'
Acorn User - August 88

Manual track routing £55.00
Auto track routing £85.00

Plotter Driver £35.00

Please add 1 7.5% VAT to all prices. Postage and Packing free

IBARCLATCARD Please add 1 5% VAT lo all prices

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, llford, Essex IG3 9NL
Tel: 081-599 1476. Fax: 081-598 2343
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SENLAC
Computing
Limited

Accounts

Home Accounts.. 35.00

Arcoutus Manager 351.32

Art/Craf^ics

Arclist 19.CX)

Chameleon 23.95

smAn 54.00

smArl Filer 38,00

smArt Discs 17.50

Artisan 2 54.00

Illusionist 85.00

Revelation 2 1 28.75

ITracer 57.00

Graph. Fact., Vols 1 —5 .,,26.95

Mid. Graph. Draw 1 or 2 ,,32,00

Micro Studio Packs 20.00

..and 31.00

Southern Primers An 1 6,00

Communications
ArcTerm 7 70.00

ArtComm 2 55.00

FaxPack 305.00

DTP/WF
Poster 87.00

Impression 2 150,00

Impression Bus. Supp 52,00

Impression Junior 81 ,00

Desktop Folio 94.00

EasiWriier 145,00

Prolext 132.00

Pendown Outline Fonts,,, 19,95

Oatabuses
pinpoint 99,00

Flexitile 133.00

Multistore v2 255.00

Design

3D Construction Kit 45.00

Einstein 135.00

Euclid v2 58.50

Worra CAD 98.00

Education

ligiet 31,00

ligsaw 31,00

Expansion

Graphics Enhancer 195.00

Hypermedia
Genesis 2 130.00

Magpie 56,00

Music

Rhapsody 2 55,00

Score Draw 55.00

VoxBox 55,00

MIDl/Sampler (Econet) 75,00

MIDI Irtierface (S.Port) 43,00

Peripherals

ScanLight Junior 145.00

ScanLight Junior 256 225.00

Joystick Interface (S.Ponl ,26.00

Don't pay until you
receive your order!

Cash-on-Delivery is

available on orders up to

£350 for only

E2,50 extra.

Printers

Epson LQ570 290,00

LaserDirect HiRes 4 1050,00

HP Deskjet 500 355,00

HP D'jet 500C+driver„..58S,00

Swifi-24e colour+drivr„,305,00

Spreadsheets

Eureka! 128,75

Pipedream 3 138.00

Schema 113.00

Uf(7(f/es

Arcticuiate 19.00

MultiFS 34.00

Compression 48.00

Equasor 48.00

ShowPage 138,00

FontFX 9,75

ShapeFX 9.75

Glimpse 9,00

Investigator 2.2 25,00

Speech! 16,50

Consumables

TDK Discs 3'/!" (box 10)

DS/DD, 800k 11,50

DS/HD, 1,6M(A5000),. 15,00

Virgin Discs 3Vi" (bos 10)

DS/DD, 800k 8.50

DS/HD, 1,6M(AS000)..12.50

Games
Air Supremacy 19.45

Apocalypse 24.95

Bambuzle 17.50

All prices include

VAT, post & packing

Break 147 & Superpool .,,16.75

Cartoon Line, Part 1 19,50

Cataclysm 18,75

Chocks Away v2 19,00

Chuck Rock 22.95

Drop Ship 16-00

E-Type Compendium 1 8.75

Elite 37,95

Enter the Realm 18,75

Holed Out Compendium. 1 8.7S

Hostages 16,50

lnlerdictor2 29.95

lames Pond 22.95

Lemmings 22.95

Legend' Lost Temple 19.50

Loopz ...21.50

Magnetic Scrolls Colin.: Fish,

Corruption,, GId of Thvs, 28,95

Man. Utd. Europe 22,95

Master Break 16.50

Pandora's Box 18.75

Poizone 16,50

Powerband 18,75

Saloon Cars 18,75

Superior Golf + Cons, Kit, 16, 50

The Real McCoy 1 or 2,,,. 24. 95

The Thing o( Darkness 21,95

The Wimp Came 16,00

Tower of Babel 19.75

Wonderland 27.99

Cheques/postal orders should be made payable to

SENLAC Computing Ltd. (AU)

P.O. Box 304

BRIGHTON, BN2 2TT
Don't forget to specify A3000/Archiinedes/A5000!

Please send a S.A.E for our current price list.

VAT Reg. No, 508 7594 16 Company Registration No, 2277309

>*f
BANK MANAGER
Complete and versatile personal accounts program. Consistently acclaimed!

'data entry is a delight-. .professional.. .excellent product' Micro User April 86

Standard version: Enter cheques and receipts. Automatic date sequencing.

Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete, Anatyze expenditure. Forward

cash flow forecast. Budgets, Up to 36 bank accounts online, inter account

transfers, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis headings, over 4,000 postings on an

80tk diskette. Reports to screen or printer. Mix foreign currencies, graphkis,

password, file recovery, fiekJ editing, programmable reports.

Master/Compact vers kin adds ADFS/hard disk support, skJeways RAM, 40/80 col

screen reports, and other enhancements.

Archimedes/A3000 adds high speed native mode, RAM disks, wild card analysis

erxiuiries, sort and more, 'Impressed. -.ideal.. .easy to use' Micro User March 83

Bank Manager (all versions; disk systems oniy) £25.00

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITY
For the club accounts or small busirwss user. From the Bank Manager data files

print "trial balance" or "P&L reports" via the programmable spreadsheet generator.

Business Utility Pack (needs the Bank Manager) £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smooth^ graded lessons graduate you from

ttie basic home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Word scan or exact key

checking, targets may be revised, rhythm metronome, key click, (ree format

options. Recommended for adult educatkjn. Typing Tutor £15.00

SPREADSHEET MKV
Low cost, versatile spreadsheet. 26 cols, 900 (Arch/A30OO) or 99 (B/Master) rows,

many functkjns and facilities inc programmable report wrrter and input scripts.

Spreadsheet MK V disk CI 5.00

All programs available in B, Master/Compact and Arciiimedes/ASOiX)

versions. Arotiim0des/A3OOO versions are RISC OS compatible

State type of computer (eg A3000,B, Master) and disk type (eg 3Vs" or 5'/." 40

track or 5'/." 80 track). Please add E1 P&P (Overseas E3.50)

CONTEX COMPUTING
(Ref AU), 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE Tel: 0234 838347

UleSerUB of Hampshire

Educational Specialist

Visit our showrooms. See before you buy.

Taxan 795
Multivision with VIDC

£468.83 (£399.00+ VAT)

Swift 24E
Enhanced 24 pin. Colour printer

2 year warranty. + cable & paper

£275.00 (234.04 + vat)

Arm 3
25 mHt for A400 etc.

£210.00 (178.72 + VAT)

Philips CM8833 Mk2
Colour Monitor with cable

£219.00 (£186,38 + VAT)

Taxan 775
Multisync Monitor with cable

£433.58 (369,00 + VAT)

PRINTER RIBBONS
LX800 & FX800 Print Ribbon, "...^ag 2^9

LC10 Prim Ribbon 4.00 4,70

120D Print Ribbon 4,00 4,70

Taxan/Canon Ribbon 3.22 3,78

Jul^i 6100 Print Ribbon 1,60 1.88

Phone for full range 1 00 + original &

Compatible ribbons - Bulk discounts

8271
disk controller chip

£38.26 + VAT

UPGRADES/8271
ex VAT Inc VAT

27128A250nS 12.5V 3.00 3.52

8271 controller 38.26 44.95

6264 LP 150nS 3.00 3,53

Acorn 8271 DPS 44,26 52.00

Acorn 1770 DPS 45,11 53,00

A3 Concept Keyboard 139,00 163,32

Master Keyboard 50.21 59,00

Acorn Tracker Ball 38,30 45,00

Laser Printers

Canon LPB 4+
4ppm 512k ram with AIR

£675.53 (575,00 + VAT)

Panasonic KXP4420
8ppm 512k ram 2 years on site

£727.33 (619,00+ VAT)

Epson EPL8100
lOppm IM ram 13 Scalable fonls RIT

£1115.08 (949.00 + VAT)

Star
LC20 9 pin

LC200 9 pin col,

LC2410 24 pin
LC20200 24 pin
LC24200 Colour

£135.00

£189,00

£182,00

£219,40

£275,00
prices include cable, paper & VAT

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper

£119.00 (£101 .28 + VAT)

ROMS/SOFTWARE
ex VAT Inc VAT

lnter-\word Horn 35,75 42,00

Spell Master Rom 40.00 47.00

View 3 Rom 40.00 47,00

DTP-Acorn 120,00 141,00

Impressions 2 134.47 158.00

Phone for BBC/AS catalogue 100's

100's of titles inc. Educational

A3D00 TV Modulator
£39.90(£33.19 + VAT)

HCCS Hard Card 45
E399.00 (£339.57 + VAT)

NEW A3000
Learning Curve

+Printer +Monitor & Stand

£999.00 inc VAT

A5000 + LC + Printer + Monitor

£1765.00 (£1502.13 + VAT)

A3000 + 2m RAM
£658.00 (£560.00 + VAT)

A3000 LC + 2m RAM
£740.25 (£630 + VAT)

Sony
DISKETTES
SONY branded

(100% certified error free)

Inc VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £7.50

50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £32.31

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £59.93

1I< 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £540.50

DISKETTES
(liteiime warranty) SONY bulk

(100% certified error free)

Inc VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £5.95

50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £21.86

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £39.60

250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £94.88

Ik 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi £353.68

40 X 3.5" Disl< Box with lock .£5.49

100 X 3.5" Disk Box with lock£7.50

Pi^one for our 60 Page Catalogue

EDUCATIONAL S, GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty

Prices subject to variation without prior notitication

Established 6 years. 3 minutes trom h/27 Junction 1

1

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Men. to Friday. 9 to 5 on Saturday

Postage 94p (80p + VAT] Seouricor £6.46 15.50 + VAT]

UlBSeruB
Lager items

delivered

by Securicor

Acorn Dept.

40-42 West Street,

Portchester

Hants

P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354
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BACKING UP

Making backups

doesn't have to be

a tiresome chore.

GRAHAM BELL

looks at a

simple solution

GETTING YOUR

BACKUP
Ehe essential problem with

backup software is that it is

less entertaining than play-

ing games - so playing a game
always seems a better way to

spend that spare hour. Even

the tiniest nuisance factor in

the program will seem like a

major fault. And, unless you

make backing-up part of your

daily or weekly routine, then it

will probably never get done.

Beebug's Hard Disc Com-
panion aims to make the

process more palatable and

version two improves on and

tidies up on a lot of the loose

ends in version one.

Backup is the usual icon bar

application. It opens a simple

dialogue showing the current

choices: the main directory to

backup, the place to back it up

to and so on. A menu allows

you to choose between a full

backup, or two types of partial

backup. A differential backup

is every file that has been

changed since the last full

backup, whereas the incremen-

tal type is everything since the

last backup.

WAYS AND MEANS
The best way to use this

system is to do full backups

regularly and then do differen-

tial backups every day. That

way, two sets of discs are all

that is ever needed to restore

your work.

Specifying the backup des-

tination is a simple matter of

dragging a directory icon to

wherever you want to put your

archive (on another hard disc,

say). Or you can choose the

default, ADFS::O.S. to put it all

on floppies. In contrast, choos-

ing which source to back up is

completely counter-intuitive:

you drag an icon from the

Backup window into the direc-

A full backup of pre-selected files on to floppy discs

tory you want to back up,

rather than dragging the direc-

tories into the Backup win-

dow. However, there is a

flexible way of choosing

individual directories and files

to back up by dragging them

into a window, and a way of

excluding files and directories

by name or even by filetype.

Once you have chosen your

source and destination, you

can save your choices as a sort

of script file - double-clicking

on that file in future will repeat

the same backup procedure.

This is good for formalising

the full/differential routine:

you could keep two script files

called Day and Week.
As the archive is created, it

prompts for new floppies to be

inserted and it names the discs

in numerical order, formatting

them as well, if necessary. It's

reliable and you can pause at

any time to do something else,

or even carry on typing in a

wordprocessor - it works

pretty much in the back-

ground. There's no problem

with long files: they are com-

pressed and, if they are still

too long to fit on a single disc,

they are split. Compression is

much improved: version one

contained a short list of filet-

ypes which it would compress,

and few people bothered to

add to the list. Version two

tries to compress almost every-

thing except very short files.

And you can tune it (by editing

the Messages file) to try harder

if you have an Arm3.

How much compression is

achieved varies immensely: a

typical mix of data files com-

pressed to about 55 percent of

its original size, but a 2.5Mb
Impression document with lots

of sprites reduces to 13 per-

cent. Despite the compression,

be ready with about 80 flop-

pies to fully back up your

100Mb hard disc, and put

aside a couple of hours.

The archives that Backup

version two creates are self-

extracting to an extent - it puts

Restore and Retrieve appli-

cations into the archive, along

with the data, so you can

always get your stuff back,

even if your only copy of

Restore was on your crashed

hard disc. Unlike version one.

Restore can only be used to get

back the entire collection of

files. Retrieve is the new appli-

cation to get back selected

files - but you have to remem-

ber the filenames. There's a

wildcard search for filenames

in an archive, but if you have

to browse, you too often get

the error 'window full' when
you can't quite remember

enough of the name. Also you

cannot search for a file of a

particular type.

If you do find the file, then

you just drag it out to retrieve

it, but it would be better if

Retrieve showed a tree view of

the files and directories in the

archive and allowed you to

select both individual files and

whole branches of the tree,

like the old Mitre Disctree.

It is also worth noting that

some applications, notably

Beebug's own Ovation, cannot

be run from a restored copy.

CONCLUSION
Overall, Hard Disc Compan-

ion is a good but not a great

backup system. It's convenient

to use, with fewer rough edges

than version one, better treat-

ment of new filing systems

and better compression: a

worthwhile upgrade. Unlike

Spark, it splits long archives

over several discs, it's faster

and it compresses practically

as well. But it still isn't per-

fect, particularly for network

fileservers, where a tape

system is better.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Hard Disc Companion

Supplier: Rise Developments

Tel: (0727) 40303

Price: £45 plus VAT (or £15 for

an upgrade from version one)
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GENEALOGY
(See review m Feh 87 and Aug 89)

FAMILY HISTQRT STSTEM The most popular program ever wfitlen lot us Enables

you to produce a lull tamily tree anfl many other genealogical listings C20.95

BBC/Master/Compact version £20.95 - Archimedes version £25.95 ^25 95

PAYROLL
EXTENDED PAYMU Now m ils etghlh year The only BBC program

tax and National Insurance lor up lo dOO employees coveri^

Four weekly and Monlhly pay wnelher conlr?^^^^^^^^
gI Oala per employee in iwo[ia^^^^^^^^.|l VS&'
employee ml '

i

i ~7i )
)'

' i~' n i M i il'li

r li • '
^^^(

{\\\\ ® _^^^^-'< LUiuuilaiion ot pay Itom Hourly

II pension deductions sick pay SSP SMP
^-o pie dnd post la:i adiuslmenti and even no pay Three

. two diflerent types ol payslip pnnlou! and an optional com analysis An

annual cnnlracl keep you up lo dale with Ihe budget changes Send lor demo disc £52.50

BOOKKCEPINO
(see review in March '89 Acorn User}

CASHIOOK Double entry bookkeeping lor home or club use. All data kept in

memory Three ctiaractei analysis code enables you to know where the money

comes Irom and where it goes 48 transactions per A4 page. Analysis summary up

to 30 categories £14.95

CA8NI00K As 1 1 * ranCom access giving 2000 items. CASri/BANK or VAT/BANK

headings Password control String or numeric searches For schools, clubs & non

credit businesses £23 95

ACCOUNT As 2) - Credit lacility and statements For small businesses working

with credit C35.95

ACCOUNT-PLUS As 3l - Invoicing. Orders. Quotations etc. Full sorting ol data by

5 options Automated statements, mailing labels Multiple automatic nominal ledgers

For independent schools and VAT businesses who wish to cut the eflort £59 95
TAXMAN This new progrsm which has been under development tor ttiree years

allows you to enter an your transactions and lo printout end ol year results with

balance sheet and even calculate tax due The inland Revenue love it and so do we.

Results can be taken Irom our other accounting programs and entered into TAXMAN
making a superb combination £59.95
Hkrs-Irider it a tull accountancy package with tealurei right through to finai

balance sheet. Stock Control at £75 00 extra For shops/lirms, accountants wanting £235.00
full accounting lacilities Payroll can be integrated £88 13

MAILING
218 addresses in memory or up to 1875 -jn random access disc Multiple selected £14 95
and repeat labels, mad merge, lull sorts Ideal tor subscription lists, promotions, any

kind ol mailing £35 95

Ask for detailed Dtochure for more 'software and other items

Demo discs available for C2 50 each, Micro-Tradi!r£25. Prices include VAT add 81 p p/p

PLEASE NOTE OUR MOVE & CHANGE OF ADDRESS FROM CORNWALL

(FAX AVAILABLE)

KiMMii Cwrtfari, larrklll, S. Ayrtblra v^micro-ftid
ScoHui. U2S OPS. Ill: II4i5 I22ia

PRINTER SWITCH-BOXES

IcJeal for schools and colleges. All

versions come complete with
cables, the 4-way units ore fitted

with 2x3.7m+2xl.7m+0.6m to the
printer. Data buffers ore fitted to

the extra long 3.7m cables,

PS3 3-wav BBC/MASTERS £59,50
PS4 4-wav BBC/MASTERS £69,50
PS6 3-way A3000/IBM's £67.50
PS7 4-way A3000/IBM's £77,50

The compact PS5 switch box is

designed for the A3000 and IBtvl

PC compatibles. The PSob version

will allow 1 BBC + 1 A3000 to shore
one printer. The ribbon cable
lengths are 2x1 .7m+1x0,4m to the
printer. Super Valuel

PS5 2-way A3000/IBM's £-34.50

PSab2-way A3000+BBC £34 50

These reliable switch boxes hove
o proven record of over 6 years
daily use in many schools and
colleges and are highly
recommended. The ribbon
cables fitted ore 2x1 ,7m+ Ix0.4m
with appropiate connectots,

PSl 2-way BBC/MASTERS E31.5C
PS2 1 BBC to 2 PRINTERS £31.50

TERRELL ELECTRONICS
7-B Essex Gdns., Hornchiurchi, Essex, Rivll 1 3EH
Carriage paid 'S' 04024 71426 Exci. VAT

RISC OS Euclid is the best

multi-tasking 3D graphics and

animation system for the

Archimedes. It is effectively a

3D version of Draw.

Mogul makes full use of

Euclid's unique hierarchical

data structure to generate

animations of 3D objects with

articulated motion and

simultaneous camera motion.

ArcLlght is a multi-tasking

ray-tracer which will generate

a realistic Euclid picture, or a

complete Mogul film, while

you are free to get on with

other work.

Tween produces films from

Draw files. It uses techniques

similar to Mogul and generates

a film by calculating

intermediate frames from a set

of key positions.

Splice allows you to edit films

produced by Mogul or

Tween. You can even produce

hand-drawn cartoons by

converting sprites from any

source.

Such is the enthusiasm for Euclid

there is a user group called

Elements , now in its second year,

which provides a quarterly disk

containing hints, tips, animations
^

and user pictures.

ArcLlght £50
Euclid £68
Mogul £24

Splice £34

Tween £34

(ex.VAT)

Ace Computing

27 Victoria Road,

Cambridge,

CB4 3BW.

Tel: (0223) 322559
Fax: (0223) 691 80



MULTIMEDIA

ACTION REPLAY
PAUL JAMES examines the new full motion video system from Acorn

Qhe Hitchhikers Guide to the

Galaxy, that renowned

book, radio and television

series, provides wiiat is pro-

bably the most famous exam-

ple of where multimedia could

go in the future.

It featured a hand-held com-

puter which knew absolutely

eve)-ythin^ about the universe

and was frequently consulted

by Ford Prefect on his travels

through space and time. Ford

would ask the computer a

question and the little elec-

tronic book would launch into

a narrated, animated sequence,

to throw light on to the subject

in question.

Today, the race is on in the

computer world to turn massed

information into a kind of

'virtual reality', with particular

emphasis on moving video

images. Now Acorn has joined

the fray with its new full

motion video system - Acorn

Replay. Aimed primarily at

developers, it will undoubtedly

hasten the impact of multi-

media in the Acorn market.

DATA HANDLING
Until now the major hurdle

when using motion video has

been the sheer size of the files

involved. It is not just a case of

saving one image, but a whole

sequence. The storage and

loading of such sequences are

the biggest problems, but

Replay tackles both by using

existing hardware and some
very clever software.

CD-Rom systems can store

large amounts of data. Just one

plastic compact disc can hold

around 96,000 pages of text -

and that's before compression,

which can in some cases,

reduce the size of a chunk of

data by 20 times or more.

An increasing amount of

data is being transferred on to

CD-Rom format. Encyclo-

pedias, newspapers, reference

manuals and books (including

Acorn Replay - full-motion video capability on the Archimedes

the Bible) are now being

turned into data which can be

read by the computer, decom-

pressed and finally shown on

the screen.

But until recently. CD-Rom
players have not been able to

produce moving picture

sequences on the computer

screen because of their inher-

ent slowness. A decent-sized

picture - say. a quarter of a

mode 15 screen - consists of

around 40Kb of data. To get

the 12.5 fps (frames per sec-

ond) needed to fool the human
eye into seeing a fairly

smooth-running image, the

computer needs to suck about

4.096.000 ones and zeros from

the player per second. With

current mainstream hardware,

that is just not possible.

However, if each video

frame is compressed, then it is

possible to get 12.5 frames of

data per second from a CD
(25fps from a quicker device,

such as a hard disc). The com-
puter then has to decompress

this data and place it on to the

screen - no mean feat.

This is what Acorn Replay

achieves. With a standard

hardwai'e device (either a CD-

Rom or a hard disc) containing

the mo\'ie file, the decompres-

sion and display can be han-

dled by the Replay software.

The fact that no special hard-

ware is needed is what makes

Replay so cost effective, com-

pared with other hardware-

based solutions.

The compression techniques

are the key to the Replay

system, (see box) making il

possible to fii a 12sec, 12.5fps

film on to a single llojipN disc.

Acorn has also thrown in mul-

tiple channel, stereo sound.

CONCLUSION
Acoin Repla\ opens up new
multimedia options. Moving

pictures are instantly impres-

sive and guaranteed to grab

allention. Used in the right

ciirumstances, they are far

moi'C informative than text,

one example being a short

movie show'ing how to operate

a piece of equipment. An
A5000 with a built-in video

tutoi"? Well, memory would be

a problem, but it is possible.

Although Replay is not

aimed at individuals (the

Archimedes system needed to

make the sequences has to be

powerful and requires expen-

sive additional hardware), it is

stu'e to be picked up by soft-

ware developers who. by

incorporating the compression

and decompression facilities,

will be able to include moving

pictures in their own packages.

Support for Replay has

already been included in the

Magpie and Genesis multi-

media packages. Before long,

we could see many appli-

cations. I'eleased on CD-Rom,
that include moving pictui'cs.

HOW REPLAYWORKS
I

Acorn Replay is primarily aimed at software developers. The sequence, in

i
the form of a video or similar media, is passed on to a company who will

then master it and put It on to a large storage device, uncompressed. The

first part of the Replay software then comes into play.

First, the video data Is reduced to Archimedes' sprite format, then

each frame is taken In turn and compressed. At this stage, the compres-

sion is simply a case of removing data from the image - and It Is no loss,

since this is data that the human eye is unable to see anyway. Areas

which Include several, subtly different colours are evened out, and

highly detailed areas are smudged. Then a form of Delta compression is

used, which relies on the fact that only one part of the picture Is moving,

while the rest is stationary. As the computer already has the data for the

stationary part. It doesn't need it again, so this is disposed of.

Finally, the finished ArmMovIe file is placed on to the hard disc or

mastered on to a CD-Rom. This method allows about 6Mb of film in

Archimedes format (this would be far bigger in original video format) to

be compressed down to fit on to one 3.5ln floppy disc (about 800K). This

is worth 12sec of 12.5fps video.
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061 766 8423

Phone lines open :-

Mon-Fri 09.00 -17.00

Sat 10.00 -17.00

FAX: 061 766 8425

^^!^

Acorn Hardware
A540 inc. 4Mb Ram, 120Mb HD,

Arms. Taxan 775 £2495,00

A5000 inc. 2Mb Ram, 40Mb HD.

Arm3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1499.00

A5000 Learning Curve

as above c/w Audio Training Cassette,

Guide to National Curriculum. Acorn

Applications Suite, Pacmanta,

PC Emulator . Genesis, 1st word Plus,

Acorn DTP £1531.06

A5000LC/ Acorn Printer

as above c/w Acorn JP150

Inkjet Printer £1765.95

A3000 c/w 2Mb Ram fitted £599.00

A3000 Learning Cun/e

as above c/w Audio Training Cassette,

Guide to National Curriculum, Acorn

Applications Suite, Pacmania,

PC Emulator, Genesis, 1 si Word Plus £642.29

A3000 LC / Acorn Monitor

as above c/w Acorn Colour Monitor £855.05

A3000 LC / Acorn Monitor/

Acorn Printer

as above c/w Acorn JP150

Inkjet Printer £1089.95

Acorn Special Needs
Centre

A3000 Special Access

Acorn Serial Upgrade, Morley User/Analogue

Expansion Card, Acorn Software Suite,

Utilities Disc, SEMERG & ACE Special

Needs Handbook £679.00

A3000 Special Access / Acorn

Colour Monitor /Stand

as above c/w Acorn Monitor and

Pres Monitor Stand £899.00

Master 128 £399.00

We operate the

Acorn Teachers and

0% Finance Schemes
Please call for (ree informalion pack

A540 Upgrades
4Mb Ram Upgrade £369.00

Taxan 795 VIDC Modes Disc £7.50

Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A5000 Upgrades
2Mb Ram Card £110.00

Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A400 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram £35.00

2 Mb Ram £55.00

3 Mb Ram £99.00

20 Mb Hard Disc (ST506) £145.00

40 Mb Hard Disc (ST506) £245.00

5.25" Ext. floppy disc int. £30.00

ARM 3 Upgrade (Alephl) £199,00

Econet Module £46.00

VIDC Enhancer £29.00

A3000 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram (2 Mb in total) £55.00

4 Mb Ram £159.00

5.25" Extemal f/disc buffer £39.00

Serial Upgrade £19,00

Serial Unk Kit (BBC-Arc) £14.00

User & Analogue Podule £46.00

User & Midi Podule £46,00

VIDC Enhancer £29,00

Expansion Cards
ArVIs S-VHS Video Board £295,00

ArVis S-VHS Encoder Board £145,00

ArVis Video Graphics Board £877,00

Chroma 345 Overlay Board £389,00

Econet Module £46,00

Ethernet Expansion Card II £249,00

Floating Point Expansion Card £449.00

Hawk V9 Video Digitiser £199,00

I/O Expansion Card £79,00

Midi Upgrade to I/O Card £27,00

Midi Expansion Card £65,00

ROM Expansion Card £45,00

SCSI Expansion Card (Acorn) £229.00

Standard Monitors
Acom Colour £199.00

Microvitec Cub 3000 £199.00

Philips CM8833 II £199.00

Philips Mono (Green) £85.00

All monitors come with free lead. State type of

computer wtien ordering

IVIultiscan Monitors

EIZO 9060SZ Flexiscan £41 9,00

EEC 9070SZ Flexiscan " £599,00

Taxan 775 Multivlslon £389.00

Taxan 795 Multivlslon " £449.00

Taxan Viking II Mode 23 £749.00
" comes with free VIDC enhancer.

Floppy Disc Drives
5.25" Single 40/80 no psu £95.00

5,25' Single 40/80 with psu £1 09.00

5.25" Dual 40/80 no psu £1 85,00

5,25" Dual 40/80 with psu £1 99,00

3.5" Single with psu £85,00

3.5" + 5,25" 40/80 with psu £209,00

Printers
Canon Bubblejet BJ-1 Oe £239,00

SheetfeederforBJ-lOe £59,00

Citizen 120D+ £114,00

Citizen Swift 9 £169,00

Citizen Swift 24e £239.00

Colour Kit for above £39.00

Citizen Swift 224 £199,00

Citizen Swift 224 Colour £229,00

Citizen PN48 Portable £249,00

StarLC20 £130,00

Star LC200 Colour (9 pin) £1 89,00

Star LC24- 200 £219,00

Star LC24 - 200 COLOUR £259,00

Sheetfeeder for LC24 - 200 £69,00

Integrex Colourjet 1 32 £51 9,00

HP DeskJet 500C £599,00

HP PaintJet £695.00

Laser Direct (Qume) £749.00

Laser Direct (LBP4 Hi Res.) £899,00

Laser Direct (LBP8 HI Res,) £1289,00

Oal< Products
Worra Winnie (SCSI)

45 Mb Internal Hard Disc £349.00

80 Mb Internal Hard Disc £389,00

1 00 Mb Internal Hard Disc £489,00

200 Mb Internal Hard Disc £875,00

20 Mb External Hard Disc £344,00

45 Mb External Hard Disc £429.00

80 Mb Extemal Hard Disc £485,00

1 00 Mb Extemal Hard Disc £595,00

200 l^b External Hard Disc £925,00

Oak Recorder £29,00

Econet
Broadcast Loader £60,00

Level 4 Software £199,00

Cable -100m £90,00

Econet Starter Kit £80,00

Scanners
Flatbed A4 256 Grey SCSI (CC) £849.00

Flatbed A4 with SCSI card £949.00

Scan Junior Scanner A6 £1 29.00

Scanllght Senior Scanner A4 £299,00

Sheet Feeder for above A4 £1 05,00

Printer Drivers

Midnight Graphics

Citizen Swift 9 Sprite Dump £26,04

Citizen Swift 24 Sprite Dump £26,04

Epson 24 Sprite Dump £26,04

HP Deskjet 6000 Sprite Dump £26,04

HP PaintJet Sprite Dump £26,04

Integrex 1 32 Sprite Dump £26,04

Integrex Colourcel Sprite Dump £26,04

Juki 5520 Sprite Dump £26,04

Star LCI Sprite Dump £26.04

Star XB24 Sprite Dump £26.04

Star LC200 Sprite Dump £26,04

Star LC24-200 Sprite Dump £26,04

Ace Computing
Printer JX (Colour Dot Matrix) £14,00

Printer DJ (Deskjet 500C) £1 4,00

Printer PJ (PaintJet) £14,00

Printer CA (Canon Colour) £14,00

Electronic Font Foundry
BubbleJet-BJ10e/130e £10,00

Cables
Arc - Monitor 8833 inc sound £8.65

Arc - Monitor 8833 1 1 inc sound £8.65

Arc - Parallel Printer Cable £5.00

Keyboard Extender 400/500 £7.50

Mouse Extender £7.50

Replacement Mk I Mouse Cable £6.50

BBC Software
Blobi £18.00

Blob 2 £18.00

Chick Chase (80 Track Only) £1 5,00

E-Type £13,00

Imogen £9,95

Kourtyard £9.95

Master Break £10.39

Mini Office II £17.35

Modem Master £1 1 ,26

Play it Again Sam No's 1 - 1 6 ea, £11 ,95

Reversals (80 Track Only) £20.00

UIM £14.95

Where's Blob £18.00

White Knight £18.00

White Magic £11,26

Master Compact
Play It Again Sam No's 1 16 ea, £13,00

UIM £14.95

VlewPlot £29.95

VlewSheet £40.00

ViewStore £45.00

Archimedes Software

4 Mation

Chameleon £25.00

Craftshop 1 £29.00

Craftshop 2 £29,00

Jiglet £29,00

Jigsaw £29,00

Poster £75,00

SmArt £55,00

SmArtFller £35.00

Snippet £29.00

Ace Computing

ArcLlghf £43.00

Euclid £40.00

Mogul £17.00

Splice £26.00

Tween £26.00

Acorn Computers

1st Word Plus £65,00

At^SI C (V 3) £125.00

Acorn Desktop Publisher £109.00

Desktop Assembler (V 2) £119.00

Desktop C (V 4) £185,00

Font Starter Pack £39,00

Fortran 77 £99,00

ISO Pascal £99,00

Newhall Font Pack £39,00

PC Emulator / Free Shareware £99.00

Symbol Font Pack £39,00

TCP/IP Programers Pack £50,00

TCP/IP Protocol Suite £199,00

Twin £25,00

Arxe Systems

MultlFS £27,00

Beebug

Hearsay £59,00

Ovation £79,00

Brilliant Computing

Everyday Signs £20,00

Joystick Games £20,00

Streetwise £20,00

Switch On £20,00

Switch On Actions £20,00

Teds Adventures £20.00

Cambridge International Sotware

Fireball II £10.00

Mah-Jong Patience

Mental Maths

£15,00

£15,00

Microdrive £14,00

Clares Micro Supplies

Artisan 2 £45,00

Illusionist £79,00

Interdlctor £10,00

Interdlctor II £25.00

ProArtlsan £70,00

Render Bender 2 £99,00

Rhapsody 2

Schema

£45,00

£90,00

Colton Software

Plpedream3 £105,00

Plpedream4 £179,00

Computer Concepts

AvanteGarde Font Pack £24,00

Artworks £149,00

Bookman Font Pack £24.00

Compression £39,00

Equasor £39,00

Impression II Borders Disc £12,00

Impression Business Suppliment £39,00

Impression 11 Free Drawlile Disc £125,00

Impression Junior £70.00

Inter-Word £29.00

Show Page £99.00

Cygnus Software

Iron Lord £14,00

Tower of Babel £14,00

Twin World £14.00

Dabs Press

Arc DPS £22.00

Database Software

Fun School 2 6-8 year olds £1 4,95

Fun School 2 over 8s £14,95

Fun School 2 under 6s £14,95

Fun School 3 under 5s £19.95

Fun School 3 5-7 year olds £1 9,95

Fun School 3 Over 7s £19,95

Domark

Mlg29 Fulcrum £24,00

Mlg29 Super Fulcrum £32.00

Trivial Pursuit £22,00

Empire

Pipemania £16,00

Electromusic Reasearch

Creations Discs 1-8 ea. £19,00

MIDI Analyser £29,00

Mlcrostudlo £78.00

Music Player £35.00

RhythmBox £29.00

SoundSynth £39.00

Studio 24 Plus £149.00

ESM
Desktop Folio £79.00

Hybrid

Elite £32.99

Icon Technology

EasiWrlter £115.00

Krisalis Software

Chuck Rock £19.00

James Pond £20,00



Lemmings £20,00

Mad Professor Mariarti £14.00

Manchester United Europe £19.00

World Ctiamp. Boxing Manager £19.00

World Championship Squash £18.00

Lingenuity

HotLink Presenter £34.00

Presenter Story £129.00

Presenter II £29.00

Longman Logotron

ArcComm 2 £54.00

Landmarks No's 1 - 4 each £19.00

Magpie £54.00

Notate £55.00

Numerator £60.00

Pendown £54.00

Pendown Outline Fonts £18.00

Pinpoint £69.00

Pinpoint Junior £24.00

Revelation 2 £99.00

SkyHunter £24.00

Magnetic Scrolls

Collection 1 {3 Adventures) £29.50

Wonderland £24.00

Hoverbod £13.00

Ibix the Viking £13.00

Jet Fighter £13.00

Maddingly Hall £13.00

Orion £13.00

Redshift £13.00

Talisman £13.00

Thundermonk £13.00

Northwest SEMERC *

MicroPower

Chess 3D £14.00

Zelanites £17.35

Midnight Graphics

ClipArt 1 over 480 images £29.95

ClipArt 2 over 350 images £29.95

Express £61.02

Tracer £52.13

Minerva Software

Applications

Ancestry £59.00

Atelier £69.00

Desktop Office £79.00

Easiword £19.00

Flexifile £89.00

Graphbox £50.00

Graphbox Professional £109.00

Home/Club Accounts £35.00

Multistorell £179.00

PCAccess £19.00

PrimeArt £69.00

Timetabler £599.00

Leisure

Bughunter in Space £13.00

Bug Hunter / Moon Dash £1 3.00

Casino £13.00

Caverns £13.00

Family Favorites £13.00

Freddy's Folly £13.00

Compose World £48.00

Compose World Files 1 £12.00

Compose World Voice Pack 1 £15.00

Conform Keyboard Software £15.00

La Monde a Moi £15.00

My World (Program) £15.00

My World - Design £7.50

My World - I'm Special £7.50

My World - Nursery Disc £7.50

My World - Maths £7.50

My World - Patterns £7.50

My World - Sampler £7.50

My World - Skeletons £7.50

My World - Village/Town £7.50

Oldham Keyboard £125.00

Phases 2 £15.00

Phases - Borders disc £7.50

Phases - Christmas disc £7.50

Phases - Clip Art 1 £7.50

Phases - Very Hungry Caterpill;ar £7.50

Please add £2.50 P&P to SEMERC Software

Oal< Solutions

Disc Sharer £119.00

Genesis £40.00

Genesis Plus £69.00

Genesis II £99.00

Oak Recorder £29.00

Parametric Design Tool £359.00

Printer Spooler £65.00

Remote Logon £34.00

Worra Battle £14.00

Worra Plotter £24.00

WorraCAD £74.00

Sherston Software

IDravj Help £15.95

IHelp £7.96

Animated Alphabet £19.00

Arcventure £25.00

Dreamtlme £20.00

Farm £19.00

Fleet Street Phantom £23.00

Glimpse £8.50

Mapventure £23.00

Microbugs £25.00

Nature Park Adventure £24.60

The Ultimate Graphical Presentation Package
Available End March 1992 please call for Launch Pack and Sample disc - Price £51 .02

Selladore Tales £24.00

Space Mission Mada £23.00

Stig of the Dump £22.00

Teachers Cupboard £24.50

Teddy Bears Picnic £23.00

Viewpoints £35.00

Wizards Revenge £17.00

Worst Witch £21.50

Silicon Vision Ltd

ARC-FCB £149.00

ARC-PCB Professional £299.00

Data Vision £119.00

FILM-Maker £70.00

Financial Accountant £199.00

Realtime Solids Modeller £1 49.00

RIscBASIC £119.00

RoboLOGO £70.00

ShareHolder £149.00

SolldCAD £119.00

SolidTOOLS £299.00

SolldsRENDER £119.00

SuperPlot £29.00

SIMMIS

Flight Sim Toolkit £38.00

Superior Software

Air Supremacy £14.00

Conqueror £15.00

Hostages £14.00

Master Break £14.00

Repton3 £14.00

Speech! £14.00

Superior Golf £14.00

Zarch £14.00

The Data Store

FontFX £9.95

ShapeFX £9.95

The Fourth Dimension

Apocalypse £14.00

Arcade Soccer £14.00

Arcticulate £14.00

Arctist £14.00

Boogie Buggy £14.00

Break 1 47 /Superpool £18.00

Cataclysm £18.00

Chocks Away 2 £15.00

Chocks Away Extra Missions £14.00

Chocks Away 2 + Ext. Missions £27.00

Drop Ship £13.00

E-Type Compendium £18.00

E-Type Designer £13.00

E-Type Extra 1 00 miles £1 3.00

Enter The Realm £18.00

Grievous Bodily 'ARM £18.00

Holed Out Compendium £1 8.00

Holed Out -Designer £13.00

Holed Out - Extra Courses Vol 1 £1 3.00

Holed Out - Extra Courses Vol 2 £1 3.00

Inertia £14.00

Man at Arms £14.00

Nevryon £14.00

Pandora's Box £18,00

Powerband £14.00

Pysanki £14.00

Saloon Cars £18.00

The Olympics £14.00

The Real McCoy 1 £20.00

The Real McCoy 2 £20.00

The Wimp Game £14.00

U.I.M £18.00

White Magic £14.00

White Magic 2 inc Designer £14.00

X-Fire £18,00

The Serial Port

ARCterm 7 £69,00

Investigator II £22,00

Joystick Interface £23.00

Tracker £37.00

Triple R Education

Converta-Key £14.00

Data Word £14.00

Money Matters £14.00

Picture Book £14.00

Target Maths £14.00

Books (No VAT)
C: A Dabhand Guide £14.9

Archimedes Assembly Language £14.9

Archimedes Operating System £14.9

The above books have accompanying discs add E

for 5.25", £7 for 3,5"

A3000 Technical Guide £29,

Acorn DTP Advanced U,G, £14,

BASIC V: A Dabhand Guide £9,

BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) £19,

Budget DTP (Draw & Edit) £12,

DTP Seeds (4Mation) £8,

M128Ref, Man,Pts1&2(ea,) £14,

RISCOS PRM's £79,

First Word Plus V2 £10,

Acorn DTP £10.

ANSI C Version 3 £17.

Assembler Release 2 £25

Desktop C Release 4 £25.

Desktop Development UG £25.

Hours of Opening
Monday - Friday 9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.

Saturday 10 00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Lunch 1,00 p,m,- 1,30 p,m.

How to find us @

Important Facts

• NO Minimum Order

Value

• NO Carriage Charges in

Mainland UK
• ALL Goods Despatched
within 24 IHours, subject

to stock levels

• Acorn Qualified Dealer

• Acorn Service Centre

• Hotline Support on all

Hardware and Software

purchased from us

Terms & Conditions

TERMS: UK residents add 17.5% VAT lo all prices.

except books. Delivery FREE on all postal ilems in

the UK. Foreign orders, no VAT, carriage at cost,

(quotations available), AccessA/isa cards accepted.

Dabhand Computing Ltd. is a Qualified Acorn

dealer. Official orders accepted from public sector/

education/PLCs, otherwise casti with order. Tender

invitations welcome. Callers welcome. We are 800

yds north of J17, M62, Prices subject lo cliange

wittiout notification. Goods offered subject to being

unsold.

@

COMPyJllG
DABHAND COMPUTING LTD
5 Victoria Lane
W ti i t e f i e I d

Manchester, M25 6AL



BUSINESS

LOOKING AT
THE FAX

With the Archimedes attracting increasing interest from business users,

GRAHAM BELL looks at a pacl<age which can turn your Arc into a fax machine

BA Ine of ihc icons ol" modern

"•^technology is the facsimile

machine. The need for fasi

communication means faxes

are now found in most offices.

Combining fax and compu-

ter technology makes sense -

in principle, a Archimedes

with a printer, scanner and

modem can operate as a com-

puter system, photocopier or

fax machine. Add a sound

sampler and you have an ans-

wering machine too.

Fa.xPack from Computer

Concepts is a fax expansit)n

board which turns your

Archimedes/BBC A30()0 into

a fax terminal. It first appeareii

some years ago. but it fell foui

of problems with Arthur, the

original operating system for

the Archimedes, and was with-

drawn. With the advent of Rise

OS plus the IRQiiills and

Hotir^hiss modules. Uiese

problems have been solved.

Fax chip technology has also

advanced greatly, so CC has

rc-designed the product.

The new package comes in

the form of some software.

plus a half-width podule which

slots into the back of the

Archimedes and connects with

a phone line. Fitting to the Are

easy enough, but you do ha\'e

to be careful with a tiny ribbon

HOW FAXES WORK
Faxes have much in common with familiar computer

peripherals. A conventional fax machine is little more

than a specialised 9600baud modem teamed with an

A4-wJdth scanner and printer. The scanner scans the

document, and the image data is transferred to the

modem and on to another fax machine, where it is

printed. In fact, the image is compressed before

transmission, so it takes less time to transfer the data

for each page.

Most modern fax machines are known as 'group 3',

which means that the scanner and printer work at up

to 200 dots per inch - about dot-matrix printer qual-

ity. But the majority of machines have 'normal' and

'fine' scanning modes, normal being quicker because

it is only 100dpi. Combined with imperfections in the

scanning and crackly phone lines, it means that most

faxed documents are of questionable quality.

To boost the quality on poor phone connections,

most group 3 machines step down from 9600baud to

7200, 4800 or even as slow as 2400baud. But there is

no standard for error-correction, because a single

wrong dot on a page doesn't ruin a faxed image.

cable used to attach the fax

card to the sound input of the

machine - it inserts differently

on each model of Archimedes

(.^00 and 400 .series. 540 and

A5000). There is also adaptor

so that you can plug your nor-

mal telephone and Fa.xPack

into the same phone socket.

With a BBC A3000, you can

connect up the card via the

external podule connector on

the back, but you can't fit the

audio cable. You must also

remember to put the podule in

a case - it is far too vulnerable

if you leave it sticking out.

APPLICATIONS
Once set up. there are two

applications to be copied from

the software disc: the a normal

printer di'iver, PrinterFP. and

second Faxmngr. used for eon-

figui'ation of Fa.xPack and for

fax reception. It is separated

from PrinterFP so that you can

still receive faxes when you

load another printer driver -

perhaps to print out a previous

fax. for example.

Configuration is mostly a

matter of selecting yes or no

from a list of options - for

example, whether to use

touchtone dialling (if you are

attached to a modern digital

telephone exchange), or stick

to old-fashioned pulse dialling.

You should also enter your

own telephone number. Fax

machines identify themselves

to each other, and your number

will show up on the machine at

the other end.

Sending your first fax is

almost as simple as printing.

You need both Faxmngr and

PrinterFP on the icon bar. then

you enter the destination fax

number in a dialogue box and

choose print from any appli-

cation that u.ses the Rise OS
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primer drivers - Iiclil. for

example. When you print,

FaxPack assembles the page

i n memory i n seconds, then

dials the number. If it connects

to a .suitable fax machine at the

other end. it sends your docu-

ment. You get control of the

computer back as soon as it is

assembled - the fax data is

transmitted in the background,

and even on an Arm2 machine,

it is barely noticeable.

The sounds made during

dialling and .sending of the

data are important, since with-

out sound you don't get any

indication of what happening -

your fax just goes. If it fails to,

because the receiving machine

is engaged or won't answer, an

error box pops up on the

screen. Unfortunately, there is

no sound on the A3000.

BETTER QUALITY
Faxes received from FaxPack

look much heller than from

most dedicated fax machines:

straight lines no nasty streaks

etc. With conventional faxes,

most errors occur at the scan-

ning stage (which FaxPack

avoids) rather than in transmis-

sion or printing. After trans-

mission over normal telephone

lines, even six-point text (this

is nine-point) is readable.

However, it is worth turning

the Qulcktext option off. This

is Computer Concepts'

replacement for Acorn's font

module, used in both FaxPack
and the La.serdirect printers.

Although it works well on a

Lasei'direcl printer, where the

resolution is 300dpi (dots per

inch) or greater, at FaxPack'^

20()dpi it tends to miss out

pixels in thin horizontal curves

- the tops of the "e", for exam-

ple. Although it is slightly

slower, Acoi'ii's font rasteriser

draws skeleton lines through

these curves to make sure the

letters are continuous. Quick-

text ignores the skeleton lines

and leaves gaps where the out-

line is thin.

FaxPack adds a page nimi-

ber to the lop of each page.

and can include a running

header. It slightly dislorts the

document, making it a bit nai"-

rowei- and longer than a 'true

size" printer, but this isn't

really a problem because of

the informal nature of fax

communications. However,

stick to A4-size paper and be

generous with the page mar-

The FaxPack half-width podule connects the Arc with a phone line

gins when selling up a docu-

ment, as there can be no

indication after you've sent a

document that it will be com-

pletely legible at the other end.

The final software was not

available for this preview, and

certain features destined for

the release version were miss-

ing. For example, if you forget

to enter the destination fax

number in the PrinlerFP

dialogue box. it pops up an

error box when you 'print".

The final software will pop up

a box requesting the number to

dial - much better. It would be

even better to be able to drop a

text file containing .solely the

fax number on the printer

driver icon - for example by

dragging a field out of a Squir-

rel or another database.

Other untested features of

the software include keeping a

log of fax traffic, and the

intended FaxPack-io-FaxPack

file transfer, enabling a file or

whole directory to be trans-

ferred between FaxPack-

equipped machines - you will

be able to just drag the file or

folder on to the PrinlerFP icon.

RECEIVING YOU
Setting the FaxPack up for

reception is quite straightfor-

ward. You need to set up a

directory to receive fax files

into, and you need to be run-

ning the Faxmngr application.

Just how you do this varies; if

FAXPACK SMJUtTCARD
The FaxPack podule is one of only a few Archimedes expansion cards

provided with its own intelligence. As well as the dedicated fax modem
chip that handles the telephone line, there's an 8031 8-bit microprocessor

that does most of the work. It only interrupts the Arm chip to transfer

chunks of data to or from the dual-port Ram on the podule - a simpler

board would use the Arm to transfer individual bytes of data and to

control the fax chip directly.

The PrinterFP software shares many features with the Laserdirect, and it

first assembles the page in a compressed form in the Archimedes memory.

You can configure the amount of memory used and, because of the lower

200dpt resolution of fax, it doesn't need to be a big buffer: 512k is ample.

The current versions of PrinterFP and the Laserdirect drivers share a

serious problem when printing out from Squirrel: text fields consisting of

more than one line of text can't be printed - a huge black block is all that

appears on paper. However, this isn't a problem with any other appli-

cations, and text, sprites and drawings are all correctly Incorporated into

your faxes.

Future software upgrades intended for the FaxPack {and for Laserdirect)

include a networkable version which splits the printer driver in two - half

at your workstation, half at a 'fax server' on the network. The communi-

cation between the two is at Draw-command level: this should clog the

network much less than Oak Solutions' current networked version of the

Laserdirect driver which transmits the compressed bit-map of the entire

page over the net, and should allow printer messages to be routed back to

the correct workstation.

you are blessed with two tele-

phone lines, one can be dedi-

cated to fax traffic, and you

can set FaxPack to auto-ans-

wer. For a more normal setup,

where FaxPack has to share a

line with ordinary telephone

conversations, you can't have

FaxPack answering all your

calls with its ear-piercing

whistle. You can set it to

manual answering. then

whenever you pick up the

phone and you hear a fax tone

from the other end. you use the

Faxmngr menu option to begin

reception. During reception

you can continue with

something else, since it all

happens in ihe background and

won't disturb normal work.

The quality is not as impres-

sive as faxes you send.

although it depends on how
good the fax machine is at the

other end. But you can read

fax files simply by clicking on

them. The reading application

is simple, with little more than

a page up/page down interface.

It would benefit from an

option to rotate from landscape

to portrait, but it is easy to

print or read the fax on-screen,

crop out a section, or save it as

a sprite. The latter option does

have problems though, as the

sprite files do not work

directly with Paiiir.

You also need to clear out

your fax directory fairly fre-

quently, as each page lakes up

to about 150Kb of di.sc space -

don't consider FaxPack unless

you have a hard disc.

CONCLUSION
For business users, who may
be judged on the speed and

quality of their output, or for

general users who want to

communicate with each other.

FaxPack offers solutions. You
can use 'it with almost any

printer driver-aware appli-

cation, and most of the others

would work with the supplied

LQemulate application that

can make FaxPack appear like

an Epson dot-matrix printer.

FaxPack works well, offers

impressive results and repre-

sents exceptional value.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product; FaxPack

Supplier: Computer Concepts

Tel: (0442) 63933

Price: £299 plus VAT

Machines: All Rise machines
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ArcModezn
A brand new 2400 baud pocket

sized modem tor the

Archimedes/A3000

Fully Hayes compatible

I BELL103/212A

CClTTV.21/V-22/V.22b]s

Protective cover

Elegant design in compact size

Mains or battery powered

Intelligent power/saving circuit

Long battery life

Comes complete with drivers for

Arcterm* versions 6 and 7

ArcModem, Mains adapter 9v

battery, leads and driver software:

Only £169.00
Arcterm 7 is a fully multitasking

comms package.

Available from The Serial Port

The RTFM
Joystick Interface

The interface allows up to two 9pin

Commodore* or Atari'^' style

joysticks to be connected to your

Archimedes/ A3000. The interface

fits inside your machine, though it

does not require a podule slot.

The RTFM Joystick Interface has

support from 4th Dimension, Eterna,

Krisfllis Software, Cygnus Software

Engineering, Clares Micro Supplies,

Cambridge International Software

and Minerva Software.

Over 40 Archimedes games currently

work with the Joystick Interface, and

vou can even control games running

under the BBC Emulator!

Only £34.95

*
1 ° RTFM, 43 Hill Street, St Heller, Jersey.

; UJ » ® (0534) 67870, Fax (0534) 68996.
E3

Onome Computers Limited
25A Huntingdon Street, St. Neots, Cambs, PE19 1BG
Tel./Fax: 0480 406164 E-Mail: support@gnome.co.uk

X Window System R11.4

This software package, developed in association with

Acorn Computers, converts a RISC OS based

Archimedes into an X Terminal. The software will allow

communication with X clients over Ethernet or Econet.

X Software

Complete Colour X Terminals from

£199
£1150

Archimedes upgrades

A440/R1 40 4-8MB Memory Upgrade £550

External SCSI 200MB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £1250

External SCSI 1 .2GB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £2050

External 150MByte SCSI Tape Drive £850

External 8GByle SCSI DAT Tape Drive £1800

Transputer Systems

Gnome Computers offers a complete range of transputer

boards to fit into either RISC OS or RISC iX based

Archimedes machines. Prices start at £1385 for a single

10 MIR, 2 MFLOP transputer system including a parallel

FORTRAN-77, C, Pascal, Modula-2 or Occam compiler.

UNIX Specialists

SAVE OVER £100

A3000 Computer piuXeaming Curve Software
14" Acorn Colour Monitor& Monitor Stand

No printer £855
with Mannesmann MT81 (9 pin) printer £999
witli Citizen Swift 9 (9 pin) printer £1075
with Citizen 224 (24 pin) printer £1100

A3000- Imb upgrade

Citizen Colour Kit . .

£60
£38

A5000 Computer(2mb) piu. Learning Curve Software

14" Acom Multisync Colour Monitor& Monitor Stand
No printer £1799
witfi Mannesmann l\/IT81 (9 pin) printer £1945
witfi Citizen Swift 9 (9 pin) printer £2019
with Citizen 224 (24 pin) printer £2044

A540 Computer £2400

starter Kit - Worth Over £100

Yours Absolutely Free of Charge
when you buy any of the printer

packs. It Contains:-

1 Printer Cable
1 Printer Stand

1 Printer Driver Disc

1 Dust Cover (Computer)

1 Dust Cover (Printer)

10 Discs

1 Disc Box
250 Sheets Continuous Paper

100 Address Labels

&
1 Typing Tutor Program

TERMS
CHEQUE WITH ORDER
CREDIT CARDS Access & Visa

DELIVERY CHARGES:
£10 per machine
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT:
Orilcc Hours;

10.00am - .S.CXlpm Mon-Fri (Lunch 1.00-200)

1 0.00am- l.OOpmSal

Special Education Prices

All Education Establishments qualify for

special education prices on Micros, etc.

Please contact us for a quotation.

Subject to availability despatcti is normally effected

within 2 days from receipt ot cleared payment. Please

allow 7 working days for cheque ciearanoe. Prices

subject to variation without notioe. All orders wiii be
fulfilled within 28 days unless othenwise notified.

Send for full catalogue of computers,

peripherals, & consumables.

Willow
yyVicros

Unit 11, Chancellors Pound,

Redhill, BRISTOL BS18 7TZ

Tel: 0934-863350

Fax; 0934 - 863292
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

Qrec softwai'c - soliikIs tdo

good to be iriic. tloe.sn'i if?

Well, IhiU is exiiclly what

Public Domain (PD) software

is all about.

In the earlier days ol' Beeb

computing. PD grew mainly

iVom the programming arena.

Enthusiastic home irsers wi-oie

siinple programs to solve

specific prt)blenis - then these

solutions were shared out

among other trscrs.

Over the years these

fVeebie" progi'ams have

become know n as Public

Domain (PD). which means
that you can copy and distrib-

ute the programs, usually

within a set of basic ground

rules, such as not altering the

program files oi" code, leaving

the author's name hitact and

not making any commercial

profit from tlistribution.

Tlie [last few yeai's ha\'e

seen a steady build-up of PD
program titles I'oi- the Acorn

range of computers. Some
have evolved to such an extent

that they now I'ival commei'cial

software products and repre-

sent excellent value for

money, usually only costing

the price of a disc and postage.

At this point. 1 should point

out the difference between PD
software and shareware st)ft-

ware. over which there has

been some confusion in recent

months. Whereas PD software

is IVee to copy, use and pass

around, shareware softwai'e is

free to copy and use only lor a

limited period.

However, if you use share-

ware software continuously it

is customary to send the author

a donation. This in turn gives

the aulhoi" incentive to produce

more programs in the future.

Some authors will also send

you updated versions, or even

a manual, if they receive such

a donation,

EASY ACCESS
'Hicrc are numerous ways to

get hold of PD software. The
easiest is probably by brows-

ing through the Software

Showcase pages at the back of

BBC Acorn User, where

advertisements can be found

for a handful of PD libraries.

Most have a demonstration

disc that gives a rough indi-

cation of what software I'ange

they supply and you can

usually bu_\' die demo for a

pound 01" two.

Another way of obtaining PD
software, if you have access to

a modem, is via one of the

various bulletin boards, which

often contain many megabytes

of software that you can down-
load for the cost of a telephone

call. However, if you are

downloading, check the length

of the software before you

start - it can cost more lo

dt)wnload a progi'Lun. in terms

of telephone charges, than to

send off for a disc.

Another thing to beai" in

mind when obtaining PD soft-

ware is the spread of viruses.

Luckily, most PD libraries are

fairly diligent and, personally.

I have never found a virus on

any PD discs. Bulletin boards

are perhaps more likely to be

infected, bm again, most

Sysops (system operators)

regularly check tiieir tkn\ n-

loads for infection. If in doubt,

obtain a virus checkei" which

many PD libraries can supply.

As PD software covers prac-

tically any subject you can

think of. we can really only

gi\e \ou a taste o\' what is

ariuuid. Here is a selection of

some of the more impressive

titles - if you are a sLibseriber.

all of these can be found on

our BAU subscribers' disc, but

you can also obtain them

directly from the PD distribu-

toi"s - see oui" Where to Go
box foi" more details.

GUESSTYPE
All Archimedes machines

Dij^ital Phenomena PD
Giicssiype is a handy little

icon bar utility which will be

of great use to bulletin board

users or anyone who has acci-

dentally changed the filetype

of a file. How often have you
i-eceived the error 'No run

action specified for this file

type?' When you encounter a

file that has no file type, which

you may have downloaded

without re-setting its filetype.

simply drag it onto the Guess-

Type's icon and it will

examine the contents of the

file to have an intelligent guess

at what its filetype should be.

This obviously works best

on database and specialist

application files which usually

have some I'ecognisable data at

the beginning of the file. Files

containing pure text are gener-

ally all recognised as filetype

&FFF (text). When Guesstype

FREE
FORAIi,
Can you really get something for noth-

ing? PAUL VIGAY rounds up the best

Public Domain software available for the

BBC and Archimedes machines

KEEPING TRACK
• ProTrack -Soundtracker player routine

• All Archimedes machines

• Arcaynia PD (written by Bass)

One of the more prolific areas of PD is the range of demos and sound-

tracker tunes available, many ported from other computers, such as the

Amiga. Hugo Fiennes wrote the first Archimedes program to playback

tunes from Amiga SoundTracker, a program which over the years has

been extended and modified to become a slick and professional-looking

program. ProTrack has been produced by the Belgian Archimedes

Software writers, Society, and is an impressive addition to any PD

collection. Running from the desktop and totally Rise OS compliant,

ProTrack will play any tracker tune, as well as provide you with a range

of control panels enabling you to examine and control the tune in more

detail. Four panels are provided: a control panel which lets you fast

forward, play, rewind, stop or pause the tune currently being played; an

enquiry window, which allows you to examine more specific details such

as the tune length, number of samples used, memory size and effects

used; a monitor screen, which lets you see the actual tracker data and

musical waveforms, together with a spectrum analyser type display, all

updated in realtime as the music plays; and finally, a preferences

wmdow, which lets you alter the stereo position of each channel playing.

Ple=5SHni 3D icons have been used throughout the overall package.

Ingulf les

1 1 ylfe«»i L<m«» La.UL,:>.

aul,$, Work, Progs. e4fipr92. Disc. Po(^

nane ; powerslave_lvlrip 1

)i III';;; ^ i^

channel 1

channel 3

I centre

1, ijiAj-yi A^ ^

channel 2

channel 4

aniga full
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

INTELUGENT ANAGRAMS

• SuperGram - Intelligent Anagram finder

• All Archimedes machines

• The Datafile (written by William Tunstall-Pedoe)

Supergram is not a run-ot-the-mill anagram solwer. Indeed, if simple,

single word anagrams are what you're looking for, a word processor

spellchecker will do. Where Supergram excels is in creating multi-word,

intelligent anagrams from phrases and sentences. In fact, you can

customise it to put varying degrees of emphasise on its weighting so

that you can create satirical, flattering, political or even rude sentences.

It is a fully Rise OS application, which is even multi-tasking so that you

can continue working while your computer shifts through hundreds of

words in the dictionary. All you have to supply is a simple phrase to form

anagrams from, set a few simple options such as what emphasis or bias

you want, click OK and off it goes.

After a few minutes, a list of words start to appear in a window.

Being multitasking, you can watch as it sorts out the best ones chosen so

far. After a few moments you can peruse through pages of most

amusing anecdotes. Supergram has a good knack of being able to sort

words according to context, so that they can have a subtle way of

linking with the original text. For example 'I am plastic' is one of the

anagrams produced from the source word 'capitalism', while 'Rise

workstation' produces 'it is star crown OK'.

Many hours of fun can be had by compiling insults from peoples

names, answers to questions or thinking up puzzles to give to friends.

Supergram just goes to show how professional looking Public Domain

programs can be.

il
SupefGraisiRunning

Best;| 83

Tine: 34sec

^ 6eijet-3! Worst ;[ 285
1

|] To 9o:'|_ Bnin
j

'

flnags;
|

398 [] Donei[ 621',

Current Searcli

!

Best Five
1

IBOUNCER CRABS
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RECUR m BBC SO

CURES RN BBC OR
;

COURSE RAN BBC 'J
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Wind up Abort
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WHERE TO GO
To obtain any of the PD items mentioned in this article, and many more.

here is a list of current PD distributors:

FOR BBC A3000 AND ARCHIMEDES MACHINES

Busy Beeb Computers Ltd, PO Box 25. Ormskirk, Lancashire, L39 3QR

The Datafile PD Library, 22 Duxford Drive, Aldcrgrove Co, Antrim, BT29

4BG

Digital Phenomena, PD Library, 104 Manners Road. Scuthsea Hants., P04

OBG

Arcaynia, PO Box 1927, Sutton Coldfield, B74 3QZ

Arch Angel, 2Bridge House, 17 Lower North St, Exeter, Devon, EX4 SET

Ozone Friendly PD. 180 Cumnor Hill. Oxford, 0X2 9PJ

FOR BBC B/MASTER MACHINES

BBC PD, 18 Carlton Close. Blackrod, Bolton, BL6 SDL

Mad Rabbit PD, 22 Oakwood Grove, Horbury, West Yorkshire, WF4 5JE

Robert Pike, 4 Mayfield Road, Girton, Cambridge, CB3 OPH

Cotswold PD, Maycombe, Field Road, Whiteshill, Stroud, Gloucestershire,

GL6 6AG

8-bit PD, 7 Ashdale, Thringstone, Coalville, Leicestershire

Screen Teach, 21 Highlands Road. Rochdale, Lancashire

has made a guess at the filet-

ype of the given file, it will

display a small information

box with two options; SetType

and Retry. SetType will set the

filelype of the file to thai cur-

I'ently guessed, whereas Retry

will force Guesstype to make

another guess. This inay

become more vague the more

guesses you make, but it will

provide some possible ideas if

you are completely stumped

as to the unknown file's origin.

SAL
Save A Life (Emergency

First Aid teaching)

BBC Model BAIaster

Screen Teacli

Sell is im informative and use-

ful PD version of a larger

commercial program, to help

beginners learn (he iiidiments

of emergency first aid. Il is in

ihe form of multiple choice

questions, based upon the sort

of accident you may witness in

real life. Each question moves

on from previous actions and

responses, giving you full

instructions and a tutorial if

you choose the wrong answer.

It also helps by explaining

whv you went wrong, rather

ihan just scoring a negative

mark. This can help people

learn by their mistakes and

show you how a chain of

actions follow each other. The

program is easy to use and full

iiisti'uetions are provided along

the way, so Sal would make an

ideal leaching aid for children

as well as first aid clubs where

not much computer knowledge

is needed.

MEGAMIX
Music demonstration

BBC Model B/Master

Eight-bit PD
No doubl many BBC micro

owners will have jealously

watched their A3(){)0 and

Archimedes-owning friends

limning impressive music and

scrolling text demos. Well.

now a group of programmers

calling themselves The York-

shire Boys have managed to

ciam sampled sound and

music into a standard Beeb.

The effect is dazzling.

especially when you consider

that there is less than 32k to

play with - although sideways

Ram is used for extra effects,

if fitted. It is Lzood to see that

impressive demos are still

being produced foi" the Beeb.

Considering the sound abilities

of the machine compared with

the Archimedes, this really is

quite impressive.

BDARIC
BBC Model B/Master

Digital Phenomena
Due to the large amount of

memory used by many Archi-

medes programs, the archiving

of programs is often called for.

Archiving essentially involves

reading a file and compressing

it by eliminating consecutive

similar bytes. By compressing

files, you can greatly increase

the amount of data you can

store on a disc, sometimes

increasing the capacity by two

or three times.

It also allows you to store

multiple files within one file.

This can help people down-

loading from bulletin boards,

who only need to download

one file rather than lots of little

ones. Although the BBC micro

has a much smaller memory

than the Archimedes, there are

still times when archiving pro-

grams can be beneficial, such

as when cramming more data

on to a disc.

Bclark will allow you to

extract files that have been

archived using Spark on the

Archimedes. This is the

accepted standard so far and

allows Arc users to compress

Hies for transferring to the

Beeb. Using it is fairly simple

- you simply copy Bclark and

the file to be de-compressed

on to a blank disc, and then

type -BDARK <i*iieiiiinie> where

filename is the name of the file

to be decompressed. The files

will then be unsquashed and

saved on the disc, so you can

run the program as normal.

The success of Public Domain

relies in as many people as

possible knowing about It
-

which is why we will be run-

ning more PD-related articles in

BBC Acorn User In the future.

So, If you want to pass on

details of PD software you dis-

tribute or know about, or If

you have any questions about

PD, why not drop us a line?

Write to: PD Tips, BBC Acorn

User, 20-26 Brunswick Place,

London N1 6DJ
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Computer oided weapons systems on-line, communications equipment operational. System

checks complete, prepare for combat as a member of your notions elite ossault feom - SWIV.

Two different vehicles of devastating destructive power, fighting together in one teom.

PRIMARY OBJEQIVE : Destroy enemy control centres.

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE : Interdiction mission. The destruction by milifory force of oil

enemy units.

SWIV - No one knows what it means but everyone will know when it arrives.

CHECK OUT THE REVIEWS "Superlative Shoot 'Em Up Stunno. " Zero Magazine.

'Destined to be The Shoot Em Up of the Year, " Amiga Computing Magazine.

The One 93% Your Sinclair Megagame 92% C&VG 93% CU90% Zero 91% YC95%

OTHER GREAT mad professor mariarti fii9.99

GAMES FROM Manchester united 1 €25.99

ITDICAI 1^ JAHANGIR KHAN SQUASH €25.99
l\flia#%Lia BOXING MANAGER €25.99

TEIEPHONE imER/fAX IMMEDIATE FUUY

0709 372290
ACCESS & VISA
ACCEPTED

RETAILERS
CONTAa »,»>— __
OUR '-^^
EXCLUSIVE SP^
DISTRIDUTOR - -

mmnmm
Tel: 0532 62-1 1 1 1

SIMPLY SIND A LETTER

flIVINODnAILSOFTHE

OAME($) YOU WOULD
UKE, YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS, AND
PAYMENT DY CHEQUE,

POSTAL ORDER, OR BY

6IVIN6 YOUR ACCESS

OR VISA CARD DETAILS

INCLUDINOTHE

EXPIRY DATE

DISPATCH flUAIA^HID
ALL ORDERS ARE

DISPATCHED BY FIRST

CLASS POST

IMMEDIATELY,

CARRIAGE IS PAID BY

US IN THE UK. (ORDERS

FROM OVERSEAS ADD
UPERPRODUn).

IF FOR ANY REASON

DISKS SUPPLIED DY US

BECOME FAULTY WE
WILL REPLACE THEM

STRAIGHTAWAY.

SIMPLY RETURN THEM

TO US ENCLOSING YOUR I

NAME AND ADDRESS.

krisolis soflwoie Ltd, Teque House, Masons Yord, Downs Row, Moorgoto, Itoftieilioiii, SiO 2HD. Tel: 0709 972290 Fox 0709 36M03



GAME SHOW
Q his month there is i\ snippet

of very welcome news for

any gamesters who have

recently acquired the latest

jewel in the Acorn crown, the

Archimedes A5000.

The Fourth Dimension, one

of the leading software houses

in the Acorn games market.

has come up with a solution

for anyone who may have

experienced difficulties when

playing games on the new

machine. The A5000 has a

newly-designed Rise OS 3

operating system, which is

slightly different to the Rise

OS 2 system found in other

Archimedes and BBC A3{)()()

machines. This has been caus-

ing a few problems with

certain games which do not

seem to work properly.

As a result, the Fourth

Dimension tweaked some of

the games in its range and

reports that they now work

perfectly on all of the Rise OS
machines. The company is

offering a free disc replace-

ment service for any users who
have Rise OS 2 versions. All

you have to do is send back

your discs - keep the box and

manual - to The Fourth

Dimension. I Percy Street.

Sheffield S3 SAU. with a short

note requesting the upgrade.

Meanwhile, the sequel to

The Fourth Dimension's Nev-

ryon - imaginati\ely called

Nevryon 2'. to quote the

author - will be released this

summer. But. you may well

ask. what could possibly be

added to the original game.

given that it was already as

busy as a bustling beehive.

Well, the short and simple

answer is this. Two people will

now be able to play simultane-

ously, blasting yet more

nasties from space ships and

flying along horizontally,

shooting and collecting

bonuses, as in the oiiginal. The

play area will also be enlarged

vertically to make I'ooni foi'

even more flying objects for

you to eliminate.

My one plea to The Fourth

Dimension is this: when you

run out of lives in the new ver-

sion, please could you design

it so that it is possible to start

playing again straight away, In

the original Nevryon you had

to wait nearly two minutes

while high score charts, wig-

gly graphics and flashy titles

rolled by.

BRIDGE TOO FAR
Any bridge players out there'?

Well, you will be pleased to

know that Krisalis Software

intends to release an Acorn

version of its new game Omar
Sharifs Bridge, in an effort to

take the company upmarket.

Krisalis" Tony Kavanagh

told us that the game had gone

down a storm in the USA and

he wants British players to

have an opportunity to get

involved. And you never

know, it may encourage many
more people to start playing

this fascinating game - in fact.

I might e\'cn learn how to play

it myself!

A completely new game to

the Acoi'ii v\'orld. also on its

way from Krisalis. is the

highly successful game Popu-

lous, which has gathered wide

acclaim on other computer

formats, especially Amiga.

The game won't be out until

later in the year - watch this

space for more details.

Meanwhile, you might be

interested in a little statistic

regarding Acorn's gi'owth in

the games world. Krisalis

reports that it sold over a 1000

more copies of its game Mad
Professor Mariarti i'or Rise

OS machines than it did i'or the

Atari ST. once a computer to

be reckoned with on the games
scene - the best will always

out!

CHEATING
A nice little cheat program li)

make life easier for playci's •.•<\

the adventure game. Twin

World, has been sent in by

Stephen Cook of Edinburgh.

The program (see right)

enables you to alter the saved

position file to make you start

on any level, between zero and

22. And although it is possible

to change other factors, such

as the score and weapons.

Stephen has deliberately left

these out of his program to

maintain some element of fun

in the game (although there is

no reason why the hackers

among you can't put them in).

To use the cheat, play Twin

World and save your position,

then gel into Basic. To do this

from the desktop, press F12

and type BASIC. Then enter the

progi-ani as it appears here and

save it to the Twin W^jr/c/ disc

b\ typing AD\'S then

SAVH'X'HHAT" before typing

RtJN to begin cheating! Thanks

to Stephen i'or that.

Another tip for cheating at

The Fourth Dimension's

shool-'em-up. Apocalypse, has

been sent in by Robert Miles

of Homerlon. Devon. In Apo-

calypse you tly around a

brilliantly coloured planet,

firing yellow photons from

your flying saucer at various

targets below. I think they're

supposed to be the bad guys.

although the other saucers

aren't particularly neighbourly

either. To use the built in

cheat, just type in [-:liza. while

on the surface of any planet, to

go to any level.

Sam Greenhill

10 RKM Twin flor Ui Cheat

by Stephen Cook
20 DIM irSo%{ lOO)

30 S%^OPENIN
"S. lTwinWor;d .SavedGame"
40 index%=0
•jO R'ZPKA'i

£->0 i.nlo%(i nde-''.%)^BGF:T

#y%

70 index%*-

,

80 UNTIL EOF #S%
-HI CLOSE i!S%

..~i" L'Ki.NT"Cu rent saved
-1 is level

1 to% ( )

"lO iNPUT-'Change to

levol (0-2:>): "info^lO)
120 S%=OPt:N0UT
"$. !Tw; nWor Id .SdvedL-diue"

130

10

ni%=0
REPE.Vr

BPUT (IS%
,
info%(nlS)

_oO ni%.-i
; /O UNTIL ni^ -index%
180 CLOSE f!S%

190 FND
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AGGRESSOR
Atomic Software

Tel: (0733) 53355

Rise OS machines

£19.95 inc \ AT

Do you remember the alien out

of Alien - tall, multi-limbed

and ugly, with that big shiny

shell thingy on its back'!' Weil,

some of the creatures in

Aggressor - all wearing a sin-

ister purple exoskeleton - are

the spitting image of the old

beastie (whom we have named
Egor), only here they dash

about in search of trouble with

all the grace and coordination

of an American Football

player. So what do you do
with them? Weil... shoot 'em,

of course!

But no sooner has the Egor
hit the ground than you have

something el.se to deal with,

typically an oversized pink

cockroach with an attitude

pioblem, a hyperactive blue

monkey with a bee under its

bonnet, or an unaffectionate

swarm of bees with a chips on

their shoulders. Plan of action

this time?Hmm... shoot!

And that's about the extent

Aggressor - fun, but not as aggressive as it should be

of the game; definitely in the

'if it moves shoot it' category.

It is set sometime in the future,

somewhere in space and fea-

tures a couple of hard nuts

named Heckler and Kosh in a

war against the weirdos.

Although it sounds like it

should be my kind of game -

lull of action, enhanced

weaponry awaiting collection

and best of all a two player

option - somehow Aggressor

just doesn't make the grade.

The scenario scrolls horizon-

tally and Heckler. Kosh (or

both) have to amble along,

ducking and diving enemy fire

and even Jumping over strange

holes in the ground, popping

the baddies and collecting

crates full of bonus gadgets

which float down under para-

chutes from time to time. The
graphics are actually fairly

good, but despite .some nice

detail, they lose smoothness in

the heat of the action.

The trouble is that the whole
game is rather too slow and
you get about as much
I'esponse out of Heckier and
Kosh as you would from a

dead duck on a cardiac moni-
tor. Not only do they tend to

ignore important signals like

'slop firing now plea.se..." but

they can't run half as fast as

Egor. or the strange animals he

hangs about with, placing you
at a distinct disadvantage.

Also, in two player mode
you are both confined to the

left half of the screen, which

causes sevei-e annoyance when
the forward positioned player

has to wait for the lagging one

to catch up.

Basically, the game looks

and sounds good and has the

sort of mindless plot I seem to

like, but sadly the lack of

speed does destroy the fun.

Fast smooth action is the key

to any game of this sort and

lacking this makes Aggressor

seem like like a concert with-

out a band oi- a football match
without the teams.

Sam Greenhill

SWIV
Krysalis Software

Tel: (0709) 372290
Price: £24.95 inc VA'T

Krysalis continues its tradition

of bringing the best games to

the BBC^A3000/Archimedes
by releasing its latest offering,

Swiv. Hailed by many as the

best shoot-em up available for

any computer, be it eight or

16-bit. Swiv is a a real arcade

game in every way.

Set in the not too distant

future. Suiv puts you in charge

of two vehicles, a helicopter

and a jeep. Both are armed for

combat and have their own
particular uses. The jeep is

land-based and dodges behind

buildings to avoid enemy fire,

while the helicopter Hies

around the whole play area.

Both vehicles can be con-

trolled simultaneou.sly using

the keyboard or joystick.

When both the Jeep and heli-

copter are used, it is best to

have two players controlling

the movement. It's not really

"t^n^n^T'

Just like the real thing - arcade quality from this new Archimedes game

possible to switch from one to

the other and back again with-

out losing lives.

Key controls can be custom-

ised to allow two players to fit

comfortably around the key-

board, although unfortunately,

only the main keys (not the

function, cursor, edit or num-
eric keypad) can be used.

Support for both The Serial

Port and RTFM joystick inter-

faces is built into the game.

The game is based around a

continuous vertically scrolling

display, over which you drive

or fly. The play area is, in fact,

one long strip from beginning

to end and a special feature of

the program allows new sec-

tions to be loaded in while you
are playing, without any

apparent break in play.

Because there ai'c no breaks,

the action is fast and furious

and Just gets more intense the

further you progress. After

three lives have gone, a credit

feature (rather like stoking an

arcade game with lots of 20ps
before playing) allows you to

continue from where you die.

The graphics and sound are

well up to arcade standard.

perhaps not quite as fast. Like

most of the Krysalis games.

5u7V is a direct conversion of

the i 6-bit version, with no use

made of the Archimedes'

superior sound and graphics

capabilities. It doesn't detract

from the game play, but more

colour would have been nice.

If you . were to stick an

Archimedes playing Sniv in an

arcade, you could almost

believe it was the real thing.

So if you're fed up of spending

all that 'loose change', why
not invest in a copy of Swiv?

Rob Miller
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The Electronic Fom Fo sr

Purveyors of High Quality l^nts for Archimedes computers,

New Fonts available from EFF:

aidan, similAC to the font used in the LindisFaRne qospels ti5-00

&M^'^^ (^(M^&,/.QS&^>'^(M-^^i^™J £'15.00

?Irnolcl (?Trnold BoehlinTW) a decorative face 215.00

Bob Melior™ £35.00

Bob, Boh Italic, Bob Bold, Bob Bold Italic

Quite a heavy typeface designed by Hermann Zapf

Digital Dig/to.' OWique 1 1 6.00

Designed by Edujard Detyna in 1 99

1

Eric I Gill Sans™ £35.00

Eric Regular, Eric Italic, Eric Bold, Eric Bold Italic

Eric 1 Gill Sans™ £18.00
Eric ExtraBoid, Eric UltraBeld

Eric 3 Gill Sans™ £25.00

Narrow. Bold Narrow, UUraBold Narrow

J'peii, JpeiiL r ace ) compliments live JjOO.'

Fortuna Regular, Fortune Oblique.

Gfuby Blippo Bloek^"*

'i.OO

E25.00
Gruby Black. Grubi/ Black Italic

IIPA (JUMPER™), OLD AMERICAN WOODEN BLOCK FACE £12.00

AArJones AArJones ItaliQ Might, (ace suitable for display composilion /f25,00

Shel Shel italic, A pleasantly cursive typeface £25.00

SHEniFF (CCTTCNWCCD'") 2I5.CC

Solic Clacl^ (Breadway'") £12.CC

Veronica SabonT^ £40.00

Veronica, Veronica Italic, Veronica Bold, Bold Italic

Designed by master Typographer, Jan Tschichold in the late 60's

Venice Italian Old Style™ £40.00

Venice, Venice Italic, Venice Bold, Venice Bold Italic

Soon to be available:
^

as\a Franca (Dom Casuar*^)B
Font names are © EFF, Adobe, Bitstream and Monotype where appropriate

Cartograph £2500

a map symbols font

Symphony e25oo

a music symbols font

Braille ee.oo

Canon BJlOe & ex Driver

360dpi using all 64 nozzles

Make full use of your Bjl Oe/ex

£10.00

We have tine largest range of fonts

available for the Archimedes, all

properly hinted and well made by

professionals. All of our near 250

fonts are available in all the Latin

alphabets. We have 50 foreign

fonts, including: Greek, Vietnamese,

Russian, Hebrew, Bengali, Tamil,

Punjabi, Gujarati and Devanagri.

Our DTP department is second to

none, we can provide help and

advice on any DTP matter. We sell

DTP related hardware and software

and provide a complete telephone

help sen/ice to any of our customers

who need it.

For a free catalogue and pricelist,

with details of our Fonts, Hardware

and Software, please call or write.

The Electronic Font Foundry

Granville House

50-52, Upper Village Road

r.
Ascot, Berkshire, SL5 7AQ

Telephone: 0344 28698

Facsimiie: 0344 872923

All prices are ex-delivery & VAT, and are

subject to change.



PROGRAMMING

Smong the many attempts to

make Rise OS a friendlier

environment for program-

mers to work in, HelixBasic

from Craddock Computer
Systems is perhaps the most

imaginative. Although I say

new, it is still under develop-

ment, but I have looked at a

pre-release version to see

whether progammers' lives are

about to be transformed.

APPROACH
The traditional approach to

assisting application writers

has been to provide various

editors, procedure libraries and

so on. This is all very well, but

many Basic programmers sim-

ply want to be able to write a

short program and see it run-

ning in a window.

HelixBasic is actually a

Basic V interpreter (running

independently of the standard

Basic) which transparently

multi-tasks, running your pro-

gram in small 'time slices'

while allowing other appli-

cations to run alongside it. In

this respect it is what many
programmers will want.

I wrote a short application in

HelixBasic - a crossword grid

designer - to see how well it

performed. Although hindered

by some of the problems yet to

be ironed out, the program

certainly ended up much shor-

ter than the equivalent in

ordinai7 Basic. Some tasks,

particularly the displaying and

saving of the finished cross-

word grid as a Draw file, were

remarkably easy.

The standard Basic com-
mands are supported where

appropriate, but there are

many new ones that specifi-

cally deal with the desktop -

too many to describe in full,

but as an example I decided to

look at menus.

If you are building a menu
from scratch in a Basic appli-

cation you normally require a

set of functions and procedures

to create and interpret them.

Some programming aids allow

you to build menus as text

files, but this is often limiting

since menus are at their best

when 'dynamic' - in other

words, options should really

change (be ticked, greyed out

and so on) depending on the

circumstances. HelixBasic pro-

vides two keywords - menu
and ADDMENU - that greatly

simplify the creation of menus,

BACK TO
BASICS
New software could make programming

tasks much easier. DAVE ACTON gives

some first impressions

Crosswortl

HelixBasic provided a shortened program for this crossword designer

while maintaining flexibility.

The main menu in my simple

application was set up with

just these commands:
MENU main_menu,"Crossword",-l

ADDMENU main_menu,"Save",SAVE

ADDMENUmain_menu,"Clcar

grid"".MENU clcar_menu

ADDMENU
main_menu."Words",GREY

cant_enter,MENU word_menu

The submenus clear_menu and

word_menu were defined else-

where. The keyword SAVE
means a save box is brought

up and the last entry in the

menu is greyed out whenever

cant_enter bccomes true. This

illustrates an important feature

of HelixBasic - the ability to

link things to particular vari-

ables, so that any change in

their value is automatically

reflected elsewhere.

Another example is window
titles. These can be fixed, or

linked to variables so that

changing them can be as sim-

ple as title$="New litlc".

Similarly, commands can be

linked to particular actions, so

clicking on an icon or select-

ing a menu entry can be set up

to call a procedure, close a

window or whatever.

This may cause a few sur-

prises for newcomers to multi-

tasking who expect their pro-

grams to be executed line-by-

line. It is a feature of Rise OS
(and not a limitation of Helix-

Basic) that you must beware

of events taking place in an

unexpected order.

GRAPHICS
Another key feature of Helix-

Basic is the way it treats

graphics. Outside the desktop,

when you draw a line on the

screen you expect it to stay

there. In a window, you may
not always be able to see it, so

your application needs to keep

track of lines, circles, text or

whatever so they can be

redrawn whenever necessary.

HelixBasic quite logically

stores all graphics as a sort of

internal Draw file. Indeed, you
can save the contents of a win-

dow as a Draw file with the

SAVEDRAW command.
This facility means that my

crossword designer simply had

to plot the grid with a couple

of FOR...NEXT loops and a few

RECTANGLE FILLS, and then the

finished product could be

saved directly into Draw.
Well, in fact a couple of the

teething problems got in the

way. In the pre-release ver-

sion, fonts and text were not

saved in the file and direct

application-to-application sav-

ing was not supported, but

these will be featured in the

final version.

Although you can use Edit

(as I did) to create your pro-

grams, a new and faster editor

is promised, with a more
graphical approach to window
design. Another area where

improvements are promised is

in error trapping - at present,

responses are far from ideal,

such as 'Abort on data trans-

fer' when you miss out the

keyword then.

Geoff Craddock of CCS told

me that the full release version

of HelixBasic would be avail-

able this month and I look

forward to trying it. Whether
programs will run faster with

the new version is yet to be

seen - we may have to wait for

the HelixBasic compiler, due

later in the year.

CONCLUSION
The idea behind HelixBasic is

essentially a very good one.

Schools in particular will find

the simplicity appealing and,

with a compiler, a good
manual and a fast editor, many
programmers may be tempted.

Having said that, it will take

a fair bit of work to transform

the current development into a

finished product. If CCS man-
age it, then they might well

have a hit on their hands.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: HelixBasic

Supplier: CCS

Tel: (0604) 760991

Price: £85.06

£72, education;

£250, site licence

(Prices exclude VAT)

Machines: All Rise OS machines
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
EDUCATION

^t
aC^

=V^^o"^

.^
stomi

illustriiled brochure
'

^i^ STORM SOFTWAREMB FREEPOST.
Poyntiiigton, Sherborne,

Dorset DT9 4BH,
0963 22469H

Northern Micromedia

Quaiity educational software and resources

developed by teachersfor the classroom

ForfurOKr in/on

NORICC • Rejources Cenrre • Coach Lane Camptu
Coach Lane • Newcatlle upon Tyne NE7 7XA
Telephone: 09! 270 0424

The 'Compleat' MEAL PLANNER
^j;,, KITCHEN PLANNER in 3D %
The National Curriculum for Design & Technology

coordinates design activity in Home Economics and

CDT. These popular CAL packages, tested by an

advisory team of practising teachers and widely used

in Home Economics 8. CDT, are written & published

for BBC Model B/B+/Master and Acorn Archimedes

(versions now being made RISC OS compliant -

upgrades available) by ACADEMIC SOFTWARE,

Sourby Farm, Timble, OTLEY, Yorks, LS21 2PW,

Write or telephone (0943-880628) for full Home

Economics/CDT software catalogue and price list

UTILITIES

BROKEN MOUSE?
PREFER TO USE THE KEYBOARD?
Aid-Set Software makes all mouse

functions become available from the

keyboard including latching, dragging, selecting from

meniB and adjusting the mouse speed.Only one key press

to access all window icons,

A must for all useis who are inaccurate using the mouse.

Acorn Archimedes A3000 And A5000 Compatible.

Send cbeque for £30.55 inc VAT & P&P to:

Le Computer FREEPOST P.O. Box 29 Chelmsford

Essex CM3 IBR W 0245 36222S

iTackcnSckeB«H«icadSc*»iieKUA jfei«Bt»Hn*ViM H»t«i*A<

FONTS
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EDUCATION

The LIST Project

Department ot Design and Technology

Loughborough University ot Technology

Leicester--.liiffc LEll 3TU

Tel; 0509 222661 TAX: 0509 61 081

3

The Technology Database

A database package of 'he National Curriculum Orders for

Technology'. covennQ AT's 1-5, Levels 1-10. Designea fcr

ease ot use, by an. teacher, as an aid in constructing

schemes o( work.

B3C 'B'/Master ei2.00-t VAT Archimedes E13.00+VAT

'Crcwi copy fight data are repi.xJucedDypeimiSsionolHMSO

.A simple

^ introductory

WriliiiiJ Ttx)! for

the A30(X) .Archimedes.

Ideal for carU years and
special needs, it can also be

used with a concept ke> boiird.

Fantastic value at £12.00 (+p&p)

PRIME RESOURCES
6 Sunburv Avenue Jcsniond Newcastle upon

Tyne' NH2 3fl]; Tel: (091)281 1831

Educational Software

A3000 / BBC / Acorn
Send for our free ctituiogue of programs

for all Acorn computers. Ages 5 to 15

SELECTIVE SOFTWARE
64 Brooks Road,

STREET, Somerset, BA16 OPP

Tel. (0458) 43079

SPECIAL NEEDS

Make ijour own

Itmies
For £ 1 you can have ' !Italic' , the

the program to transform Arc outline

fonts for use in any other application.

Design Concept /iMf^
30 South Oswald Road ^^^ Cgll f„, oyr free
Edinburgh EH? 2HG ^ catalogue including fonts

•S 03 1 668 45 1 8 orsendE12lnc-p8.p

C.J. COMPUTING
SPECIAL NEEDS
SALES • REPAIRS • SPECIAL NEEDS

Please contact us for all your

Acorn computers

(Hardware & Peripherals)

We specialise in tailoring computer systems

tor special needs

57 Westbury Hill,

Westbory-on-Trym,
Bristol

Tal: (0272) 624553

EDUCATION

Make the most of your Archimedes/A3000 with a unique

package for primary schools,

"Picture It!"

a unique software package specially designed as an aid to the

National Curriculum.

"Picture It!" allows children to build up scenes using sets of

simple pictures, linked to specific topics currently including

History, Geograpy, Maths, Science, R.E and Design and
Technology.

It is exceptionally easy to use, making it an invaluable

classroom resource, ideal for younger pupils or those with

special needs.

For further information please contact:

Appian Way Software Ltd.,

Old Co-operative Buildings,

Langley Park,

Durham, DH7 9XE.
Tel: 091-373 1389

STATISTICS

STATISTICS
The ESTABLISHED system

for the Acorn Archimedes is

FIRST
Write or teleptione for details to

SERIOUS STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Lynwood, Benty Heath Lane. Willaston

Soutii Wirral L64 1SD

Tel; 051 -327 4268

NEW lower cost

FIRST JR
now available

LANGUAGES

KEYLINK PROLOG V2.0
For the Archimedes

• Uses standard Edinburgh syntax,

• Comes with 120 page tutorial/manual developed

especially for the first lime Prolog user,

• Fully integrated into the RISCOS WIMP environment,

' Suitable for use with large Prolog programs such as the

Open University's public domain MIKE system for

Knowledge Engineering and Expert System development

making it ideal for these components of A' level syllabuses.

£69,95 + VAT (postage included).

Keylink Computers Ltd, 2 Woodway House, Common
Lane, Kenilworth CVS 2ES. Tel/Fax: 0925 50909

!!VARIOUS!!

SIGNWRITER
for the BBC & Archimedes

Professional quality

lettering that keeps it's

smooth outline at any size

for 1/2" to max printer

width 8" (BBC) Produce

quality Banners, Posters,

Letterheads, Adverts, Signs, Tickets & Notices in minutes.

BBC Disk £29.95-

Archimedes £39.95

Blac); & Coloured Ribbons for many printers. Please ring for

availability and prices.

i \\] prices include VAT and Delivery)

WtGHT SClENTiFiC. 'S^mfMw<
44 ROAM STREET. GnEENWIC»*:>:vSS^- '^"^^^ and V,sa

LGNDOW8E10 9JT accepted

TeiptTOne0ei-asa269S Fax 08t-ag3 441-6



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

^>g^ The PD Library

Over 480 cram-packed discs of the best Archimedes
Public Domain Software.

Unlike olher libraries you can pick 'n mix Ihe prtigrams

you warn. Jusi £;,20 per disc tbrourown compiled discs or

£1 .60 for ihc p<ck 'n mix ser\-icc.

What the press snv:
The best organised catalogue of any of the PD suppliers

I've seen. Arch Angel has a full hs( of software which is

worth exploring in detail.' (BAU Oct9l)-

'The complete catalogue of al! Arch Angel PD discs is

presented in a very helpful menu system. This makes
choosing and ordering software as ea.sy as pie. Other PD
libraries should lake note as this feature gives Arch Angel a

big advantage.' (Archimedes World Dec91 ).

mum mi jsay a\oim:?
For the latest catalogue with Arch Angel's unique 'Pick n

Mix' feature, please send a £ I to:

Arch Angel PD. PO Box 41. Exeter. Devon. EX4 3EN.
het/ues payable to Arch Angel PD.Please make a.

Moribund Hedgehog PD
3 Rodmell Close, Bromley Cross,

Bolton BL7 9DT
XUien seKing mate tlian ere dsfe, jU'W-D is tlie t+wcpest

sifpfiat oj quodty ^iMc Tinman so^twcwe |ofi the Adiimccfes.

Uttf/te's a iffKcfje dieted 9 locked sewcc, otcf tf* swappng oi

sc|tu»3/ie IS uefcome.

SerW t1 new Jon ttie (dest ^tro ^fe (incfudinQ ttw

Qcchrred d'lsfe-tiascd coldcgje. lUtli a megciyle o^ use|i/ crJ

enteMoining so^twotG, tncfudmg the o^Jtco? MSifP^ demo). 3oi

a i\m\ed penlocf, you'S o(so get a 50p-ojj loudiGft.

ThaOotafilQ^
The Arcnimeaes PD i~\
& Shareware Libraryy^

Far details of our latest _^^

Cat/Demo disc VI that y.
contains over 1625k of

archived public domain

&)d the comprehensive* •

500k ICat-a-log pleasef\
see our main advert /\

on page 74 of this

issue of Acorn User.

Public Domain
& Shareware
at prices you
can afford.

Standard discs £1.10

Super discs £1.25

Send your discs to

us 50p and 75p.

ARCHIMEDES PUBLIC DOMAIN

LOWCOST = THE BEST NAME IN PD

SEND lor LOWCOST PD's latest

catalogue/demo disc. It contains full details of all

our exciting £1 discs. YES, JUST £1 a disc!

Nothing but the BEST at LOWCOST PDI

Please send a £1 coin or £1 cheque made payable to

J. MIchalskI lor our catalogue/demo disc to:

LOWCOST PD (LC PD), 6 FURZELAND HOUSE,

SHEEPHOUSE WAV, NEW MALDEN, SURREY, KT3 5PH.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

'3)emo 3)lySO 9

Demo Diic 9 Crammed'

>^ wilCi over \bOOk of new

PD software.

Order the Offer Pack helow, for fust

£6, or MfuS a £l coin for Demo 9.

F98 Bobby Blockhead Demo
F99 Arc Angels Mega Demo
J3! Archivist Demonstration Version

G93 8 Bit Stereo Sound Tracks

+++ Arcaynia Demo Package 9 +++

PO Box 1927 : Sutton Coldfield : B74 3QZ

BBCPD

Making its premiere this month on the

brand new Skylall Spring '92 Demo Disc

is the Revolutionary Interactive What you
See, is What you Gel' Database, For the

first time ever you can graphically see the

contents o( our great discs before you
buy, with a detailed description for every

Application, Demo and Game.

Please send £1 for your copy of

Spring '92 Demo Disc and Catalogue.

SlyUII, PO Box 2220,

BiBMir<(,I.Av, B-IJ 5RZ.

J&1.E3

WISH SOMETHING NEW WAS HAPPENING

fOSt YOUB BBC/EL£CTItON ?

SOMETHING IS I

Furyour catukt^ue amtt sampler dine, seiiii JLl.SO lo

UhC PD, 18 CarUom Clote. BlacUroti, OOLTOS 016 SDL

atutiii^ tiiic size unitJontuil • or send an AS i.u.e.

fur briefdtilaits and a suntnuiry calutoaue.

(Pltms« malm cheque* payable lo A. BluiideHJ.

MUSIC

"DarikC 'Wilson (Presents fusgrtat

\ 8i^ac(iSlrchimedes TracHier

•••* ccCkction!

The Data Stream is now proud to release

some of the best music ever heard on the

Archimedes- 10 discs with over 30 8-track

trackers - some lasting over 10 minutes!
The tracks are not PD and are available

only from us! CPttastmaisc^itpMpatioiUto

fOT>iAci€t :j£SS.OO ^^'^i^Stnam'l

D.W.Trackers. - 32 Hollinwell Avenue,

Wollaton, Nottingham, NG8 1JZ

D KIFtK
THEORY OF MUSIC Questions and Exercises

LEVEL 1 THEORY OF MUSIC - tutorial

each: Arc£16 Cofnpact£16 lutaster£15

BBC B (80-liackl £13.50, (40-track) £14.60

PLAY WHAT I PLAY - a music game

Arc£13.50 Compact £13.50 Master/B £12.50

5000 NOTES (AMPLE music) Master/B £3.95

Ted Kliii (BAU) 33 number Crescant. ST. HELENS,
Merseyslde WA9 4HD (0744 818761)

600 .X 600 d.p.i.laser printing! 1 r- top -qor. lily priming of y jur

dncumi^nts {!Draw, '.Impression, iPosterej\. contact me now.

Rates: 80p per A4 side

8p per side for extra copies

No minimum order!

Just send a 3.5" disc containing your

document, instructions and a cheque to:

M,Wjggin, 50 Forton Road, Newport,
Shropshire. TFIO 7|R.

Also: images scanned at up to 25 (i grey levels;

leaflets, business cards and promotional material printed.

For further details, Tel. 0952 81 4624

COMPaTER
SERVICES

DESK TOP PUBLISHING - SALES
HOME AND SCHOOL EVENTS'

TEACHER'S PURCHASE SCHEME
0% Finance on Learning Curves

DERBY (033Z) 690691

BBC SOFTWARE

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE
INVESTMENT ANALYSER 2 El 9.98
Shares, Unit trusts anO unit assurance investments can be moniiored
with ttiis simple lo use menu driven program. Investments can be
plolted graphically and compared with other investments or indices,

INFLATE ei9.98
Designed to work with the investmenl analyser, this program monitors

the RPI indei and the FTA index and calculates the RPI and FTA
inflated values ol each

IS full di of Ihes prograi

compulBis, Prices Include postage and V.fl.T. al 1

Most of our prograrrs are available (or Ihe Eleclian/B8C

3../IVlaster COMPACT and ARCHIMEDES range on 5 25" and 3,5" disc
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
GAMES SCANNING SERVICES MAGAZINES

CREATOR ARCADE GAMES DESIGNER £38.95

Produce your own arcade-slyie games with Creator. \o
BASIC or ARM code programming knowledge needed.

ALPS ADVENTURE SYSTEM £34.95

ALPS allows you to create commercial-quaiiiy text

adventures with eraphics. Full RISC OS application.
" COPSei9.95

A humorous adventure with text and graphics - spend a

day as a cop on Hall Street and find the kidnapped Chief,

PLAGUE PLANET £14.95

A tough sci-fi text adventure with over 250 locations.

UK P+P tree on all orders. EC: £2,50, Outside EC: £3.50

ALPINE SOFTWARE, Dept (BAU5) Tel: 0762 342510

PO 80X25, Portadown. CRAIGAVON. BT63 5UT

UTILITIES

IDrawAid
Produce .'Draw files as

varied as these from your

own BASIC programs.

.'DrawAid comes with an [ntroductory

Tutorial, a Rererence Guide, and

numerous Example Programs.

PRICE £10 inirludint! postage, no VAT
or send SAE for inforniaiion sheet.

CARVIC Manufacturing,

Moray Park. Findhorn Road,

FORR[':S. Moray IV36 (ITP i'

.<4i4<4'4'4'4'

1 iiifiAiitA

;

HOBBYIST

DTP

FUN

BUSINESS

DOCUMENT

AND

PICTURE

SCANNING

OTP-Seon
HIGH QUALITY COLOUR & B/W SCANNING
FOR ALL ARCHIMEDES USERS INC.A5000

AT SENSIBLE PRICES
ONLY £4.60 FOR 6"x4" COLOUR PICTURE

INC. DISC AND RETURN POSTAGE

* UP TO A4 SIZE * UP TO 400 DPI *

Call 061-445 0191 for Free Information Pack

Or send Picture/Doc. stating Mode rqd.(15/21)

and available computer memory (1/2/4 Mb) to:

DTP-Scan 27 Broad Oak Lane

EastDidsbury Manchester M20 OQB

'The ^Jjiic- basal Jiaga-^ine fox the .'hdiiineoLS

Absolutely is a monthly magazine with 2

discs. The first contains compacted new PD
and the other contains many Archimedes

related articles.

Send a £1.00 coin PUam m^t^U tit^ua

for cheque for a f^tt^iiu u 'yttuiucdtf

sample copy!

26A Bull Lane, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8JD

42 WiwBonie (jankns, 'Ealing, London, "Wll mZ.

niiuAoiis
Akchlmecfes ^Disc AAaga2ine

9t?usions "Tfec .Magazine is suLtoWe \fix dl

lA^chinTGdes corr^CRS, Sach issue contains ttie

(latest sokwone aeU.Gu;s, pftoyamming, games arid

nrxjcd rriuch rr(m. ^rttces o/ie :

1 9ssue ^£3, 3 issues 17,50 and 6 5ssues 113

'T^ease mafec di cKequesAPOs to '9oKn '^eed'.
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cr/te sti^4r^ Suite
All 4Mation packages for

the Archimedes carry a
FREE SITE LICENCE.

1 SmArt is a Linked Graphics System. When

~-^^7~W'^ picture files are loaded into smArt, different^ parts of the picture can be changed by
making selections from a menu. The graphics components
are automatically scaled so that the parts always fit. Pictures

may be saved as Draw files or transferred to DTP programs
or any other applications which can handle Draw files.

The smArt package comes with over two dozen files on
subjects ranging from shops to cars, and churches to British

Isles maps. Available as separate products are discs of

smArt files on specific themes such as Leisure, Heraldry,

Faces, Fashion, Homes, Trees & Gardens, and Dinosaurs.

smArt £55 (NZ$198) smArt discs £1 6 (NZ$ 59)

For those wishing to create their own smArt
files, smArtFiler is an application which

files. Full instructions are provided along with lots of

examples. Individual components may be scaled, rotated,

and placed in front of or behind other components. Menu
entries may be specified.

If it can be drawn it can be a smArt file.

smArtFiler£35 (NZ$129)

^^ ^ Chameleon is an ideal companion to

^Cname/con smArt, and a must for anyone who needs
to make quick and easy colour changes to

Draw files. As well as palettes for 1 6 and 256 colour modes,
there are options for 256 shades of grey and a RGB colour

cube which provides thousands of colours. Colours may be
selected from other Draw files so can be copied from one
picture to another. Colours may also be changed in HSV
values; Hue, Saturation and Value. Edited files may be
saved as normal Draw files or as colour separations. A clever

Undo and Redo facility allows virtually any number of colour

changes to be cancelled and then reinstated. Zoom and
Magnification facilities allow accurate editing of small areas.

Chameleon £25 (NZ$ 95)

athing suit; light blue

top; red

bi- se; white; uaistcoat; ocange

T jfi-necked ubite blouse; orange uaislooat

jenin jacket; dark blje

two tone Ebirt; dark/light blue; with tie

^blouse; white; uitb tie

triped top; dark/light blue

leatshirt; light green

[rdigan; green

eeve top; decorative cut outs; gellog

t; uhite with red pattern

st; gel

^I^SlflFI

^DDDBI H[

tiiai ChaneUon tools"

Target area

IQHQa®" ^ o o o <>

ion type

FREE DEMO DISC

Send us a blank disc to receive a
demo copy of smArt and Chameleon.

Only the save facility is missing.

Poster demo also available.

4Mation • 14 Castle Park Road
Barnstaple • Devon • EX32 SPA
Tel. (0271 ) 25353 Fax. (0271 ) 22974

Poster £89 NZ$367.50
Snippet £29 NZ$120.00
Jigsaw £29 NZ$120.00
Jiglet £29 NZ$120.00
DTP Seeds* £ 8.45 NZ$ 35.00
• (book - no VAT)

UK Prices: incl. PSP, excl. VAT @ 17y2%.

NZ prices incl. GST.

E^
4Mation New Zealand

^ PO Box 1 2-228 • Christchurch

Fax. (03) 655-055



COMPETITION

WIN
A ROLAND PIANO KEYBOARD

Qhe BBC A3()()() and Ardiimedes offer gieal

polenlial for making music. You may be

inspiied by music programs we run in the

magazine, sucli as our chord diclionary. on page

62. A wide choice of commercial music soft-

ware also exists which allows you to create and

play great music, from classical to rock.

But to make the most of your machine's

musical capabilities, you really need a keyboard.

Which is why we are giving I'eaders the chance

to win one of the latest digital keyboards from

Roland, the EP-3 digital piano, worth £299.

Built-in sounds featm-es include both acoustic

and electric piano, vibes, strings and organ

sounds, as well as an amplifier and speakers - so

all you have to do is plug in and play!

The EP-3 makes an ideal 'firsl' keyboard and

you don't need a technical or musical back-

gi-ound lo play one. But as you become inore

proficient, you can use the built-in Midi capa-

bilities of the keyboard to connect up to your

compute!" and othei" instruments.

HOW TO ENTER
The competition is open to all readers - simply

answer the questions opposite, complete the tie-

breaker and send the coupon to: Roland Compe-

tition, BBC Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick Place,

London Nl 6DJ, The closing date is Friday

March 27 1992. Usual competition rules apply.

Answer three

questions and you could

be the proud owner of the latest

digital piano from Roland, worth just under £300!

ROLAND COMPETITION ENTRY COUPON
Please answer all three questions and complete the tie-breaker below.

1. What does the term Midi stand for?

2. How many sharps are there in the chord of C major?

3. Name the music application supplied with the BBC A3000/Archimedes?

I would like to win a Roland keyboard because (not more than 1 5 words) ,

Your name ,

Address
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HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE
Imaging products for Archimedes:- Scanners, Video Hardware and Software

For Graphic Arts, DTP, Word Processing, Multi-Media and Computer Based Training etc

Moving i-Mage

i-Scan 256

Multi-media video on desktop

Scalable full motion video in window

Simple to use from BASIC, C, assembler etc

Support for 'Moving i-Mage' built in to Genesis and Avanti

Produces high-quality precise colour matched sprites

4:1:1 YUV digital video format with 21 bits per pixel

l^ S-VHS or composite PAL/NTSC video inputs

Single width card with pixel ports can be expanded for

image compression and other formats eg 4:2:2

True grey level scanner

Specifically designed for Archimedes

G 256 grey level at up to 400dpi

Automatic scan from postage stamp size up to A4

Q Upgradable

Brightness and contrast adjustable from desktop

i-Mage

Elucidata

High-quality 24 bit Colour scanning

TIFF, JPEG, closest colour matched SPRITE

IRLAM and CLEAR file formats

Fast preview and 256 grey level scans

LJ Multi-tasking scanning with dithering and

compression carried out on the fly

Complete range of Sharp flatbed scanners supported:

JX-100 mmi, JX300 A4, JX450 A3 and JX600 A3

Optical character recognition

LI Any monochrome sprite imported

Multi-tasking recognition

Trainable from outline fonts or scanned image

Filters large objects and noise

Handles proportional fonts

Prol-Mage

Alterl-Mage

Fax-im

Scanned Image Editing

Q All changes/edits carried out in 24 bit domain

Closest colour matched sprites

Crop, sharpen, adjust gamma and colour balance etc

Imports and exports SPRITE, TIFF, CLEAR, JPEG

IRLAM and 'Moving i-Mage' files

Facsimile card

Group 111 facsimile

Fully featured printer driver application

Sends full colour files to another Fax-im

13 Auto-answer mode

CCITT compressed TIFF files supported

Available direct from Irlam Instruments Limited.

For more details please contact

FTl Jis^

All software RISC OS
compliant Products carry full

one year guarantee. Hardware

includes complete package of

software etc.

All trade marks, registered

names acknowledged.

Irlam Instruments Limited Brunei Institute of Bioengineering Brunei University

Uxbridge Middlesex UBS 3PH 0895 811401



supcnioR somunnc
AIR SUPREMACY

Combat Strategy and Action...

in ttie Air, on Land and at Sea

In this totally new type of game/simulation, you can choose to

swop between aircraft and ground or sea combat forces, as

the battle develops. You start in 1918 in Europe, with biplanes

and tanks, then proceed to level 2 in 1944 In the Pacific, with

fighter aircraft and gunboats. Levels in 1991 involves jet

aircraft and desert tanks, and finally to 2150 with futuristic

aircraft and rapid attack hovercraft. As you progress, the

action becomes faster and more difficult with the ordnance
increasingly comprehensive. Mouse or keyboard control.

A3000/Archimedes

MASTER BREAK
Snooker-Style Trivia Quiz Game for 1 to 4 Players

Six categories of questions: SCIENCE & NATURE, POP MUSIC, GEOGRAPHY,
SPORTS & PASTIMES, ARTS and HISTORY. Over 1500 questions in the BBC
Micro/Electron version. Over 2000 questions in the A3000/Archimedes
version, including digitised picture and digitised sound questions.

in the 1 player game, try to get the highest break - you might even
manage the maximum break of 147. In the 2 to 4 player game, compete
against your friends and family for the highest score and highest break.

Start your frame with an easy red question, then choose your colour -

have you the nerve to choose the black ball question? You ve used oil

your PASSES and the ball is OVER THE POCKET - if you miss, if s a FOULSHOT!

ALL THE FUN AND CHALLENGE OF A TRIVIA QUIZ AND SNOOKER MATCH
ROLLED INTO ONE ENTHRALLING GAME.

BBC Micro/Master, Electron & A3000/Archimedes

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 16

A New Action-Pocked Four-Game Compilation
HOSTAGES

CommandoQction and strategic planning.
Place your snipers, abseil down the
Embassy and smasti ttirougti ttie windows
lo rescue the hostages. Superb graphics
and sounds. Keyboard or joystick control.

"We ore used to big blockbuster gomes
from Superior, and Hostages is r^o

exception"... Micro User

PERPLEXITY
Three-dimensional strategy game for all

Repton and Pac man tons. Puzzle your way
through 16 graphicaify brilliant mozes.
"A classic for yourcoSiectioii. but you may
end up smashing your Beeb in

frustration"...BBC Acorn User

BBC Micro/Master & Electron

VERTIGO
A brand-new release by Superior. Five

levels of fun ond skill as you try to balance
your way around lilty different weird and
wonderful structures. The addictiveness of

play that makes for a classic.

Superb music and sound effecls. Joystick
option (BBC Micro /Master version).
Enhanced BBC Master disc version.

PIPEMANIA
The brilliant and highly acclaimed gome
from Empire Software. Frustration as you
try to join the pipes ond let the llooz flow.

Joystick option (BBC Micro/Master
version). One or two player options.

"A classic puzzle arcade game that is so
addictive, it should come with a
Government Health Warning"...ComputBT
& Video Games

MASTER BREAKAIR SUPREMACY
A3000/Archimedes 3 'A "Disc £24.95

BBC Micro Casiettes & BBC Micro 5V<" Discs are compatible wifh BBC B, B+ & Master 126 computers.

BSC MicFo/Eledron Cassette. ..£9.95 BBC Micro 5V*"Diic £11.95

Master Compact 3V!"Disc. .,,£14.95 A3000/Archimedes 3Vi"Disc...£19.95

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 16
BfiC Micro/Electron Cassetfe...£12.9S BBC Micfo 5V."[>isc...£14.95

Mastet Compact 3Vi"Dlsc £l9.95

pictures show the BBC Master versions of Hie gomes, unless stoted otherwise.

We have in slock over 30 different titles for the BBC Micro/Master and Acorn Electron
computers including such great games as: ELITE, REVS + REVS 4 TRACKS, EXILE, SPEECH!
A QUESTION OF SPORT, REPTON INFINITY and SIM CITY, and the compilation titles;

ACORNSOFT HITS 1 & 2, SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS 1, 2 & 3 ond PLAY IT AGAIN SAMS 1 to IS

All are available for immediate despatch.

Our A3000/Arch]medes titles include great classics such as ZARCH, CONQUEROR
and REPTON 3 (now with enhanced graphics), SUPERIOR GOLF, and the new, highly
praised, speech synthesiser, SPEECH! Also the action-packed HOSTAGES game.

Please write to the address t>elow or telephone for o full list of Superior Software games.

7 supcnion
soFTUinnc ACORNSeFT

(Superior Software is a trading name of Superior Microcomputing Ltd )

Dept. Jl, P.O. Box 6. Brigg, S. Humberside DN20 9NH. Tel; (0652) 658585 24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders are despatched

by firsl-class post

• Postage and packing is Free

• Cassettes and discs thai are

faulty on receipt will be
replaced immedioteiy

'his aces not atlecl your statuioty (igMsl


